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It has become something of a standard refrain to say that modernity has experienced a break with 

the home: “The house was no longer a home” (Anthony Vidler), “Dwelling, in the proper sense, 

is now impossible” (Theodor Adorno), “We children of the future, how could we be at home in 

this today?” (Friedrich Nietzsche), “The house is far away, it is lost, we inhabit it no more; we 

are, alas, certain of inhabiting it never again” (Gaston Bachelard), “Homelessness is coming to 

be the destiny of the world” (Martin Heidegger), and the list could go on. Applying these claims 

to English Modernist novels, The Not So Great House moves through literary expressions of 

homelessness to propose a means of affecting a homecoming against the odds. Making use of the 

duality of unheimlich—being at once familiar and strange—along with the ideal of liminal space 

and the commutable relationship between bodies and their spaces, I argue that for Modernity, the 

sense of being at home comes from a paradoxical harmony in which the house is both hostile and 

welcoming, the subject both absent and present.  

 Modern subjectivity, if it is to have a formal analogue through architecture, requires one 

that is fragmented, one that has gaps where reality has worked its way through. I offer the great 

house, stripped of its greatness, as that analogue for early 20th-century England. Taking Georg 

Lukács's theory of the novel as a formal expression of “transcendental homelessness” as a 



 

 

starting point, I outline an architecture of homelessness as expressed by spaces in a text, focusing 

on architecture’s psychological effects on subjectivity and on the qualities necessary to create the 

essential home, that space which can sustain life and, indeed, teach one how to live. Using 

readings from E.M. Forster, Evelyn Waugh, D.H. Lawrence, John Galsworthy, and Virginia 

Woolf, I propose that the novel ultimately offers insight beyond the scope of either history or 

architecture alone into the problem of how to be, and how to “be at home” in a time of 

homelessness. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Spatial Reform in Modernist Literature: Reading the House 
 

“Je suis l'espace où je suis.” / “I am the space where I am.”  

—Noël Arnaud, L'État d'ébauche (1951) 

 

 

1. Spatial Form, Spatial Re-Form 

Joseph Frank's pioneering 1945 essay “Spatial Form in Modern Literature” introduces the term “spatial 

form” as a concept that has more to do with the physical arrangement of characters and themes within a 

novel than any particular forms or structures the spaces of action take.1 Throughout the essay, the term 

“spatial form” frustratingly resists specific definition. Frank writes of it at a distance, or in the general. 

Similarly, in her introduction to Maurice Blanchot's The Space of Literature, translator Ann Smock 

writes, “With considerable regularity, literature's 'space' is described as exile or banishment [. . .] Thus 

l’espace littéraire, or l’espace de l’oeuvre, is the 'distance' of the work, or of literature, with respect, not 

only to 'every other object which exists,' but with respect to itself.”2 For Smock and Blanchot, as for 

Frank, “spatial form” is relative, having more to do with reflection than specificity. It is always 

bounded by the limits of the work's pages, or even the impossibly broad limit of “every other object 

which exists.” There is no legible, conceptual definition of the term. Franco Moretti contributes to the 

discussion by noting the difference between “space in literature,” which is a given fictional space, and 

“literature in space,” a scope which situates the text in a real historical space.3 Moretti's focus is 

primarily on the external rather than the internal—he studies the spread of plot points across maps, or 

the prominence of certain locales in works, so for him that definition is enough. Sharon Marcus’s 

                                                 
1 Joseph Frank, “Spatial Form in Modern Literature,” in The Idea of Spatial Form (New Brunswick: Rutgers 

 University Press, 1991), 15. 
2 Ann Smock, introduction to The Space of Literature, Maurice Blanchot, trans. Ann Smock (Lincoln: University of 

 Nebraska Press, 1982), 11. 
3 Franco Moretti, Atlas of the European Novel: 1800 – 1900 (New York: Verso, 1998), 3. Given the scope of Moretti’s 

 project, neither turn of phrase has anything to do with literature set in space—as in, outer space—though there 

 is enough material to merit a study of its own. 
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Apartment Stories (1999) looks to urban domestic spaces to map out intersections between exterior and 

interior, cities and the lives of those who live in them. A more recent study by Kate Marshall called 

Corridors (2013) looks solely to the internal by proposing hallways as models of communication, 

where again the definition is sufficient thanks to its limited scope.  

 My project takes the middle-ground between Moretti’s broad “Europe” and Marshall’s narrow 

“corridor” as its scope, taking the house as a focal point for redefining “spatial form” and its use in 

literature. Here specifically, the English house as told by a series of 20th century novels each drawing in 

some way on the 17th and 18th century “country house” narrative. Adding also Witold Rybczynski’s 

conceptual model of not only the objective house but also the subjective home as the borderline for the 

space in question, that space of the house then becomes “the house, but also everything that was in it 

and around it, as well as the people, and the sense of satisfaction and contentment that all these 

conveyed.”4 Laying out the difference between house and the added affect dimension of home, I take a 

wider view of the country house novel and reposition it in English literary history by arguing that it is 

not only an idyllic generic relic of a bygone age but in fact its stylistic conventions can exemplify the 

particularly modern anxieties of subject-formation in the first half of the 20th century. The structure of 

this project necessitates a rather longer introduction, to lay out the theoretical framework, before a 

sequence of chapters addressing specific examples from 20th-century English literature. Using Georg 

Lukács's theory of the novel as a formal expression of “transcendental homelessness” as a starting 

point, I outline an architecture of homelessness as expressed by spaces in novels; ultimately, I propose 

that the novel offers insight beyond either history or architecture’s scope into the uncanny problem of 

how to “be at home” in a time of homelessness.  

 Through case studies of modernist novels and their failing homes, I work to articulate a 

reformation of fictional interiority and subjectivity in terms both spatial and psychological, literary and 

                                                 
4 Witold Rybczynski, Home: A Short History of an Idea (New York: Viking, 1986), 62. 
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historical. The earliest novel to be examined here dates from 1906, the latest from 1945; this section of 

English literature is often seen as a time of pervasive anxiety, the dread of the home front at war, under 

threat of war, and once again at war. There is also, however, a return to sentiment, reconfiguring 

novelistic structures of the 18th and 19th centuries away from morality or romance as redemptive forces 

and towards, instead, nostalgia. Crucial to that nostalgia are the houses which figure centrally in each 

of the novels—built dwelling spaces that echo earlier times, or an approximation thereof. Alexandra 

Harris calls this move “the imaginative claiming of England” and notes in Romantic Moderns (2010): 

“the castles are gone and we hanker after them.”5  

From a literary historical perspective, these are novels that bring Victorian sensibilities into 

Modernist environments where industrialism and capitalism come into conflict with the pastoral 

romantic possibilities and simpler morals of simpler times. Those hankering after castles may still 

continue to do so, but they do it surrounded by progress and the knowledge that they are the outliers, 

the exceptions. Combining that with the twentieth century’s literary trend towards introspection via 

stream-of-consciousness, free indirect discourse, and omniscient narrators gives us novels that fully 

articulate the inner lives of their characters, including all the questions and struggles that arise when 

one is trying to “claim” or re-claim a piece of the past. 

 The English country house experience is also markedly different from the Irish or Scottish; 

though each have their own importance, it is England that emerges as the site of the starkest rise and 

fall of this architectural tradition, with the 20th century's widespread demolition of houses both historic 

and relatively new historic-style builds. From castles and feudal manors to the 17th century architect's 

symbol of power to the 18th and 19th century rural retreats from London life, the progress of country 

house life came to an abrupt end in the 20th century. Much of the available oeuvre on country houses 

                                                 
5 Alexandra Harris, Romantic Moderns: English Writers, Artists and the Imagination from Virginia Woolf to John 

 Piper (London: Thames & Hudson, 2015), 10, 55. 
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and their history and place in literature tends to treat the 20th century only as a footnote, or the last and 

shortest chapter. It is clear to see why they are left out: the 1930s in particular marked a decline in 

country house tradition, to match the economic depression, but the country house had been in jeopardy 

from the outbreak of World War I and the ensuing loss of domestic staff. Neither are the houses in these 

novels the decaying Gothics or proper Victorians that get so much attention in earlier literature and its 

criticism; these have been renovated, forgotten, sold. They are both more real, and less impressive, than 

many of their forbearers in the novelistic tradition. While some of them are fairly traditional great 

houses—namely Brideshead and Penge—they are more likely to be smaller echoes, lacking the full 

estates and cadres of servants, even occasionally situated in cities rather than the countryside. Some are 

not even houses at all, as characters move out and into flats, huts, hotels. It may seem contrary to 

include spaces that are explicitly and obviously not great country houses, but the fact is that these 

specific fictional spaces grant access to portrayals of modern subjectivity that are not present in their 

more well preserved National Trust or English Heritage counterparts, precisely because of their flaws.  

 Speaking of the heritage industry, from mid-March through late May, 2016, I had the 

opportunity—funded in part by the Einaudi Foundation and Cornell University—to travel throughout 

England doing field work and research at various heritage sites. I read Virginia Woolf’s papers at the 

British Library and walked the streets of Bloomsbury. I visited the British Museum and Sir John 

Soane’s museum, where I studied blueprints and artists’ renderings of country houses in their archives. 

In my travels I went to Sissinghurst Castle in Kent, Blenheim Palace in Oxfordshire, Castle Howard in 

North Yorkshire, William Morris’s Red House in London, Audley End House in Essex, Thomas 

Hardy’s Cottage and Max Gate as well as Athelhampton House in Dorset, Lanhydrock House and St. 

Michael’s Mount in Cornwall. I also spent time in both Oxford and Cambridge, particularly with the 

E.M. Forster papers in King’s College archives, taking breaks to walk through the fields to The 

Orchard tea garden in Grantchester where Forster, Woolf, D.H. Lawrence, and so many of the 
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Bloomsbury Group used to go. I went to Cornwall and walked the Southwest Coast path, followed the 

shoreline four miles from Hayle station up to Godrevy Point where the lighthouse sits across the bay 

from Woolf’s childhood haunt of Talland House in St. Ives. The photos that accompany each chapter 

are my own. The purpose of this trip was two-fold, but as time passed the archival work began to take 

on a secondary importance to experiencing the historic houses. Getting a sense of the types of 

surroundings these novels both reflect and produce was paramount to understanding the movement of, 

and through, space in their narratives. Approaching gate-houses on foot, then wandering through the 

great halls, dining rooms, portrait galleries, gardens, many of them largely empty because of the 

season—it all showed me how closely England’s country houses are tied to its cultural heritage, and 

how many of those houses are still serving, in a smaller way, as family homes. In those houses, not 

only have architecture and historical symbolism withstood the test of time but real human life has as 

well, lived in constant connection to the past. Perhaps most importantly, my travels gave this project a 

sense of scale, grounding it in the types of routes the characters in these novels would have walked 

every day. The narrative’s descriptions are not always precise enough to afford an accurate 

reconstruction of their spaces, but each holds just enough detail to envision what the experience in its 

space would be—what emotions the spaces elicit, what paths of motion they admit.  

 Beginning with houses whose situations reveal both patriarchal power structures and changing 

modern attitudes, then moving through themes of concealment and the seemingly endless search for 

refuge, my project ends with a new angle on the “spatial turn” in literary studies—a spatial re-turn 

which suggests that a cycle of departure-absence-return is necessary for fully understanding and 

articulating the connection between dweller and dwelling-place. The solidity of traditional architecture 

gives shape to the abstraction of modern subjectivity, both being contained within the structured 

boundaries of a novel. My dissertation charts a course from instability to exile before at last returning 

home to map out how architecture can embody consciousness in modernist literature. I am invested in a 
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theory of spatial re-form that is more architectural than similar concepts discussed by Frank, Blanchot, 

or Moretti. The novels here contrast their domestic interiors with character interiority but refuse any 

neat analogue of identity mapping onto space, or spaces of action illuminating some larger historical 

trend. Instead, Rybczynski’s “satisfaction and contentment” are largely absent, and the inhabitants 

become increasingly less at home in their houses.  

 My central questions are these: How we are to live? How to be at home? And what is the 

novel’s formal ability to reveal those answers? Particularly in the early 20th century, developments in 

both narrative form and psychoanalytic conceptions of the self coincide to make an immensely useful 

sample size for this study. These are Modernist novels concerned with character interiority and the 

development of the self through narration. In that regard, they have a lot in common with the 

Bildungsroman genre, revealing psychological and moral growth in their characters as they move 

through their houses and landscapes. Limiting the geographical boundary to England helps to keep 

enough familiarity or similarity between country houses to be able to lay out a common vocabulary of 

domestic interiority, and to work towards a common definition of spatial form in literature and its 

affective potential on the human subject. England has an especially strong history of national sentiment 

tied to its country houses, both in heritage terms and in literature. Whereas the broader trend in 20th 

century literature may have been to move away from sentiment, and certainly away from nostalgia, 

these eight English novels face it, with varying degrees of authenticity—some genuine, some not. Any 

lack of faith in character and human nature is made up for by a faith in architecture, in the spaces each 

text depicts, faithful enough to real historic houses and neighborhoods that the visuals are clear on the 

page. Each chapter pairs two novels from two different authors, with a second appearance of most 

authors to show the development in their approach to the problem of home in English literature. To go 

back to Frank’s concept of spatial form, the focus of my inquiries lies in the spaces of action in texts, 

and the forms (houses, rooms, gardens, streets, apartments, etc.) they take. What do these spaces look 
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like? How do they influence the characters who move about within, or transgress, their boundaries? 

Each chapter lays out a different set of questions surrounding the central inquiry of how to live. First: 

What is the relationship between space and self? How does one connect to a space? Second: What does 

the form that any given space takes do for a novel—what does it enable, or prohibit? What happens if 

that space is left behind? Third: Can any new space ever replace that which once was lost? Fourth: 

How does one find their way home? And, once home, is it ever possible to stay? 

 

2. Homeless Modernity 

It has become something of a standard refrain to say that modernity has experienced a break with the 

home, and so modernist texts are particularly useful as a case study for house-centric spatial form in 

literature. As Anthony Vidler writes in The Architectural Uncanny, a pervasive sense of homelessness 

was the modern norm: “The house was no longer a home, ran the refrain.”6 In support Vidler cites 

Theodor Adorno, from Minima Moralia (1944): “Dwelling, in the proper sense, is now impossible. The 

traditional residencies we grew up in have grown intolerable: each trait of comfort in them is paid for 

with a betrayal of knowledge.”7 Adorno connects dwelling to morality, theorizing that the impossibility 

of leading a moral life in modern times means that any who would aim for morality must, therefore, 

“not be at home in one's home.”8 The two concepts are irreconcilable. Friedrich Nietzsche, in The Gay 

Science (1882), agrees: “We children of the future, how could we be at home in this today?”9 Gaston 

Bachelard, in Earth and Reveries of Repose (1948), also looks, bleakly, to the future: “The house is far 

away, it is lost, we inhabit it no more; we are, alas, certain of inhabiting it never again.”10 Time seems 

intertwined with the question of homecoming, both in terms of looking ahead and recognizing what lies 

                                                 
6     Anthony Vidler, The Architectural Uncanny: Essays in the Modern Unhomely (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1992), 66. 
7 Ibid., 65. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Quoted in Brendan O'Donoghue, A Poetics of Homecoming: Heidegger, Homelessness and the Homecoming Venture 

 (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2011), 38. 
10 Quoted in Vidler, 65. 
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behind. The dim view that Bachelard takes of the future here is both ironic—his other seminal text, The 

Poetics of Space (1958), is almost obsessively positive—and provides one of the central questions of 

my inquiry. If everyone agrees that home is lost, can it ever be found again?  

 Hilde Heyden quotes the same passage of Adorno in her critique Architecture and Modernity, 

adding his line, “The house is past” to further emphasize how distant, temporally, the possibility of 

home has become.11 Philosopher Massimo Cacciari, in a 1980 essay, puts it in almost identical terms: 

“the home is past, it no longer is.”12 Here Cacciari is relying on Heidegger—particularly on 

Heidegger's notion of the fourfold as a sacred space, and the theoretical break between that space and 

the modern metropolis, alienating and industrial. It is a fitting reliance, since Heidegger himself wrote, 

in his 1947 “Letter of 'Humanism' ”: “Homelessness is coming to be the destiny of the world.”13 

Everyone, it seems, truly does agree. 

 One of the issues here is, as Alexandra Harris puts it in Romantic Moderns, that “people make 

houses to reflect not who they are but who they want to be, and they do not always live up to the ideas 

they set in stone.”14  This is the same principle behind Sarah Susanka’s excellent work The Not So Big 

House (1998), whose title my own pays homage to. “We all want to go home,” Susanka writes, “but we 

don’t know how.”15 Her book comes out of more than fifteen years of working with various clients and 

fellow architects, following up the rise of popularity in the 1980s in America for mansions and “starter 

castles” with a theory that the spaces we live in enable or forbid certain things in our lives, and that 

contrary to popular belief, bigger is not necessarily better. By valuing quality over quantity, and 

tailoring designs to suit the lives of those inhabiting each space, Susanka proposes that “every space is 

                                                 
11    Hilde Heyden, Architecture and Modernity: A Critique (Boston: MIT Press, 1999), 17. 
12 Quoted in Heyden, 17. 
13 Quoted in Vidler, 8. The Heideggerian fourfold, as explained in “Building, Dwelling, Thinking,” consists of the 

 earth, the sky, the divinities, and the mortals. 
14 Harris, 58. 
15 Sarah Susanka, The Not So Big House: A Blueprint for the Way We Really Live (Newtown, CT: The Taunton Press, 

 Inc., 1998), 194. 
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considered to be an expression of the lives lived within.”16 In order to do this, an architect must work 

closely with their client, to get to know them as a person before building the house that will shelter 

their life. Susanka believes that homelessness does not have to be the destiny of the world. People can 

find homes, if the right steps are followed: 

Clearly, what should happen before a house is planned or built is an analysis of the lives—the 

likes, dislikes needs, and wishes—of the people who will live in it. [. . .] There are few things in 

life as personal as our homes. Personalizing a home, though, goes beyond decoration. Because 

it takes considerable thought and planning to make a house into a home, I advocate far greater 

participation in the design process by the people who will live in the house. Your house should 

be an expression of who you are, not something that’s impersonal and generic.17 

 

By this logic, if one commissions a house with a full understanding of themselves, that house will 

become a home. The first step, then, to counteracting homelessness is—to borrow the Biblical proverb 

from Luke 4:23, “Physician, heal thyself”—to know thyself. 

 What happens to those who do not yet know? Or what of those who know themselves, but 

dislike who they are? While not every house in these novels is specifically commissioned with a certain 

arc of character development in mind, it is nonetheless clear that the house is connected to the body: a 

body of experience, of accumulated details and impressions. There is also, arguably, an obverse 

connection between the house produced and the one who produces it: the experience of home is not 

simply architectural but lived, embodied. With the hypothesis that text, specifically fiction, can do 

something for houses that architecture alone—via blueprints, models, photographs, etc.—cannot, this 

project focuses on characters' spatial experiences driving their courses of action, with a view to 

understanding the decline of the English great house in both historical terms and in the scope of the 

Modernist novel, and what that meant for the people living in those houses. By setting their novels in 

deliberately anachronistic, or at least out-of-fashion, houses, these Modernist authors are laying the 

framework for an experience of anxiety and estrangement—one cannot have unheimlich, for example, 

                                                 
16 Ibid., 13. 
17 Ibid., 20. 
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without first having das Heim—and the majority of these novels subsequently feature the impossibility 

of belonging. 

 To introduce one more turn to the theoretical argument, Ellen Eve Frank's examination of the 

literary-architectural connection is founded on the unexpected suggestion that the goal of setting up a 

relationship between architecture and character interiority is not so much to explain the architecture as 

to explain the mind. Against a widespread—and logical—architectural preference for security and 

conformity, the novels examined herein to support a reworked definition of spatial form stand out as 

obvious misfits—a decaying castle, an aging farmhouse, undesirable apartments in poor 

neighborhoods, impoverished cottages—and are, because of their irregularities, important proofs for a 

theory of equivalency between bodies and their spaces. If it works on the outliers as well as the 

average, then this practice of reading character through architecture and interior detail will clear ground 

for a new conception of spatial form that draws on earlier works and goes on to look inward to the 

future.  Spatial form is, Ellen Eve Frank writes, “an analogue which include[s] notions of place, depth, 

structure, interior, exterior, light, dark, image, access, barrier.”18 Her study proposes that our mental 

conceptions actually model themselves after architectural form, that human consciousness is “bounded 

or located in particular space.”19 With this reversal in mind, let us turn our focus to the act of reading 

particular spaces in character-driven modernist literature.  

 

3. An Architecture of Empty Signs 

Heidegger is deeply invested in the “relation between man and space” and the question of how to be in 

the world—what he calls dwelling, an existential condition that has little to do with any actual physical 

                                                 
18 Ellen Eve Frank, Literary Architecture: Essays Toward a Tradition (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 

 1979), 234. 
19 Ibid., 6. 
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habitation.20 Part of what is at stake in Heidegger’s “Building, Dwelling, Thinking” is also the question 

of security in one’s space, and whether it can ever be assured, and if so, by what means. Given that 

Heidegger and so many others see no possibility for house or home in modernity, what does the loss of 

such a space do to the modern subject? Critic Brendan O'Donoghue argues that at this moment, for 

Heidegger, “Being-in entered into the existential 'mode' of the 'not-at-home'.”21 Drawing on Being and 

Time, O'Donoghue explains that Heidegger's concept of Dasein (literally “being-there,” but here 

“being-in”) has become estranged from the home—that is to say, un-homely, Unheimlich, uncanny. 

Here, of course, I am also referencing Sigmund Freud and his conception of “the uncanny” as the 

familiar turned foreign, creating anxiety and the sense of being un-settled.22 Freud's case studies are 

also useful to turn to, with Dora: An Analysis of a Case of Hysteria (1905) being of particular interest 

for its architectural framework. In addition to providing us with the terminology for Unheimlich and the 

connection between feeling not-at-home and feeling one’s own self under threat, Freud’s writings 

provide a topoanalysis of the mind, configuring his clients’ inner lives as sets of related spaces, 

connected by some kind of meaning that may not even be consciously apparent to the individual. If the 

psychological space is broken, the rooms and spaces an individual seeks to feel at home in will have to 

be disjointed to match. Freud gives us an example of this in Dora when Dora narrates her second 

dream: 

I was walking about in a town which I did not know, I saw streets and squares which were 

strange to me. Then I came into a house where I lived, went to my room, and found a letter from 

Mother lying there. She wrote saying that as I had left home without my parents' knowledge she 

had not wished to write to me to say that father was ill. “Now he is dead, and if you like you can 

come.” I then went to the station and asked about a hundred times: “Where is the station?” I 

always got the answer: “Five minutes.” I then saw a thick wood before me which I went into, 

and there I asked a man whom I met. He said to me: “Two and a half hours more.” He offered to 

                                                 
20 Martin Heidegger, “Building, Dwelling, Thinking” in Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert Hofstadter (New 

 York: Harper Colophon Books, 1971), 5. Note that the gendered language of Heidegger and other critics— 

“modern man” specifically—occasionally appears throughout this paper in quotations. A more preferable phrase is 

“modern subject.” 
21 O'Donoghue, 132. 
22 Sigmund Freud, “The Uncanny,” in Psychological Writings and Letters (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 1995). 
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accompany me. But I refused and went alone, I saw the station in front of me and could not 

reach it. At the same time I had the usual feeling of anxiety that one has in dreams when one 

cannot move forward. Then I was at home.23  

 

Having experienced trauma at the hands of a family friend, Herr K., Dora has begun to show symptoms 

of what Freud calls “hysteria”: nervousness, emotional unrest, and what he reads as repressed sexual 

urges towards Frau K. In her first dream, Dora sees the family home on fire. In the second, she is 

walking through a strange town. Both dream-experiences are unfamiliar, yet have elements of her real 

past lived-experiences within them. Their uncanniness makes them all the more unsettling for Dora, but 

also more significant for analysis regarding the relationship between the self and its spaces. Freud reads 

the second dream as Dora's desire to get revenge on her family and the K. family, but Dora leaves 

treatment before he is able to draw further conclusions. The dream exhibits the breakdown of time, 

with “Five minutes” being the answer to a question of “Where?” not “When?” And yet the spaces that 

the dream shows—streets, a house, a room, a station, a wood—are all distinctly visible, despite Dora's 

psychological unrest. Time and the self have become indecipherable in the moment, but one thing is 

clear: those spaces are at least clearly delineated. “Streets” are not the same as “a house where I lived,” 

which is again separate from “the station.” Even with certain memories excised by trauma, a basic 

spatial framework can still be constructed, and retroactively read and analyzed.  

 Curiously, at first Dora returns to “a house where I lived”; she is not yet at home, though she is 

at her family’s house. It is only at the end of the dream, after having walked through the town and 

found the station, that she finds herself—without knowing how she got there—“at home.” What 

changed? How was she able to return home? Freud’s records do not provide an answer. I want to 

suggest that the return was possible only and precisely because Dora passed through those unfamiliar, 

unhomely spaces alone, and admitted her anxiety in the face of the unknown. According to Robert 

Harbison in Eccentric Spaces, “In the earliest examples [of symbolic architecture in literature] 

                                                 
23 Freud, Dora: An Analysis of a Case of Hysteria, trans. Anthea Bell (Oxford: Oxford's World Classics, 2013), 80. 
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architecture seems the device of a writer anxious for something to hold on to. The faith in geometry 

leads to a magic of spatial arrangements, in which life's difficulties will be solved by positioning things 

properly and making prescribed movements.”24 I agree with Harbison that architecture in literature 

emerges often alongside anxieties on the authors’ or characters’ behalf, but I do not believe it is as 

simple a solution as “magic,” or that any difficulty can be solved by simply rearranging a space’s 

interior. There is harder work that must be done, requiring a thorough examination of both the space 

and the self. Harbison also proposes that “strong concern with architecture signifies in fiction as it does 

outside a concern with protection, a desire for established existence and a home for consciousness.”25 

This brings up the question of whether the point of a house is only physical shelter, or if that shelter has 

to include also an existential refuge, a subjective unification, and a provision for the future. What is the 

connection between house and body? What happens when one, or both, is empty? 

 Wherever the emptiness comes from, it is always tied to death. O'Donoghue observes that 

“Heidegger underpins an interrelation and identifies a direct affinity between fleeing from uncanniness 

and fleeing from one's ownmost being-towards-death.”26 The connecting factor between this “being-

towards-death” (in essence, Dasein, living with the awareness of one's own finitude) and uncanniness 

(which Heidegger also calls Nicht-zu-Hause, that is, “not at home”) is the existential state of anxiety, 

which in turn triggers the flight mechanism. And the rapid changes of early 20th-century modernity—

urbanization, industrialization, economic and agricultural depression, war, migration—certainly 

provided plenty of opportunities for existential anxiety to take hold.27 O'Donoghue adds: “Although 

Dasein is principally 'not-at-home-in-the-world', Heidegger observes that Dasein is for the most part in 

                                                 
24 Robert Harbison, Eccentric Spaces (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 2000), 74. 
25 Ibid., 73. 
26 O'Donoghue, 134.  
27 Present-day circumstances are moving in a similar direction, holding true to the maxim that history repeats itself. 

 While researching this project, I came across many sources that take similar paths of inquiry into existential 

 homelessness and apply them to contemporary literary trends, such as the dystopian novel, or broader social 

 trends concerning housing, eviction, prison policies, and immigration.  
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'flight' from this troubling and challenging truth. [. . .] Dasein is interpreted as being primordially 'not-

at-home-in-the-world'.”28 Using the Heideggerian definition of being, then—considering the question 

of “how to live” as “how to be in the world”—what we are left with is that to live is fundamentally, 

primordially, inescapably, to be homeless. 

 What, then, is the purpose of space in “the relationship between man and space”? If 

homelessness, Dasein, and Nicht-zu-Hause are inevitable, it would seem that the space does not matter 

at all. If a modern subject absolutely cannot be at home in the world, what possible building could there 

be to house them? What even is the point of trying to find such a building? Heidegger asks but does not 

explicitly answer this question: “do the houses in themselves hold any guarantee that dwelling occurs 

in them?”29 It seems clear from the definition of Dasein that the answer must be no. But if we go back 

to 1616, when Ben Jonson’s poem “To Penshurst” marked the beginning of the country house fixation 

in literature, that answer might be yes. Jonson’s poem sets Robert Sidney’s late medieval house with 

Elizabethan additions favorably against more contemporary Georgian Palladian architecture. Its closing 

lines read: “their lords have built, but thy lord dwells.”30 Already at the start of the genre, Jonson made 

that distinction between simple building and the sublime goal of dwelling clear. He also declares that a 

certain style of architecture can assure dwelling, contrary to Heidegger’s later claims. What was 

different, for Jonson? What did he see that made dwelling possible? “To Penshurst” details various 

physical features of the house: its medieval structure, the lands (complete with sheep, pheasant, 

partridge, and the like), the river and ponds, the orchard. The poem also describes the hosts’ hospitality, 

as well as their good character, religious devotion, and virtue. So according to Jonson, that is the 

precise combination of factors necessary to turn a building into a secure dwelling-place. 

                                                 
28 Ibid., 107. 
29 Heidegger, 1. 
30 Ben Jonson, “To Penshurst,” Penshurst Living Archive, 

 http://www.penshurstlivingarchive.org.uk/content/training/ben-jonsons-to-penshurst-1616-the-first-country-

 house-poem (accessed 01 January 2019). 

http://www.penshurstlivingarchive.org.uk/content/training/ben-jonsons-to-penshurst-1616-the-first-country-
http://www.penshurstlivingarchive.org.uk/content/training/ben-jonsons-to-penshurst-1616-the-first-country-
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 Theoretically, those factors would all be available in Heidegger’s time. Perhaps not easy to 

obtain, or to secure for a long period of time, but the physical structure, surrounding lands, and 

reasonably good people should all be possible. Either Heidegger is wrong, then, or else Jonson’s vision 

had another factor at play. Considering that Jonson’s poem is classified as a panegyric, which 

necessitates high praise, the likely answer is that the peaceful solution to dwelling proposed by “To 

Penshurst” is more art than reality. In reality, Penshurst fell into disrepair after Robert Sidney’s tenure, 

and again during World War I, and World War II. By opening its rooms and gardens to the public in 

1947, the Sidney family were able to restore the property, but the fact remains that Jonson’s description 

of idyllic dwelling was not wholly sustainable, even for a house like Penshurst. There comes a time—

perhaps there will always come a time—when reality intercedes. 

 In order to receive that new homecoming in 1947, the home first had to go through a period of 

ruin and absence. It had to die before it could begin to live again. Similarly—and further proving that 

the optimism of Jonson’s work is not a necessary poetic feature, but a stylistic choice, even when the 

poem is one of praise—in a 1942 lecture on Friedrich Hölderlin's poem “The Ister” (1803), Heidegger 

discusses the difficulty of homecoming: 

This coming to be at home in one's own in itself entails that human beings are initially, and for a 

long time, and sometimes forever, not at home And this in turn entails that human beings fail to 

recognize, that they deny, and perhaps even have to deny and flee what belongs to the home. 

Coming to be at home is thus a passage through the foreign.31  

 

That “passage through the foreign” is precisely what Dora experiences in trying to find her way home, 

for homecoming will almost always remain out of reach. Only by chance, and through great hardship, 

can it ever be attained. Here we see once again the flight reflex that comes from confronting the 

unhomely, to which Heidegger adds a significant and necessary journey through the unknown. Or, in 

                                                 
31 Quoted in O'Donoghue, 332-3. Hölderlin's poem about a section of the Danube River is not quite a panegyric, but it 

 is undeniably a praise poem. Heidegger’s lecture even calls it a “hymn,” in the ancient Greek sense of a hymn 

 to the gods. 
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other words, an absence, or a time of disrepair, a time when things are unrecognizable for what they 

once were. From the primordial state of not-being-at-home, it becomes impossible to recognize that 

which is, or should be, home; fleeing the scene in response leads only to more unhomely, foreign 

spaces. Security, it seems, truly is nowhere to be found along the journey home. This lack of security 

stands in direct contradiction to Rybczynski’s vision of “satisfaction and contentment” as key aspects 

of homeliness, and it provides a more useful lens for viewing the houses in modernist novels, and the 

generally anxiety-filled lives of those who dwell in them. I propose that modernist novels are intimately 

concerned with the uncanny problem of homecomings—of how to be at home in a time of 

homelessness. The impossibility of dwelling is tied to the human body, which yearns to find its mirror 

in architecture.  

 Anthony Vidler takes up the “idea of an architectural monument as an embodiment and abstract 

representation of the human body” in The Architectural Uncanny (1992) and examines the rationale 

behind associating body with building.32 In a section titled “Bodies: Architecture Dismembered,” which 

he gives an epigraph from Jean-Paul Sartre's Being and Nothingness (1956)—“My body is everywhere: 

the bomb which destroys my house also damages my body insofar as the house was already an 

indication of my body”—Vidler traces the history of the Vitruvian man, the initial “anthropomorphic 

analogy” of building, and its gradual progression to architecture's modern state, which he sees as 

exhibiting “the final 'loss' of the body as an authoritative foundation.”33 Within this progression, Vidler 

draws our attention to three key moments: “(1) the notion that building is a body of some kind; (2) the 

idea that the building embodies states of the body, or, more importantly, states of mind based on bodily 

sensation; and (3) the sense that the environment as a whole is endowed with bodily or at least organic 

                                                 
32 Vidler, 69. 
33 Ibid., 69, 70. 
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characteristics.”34 It should be clear why this analogy becomes a problem for modernity: the modern 

subject is anything but “whole.” 

 Vitruvius’s treatise De architectura (30 – 15 BCE) lays out the classical order of proportion in 

architecture and the human body, as exemplified by Leonardo da Vinci’s subsequent 15th-century 

sketch of the human figure inscribed in both a circle and a square. Both identify a symmetry, or at least 

a similarity, between the organic material of a human body and the constructed dimensions of physical 

space. However, once we conceive of the modern subject as a homeless being, not-at-home in the 

world, there can be no orderly structure that properly embodies their state. Certainly, the Platonic forms 

of a circle and a square are impossible analogies. And while a particular environment may bear 

reminders of bodily experiences, it does so only in an unsettling, unwanted way. Sartre’s house, which 

was also his body, has been destroyed. Anytime he sees either, their shared traumatic history will echo 

off each other. If the house is rebuilt, does that mean the body will be restored as well? What if the 

destruction is so complete—as it was in London during the Blitz—that rebuilding the house is no 

longer possible? Does the self then have to re-make itself all over again? The solution, if we want the 

body-architecture analogy to work, is that the representative building must be, just as the modern 

subject is, unhomely until such a time when the subject can at last find its home. 

 For a modern subject, who lives their life as what psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan would call a 

corps morcelé (fragmented body), only a broken-down architecture will do. Lacan's essay “The Mirror 

Stage” (1936) takes the instance of a child discovering their own image reflected back at them in a 

mirror and extrapolates out into a reading of subjectivity: “It suffices to understand the mirror stage in 

this context as an identification [. . .] the transformation that takes place in the subject when he 

                                                 
34 Ibid., 70. 
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assumes an image—an image that is seemingly predestined to have an effect.”35 Looking at oneself in a 

mirror, the effect seems simple: one looks into the mirror, and the mirror-self looks back, each seeing 

the other. But is the perception ever truly complete? No, it cannot be. Lacan describes the subject 

undergoing this stage of development as being “caught up in the lure of spatial identification” and notes 

that, in the moments before identification is complete, their “fragmented body [. . .] is regularly 

manifested in dreams when the movement of analysis reaches a certain level of aggressive 

disintegration of the individual.”36 In order to even begin to identify what is being seen in the reflection 

of the self, the actual corporeal self must break down. It is not simply a question of looking past 

something, or focusing elsewhere; “disintegration,” Lacan says, “aggressive disintegration.”  

 Why should that be necessary? It is necessary precisely because the modern self—the modern 

subject—is that corps morcelé. Clear delineation of the self as a unified whole has become an 

unreachable ideal. Jonson’s Penshurst is in ruins, Sartre’s house is in ruins, and the bodies and minds 

that their spaces reveal must also be in pieces. If they are not, then what they are reflecting cannot exist. 

As Vidler explains, the modern body “no longer serves to center, to fix, or to stabilize. Rather, its 

limits, interior or exterior, seem infinitely ambiguous and extensive [. . .] its power lies no longer in the 

model of unity but in the intimation of the fragmentary, the morselated, the broken.”37 If we must be 

Nicht-zu-Hause, then we must also be fragmentary, seeing ourselves piece-meal, in spaces similarly 

perforated.  

 The relationship between interior and exterior continues to be a significant debate in 

architecture, with the “house of the future” always undergoing redesign. Page through any current 

architectural magazine and you will see domestic spaces working to bring the outdoors in.  Susanka’s 

                                                 
35 Jacques Lacan, “The Mirror Stage as Formative of the I Function as Revealed in Psychoanalytic Experience,” in 

 Écrits, trans. Bruce Fink (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 2006), 76. Emphasis original. 
36 Ibid., 78. 
37 Vidler, 70. 
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guide describes “windows as see-through walls [. . .] [that] extend the connection between inside and 

outside,” and advocates incorporating outside living spaces in any design.38 This must be done with 

care, though. Susanka addresses many of the variations of the house of the future from the 1950s and 

1960s, all the geodesic domes that featured in World’s Fairs and theme parks, going back to Claude-

Nicolas Ledoux’s 18th century plan for a spherical house. She also references a Mies van der Rohe 

house whose walls are almost entirely windows, a Le Corbusier concrete apartment building, and Le 

Corbusier’s Villa Savoye. The problem with such structures, she writes, is that “[m]any of these houses, 

although elegant in photographs, make uncomfortable homes.”39 The issue is, once more, the 

relationship between people and their spaces. Susanka writes that these futuristic houses were, at heart, 

incompatible with anyone who tried to dwell in them: 

Perhaps one reason why the unadorned architectural forms of the Modern movement have not 

been embraced is that people want to live in a place that can be either imprinted with their own 

personality or made to resemble their archetypal image of home. Despite the rhetoric of the 

Modernists that houses are machines for living, one incredibly important ingredient was left out 

of their designs: A house is not an expression about society or technology; it’s an expression of 

the people who live in it.40  

 

The “archetypal image of home” that Susanka references is the common child’s drawing: simplistic, a 

peaked roof, a door, two windows, a chimney with smoke. Of course, this is a Western-centric idea, and 

of a certain economic class, but what remains here is that people tend to have a shared—perhaps 

dreamt—vocabulary and frame of visual reference for their homes, and anything that strays too far 

from that pattern will never be accepted wholeheartedly. The authentic house of the future is, according 

to Susanka, “likely to be a house that evokes memories of our roots” rather than anything truly 

innovative.41 It makes sense, then, that the houses in this project be anachronistic; they are out-dated in 

a way that surrounds their inhabitants with memory and nostalgia, even as the characters try to make 

                                                 
38 Susanka, 82. 
39 Ibid., 176. 
40 Ibid., 181. 
41 Ibid., 183. 
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their way into the future. Whether those characters have their own strong personalities, or none at all to 

“imprint” upon a house, they each carry an archetypal image of home in their minds. 

 The two options for houses in modernity—to have either a futuristic style, or one that echoes 

the past—both seem to face impossible odds. The future feels mechanical to the point of inhuman, but 

the more human architecture of the past is no longer fully functional in the modern world. In 

Architecture and Modernity, Heyden explains the problem of stability and security for modern 

architecture: 

If architecture opts for harmony and the organic commitment to a place, then it runs the risk of 

creating a manner of 'dwelling' that is purely illusory. Modernity has made such deep inroads 

into the lives of individuals and communities that it is questionable whether authentic 

'dwelling'—a mode of dwelling that would express the cherishing of the fourfold—exists any 

longer. [. . .] If, on the other hand, architecture opts for revealing the void, for silence and 

fragmentation, it is bound to repudiate the deep-rooted needs and desires that are basic to 

dwelling and that have to do with the need for security and shelter.42  

 

If modern architecture aims to create harmony, it can create only the illusion of dwelling, instead of 

dwelling itself. Dwelling has become uncertain, if not outright impossible, so the “harmony” of 

historical or nostalgic architecture is an empty one. If modern architecture aims instead to reveal the 

fragmentary nature of modern life, it must choose to be fragmented. In doing so, it will perforce fail at 

actually suiting the physical needs of anyone who wants to dwell within its boundaries. What Heyden 

calls “revealing the void” connects to Sigmund Freud’s idea of the uncanny—a disquieting space, one 

which when looked into reflects back darkness and discontent along with the self. One of the ways 

architecture achieves such discomfort is through proportion. A space that is not to human-scale can 

never be comfortable; too-high ceilings or too-wide halls overwhelm the senses, perhaps creating an 

impression of awe but never one of homeliness.43  

                                                 
42 Heyden, 24. Here “fourfold” is used in the Heideggerian sense. 
43 There is much more to say on the topic of scale, particularly as it relates to the concept of liminal space. Popular and  

critical research both have seen a rise in recent years of articles (not to mention Twitter threads and memes)  

addressing the phenomenon of limen (Latin for “threshold”) and the unsettling effect brought about by passing  
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 Heyden also returns to Cacciari, citing his claims that “the relationship between man and world” 

has disintegrated, and names the consequence: “Real dwelling no longer exists, and authentic building 

has also disappeared. The only thing left over for architecture is to reveal the impossibility of poetical 

dwelling through an architecture of empty signs.”44 Cacciari’s “empty signs” theory relates back to 19th 

century architectural critic John Ruskin. As Alain de Botton paraphrases in The Architecture of 

Happiness (2006), “John Ruskin proposed that we seek two things of our buildings. We want them to 

shelter us. And we want them to speak to us—to speak to us of whatever we find important and need to 

be reminded of.”45 If architecture in modernity can only be empty signs, what can it possibly say? What 

are the things its inhabitants need to be reminded of? The answer de Botton suggests includes things 

like “speed and technology, democracy and science,” but what of modern characters who live in 

historic buildings? Can the great house ever speak to the future?  

 If, as de Botton claims, buildings that speak to us call into question our personal values, then for 

those who live in traditional English country houses but find their spaces unheimlich, perhaps what 

those buildings are saying is: “Choose: you, or I.” Either the person changes their character to be able 

to inhabit the space, or the person changes the space to suit their character.46 If the two cannot 

compromise—as they often cannot—then what typically happens, in English Modernist novels, is for 

the person to try to change their space rather than their self. Curiously, for novels so invested in 

character agency, the character is rarely what undergoes a transformation. And when the space refuses 

                                                                                                                                                                        
through such a space. These can be in-between spaces such as stairways, hallways, or doorways; or simply spaces  

that feel inhuman, or even hostile to the human, often from matters of scale. An empty field, an empty parking lot,  

an abandoned city all have similar effects on any who pass through their borders. The uncertainty of being that  

happens in these indecisive spaces is often accompanied by fear, particularly fear of the unknown. To human  

perception, space becomes incomprehensible past a certain magnitude. The sheer volume of it is anathema to the  

human scale, causing human perception of reality to feel altered. This is relevant inasmuch as England’s great 

houses were often far larger than any inhabitants truly had use for—many properties open to visitors today still 

have a smaller area where the family resides, proving that they can live comfortably—or at least, sustainably—in a 

fraction of their houses. 
44 Heyden, 20. 
45 Alain de Botton, The Architecture of Happiness, (New York: Pantheon Books, 2006), 62. 
46 This is, incidentally, where the horror trope of haunted houses being hostile to their inhabitants comes from: the 

 fundamental disconnect between what each side of the body-space relationship seeks. 
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to change, the person must leave. My first chapter demonstrates what happens when the space proves 

more powerful than the self; the second shows the self triumphing over the space but at great cost; the 

third lessens that cost somewhat, with the self having rejected the unsuitable space and been left 

searching for a replacement; and the fourth and final chapter goes through all the phases of recognition, 

rejection, loss, and acceptance. 

 

4. Spaces of Action and Experience 

The novels I use to help theorize a new aspect of “spatial form” all deal with physical space—that is to 

say, architecture—in some crucial way. These are not novels that simply lay out houses and cities and 

walks about town, however. These are novels whose characters are intimately concerned with the 

spaces they live in, characters who routinely climb in and out of windows rather than leave by the door, 

or who desperately covet the contents of another's home while their own falls into disrepair. Whether 

they live in country houses or city apartments, these characters think of themselves and others in 

explicit connection to the spaces they occupy. Here it is useful to make a further clarification of terms: 

space versus place. What is the difference? Essentially, that space is unstable. The two overlap. 

Bachelard’s Poetics of Space notes that “[e]very space is already in place before the appearance in it of 

actors.”47 The emergence of actors onto the scene transform it from space to place. Following Michel 

de Certau's distinctions in The Practice of Everyday Life (1980): 

A place (lieu) is the order (of whatever kind) in accord with which elements are distributed in 

relationships of coexistence. [. . .] It implies an indication of stability. [. . .] A space exists when 

one takes into consideration vectors of direction, velocities, and time variables. Thus space is 

composed of intersections of mobile elements.48  

 

                                                 
47 Bachelard, 12. 
48 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, trans. Steven F. Rendall (Berkeley, CA: University of California 

 Press, 1984), 117. 
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For another perspective, Yi-Fu Tuan's definitions from Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience 

(1977) put it this way: “From the security and stability of place we are aware of the openness, freedom, 

and threat of space, and vice versa.”49 While the characters may exist in places, they act in spaces. The 

ancient Greek praxis can only occur in a space of action; in other words, as de Certeau says, “space is a 

practiced place.”50 Crucially for a literary discussion, de Certeau adds that stories “carry out a labor 

that constantly transforms places into spaces or spaces into places.”51 It is through fiction, then, that an 

otherwise stable place can become a space of active inquiry. 

 The “Action” chapter of Hannah Arendt’s Human Condition (1958) has as its primary focus the 

two clearest modes of human expression, namely, action and speech. Arendt is concerned largely with 

the immediate effects of these two things, bracketing more long-term discussion by declaring the 

unpredictability of the consequences of one’s acts and words. It seems that there is no point in 

speculating futurity, or even in nostalgia, since no clear repercussions can be mapped out, and yet 

Arendt is just as invested in theorizing the present as she is in bettering the future and revitalizing the 

past. The first of the chapter’s two epigraphs suggests this concern from the start. Claiming to quote 

Isak Dinesen, Arendt heads “Action” with the following phrase: “All sorrows can be borne if you put 

them into a story or tell a story about them.”52 Though Arendt goes on to quote Dante on identity 

disclosure, and spends most of the chapter on just that, the process of storytelling looms primordially 

over action and speech and their momentary effects on their agents. There is something about stories—

or literature—that adds longevity to the human condition. Just as Jonson immortalized Penshurst Place 

                                                 
49 Yi-Fu Tuan, Space and Place: The Perspective of Experience (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 

 1977), 6. 
50 Ibid. Emphasis original. 
51 de Certeau, 118. 
52  Hannah Arendt, “Action,” The Human Condition (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1998), 175-247. 

 See also Lynn R. Wilkinson, “Hannah Arendt on Isak Dinesen: Between Storytelling and Theory,” 

 Comparative Literature 56:1 (Winter 2004): 77-98. The quote is commonly attributed to Dinesen, but the actual  

source remains unverified. 
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through poetry, the active spaces of the novels in the coming chapters are preserved and heightened 

through their literary reflections. 

Between the lines of Arendt’s main interests, which are political rather than strictly 

philosophical, “Action” also suggests a triangulation between the actor/speaker, the world at large, and 

the one who witnesses and recounts. Alongside her emphasis on individual identity and the creation of 

community, Arendt writes also of “the storyteller, poet, or historian, without whom everything [. . .] 

remains futile.”53 The storyteller renders legible what has already been done and said, taking those 

gestures which are embedded in mediation and crafting them into a narrative, contextualizing them into 

a broader sphere of reference. Upon subjection to further inquiry, the implications of re-acting and re-

telling reveal that while the individual actor/speaker is instrumental in creating their community, if any 

change they incite is to be a lasting one it must pass through the storyteller and their reconciliatory 

power.  

 Arendt concludes the “Action” chapter with a discussion on miracles. The perpetuity of human 

existence and human action, the fact that lives begin and end, become for her not mere natural 

processes but emblems of futurity. While individual lives are mortal, considered en masse with all their 

effects, all their adventures, all their stories, they promise always a rebirth. Arendt writes: 

 The life span of man running toward death would inevitably carry everything human to ruin 

 and destruction if it were not for the faculty of interrupting it and beginning something new, 

 a faculty which is inherent in action like an ever-present reminder that men, though they 

 must die, are not born in order to die but in order to begin.54 

 

Arendt’s fellow continental philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre, with his novel Nausea, gives us Roquentin, 

who in a fit of melancholy might convince himself that “[e]very existing thing is born without reason, 

                                                 
53 Arendt, 194. See also John McGowan, “Ways of Worldmaking: Hannah Arendt and E.L. Doctrow Respond to 

 Modernity,” College Literature 38:1 (Winter 2011): 150-175, and Allen Speight, “Arendt on Narrative Theory 

 and Practice,” College Literature 38:1 (Winter 2011): 115-130, for more on the power of the storyteller in  Arendt’s  

works. 
54  Ibid., 246. 
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prolongs itself out of weakness and dies by chance”; Arendt sees instead strength and meaning in the 

natural course of a human life.55 Even when one is being-towards-death, there can be a renewal, or a 

return. Particularly in the narrated life, “where word and deed have not parted company,” Arendt finds 

power.56 Where might such optimism lead?  

 There are several layers of meaning operating here. Arendt remarks that for an actor—literally 

as in one who acts, who performs praxis—“the meaningfulness of his act is not in the story that 

follows.” 57 It is in their present moment that meaning resides, for by the time the story emerges, they 

themselves will be gone. The space they acted in may be gone, too. The meaning, however, remains 

thanks to the figure of the storyteller/historian, who with their “backward glance . . . always knows 

better what it was all about than the participants.”58 On a very basic level, Arendt reveals her  optimism 

with her choice of vocabulary: she describes stories as light. Specifically, Arendt notes that “the light 

that illuminates processes of action, and therefore all historical processes, appears only at their end, 

frequently when all the participants are dead.”59 The death of those involved is not necessarily 

synonymous with a pessimistic reading; in keeping with Arendt’s religious language, this illuminating 

light is something like a benediction. The story sanctifies the action from which it has emerged. 

Curiously, in his less despairing moments, Roquentin chooses the same analogy: “I do not need to 

make phrases,” he remarks, “I write to bring certain circumstances to light.”60  

 A story is, ultimately, not about its craft, or its authorship, but what it reveals, and how it 

appears to others. If it is a “good” story, by whatever standards of judgement are to be applied, it will 

do a number of things: encompass an individual’s identity, make connections within a community, 

continue past its time. Through its being, through recounting, it will take what is past and illuminate it, 
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bring it into a brighter existence. Anny, in Nausea’s final pages, sums up her life with Roquentin thusly: 

“I live in the past. I take everything that has happened to me and arrange it. From a distance like that, it 

doesn’t do any harm, you’d almost let yourself be caught in it. Our whole story is fairly beautiful.”61 

Whatever the plot, whoever the characters, because their lives are viewed as a story, they can become 

things of beauty. Walter Benjamin may admit the decay of storytelling, how it is “a concomitant 

symptom of the secular productive forces of history,” yet still he remarks upon the possibility of 

“see[ing] a new beauty in what is vanishing.”62 Similarly, Arendt may recognize the suffering that 

comes along with a society which grants its inhabitants the freedom to take their own individual 

actions, and admit that “[a]ll this is reason enough to turn away with despair from the realm of human 

affairs.”63 Yet Arendt also sees forgiveness in such a society, enabling individuals not to “be confined to 

one single deed from which [they] could never recover.”64 This forgiveness, like so many things in 

Arendt’s view, depends upon an individual being a member of a community. If one acts in such a way 

as to require forgiveness, there must be someone else willing to grant it: “no one can forgive himself 

and no one can feel bound by a promise made only to himself.”65 In this way, by virtue of its being a 

collaborative effort, with widespread effects, as a recounting of an individual’s life, the story is the 

perfect vehicle for not only illumination but reconciliation. 

 The emphasis placed on this idea that action and speech must occur between human beings 

would seem to imply that a solitary individual would be incapable of acting or speaking at all, which is 

not quite the case; isolation does not necessarily imply a complete inability to function. Instead, 

whatever is done or said in isolation becomes not non-existent but inhuman. As Arendt writes, “A life 

without speech and without action . . . is literally dead to the world; it has ceased to be a human life 
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because it is no longer lived among men.”66 And given that this is The Human Condition, we may 

assume that Arendt is explicitly concerned with “human life.” Communal integration must always be 

primary. 

 Though Arendt proposes that one’s birth is an automatic integration into a community, just as 

speech is an automatic distinction, establishing one’s specific identity in relation to others is not so 

easily achieved. Arendt hints at some “primordial and specifically human act,” but what, exactly, that 

act would entail is difficult to know.67 Whatever it is, it “must at the same time contain the answer to 

the question asked of every newcomer: ‘Who are you?’ ”68 There does not necessarily seem to be a 

single designated interrogator; rather, it is as if everything already in the world is asking that same 

question, as if a “newcomer’s” very existence requires their ignorance of themselves. As Arendt goes 

on to say, a person’s identity, their “who,” is not something they themselves can ever fully know. 

 Activity and instability of spaces are necessary because the condition of modernity itself is 

unstable, unknowable, particularly as it is expressed through human form. Identity may not be 

disclosed to the self, but its traces and signs can be read in its surrounding spaces. There is, if not an 

equivalency, then at least an interchangeable relationship between bodies and spaces. The influence 

each exerts on the other affects their structure and their progressive possibilities. Therefore, we have to 

consider not only the spatial dimension, but the human experiential one, in looking at an architecturally 

focused novel’s narrative drive. 

 In a later essay by one of Joseph Frank's supporters, William Holtz writes that Frank's early 

“account of spatial form can be seen as a partial description of what has been a general shift (since 

about 1914) in our ways of inquiring about our experience.”69 Having taken Frank's terminology as a 
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starting point, redefined it to center on a more specific set of details, and emphasized the importance of 

action and conveyance, setting a range of dates as the last step may seem an afterthought. The timeline 

is a revealing detail, though, when paired with Henri Lefebvre's claim that “around 1910 a certain 

space was shattered” and Virginia Woolf's famous proclamation that “on or about December, 1910, 

human character changed.”70 All three statements center on the early years of the 20th century, just 

before the outbreak of the First World War, as a focal point for inquiries into space, human character, 

and subjective experience, and I take their same locus. 

  

5. Interior Furniture, Interior Minds 

The form of the novel takes its cues, whether deliberately or coincidentally, from architecture in terms 

of its structure: opening and entering a book is like to opening a door and entering a house, both acts of 

submitting one's consciousness to another network of meanings, each with its own aspects and 

boundaries. Content unfolds, is contained, and is arranged around a central support—the foundation, 

the exposition—and some genres are even named after their architectural or spatial features: drawing-

room plays, gothic novels, locked-room mysteries, and of course country house novels. In their 

introduction to The Domestic Space Reader, Chiara Briganti and Kathy Mezei observe that “novels and 

houses furnish a dwelling place that invites the exploration and expression of private and intimate 

relations and thoughts.”71 Both are structures or organizational systems that endeavor to make sense of 

the world. 

 In the span of the late 19th century to the early 20th, significant changes were taking place not 

only in human character and literary style but also in architectural practice. Witold Rybczynski's in-
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depth study, Home: A Short History of an Idea (1986), unfolds the development of homes from the 

Middle Ages to the present day using the notion of “comfort” as a guiding principle. Walter Benjamin, 

too, noted the impact of comfort on daily life and habitation: “Etymology of the word ‘comfort.’ ‘In 

English, it used to mean consolation (“Comforter” is the epithet applied to the Holy Spirit). Then the 

sense became, instead, well-being. Today, in all languages of the world, the word designates nothing 

more than rational convenience.’ ”72 The convenience of having a comfortable living space means more 

than simply having the latest modern technologies or most ergonomic furnishings. While Le Corbusier 

would later famously call the house “a machine for living in,” Susanka reworks his phrase to read, “A 

house is a sequence of places for all the different activities that happen there.”73 Rybczynski takes the 

idea further, discussing home as a space for living (here specifically in the 19th century, but the concept 

holds true for other time periods as well): “ 'Home' brought together the meanings of house and of 

household, of dwelling and of refuge, of ownership and of affection.”74 This broader concept of home 

can only have come into being at a time when new attention was being paid to the interior. And so the 

word “home” begins to develop into a metaphysical dimension of the physical house. 

 The 19th century interior has been the subject of many studies; the 20th century one, less so. I 

intervene in that gap, taking earlier principles forward and turning Le Corbusier’s lens back. It is true 

that the 19th century saw more significant and notable developments in design, style, and patterns of 

use, and its influence on human experience is undeniable. Diana Fuss, in her study of the rooms of 

several notable writers, observes the reciprocal changes: 

Only as the eighteenth-century multipurpose rooms gave way in the nineteenth century to 

specialized rooms, corridors, hallways, closets, and back-stairwells does an interior subject truly 

begin to emerge. The compartmentalization of the bourgeois interior provides one of the 
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necessary historical conditions for the romantic discovery of the self and for the philosophical 

exploration of interior life.75  

 

Spaces that had previously had to serve many purposes, and be many things for many people, were 

now sectioned off into smaller areas with more singular goals. So, too, was domestic life divided into a 

series of events, each with their own patterns of identity. Walter Benjamin has an entire section of his 

massive Arcades Project dedicated to the interior, specifically the 19th century bourgeois Parisian 

interiors. Of those, he writes: “Nineteenth-century domestic interior. The space disguises itself—puts 

on, like an alluring creature, the costumes of moods.”76 Benjamin writes about the rise in use of iron 

and glass as construction materials contrasted against heavy textiles and ornate, delicate collections of 

objects, to the point of the interior overwhelming the inhabiting self. Or more simply, as historian John 

Lukacs writes, “The interior furniture of houses appeared together with the interior furniture of 

minds.”77  

 If all this talk of furniture and the layouts of houses is beginning to sound somewhat dry to you, 

you are not alone. Many critics circumvent their own would-be dissenters by acknowledging the 

situation outright: “Some may disdain or wonder that it should interest anyone,” Bachelard admits.78 

Moretti, meanwhile, has this to say: “Maps; spatial patterns: granted. But are we sure that they are 

indeed conveyed to readers, and that readers find them significant?”79 In her guide to literary 

landscapes in Britain, Margaret Drabble allows that “the specialist tends to forget the fact that a good 

deal of landscape theory in verse is, as poetry, very dull.”80 Why bother enumerating all the objects of 

an interior, or mapping out who lives at which address, or walks in which part of the countryside? The 
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answer is not that all these details are symbolic; nor is it true that they should be included in an analysis 

only as evidence of realism, in the vein of Roland Barthes’s “reality effect.” Indeed, Rybczynski says 

that “ 'realism' is too weak a word” for the level of detail in many of these works.81 More than that, the 

designation of “realism” is incomplete, and occasionally inaccurate for these texts. Instead, the 

architectural and interior details are necessary to list and study because of what they convey as more 

than the sum of their parts. The spaces in these narratives are not afterthoughts. They shape the drive of 

the plot just as much as the development of character. As Moretti concluded in his study of the 

European novel, “what happens depends a lot on where it happens.”82 To discuss where things happen 

may be easier with a shared familiarity of spaces, but at the very least it requires a shared language. 

 Christopher Alexander, Murray Silverstein, and Sara Ishikawa’s monumental study A Pattern 

Language (1977) lays out a series of 253 patterns over more than a thousand pages, designed to 

encompass the most-used spaces of domestic life. It aims to give its readers a vocabulary with which to 

communicate with each other, community members, and builders and architects. The patterns move in 

scale from regional planning down to small alcoves in single rooms, each interconnected. Alexander 

and his co-writers offer these patterns as solutions to the problem of how to live in the world, and they 

emphasize that nothing—neither architecture, nor life—happens in isolation: 

Each pattern can exist in the world, only to the extent that is supported by other patterns: the 

larger patterns in which it is embedded, the patterns of the same size that surround it, and the 

smaller patterns which are embedded in it. This is a fundamental view of the world. It says that 

when you build a thing you cannot merely build that thing in isolation, but must also repair the 

world around it, and within it, so that the larger world at that one place becomes more coherent, 

and more whole.83 

That is, of course, more of a morally optimistic theory than a realistic statement; however, by 

theorizing not only a shared language but also a moral responsibility, A Pattern Language suggests that 
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the spaces we inhabit are integral to human nature. Their patterns aim at being archetypal, suited to any 

time period—including the future—and cover a wide variety of spaces. Examples include the 

ambiguous “Something Roughly in the Middle,” “Tree Places,” “Intimacy Gradient,” and finally, 

number 253, “Things from Your Life.” Among these are more obvious discussions of staircases, 

window direction, entryways, and the like. The book guides readers to go through the list, choosing 

what suits their needs, and using those terms to generate the spaces they seek. They will then have not 

only the built community they have created, but the interpersonal one of language and affect that 

gathers around the shared human endeavor of dwelling together. 

 

6. Reading Rooms 

Once a shared language is established, we can begin to speak of spaces. In the language of Bachelard's 

theory of spatial form, “we 'write a room,' 'read a room,' or 'read a house.' ”84 This process he terms 

“topophilia”: an investigation of space and its human values. More specifically, topophilia aims “to 

determine the human value of the sorts of space that may be grasped, that may be defended against 

adverse forces, the space we love.”85 Space is necessarily charged, for an investigation on Bachelard's 

terms, which suits our equation of space-mind well. The argument in The Poetics of Space rests on 

“taking the house as a tool for analysis of the human soul” and using what is learned to craft a guide for 

seeing the self more clearly.86 The Architecture of Happiness, too, sees de Botton fixating on a structure 

and its impact on whoever passes through its space, in order to determine something about human 

character and emotion: 
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Our sensitivity to our surroundings may be traced back to a troubling feature of human 

psychology: to the way we harbour within us many different selves, not all of which feel 

equally like “us,” so much so that in certain moods, we can complain of having come adrift 

from what we judge to be our true selves. [. . .] Our access to it [the true self] is, to a humbling 

extent, determined by the places we happen to be in. [. . .] We depend on our surroundings 

obliquely to embody the moods and ideas we respect and then to remind us of them. We look to 

our buildings to hold us, like a kind of psychological mould, to a helpful vision of ourselves. We 

arrange around us material forms which communicate to us what we need—but are at constant 

risk of forgetting we need—within. We turn to wallpaper, benches, paintings and streets to 

staunch the disappearance of our true selves. In turn, those places whose outlook matches and 

legitimates our own, we tend to honour with the term “home.” [. . .] Our love of home is in turn 

an acknowledgement of the degree to which our identity is not self-determined. We need a 

home in the psychological sense as much as we need one in the physical: to compensate for a 

vulnerability. We need a refuge to shore up our states of mind, because so much of the world is 

opposed to our allegiances.87 

 

The true self is described as being at risk, unstable, mutable, one whose “disappearance” seems 

inevitable in the face of the hostile outside world. The inside world—the house—must then take up the 

position of defender, or “refuge.” Identifying what he calls a vulnerability in the way the subject 

functions within its space, de Botton repeatedly insists that even without conscious effort, we are 

affected by our surroundings. More than that, de Botton suggests that it is sometimes only possible to 

reveal the self—the true self—through material forms. Not through word, or deed, or narrative, but 

through architecture as language. 

 Just as Ruskin said, then, the house speaks to its inhabitants, often to the point of speaking for 

them. Ruskin traces this lineage back to Vitruvius and De architectura, which paired Roman classical 

structures (Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian) with gods (Hercules, Hera, Aphrodite).88 Metaphors of 

language and our efforts to contextualize everything we encounter, combined with our tendency 

towards anthropomorphism, make it nearly impossible to discuss architecture without also discussing 

the human. On a simplistic level, the house is anthropomorphized by its windows becoming eyes, the 
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lights within making it come alive at night.89 More than that, though, the house is a container for 

human memories. Even going back to Classical antiquity, Book II of Cicero’s rhetorical treatise De 

Oratore (55 BCE) discusses the house as a mnemonic device for memory. 

 Bachelard places a lot of weight on the childhood house, after which he says all future houses 

are modelled or compared, but even without this primeval reference point the house has the potential to 

be both multifaced metaphor and world-in-miniature. The childhood house is his oneiric house, the 

house of dreams that dictates all future dwelling places. Similar to Elizabeth Bishop's “proto-dream-

house,” the theoretical house here is in flux; “(Many things about this place are dubious.)”90 In Poetics, 

attempting to shed at least some of that doubt, Bachelard seeks to “isolate an intimate, concrete 

essence” of this house. This essence would unify memories and images and the feeling of protection; in 

order to process the ambiguity, it is “not a question of describing houses, or enumerating their 

picturesque features and analyzing for which reasons they are comfortable. On the contrary, we must 

go beyond the problems of description [. . .] in order to attain to the primary virtues, those that reveal 

an attachment that is native in some way to the primary function of inhabiting.”91 The house's function 

is one of integration, not only of its contents with its inhabitants but of its inhabitants with their wider 

society. To “read” the house is to decipher the codes whereby its inhabitants interact with the world. It 

is a dynamic act despite the seeming motionless of the architecture. 

 Modernist writers who choose to center their novels around architecture give themselves a 

ready analogue for psychological profiling; the structures that make up the settings give the authors an 

organizational scaffolding, around which to locate their characters. The fact that many houses in 

modernist novels are based on real, historical houses allows for more complete diagramming of these 
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spaces through floorplans and sketches, or any of the documents of construction and purchase that may 

exist in public record. Several still exist, in whole or part, and are open to public visitation. Even if the 

house itself no longer stands—or never stood, as is sometimes the case—the area can be pinpointed 

through textual details and biographical insights. Moretti asks, “Why do novels so often mix real 

geographical sites and imaginary locations? Are the latter needed for some specific narrative function? 

Are there, in other words, events that tend to happen in real spaces—and others that 'prefer' fictional 

ones?”92 Posing a possible answer to his own question, Moretti theorizes that fictional spaces allow for 

happier endings. Yet, as any reader of modernist novels knows, there are plenty of unhappy endings to 

be found in imaginary spaces.  

 The deciding factor, then, is not the space but the space's relationship with the characters who 

inhabit it, the shaping and re-shaping of analogical forms. Even the most apparently static fictional 

architecture will change under the influence of its inhabitants. The space may be historical or 

imaginary; the process of inhabiting—or, as Martin Heidegger would have it, “dwelling”—is what 

lends it any meaning it might have. Bachelard brings up the old phrase, “We bring our lares with us”; 

which is to say, houses (lairs) contain more than just their inventory of objects and their essential aspect 

travels with their inhabitants.93 The crux of topophilia lies in considering not only the qualities of the 

spaces but how the spaces serve as mediums for human action and interaction. To extend the term 

further, Bachelard conjugates topophilia into topoanalysis: “the systematic psychological study of the 

sites of our intimate lives.”94 Whatever architectural aspects a house may have—Bachelard is fond of 

cellars, garrets, and nooks—so too its inhabitant has. Hiding places, public places, rooms large or 

small, are all clues to “reading” the lives that are lived out within those bounds. This theory works even 

if the original house is no longer standing, because of the strong tie-in with memory and the mental 
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life: “even when we no longer have a garret, when the attic room is lost and gone,” Bachelard writes, 

“there remains the fact that we once loved a garret, once lived in an attic.”95 The experience of dwelling 

in particular spaces both brings the spaces to life and shelters the dweller, whom Bachelard thinks of as 

a dreamer but need not necessarily be. Even characters who appear entrenched in reality rather than 

dreams still reveal themselves to us through their surroundings: they are embodied through their 

spaces.  

 

7. Bodies In/And/Of Spaces 

Fuss calls the time from 1830 – 1968 “a time when interiority was taking firm hold of the modern 

imagination,” both in its literature and its architecture.96 With the house serving as a representation of 

the mental state of its inhabitants, even a distant external view of domestic architecture will necessarily 

be encoded with psychological clues. To return to Le Corbusier and the source of his famous line, “The 

house is a machine for living in,” the opening directive of Towards a New Architecture (1923) sets 

architecture against human morality. “A question of morality,” Le Corbusier writes; “lack of truth is 

intolerable, we perish in untruth.”97 What does truth have to do with architecture? When architecture 

serves as an analogue for the human subject, any untruth in building is also an untruth in humanity.  

 Le Corbusier’s text examines the problem of modern architecture, and how it must adapt to 

properly relate to and convey the essence of its inhabitants. “Architecture is one of the most urgent 

needs of man,” he writes, “for the house has always been the indispensable and first tool that he has 

forged for himself. [. . .] it gives man essential assistance and essential freedom also.”98 The problem 

arises when that tool becomes out of date. It is not only a question of throwing out the old tool and 
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getting a replacement, but rather of re-designing, re-innovating a new tool. Le Corbusier identifies “the 

cult of the home” as an impediment in architecture’s progress; people are too attached to their old 

houses, even if those buildings no longer suit their selves.99 He identifies a strain of “unworthy houses” 

which “ruin our health and our morale,” and pins various social and personal issues on domestic 

architecture: 

It is our lot to have become sedentary creatures; our houses gnaw at us in our sluggishness, like 

a consumption. We shall soon need far too many sanatoriums. We are to be pitied. Our houses 

disgust us; we fly from them and frequent restaurants and night clubs; or we gather together in 

our houses gloomily and secretly like wretched animals; we are becoming demoralized.100 

 

However, Le Corbusier is not, as Heidegger was, entirely pessimistic about this human demoralization. 

Instead of seeing little possibility for future homecomings, he sees the field of architecture as that 

which naturally produces happiness. Theoretically, the right style of architecture can unlock a 

contentment which then translates into the self. “How easily could it [architecture] be at home in our 

houses!” Le Corbusier exclaims, if only we modernized our approach to domestic building.101 He 

presents an interesting theory, though I imagine he and Sarah Susanka would have much to argue 

about. 

 Towards a New Architecture lays out all the faults of contemporary building, though of course 

looking at more modern houses than any that feature in the novels to be examined herein. Consider, for 

example, his Villa Savoye, west of Paris, designed in 1928. Le Corbusier’s project for Pierre and 

Emilie Savoye was meant to be a country house; presumably what they had in mind was something 

more traditional, but what they received was the pinnacle of Le Corbusier’s modern architectural 

sensibilities. Influenced by engineering and aeronautics, the house was designed to bring happiness 
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through efficiency. It ended up as what Alain de Botton calls “an artistically motivated folly.”102 In The 

Architecture of Happiness, de Botton describes the Savoye family’s unhappiness with their new house, 

as its flat roof leaked, its living room was empty, and Madame Savoye was finally forced to threaten 

legal action against Le Corbusier for the cost of repairs. In a letter to the architect in 1937, Madame 

Savoye wrote, “After innumerable demands on my part, you have finally accepted that this house 

which you built in 1929 is uninhabitable.”103 The family left the house shortly thereafter, owing to the 

outbreak of World War II. Despite its promises, their house did not make them happy. 

 Using data from experiments by Anne Balif and Françoise Minkowska, in which children were 

asked to draw their homes, Gaston Bachelard shows that the results demonstrated the children's mental 

states through the architectural features they produced: happy children had houses with sturdy shapes 

and smoke rising from chimneys while children who had lived through hardship produced narrow and 

dark houses.104 While the exterior is only a façade, and may hide a completely contradictory interior in 

reality, that is unlikely in fiction. A form so invested in producing practiced places, meant to be “read” 

in both senses of the term, it would be contrary to the final work of fiction to set up such a disparity, 

unless there were a cause for it based on the character's mental state; in which case, the theory still 

holds. Even for a psychology still in development—such as that of a child, or alternately, a character 

without strong dreams—the production of space, and the forms which that space takes, reveal the inner 

workings of the mind. An unhappy house produces unhappy characters, and vice versa. 

 The points of topoanalysis can be applied to any space, real or fictional. The congregation of 

advances in interior architecture and design with new ideas in psychological studies that the modernist 

time period exemplifies offers a unique moment of synthesis, though; shifting into the realm of fiction 

rather than history allows for a clearer presentation of theories of spatial form, highlighted by the way 
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novels highlight certain physical and personal features. The characters of modern fiction are developed, 

to borrow yet more spatial terms, both horizontally and vertically. They have breadth and depth, in their 

mentalities and dwelling spaces. Bachelard calls on poet Jöe Bousquet for his description of what not to 

be: “He was a man with only one story: he had his cellar in his attic.”105 The polarity of these two 

spaces is necessary; they cannot be collapsed into each other if the character is to have any presence on 

the page. Having established the dimensions of both character and dwelling space, the modernist author 

has the ability to draw almost infinite parallels, some necessarily more obvious than others. It is the 

subtle ones to which our attention must turn; it is not enough to remark that wealthy characters dwell in 

grander houses. What is more compelling is the disparity and disconnect between their character and 

their settings, and moments when the interplay of bodies and spaces comes to the forefront of the text. 

Why should illicit affairs take place in huts and boathouses, rather than private chambers with locks on 

their doors? Who spends most of their time looking out of the windows, and what do they see? What 

role does the landscape play, as an extension of the built environment, in limiting the points of access?  

 To return to the interchangeable, symbiotic relationship between bodies and their spaces, both 

Fuss and Walter Benjamin remind us that part of the modern condition is an equation, whereby—in 

Benjamin’s terms—“a dwelling signifies more than mere shelter; it becomes coextensive with the 

person of the dweller, a kind of second skin.”106 This is the concept that noted art critic Mario Praz uses 

the word Stimmung to describe “the way that the room conveys the character of its owner—the way it 

mirrors his soul.”107  Writer George Sand had a theory, shared by Bachelard, that “people could be 

                                                 
105 Ibid., 26. 
106 Ibid.; See also Benjamin, “Convolute I: The Interior, The Trace.”, 220: “The original form of all dwelling is existence  

not in the house but in the shell. The shell bears the impression of its occupant. In the most extreme instance, the 

dwelling becomes a shell. The nineteenth century, like no other century, was addicted to dwelling.” For more on 

shells, see Bachelard's chapter on shells in The Poetics of Space. 
107 Rybczynski, 43. 
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classified according to whether they aspired to live in a cottage or in a palace.”108 Even the difference 

between house-living and apartment-living brought on changes of character, due to differences in what 

Bachelard calls “the house's situation in the world,” which is in turn a variation on the “situation of 

man in the world.”109 Various points in the house are equated with specific psychological actions: “To 

go upstairs in the word house, is to withdraw, step by step; while to go down to the cellar is to dream,” 

writes Bachelard, and in the verticality of the house we are seeking out the center.110 Judith Flanders’s 

writings on the Victorian home also put forth a theory about the source of this yearning for centrality: 

the extreme dynamism of the era “led people to try to create a still center in their homes, where things 

changed as little as possible. In many areas this period can be discussed as a unity, because that is how 

its own participants hoped to see it: a stable period.”111 However, as Modern homes and times proved 

far from stable, it is clear that these hopes did not come true.  

 This is the era that fits Georg Lukács's model of “an age in which the extensive totality of life is 

no longer directly given, in which the immanence of meaning in life has become a problem, yet which 

still thinks in terms of totality.”112 The result of this yearning for meaning and finding none is a void 

which the characters in these novels will try, with varying degrees of success, to fill. Some will hold 

fast to their family houses, some will reject them entirely in favor of other spaces, others still will leave 

and then return years later to find both the house and themselves changed. Each of the houses will, at 

some point, lose at least one of its inhabitants—and this brings us to Lukács's other claim, that “the 

                                                 
108 Bachelard, 63. Bachelard adds to Sand's theory, noting that it is more likely that whichever place one lives, one 

 aspires to the other, depending on the circumstances of the moment. The oneiric house, or dream house,  which 

Bachelard propounds must be able to function as both a cottage and a palace. 
109 Ibid., 34, emphasis original. 
110 Ibid., 147. 
111 Judith Flanders, Inside the Victorian Home: A Portrait of Domestic Life in Victorian England (New York: W.W. 

 Norton & Company, Inc., 2003), 5. Flanders goes room by room through the Victorian home and discusses 

 form and function, as well as history. 
112 Georg Lukács, The Theory of the Novel, trans. Anna Bostock (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1971), 56. 
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novel form is, like no other, an expression of this transcendental homelessness.”113 Even objectively 

secure houses, with solid foundations and long family lineages, no longer feel like homes. This is the 

spatial landscape of the trauma of the World Wars, the instability that intervened, the urgency for 

security that seemed impossible to obtain. In Lukács's theory, this sense of homelessness and search for 

the meaning of life are aspects unique to novels and their particular lens unto human action and 

interaction.  

 Taking the premise of modernity’s homelessness, combined with architectural efforts to produce 

a space that can inspire dwelling—that reflects and affects the lives of those who dwell in it, potentially 

even resonating with them enough to be called a “home”—and using the shared language of reading 

those spaces and their physical details through a series of English Modernist novels, The Not So Great 

House examines the ability and methods of literature to intervene in the architectural and philosophical 

discussion of how we are to live. 

 

1. 

Together under the banner of historic houses in decline, and using the house as its motif, the first 

chapter’s novels open to circumstances that should offer security through the strength of their heritage, 

yet are instead sites of fast-paced affairs, contested renovations, interlopers within the family walls, 

dubious inheritances, and death. Expanding on domestic space’s primacy over character, E.M. Forster 

wrote of Howards End (1910) that the house “took the place of people.”114 Using Walter Benjamin’s 

equation of a dwelling “becom[ing] coextensive with the person of the dweller” alongside Margaret 

Schlegel’s musing that “life was a house,” this chapter lays the groundwork for discussing the 

permeability of bodies and their spaces, of human experiences and their architectural spheres of 

                                                 
113 Ibid., 41. 
114 E.M. Forster, Howards End (New York: Penguin, 2000), xxvi. 
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action.115 Then, taking time and its passing as a turning point, I use Evelyn Waugh’s A Handful of Dust 

(1934), to lay out the economic, social, and class structures at work in dissolving the great house as an 

institution, thereby dissolving its inhabitants as well. Hetton Abbey is a house lingering on after its 

time, doomed to change; consequently, the family living within its walls has become unmoored. 

Though Tony Last ends his days stranded far from home, Waugh offers some optimism for the great 

house’s potential to persist through the generations. Waugh’s sense of hope, though, relies on Hetton 

Abbey being restored to its former architectural glory, which my subsequent chapters show is not quite 

enough. 

 

2. 

The houses featured here are two of the most stately in my project, with estates as broad as their family 

expectations. Despite their stature, they too fall short of providing security: when their inhabitants seek 

refuge, they turn instead to the woods and smaller out-buildings, introducing the motif of the hut. Lady 

Chatterley meets gamekeeper Mellors in a hut after despairing over her loveless marriage in D.H. 

Lawrence's Lady Chatterley's Lover (1928) and goes on to treat the wood and all it contains as a respite 

from the superficiality of Wragby. When she thinks of the word home, Connie remarks that “it was a 

word that had had its day. It was somehow cancelled.”116 Using Bachelard’s figure of the hut as a 

dreamspace, I trace Connie’s experiences in the woods to her eventual awakening. For another kind of 

hut, I turn to the boathouse where Maurice Hall meets gamekeeper Scudder after a long period of 

denial to finally pledge his love in E.M. Forster's Maurice (1914). The boathouse sits on the grounds of 

Penge, a great house that Maurice once treated as home until its scion Clive Durham pulls back from 

their relationship and leaves Maurice caught between a happy past and what was shaping up to be an 

                                                 
115 Ibid., 281. 
116 D.H. Lawrence, Lady Chatterley’s Lover, ed. Ronald Friedland, Complete and Unexpurgated 1928 Orioli Edition 

 (New York: Bantam, 1983), 63. 
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even happier future now suddenly foreclosed. When Alec steps in—literally through an open 

window—the text invites a discussion of threshold space and boundaries that also addresses the class 

divide these novels share in their parallel structures. Although Maurice and Alec take up new lives as 

woodcutters and Forster exhorts that we “take to the greenwood” for refuge, the woods are barely 

described, left unmapped in some unnamed region, equally as abstract as whatever the future holds for 

Connie and Mellors.117 Though both Lawrence and Forster gave their characters ostensibly happy 

endings, they are overshadowed by uncertainty and the fear that the natural spaces of England are 

going to disappear. If the house will not suit, and the woods will not last, what then? 

 

3. 

The next step, it seems, is to disperse even more and keep searching. The novels in this chapter lay out 

the process and effects of protracted homelessness. Both novels are family histories spanning a number 

of years, with all the deaths, affairs, wars, and changes of location entailed therein. The Forsytes in 

John Galsworthy’s The Forsyte Saga (1906 – 21) are especially attuned to what lies just out of reach, 

and Galsworthy uses an abundance of architectural imagery to show this, particularly motifs of 

windows and doors. This emphasis on boundaries and permeability continues on from the threshold 

space from the second chapter, made even more vibrant here by the introduction of an actual architect 

among the cast of characters. As Philip Bosinney works to build the house Robin Hill for Soames 

Forsyte, he falls in love with Soames’s wife Irene, who models the effects of entrapment brought about 

by both her London house and her husband. Galsworthy ends the first book with Soames declaring, 

“we are not at home,” and yet by the end of the saga some have been at home, for a short time.118 The 

problem then becomes longevity, which is equally present in Virginia Woolf’s The Years (1937), 

                                                 
117 Forster, Maurice (New York: Signet, 1971), 206. 
118 John Galsworthy, The Forsyte Saga (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1950), 242. 
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wherein the Pargiter family grows up and outgrows the house at Abercorn Terrace. They pursue futurity 

not by preserving their house but by forgetting it entirely. Throughout the novel, various characters 

express a feeling of being two people at once, or in two worlds at once, caught between what could 

have been and the increasingly fraught future as the novel moves from the 1880s to 1930s. The lost 

unity of the family home—the great house—haunts them even as they profess to have hated it. The 

Years sees its characters cast adrift, constantly asking, “Where am I?”119 Any sense of belonging is 

always, it turns out, a room away. No matter how far the Forsyte family spreads out across countries 

and continents, or how many flats and houses the Pargiters try to make their homes, the ideal other life 

cannot consistently be grasped. The new question becomes: How does one belong anywhere?  

 

4. 

The final chapter proposes a solution: leave, potentially in exile, and return changed. If no substitute 

space, however well qualified, can take the place of home, the only option left is for the original home 

to be somehow returned to and re-claimed. To do so requires distance great enough to fully view the 

house, and a stable equivalency between subject and house rarely found in 20th-century great houses. 

Rather than forcing that equivalency, the two novels I use to close my argument allow their characters 

space to change apart from the house, while the house itself changes; when the two are reunited, both 

bearing the markers of war and loss, then the moment of cohesion arrives. In Evelyn Waugh’s 

Brideshead Revisited (1945), though the house is Sebastian Flyte’s, the one for whom it feels more like 

home is Charles Ryder: he eventually confesses, “If it was mine I’d never live anywhere else.”120 When 

Charles is cast out from the fold, he looks back on the house and feels he’s leaving part of himself 

there. It only makes sense that he should someday return in pursuit of wholeness, yet Waugh resists 

                                                 
119 Woolf, The Years (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1965). The question appears throughout the novel.  
120  Evelyn Waugh, Brideshead Revisited: The Sacred and Profane Memories of Captain Charles Ryder (New York: 

 Little, Brown and Company, 2012), 87. 
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such a poetic motivation, sending Charles back instead as a captain in the army when Brideshead has 

become a base of operations in the war. Standing before the ancient stones of the chapel, Charles 

unexpectedly finds hope again in a vision of history and potential; this moment of recognition restores 

some, though not all, of his sense of self and home. Lily Briscoe has a similar vision in Virginia 

Woolf’s To the Lighthouse (1927), a moment of totality that opens up the future. Like Charles with 

Brideshead, Lily comes to the Ramsay house “in love with them all, in love with this world,” 

determined to be a part of it.121 She too has to leave, and in the novel’s “Time Passes” section the house 

bears witness to the effects of absence: “life had left it.”122 When Lily returns and immediately feels at 

peace, the house too becomes a place to come back to, and the Ramsay house’s view out to the 

Lighthouse becomes a home in its own right. These spaces are both metaphor for loss and actual 

domestic space, livable, comfortable. That duality of self and space is what the houses in previous 

chapters lacked: either there was no emotional attachment to the space, or the space of emotional 

attachment was not secure enough to persist, or the duality existed but was rejected in a search for a 

more complete whole; however, there is no “more complete” whole. Modernity’s conditions bring loss 

upon both the self and its surroundings, and so the moment of reconciliation can only ever be 

incomplete—momentary, lasting just long enough to be realized before something changes, some wind 

blows in through a window or closes a door, perhaps that same wind Benjamin calls “progress.”123 
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Figure 1.1: The Red House, Bexleyheath, London 
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Figure 1.2: Lanhydrock House, Cornwall 
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1. Power Houses: Heritage and Scandal in E.M. Forster's Howards End and Evelyn Waugh's A 

Handful of Dust 

 

 

Two English Modernist novels whose houses are undeniably historic yet prove incapable of providing 

homes for their inhabitants—at the narratives’ starts, at least—are E.M. Forster's Howards End (1910) 

and Evelyn Waugh's A Handful of Dust (1934). The country houses of Howards End and Hetton Abbey 

are quite different in style: the first is given a very sparse descriptive history in the text and is better 

known for its brick construction and the fact that it is smaller than its inhabitants would like; the second 

was rebuilt in the mid-19th century in some approximation of the Gothic style but becomes increasingly 

distant from its roots as the plot progresses, until a final turn begins its restoration. They also differ in 

their families: both households, for all intents and purposes, are run by a woman, but with distinctly 

separate priorities in mind. The first has several children, complicating the question of inheritance; the 

second has one—and then none. Forster and Waugh both give their houses a fair amount space on the 

page, but again with variances in style and level of architectural detail provided. Both are also 

undeniably based on real houses: Howards End on Rooksnest, Hetton Abbey on Madresfield Court. I 

group these two together under the banner of historic houses in decline: spaces that should be secure in 

the power of their heritage yet are instead sites of fast-paced affairs, contested renovations, interlopers 

within the family walls, problems of inheritance, and death. Curiously, each house does ultimately end 

up with the potential to become a home—but not for its original inhabitants. Someone else must enter 

into their walls. There is a mismatch between the structures and their initial occupants, and it resists 

reconciliation.  

 If the heritage of these two houses is not enough to give those inhabitants a secure dwelling 

place, then clearly something beyond physical structure is necessary to produce a sense of harmony 

between people and their spaces. This is the same difficulty Heidegger wrestles with in “Building, 

Dwelling, Thinking” when he asks about the potential for a house to guarantee a way of life. He 
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concludes that even a property built with the best of intentions can fail to create a sense of dwelling, 

blaming the fundamental nature of being: to live is to confront oneself, and likely be dissatisfied with 

the result. The way Forster and Waugh show their characters avoiding this situation is two-fold: either 

they fixate instead on material possessions, viewing the house only as property rather than an extension 

of the self; or else the characters pour their entire beings into their surroundings and essentially lose 

their selves. No matter what, the situation ends badly. 

 In 1958, Forster wrote of Howards End, “Perhaps the house in Howards End, for which I did 

once care, took the place of people.”124 There are, of course, people in the novel: the Schlegels, the 

Wilcox family, the Basts. There are characters whose actions shape the narrative trajectory, and who 

tell the story of the house and its fate, but over all of them is the sense of the house: an inescapable 

presence. Combined with that is Forster’s epigraph to the novel, “Only connect . . .”125 The epigraph is 

a plea as much as it is a reminder of the gap between people—a gap which the house steps in to fill. In 

his review of the novel for The Daily Mail, R.A. Scott-James writes: 

‘Only connect . . .’ is Mr Forster’s motto. It is because he has taken this motto not only for his 

book but for his method of work that he has achieved the most significant novel of the year . . . 

to write a novel near to nature on one hand, and true to the larger vision on the other, requires 

tremendous labour of thought making perception and wisdom fruitful; the fitting of the 

perception of little things with the perception of universal things; consistency, totality, 

connection.126 

 

This combination of “little things” with “universal things” is Forster’s effort to reconcile the material 

structures of property with the universal human desire—often unmet—to feel at home in the world. His 

solution to close that gap was to create Howards End, a house that could be both economic and 

structural surety alongside emotional resonance—though not always at the same time for the same 

                                                 
124 Quoted in David Lodge, “Introduction” to E.M. Forster, Howards End (New York: Penguin Books, 2000), xxvi. 
125 E.M. Forster, Howards End (New York, NY: Penguin Books, 2000). All following quotations from the novel are 

 taken from this edition. 
126 R.A. Scott-James, quoted in P.N. Furbank, E. M. Forster: A Life, Volume 1 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979),  

188-9. Scott-James’s review also places Forster in between Joseph Conrad and John Galsworthy for narrative style, 

calling him a “bridge” between the two for starting from neither a single incident nor a larger generality but 

somewhere in the middle, bringing the two together in equal parts. 
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people. The fact that the house shares its name with the title is one of the more obvious moves among 

the novels of this project to point out a house’s importance to its narrative structure.  

 Howards End enters the text at a remove, then gradually grows closer. We are told about the 

house’s appearance from outside in, room by room, in a letter from Helen Schlegel to her sister 

Margaret: 

It is old and little, and altogether delightful—red brick. [. . .] From hall you go right or left into 

dining-room or drawing-room. Hall itself is practically a room. You open up another door in it, 

and there are the stairs going up in a sort of tunnel to the first floor. Three bedrooms in a row 

there, and three attics in a row above. That isn't all the house really, but it's all one notices. (3) 

  

As both titular figure and site of most of the narrative's main events, Howards End emerges slowly but 

it is always present both in the text and in the minds of our narrators. It is also a mark of Forster’s own 

history.  

 Forster’s father died when he was only a year old, and biographer P.N. Furbank writes that for 

“most of the year 1882 Lily [ Alice Clara Whichelo, Forster’s mother] wandered disconsolately from 

one friend’s house to another, intermittently searching for a home of her own.”127 The home she found 

was Rooksnest, a house near Stevenage in Hertfordshire where mother and son lived from 1883 to 

1893. In a letter to a friend, Lily describes the house:  

It is a very old gabled house, & yet it is perfectly new. It has been rejuvenated, the inside 

scooped out—everything as pretty & nice as possible—good sanitary arrangements. [. . .] I 

should not have chosen to live in such a lonely place if I could have helped it but I can’t find 

anything else.128 

 

The family moved in to Rooksnest March of 1883, uncertain of how long they would stay. That 

loneliness that first worried Lily dissipated over time, due in large part to mother and son’s emotional 

connections to the property. Furbank describes Rooksnest as “a charming house, with its rosy 

brickwork, its ancient vine, and its steep-pitched roof, pierced by dormer windows, sweeping down at 

                                                 
127 Furbank, Volume 1: 14. 
128 Quoted in Furbank, Volume 1: 15. 
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the rear, in an odd way, almost to the ground”; he also quotes a letter Forster later wrote which reads, 

“The house is my childhood and safety.”129 The combination of old and new, beauty and delight and 

loneliness, produces an atmosphere of refuge. Forster used Rooksnest as a model for Howards End—

the house was owned by the Howard family at one point—and that theme of nostalgic security is clear 

in the novel’s pages. 

 Forster wrote his own description of the house in 1894, already nostalgic at age fifteen, so it is 

little surprise that when he started work on the novel in 1908 those themes should be present. His 

catalogue of the house and its contents includes adjectives such as “peculiar,” “great,” “safe,” 

“delightful,” and “curious.”130 Forster recounts his first encounter with the house and details its layout, 

the arrangement of rooms, and the paths his childhood took through the space. The sentiment with 

which he writes was at first, perhaps, subconscious. But a talk he delivered to the Working Men’s 

College in December of 1906 on pessimism in literature—which concludes that a pessimist deals in 

separation, whereby Forster’s epigraph to Howards End marks the novel as clearly optimistic—brought 

clarity to his emotions. Furbank recounts the moment of realization: 

He was writing from the heart [. . .] And this forced him to certain realizations. For he knew 

that, as a novelist, he wanted to express what was “gracious and noble” and offer hope and 

salvation to humanity; but, for one writing under the shadow of Flaubert and the fin-de-siècle, 

this was an unfashionable aim. It compelled him, he felt, to define his position. And the truth he 

was forced to face, he decided, was that he was a sentimentalist.131 

 

It was in light of this unfashionable truth that Howards End came to be Forster’s “condition of 

England” novel, 19th century sentiment in a 20th century world, whereby the house of Howards End 

took on a symbolic, connected role in the text. The countryside antiquity of the property, combined 

with Forster’s sentimental yet markedly modern style of writing, produces a portrait of England caught 

between two ideals: past and future. The present is in flux, and for that reason can act as the space of 
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connection. Scott-James’s review also highlights the connection between house and narrative structure: 

“The novel rises like a piece of architecture full-grown before us. It is all bricks and timber, but it is 

mystery, idealism, a far-reaching symbol.”132 This is exactly what Gaston Bachelard refers to in Poetics 

of Space when he positions the house as a unifying factor between the human psyche and the world.  

 “A house,” Bachelard writes, “constitutes a body of images that give mankind proofs or 

illusions of stability. We are constantly re-imagining its reality.”133 That stability—even illusive—is 

what we need. Bachelard’s argument prioritizes the childhood house—specifically, the house someone 

is born in, which does not hold true for Forster here, but I take the “childhood house” to mean the one 

with most psychological connection, the oneiric house. For Forster, Rooksnest is that house. Bachelard 

also notes that “the house's virtues of protection and resistance are transposed into human virtues. The 

house acquires the physical and moral energy of a human body. [. . .] Come what may the house helps 

us to say: I will be an inhabitant of the world, in spite of the world.”134 In response to the problem of 

Dasein and the drive to flee, Bachelard proposes that the house is able to mediate the self enough for 

existence to continue. It provides stability, a grounding for reality, which transposes sensation from 

space to body. The only way this situation works is for the self to recognize its surroundings—and 

recognize itself in them. That process means that the house has to be exactly what they need, even if 

they do not initially know how to articulate those needs. Of course, this requirement creates problems. 

 Howards End, Helen Schlegel writes in the novel’s early pages, “isn’t going to be what we 

expected [. . .] not exactly a go-as-you-please place” (3-4). Having met the Wilcox family on holiday, 

the Schlegels have drawn up expectations of them as the kind of people who stay in expensive hotels 

and have finicky tastes, not the sort to own a house with hedges of dog-roses, surrounded by farmland. 

Indeed, there is more stability to the house, a sense of its being rooted to the land and the history of 
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England, than they anticipated from their perceptions of the family who lives there. And that stability—

rejected by the Wilcoxes—turns out to be exactly what the Schlegels need, by the novel’s ending. 

 On approaching the house, Helen and Margaret’s aunt remarks that the scenery and 

surroundings are “indeterminate” and questions, “Into which country will it lead, England or 

Suburbia?” (13). Forster’s immense dislike of suburbia is well documented; Furbank calls it “his vision 

of oppressive English suburban life” and observes that it was an emotion that colored many of Forster’s 

domestic experiences when not living in the countryside or at Cambridge.135 To understand this vision 

requires some explanation of the social and economic history of the English country house. Adrian 

Tinniswood’s book The Long Weekend (2016) opens with an explanation of the dichotomy facing 

country houses in the 20th century:  

There is nothing quite as beautiful as an English country house in summer. 

 And there has never been a summer quite like that Indian summer between the two 

world wars, a period of gentle decline in which the sun set slowly on the British Empire and the 

shadows lengthened on the lawns of a thousand stately homes across the nation. 

 At least, that is the conventional view of a period that has always been seen as 

witnessing the end of the country house. One by one, so the story goes, the stately homes of 

England were deserted and dismantled and demolished, their estates broken up, their oaks 

felled, and their parks given over to suburban sprawl.  

 There’s certainly truth in that. But it masks an alternative narrative that exists side by 

side with the familiar tale of woe. A narrative that saw new families buying, borrowing, and 

sometimes building themselves a country house, which introduced new aesthetics, new social 

structures, new meanings to an old tradition. A narrative, in fact, that saw new life in the country 

house.136  

 

Tinniswood highlights the task Forster takes on in Howards End: the “alternative narrative” by which 

the country house can continue to be a part of English life even in the face of urbanization and its 

accompanying suburbia. The “new life” that Howards End needs comes in the form of new occupants, 

who eventually bring with them enough optimism to counter the “tale of woe.” 
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 The interwar period brought many changes to the institution of the country house. One of the 

main factors at work was, of course, the war itself. By the end of World War I, the future of the country 

house was in jeopardy. Not only did the war effort take most of the domestic serving class away from 

the estates, and the war-time freedoms for women lead to reluctancy to return to the kind of household 

labor required to keep such a house in order, Tinniswood also cites that “[o]ne in ten titled families lost 

heirs in the war” and the loss of a family member often translated into the loss of an estate.137 This 

combined with the rise of interest in leading a metropolitan life in making the country house less a 

home and more of a—as Tinniswood’s title points out—long weekend getaway for majority of people. 

Forster, of course, is in the minority camp, those for whom, as Tinniswood writes, “the country house 

was a home and more—something woven into the fabric of society, a symbol of continuity that held out 

the hope of a return to normality after the slaughter.”138 Futurity, here called continuity—an extension 

of something into the future—was enmeshed with the past. The country house became a way of going 

back in time, seeking out the now yearned-for psychological peace that nostalgically described the pre-

war years. This desire to transcend reality was, naturally, only a fantasy.  

 Tinniswood explains that “the rural idyll, bred by the Romantics in the nineteenth century, 

nurtured by the Edwardians’ quest for the heart of England, and brought to full maturity by the war, is 

crucial to the conception of country-house life in the 1920s and 1930s.”139 This “rural idyll” was all the 

stronger for no longer existing. Despite the popularity of Country Life magazine and the lifestyle it 

sold, rising property sales—largely owing to an increase in death duties—meant that traditional great 

houses with vast country estates were fast becoming a thing of the past. Though the war brought 

increased financial support for agriculture, supporting estates and farms for their food production, in 
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1919 “more country houses [were] bought and sold than ever before.”140 Smaller properties, 

particularly those with easier access to London, remained popular. But the grand estates cherished by 

the Edwardians were becoming unfashionable, and subsequently getting divided into pieces and sold 

off for profit or to pay taxes. Trying to find buyers for an entire estate proved impossible—

Tinniswood’s book recounts many tales of houses sold for a fraction of what they were worth, either to 

become museums or, more often, gutted and demolished. Those who owned country houses and either 

no longer desired or could no longer afford to keep them were forced to break up the very symbols of 

their family heritage. Granted, we may feel somewhat ambivalent about all this, as Tinniswood writes, 

“Glancing through the newspaper headlines of the 1920s [. . .] it seems as though big houses were 

being burned, dismantled, and demolished all over the country. But while the loss of some [. . .] was a 

national disaster; others were not much missed.”141 The deciding factors were both personal views on 

the economic and social institution of the country house and landed gentry, and the houses 

themselves—if their properties carried marks of any great architectural heritage, or held particularly 

impressive collections, they might be mourned more. 

 For those who held the country house in high esteem, those whom Tinniswood refers to as 

“worship[ping] the cult of the antique,” preserving those houses was as much a moral effort as an 

economic and social one.142 They poured money into refurbishing properties but the end goal was not 

necessarily just to make a building habitable. Their reaction to the war was aligned with a reaction to 

modernity itself, hostile to coming changes and therefore looking backwards, to Romanticism, to the 

Arts and Crafts movement, even back to medieval times. A 15th-century house suddenly meant more 

than mere property—it meant England, secure and untouchable, having withstood history thus far and 

surely poised to continue into the future. The post-war national sentiment also inspired country house 
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sympathies in those who might not have been inclined to buy and restore the houses themselves, owing 

to “a heightened awareness of what was being lost and of what was and was not being done to save 

it.”143 This was the time that saw the Ancient Monuments Act first passed (1913) and then expanded 

(1920) to include residential properties, with the recognition that there was something of cultural value 

in the great house institution whatever one’s personal feelings about the estate’s upper-class owners. In 

1937, the National Trust would also extend its protection to English country houses. 

 For Forster, writing 1908 – 1910, those acts were not yet certainties. His “condition of England” 

novel was his own attempt to protect the idea of the English country house and all it meant to him. To 

make such an effort more accessible to those who might not agree with Forster’s sentiments, the novel 

begins from a place of disorientation. When the Schlegel’s Aunt Juley approaches the house via train, 

she remarks that the divide between newer station architecture and older “hints of local life, personal 

intercourse” (13) is blurred, and she is unsettled by it because she doesn’t know what to expect. A 

series of misunderstandings when she meets Charles Wilcox—thinking him to be his younger brother 

Paul, with whom Helen is supposedly in love—and the rest of the family further destabilize Howards 

End from her perspective. Unable to get a fix on the situation or its setting, Aunt Juley ends up making 

a mess of things with her intrusion. Even Margaret, who eventually inherits Howards End and should 

feel at home there, gets disoriented by it. Forster writes that “again she lost all sense of space” (170) 

when approaching the property one rainy day; “Once more she lost the sense of space” yet then quickly 

“recaptured the sense of space, which is the basis of all earthly beauty” (174). By affecting instability 

from the outset, Forster positions Howards End lying in wait, ready to offer that stability his characters 

yearn for. Margaret goes back and forth with being able to grasp Howards End or having it unsettle her, 

until at last she takes ownership of the house. 
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 Helen, too, is similarly disoriented by her time at Howards End. The house and its atmosphere 

briefly transfix her, culminating in “that abandonment of personality that is a possible prelude to love” 

(20)—love of a person, here, but also love of a house, the house being a substitute for the self—until 

one morning she steps into the dining-room and has a moment of startling clarity. Standing in front of 

the Wilcoxes, Helen suddenly sees them as not people but “a wall” of objects, with “nothing behind it 

but panic and emptiness” (22). They are unsuited to the house, unable to even fill its walls. In an 

instant, her love for Paul is gone, and she perceives people not as themselves but as objects, de-

personalized. All human quality is removed, leaving only that refrain of “panic and emptiness” which 

will come up again in the novel, always as a prelude to some realization, some breakthrough of 

understanding. Why should those moments of clarity be prefaced on nothingness? If we look back to 

Vitruvius’s proposal that architecture be based on “commodity, firmness, and delight,” then surely a 

house like Howards End has at least two of the three. Although seen as a bit small, it has the space—the 

commodity—to hold the family. It is also firm enough to withstand years of wear. The delight, though, 

is missing for the Wilcoxes, and not yet known to the Schlegels. 

 The novel’s narrative drive, summed up by its epigraph, is “Only connect.” In order to connect, 

the Schlegels and the Wilcoxes have to find that delight. They must first break through the emptiness 

that besets them whenever they try. The question of how to do that is taken up by the matriarch of 

Howards End, Ruth Wilcox, who uses the house as a means of joining things together. As Ruth Wilcox 

grows old, she endeavors to pass on both the house and her attachment to it to Margaret Schlegel; her 

own family, husband Henry and children Charles and Paul, care nothing for its sentimental history, only 

for its monetary value. This disagreement sets up the novel’s main crux while underneath, questions of 

spiritual versus ancestral inheritance play out, and social conflicts between wealthy capitalists and the 

working class come to a head. In real estate terms, Howards End is not exactly desirable. Henry Wilcox 

describes it as “impossibly small” with “[e]ndless drawbacks” (116), a converted farm that, no matter 
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how much money is poured into it, will never be the type of house to advance someone’s social 

position. It is “picturesque enough, but not a place to live in” (116), being neither in the commercial 

center of London nor removed enough into the countryside to be really desirable as a retreat. “The 

neighbourhood’s getting suburban” (116), Henry says, a definite insult. Rather than keep the family in 

Howards End after Ruth’s death, the Wilcoxes move to London, “a house on Ducie street, close to 

Sloane Street” (116), and also take a country retreat in Shropshire, “right away from everywhere” 

(116). Without Ruth’s protection, Howards End is let and neglected like so many other country houses 

of its  time. 

 Forster writes that Ruth Wilcox “seemed to belong not to the young people and their motor, but 

to the house [. . .] she worshipped the past” (19). This is Tinniswood’s “cult of the antique” exactly. 

Similarly, A.J. Downing, in his book The Architecture of Country Houses, writes that “in every age and 

country are born some persons who belong rather to the past than the present—men to whom memory 

is dearer than hope—the bygone ages fuller of meaning than those in the future.”144 Downing proposes 

that for people like that, it is better that their houses should be built “in styles that recall the past” to 

better express their own internal lives, even if that means going against the trend of contemporary 

architecture or social fashions.145 For Ruth, Howards End is her internal life, the embodiment of a long 

and personal history. “I lived at Howards End long, long before Mr. Wilcox knew it,” Ruth tells 

Margaret; “I was born there” (61). Margaret also later thinks of the matriarch: “She is the house” (268). 

This equivalency returns to the body-space equation that Diana Fuss and Walter Benjamin, among 

others, articulate. The equivalency between Ruth Wilcox and Howards End in turn sets the conditions 

for what Downing refers to as “perfect” domestic architecture: 
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it is evident that Domestic Architecture is only perfect when it is composed so as to express the 

utmost beauty and truth in the life of the individual. It is not always that a proprietor can design 

his own house, or even that his architect knows him so completely as to make his work express 

the individual truly. Hence we seldom see entirely satisfactory Architecture, where a beautiful 

house fully reflects a fine character; but as character always makes its mark, something of this 

kind always does happen, and in proportion to its completeness does it heighten our pleasure. [. 

. .] Architecture may be useful, it may be beautiful, and still not altogether satisfactory, unless it 

is also truthful or significant. The intellect must approve what the senses relish and the heart 

loves.146 

 

Adding onto Vitruvius’s triumvirate of values, Downing names convenience, truth, and beauty as the 

primary conditions and aims of architecture. To Ruth, Howards End is all that and more. 

 To everyone else, though, the truth of Howards End as a welcoming country estate is becoming 

a distant memory, though. A local farm woman, Miss Avery, reminisces about Howards End in the old 

days, when “it was never ‘Trespassers will be prosecuted’ in their land, but would people please not 

come in?” (234). However, being of a lower class, Miss Avery’s perspective is not privileged in the 

novel.147 It is clear that Ruth is the only real remaining occupant of Howards End who still holds those 

views. The house is “her own property” (61). Here “property” is more than just capital, or a physical 

object. When Margaret tells Ruth that a house “cannot stand by bricks and mortar alone” (66), Ruth 

argues that neither can it “stand without them” (66), seeming to be thinking only of the practical 

concerns. However, as Margaret soon realizes, Howards End is not just “brick and mortar” but “the 

Holy of Holies” (73). Ruth recognizes the structural requirements of a house, but only as they serve to 

provide a space for sanctuary. The utility of a house is shelter, but Howards End is often described as 

having a “heart” as well, and that goes beyond utility or usefulness and into a spiritual dimension tied 

to the past and the pastoral mythos of a country house. That ties in to Downing’s category of “truth.” 
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The “heart” of the house is what makes the question of inheritance such a tricky one for the Wilcox 

family, as none of them yet recognize or value what it is. 

 I read the “heart” of the house as that abstract quality Ruskin demands of architecture: that it be 

able to speak to us, and tell the truth. The problem is, only Mrs. Wilcox can hear it. In The Architecture 

of Happiness, de Botton writes: 

In essence, what works of design and architecture talk to us about is the kind of life that would 

most appropriately unfold within and around them. They tell us of certain moods that they seek 

to encourage and sustain in their inhabitants. While keeping us warm and helping us in 

mechanical ways, they simultaneously hold out an invitation for us to be specific sorts of 

people. They speak of visions of happiness. To describe a building as beautiful therefore 

suggests more than a mere aesthetic fondness; it implies an attraction to the particular way of 

life this structure is promoting through its roof, door handles, window frames, staircases and 

furnishings. A feeling of beauty is a sign that we have come upon a material articulation of 

certain of our ideas of a good life.148 

 

The rest of the Wilcox family does not share these same “ideas of a good life,” and so they can never 

find Howards End beautiful. To them, its only benefit is the mechanical one. Lacking an audience for 

its beauty or happiness, the houses can no longer speak. 

 After Mrs. Wilcox dies, the family begins to pull apart and the house loses its security. Forster 

writes more than once how no one could meet each other’s eyes, and that image of people being as 

blank walls comes back again. The family, like the house, is emptying out. Mrs. Wilcox’s absence is 

felt keenly in all parts of the house except the dining-room; “the other rooms, and especially the 

garden” (79) bear the mark of her absence, but she never spent much time in the dining-room. Its space 

is unaffected—she did not care for it, and it alone is not changed by her absence. As Charles walks 

through Howards End, he thinks about the changes he and his father have made to the place, all 

working against his mother and the things she did care for. They are working to change the beauty of 

the house to suit them, and yet do not hear it speaking yet, have not found its heart. Even the parts of 

the property that Mrs. Wilcox resisted now remind Charles of her: “What battles he had fought against 
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her gentle conservatism! How she had disliked improvements, yet how loyally she had accepted them 

when made!” (79). Whether Ruth really was “loyal” to the improvements is doubtful; Charles’s 

opinions are colored by his own ambition, and his determination to make Howards End into his own 

house someday. It is easier for him to think that his mother approves of things than to feel guilty over 

bringing contemporary changes to a house that belongs to the past. It comes as a shock to Charles when 

he learns that his mother actually arranged for Howards End to be left to Margaret Schlegel, someone 

whom she viewed as having the proper care for the house’s legacy, able to hear its heartbeat. 

 In an argument about Ruth’s arrangements, Charles and his wife Dolly repeat the name of the 

house back at each other in ever-increasing volumes, as if saying and hearing it often enough will force 

the situation to make sense, or bring about some kind of recognition. They are, in fact, speaking so 

loudly that they cannot hear the house reply. Dolly first says Margaret “wants” Howards End, then that 

she has “got it” (81), and all Charles can do is shout the name of Howards End back at her, unable to 

understand how this house that should have been his is now in the possession of someone else. The 

family gathers in the dining-room—notably, the one room devoid of Mrs. Wilcox’s presence—to 

discuss what has happened. In the midst of the confusion, the novel’s narrator steps in: “a moment 

when the commentator should step forward” (84), the narrator says, and proceeds to admit that the 

Wilcoxes are right to refuse to turn over “their home” (84). The narrator goes on to say that the only 

reason they are right, however, is because “[t]o them Howards End was a house: they could not know 

that to her [Ruth] it had been a spirit, for which she sought a spiritual heir” (85). An heir, in other 

words, to the house’s heart and language. So it is not a question of their turning over their home, but of 

their valuing the capital of the house, and not wanting to give up the financial value. “Mrs. Wilcox had 

been treacherous to the family, to the laws of property, to her own written word” (86), the narrative 

reads—as the Wilcoxes see the situation, the house is legally theirs, and it does not matter if anyone 

else might be interested in it. In their view, the property, “the garage and other improvements that they 
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had made under the assumption that all would be theirs some day” (86), has to stay in the family. Even 

though they dislike the house and move out to live elsewhere, it is important to their sense of financial 

justice that they still possess it. Despite their lack of emotional attachment to the house, they are 

nevertheless attached to the class status and worth of being the owners of a country house. 

 Part of the Wilcoxes’ reasoning behind not giving up Howards End is that Margaret is not poor, 

and also that she is not entirely English. To allow her into the institution of the English country house 

offends their national sensibilities. They therefore try to convince themselves that she has no claim to 

the house. “If Miss Schlegel had been poor, if she had wanted a house, I could understand it a little,” 

Henry says; “But she has a house of her own. Why should she want another? She wouldn’t have any 

use for Howards End” (86). This, however, does not make a convincing argument, coming from a man 

whose social ambition drives him to take multiple different houses. Helen says that the Wilcoxes 

“collect houses” (145) as a hobby, and lists them off, one through eight: 

They have, one, Ducie Street; two, Howards End, where my great rumpus was; three, a country 

seat in Shropshire; four, Charles has a house in Hilton; and five, another near Epsom; and six, 

Evie will have a house when she marries, and probably a pied-à-terre in the country—which 

makes seven. Oh yes, and Paul a hut in Africa makes eight. (145) 

 

Surely with eight houses of their own, the Wilcoxes cannot really believe that Margaret’s having one 

house precludes her from wanting any more. But it comes back to the idea of utility, and a house’s 

purpose being shelter. To the Wilcox family, that is all that Howards End could provide to anyone. 

Since Margaret does not need immediate shelter, there is no sense in her having the house. Again, 

though, this argument falls apart when later in the novel the Schlegels are in desperate search of a new 

house and Margaret asks to rent Howards End. The family refuses her. The Wilcox family disparages 

Margaret as “a cosmopolitan [. . .] a German cosmopolitan” (87), who could never inherit, or even live 

in, such an intensely “English” house as Howards End. The narrator observes that the Schlegels “were 

not ‘English to the back-bone,’ as their aunt had piously asserted. But, on the other hand, they were not 
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‘Germans of the dreadful sort’ ” (24). They are somewhere in-between, neither one thing nor the other, 

which also makes Margaret’s position as potential heir to the house precarious to a very English family 

like the Wilcoxes. What they do not consider, though, is that Howards End itself is also an in-between 

space, neither in London nor far enough removed from it, no longer a farm but not renovated enough to 

be an impressive modern house. In that sense, Margaret and Howards End match up very well, when 

they do ultimately meet. That match allows them to connect, prompting a reciprocal relationship 

between body and space. 

 The house Margaret and Helen lose which prompts their eventual move to Howards End is at 

Wickham Place, in London’s West End. It is described as having “the sense of a backwater, or rather of 

an estuary [. . .] a certain measure of peace” (6-7), and yet the Schlegels know that its peace will not 

last. The property opposite theirs will be developed into Wickham Mansions—where the Wilcoxes will 

take a flat, prompting worries about who can see and be seen at night when the lights are turned on and 

the blinds not drawn—the neighborhood will change, and they will be forced out by rising rent costs. 

After the death of their father, Margaret and Helen “ruled alone” (26) in Wickham Place even over their 

aunt and younger brother, and their rule imbued their house with a certain kind of character: 

“I suppose that ours is a female house,” said Margaret, “and one must just accept it. [. . .] I don’t 

mean that this house is full of women. I am trying to say something much more clever. I mean 

that it was irrevocably feminine, even in father’s time. [. . .] So with our house—it must be 

feminine, and all we can do is to see that it isn’t effeminate. Just as another house that I can 

mention, but won’t, sounded irrevocably masculine, and all its inmates can do is to see that it 

isn’t brutal.” 

 “That house being the W’s house, I presume,” said Tibby. (37-8) 

 

The W’s house is, of course, the Wilcoxes’ house—Howards End. At this point in the novel, the 

Schlegels do not know Howards End very well, and do not know that it is only Mrs. Wilcox who keeps 

the place running, not her husband or sons. They do not know yet that Howards End is a female house, 

too, not “irrevocably masculine.” To them, Wickham Place has been a refuge, and the next refuge they 
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find must resemble it in order to maintain the peace. Howards End, however, has a peace of a different 

kind.  

 Margaret learns later of Howards End’s importance to Mrs. Wilcox when they talk about 

moving houses. “To be parted from your house, your father’s house—it oughtn’t to be allowed. It is 

worse than dying” (70-1), Mrs. Wilcox tells a skeptical Margaret. Losing the peace of a house is more 

than just becoming homeless. When she adds, “Howards End was nearly pulled down once. It would 

have killed me” (70-1), Margaret replies that Howards End “must be a very different house,” and that 

theirs is only “an ordinary London house,” easily replaced (70-1). Mrs. Wilcox is not convinced 

Wickham Place will be so easy to replace, but she also does not see that Wickham Place is not the 

Schlegel’s father’s house—it is theirs, Margaret’s and Helen’s, in a way that Howards End cannot be 

entirely only Mrs. Wilcox’s because of all the other people laying a claim on it, chiefly the men. The 

ownership of Howards End has been in dispute for even longer than the novel’s central question of 

inheritance addresses. Later Margaret will think about the men who renovated Howards End, 

remarking that the drawing-room is “a room that men have spoilt trying to make it nice for women” 

(254), as well as saying, “if men came into Howards End, it should be over her body” (247). These 

sentiments started forming earlier, in relation to Wickham Place; Margaret at one point begins to think, 

“What right had such men—” (93) about the men who will take Wickham Place and develop it. She 

stops herself from finishing the thought, but again highlights the gendered problem of who possesses 

property, and who really understands it. The Married Women’s Property Acts of 1870 and 1882 are 

relevant here, but only referentially; Forster spends so much of the novel inside the Schlegel sister’s 

perspectives, and they are not legally in a position to inherit the house regardless of if the law allows 

female inheritors or not. The inheritance problem is a psychological and moral one much more so than 

a legal one. 
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 In Margaret’s mind, Wickham Place somehow becomes a symbol for things not recognized until 

they are taken away. Despite her earlier dismissal of it, and all her fixations on Howards End, she does 

feel tied to the space. It comes up again in her mind when the fear of homelessness approaches. 

Although Margaret knew that someday they would have to move out, Wickham Place is “suddenly 

ringed with pathos” (92) when the actual event approaches. Previously, it had just been a house. Now, 

suddenly, when it is under threat, it is an emotional attachment: “It’s heartbreaking to leave one’s old 

home” (137), Margaret says, primarily because of the memories she associates with Wickham Place. 

The heartbreak alone is not enough to spur Margaret on to find a new place to live, though. With the 

end of the lease approaching, Margaret “resolve[s] that she would go nowhere and be at home to no 

one until she found a house” (128), yet then breaks that resolution within half an hour. Even though she 

senses the importance of having a house, and attempts to dedicate her energy to securing one, she still 

cannot commit to replacing Wickham Place. The novel’s theme of disorientation emerges again, here 

alongside dissatisfaction and restlessness. “The house has not been built that suits the Schlegel family” 

(137), Margaret tells Henry when he offers to let her rent their house at Ducie Street. This is not a 

roundabout way of saying that the only house that would suit them would be new construction, made to 

their specifications. Rather, Margaret says this because the Schlegel family does not know its own 

needs. They cannot build to match themselves, a house that speaks only to them, because they have not 

yet worked out what their own voices are that they want their surroundings to echo. Until they know 

that, no house can become a home. 

 Set adrift from Wickham Place where they were comfortable, the Schlegels do not know where 

to turn next, and so any option seems unfulfilling. Without anywhere else to go, the Schlegels watch the 

fall of Wickham Place: 

Houses have their own ways of dying, falling as variously as the generations of men, some with 

a tragic roar, some quietly, but to an after-life in the city of ghosts, while from others—and thus 

was the death of Wickham Place—the spirit slips before the body perishes. It had decayed in the 
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spring, disintegrating the girls more than they knew, and causing either to accost unfamiliar 

regions. By September it was a corpse, void of emotion, and scarcely hallowed by the memories 

of thirty years of happiness. Through its round-topped doorway passed furniture, and pictures, 

and books, until the last room was gutted and the last van had rumbled away. It stood for a week 

or two longer, open-eyed, as if astonished at its own emptiness. Then it fell. (219) 

 

The problem, it seems, is the “spirit.” The Schlegels have lost their emotional connection to the house. 

Without it, the house falls, and they, too, are temporarily emptied out. They enter into the modern 

subject’s condition of fundamental homelessness: Nicht-zu-Hause, for the part-German Schlegels. 

Doomed to struggle in any attempt to enact another homecoming. Their “generation” is dying, just like 

their house. 

 Perhaps thinking back to Mrs. Wilcox’s attachment to it, Margaret fixates on Howards End as a 

potential candidate for a house that could suit her, a space she could go home to. She knows that 

Howards End once held someone else’s memories and sentimental value, so at least it is a house 

capable of sustaining an emotional life and “hallow[ing]” a physical one. In Margaret’s quest to help 

her family, Forster writes, “[h]er only ally was the power of Home. The loss of Wickham Place had 

taught her more than its possession. Howards End had repeated the lesson. She was determined to 

create new sanctities among these hills” (208). Exposure to Howards End teaches Margaret how to 

counteract the problem of the “spirit” that began with the loss of Wickham Place. The new problem is 

that Howards End has been let to someone else, and Henry Wilcox is not inclined to give it to the 

Schlegels. “Can’t you turn out your tenant and let it to us?” Margaret asks, and Henry answers, “Let me 

think. I wish I could help you. But I thought you wanted to be in town. One bit of advice: fix your 

district, then fix your price, and then don’t budge. That’s how I got both Ducie Street and Oniton. I said 

to myself, ‘I mean to be exactly here,’ and I was” (132). Never mind that Margaret is saying exactly 

where she means to be, Henry does not listen. Even later, when the two of them are engaged and 

discussing where to live, Henry tells her, “Howards End’s impossible” (154). He is still hanging on to 
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the idea of house as property, nothing more. Their furniture is sent to the house for storage, though, and 

soon enough Margaret gets Henry to take her there. Her persistence wins out. 

 Even so, Henry maintains a grim, pragmatic view of the space. “It is so unlucky,” he says, “that 

money wasn’t put into it about fifty years ago. Then it had four—five—times the land—thirty acres at 

least. One could have made something out of it then [. . .] What’s the good of taking it in hand now?” 

(175). He explains that most of the land surrounding the house belongs to other people, and that he has 

sold off a lot of the farm equipment, torn down the outbuildings, cut down the trees, but none of these 

improvements have made Howards End a desirable property in his mind. Even its relative proximity to 

London, which should statistically be an asset, serves only to remind Henry of the hated suburbia. To 

him, the house is now nothing but a burden. 

 As a married couple, they live together briefly at Oniton Castle, “a genuine country-house” 

(208) with the grand estate, until Oniton, too, is let to other people. Angry at Henry, Margaret asks him 

one of the novel’s most piercing questions: “Don’t you believe in having a permanent home?” (221). 

Henry insists that he does, but Oniton is not it, though the answer is likely only an attempt to placate 

Margaret. This is, after all, the man with eight houses. Permanence is not on his mind, not the way it is 

for Margaret. Certainly, it is not a concern that directs his entire life the way it does Margert’s. They 

settle in at Ducie Street instead, and Howards End is still out of reach. 

 Margaret looks at Howards End and sees it “within the limits of the human” (176), a strange 

phrase that she does not speak out loud. Her understanding of space is tied to the body, and to humanity 

in general. She thinks, “all people dead, nothing alive but houses and gardens” (171). She tells her 

sister that “places may ever be more important than people” (111), and starts to attach the same kind of 

subjective, intangible importance to Howards End that Ruth Wilcox used to express. But when 

Margaret visits Howards End to check on her furniture and belongings, the house is in disarray:  
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Desolation greeted her. Dirty finger-prints were on the hall-windows, flue and rubbish on its 

unwashed boards. The civilisation of luggage had been here for a month, and then decamped. 

Dining-room and drawing-room—right and left—were guessed only by their wallpapers. They 

were just rooms where one could shelter from the rain. Across the ceiling of each ran a great 

beam. The dining-room and hall revealed theirs openly, but the drawing-room’s was 

matchboarded—because the facts of life must be concealed from ladies? Drawing-room, dining-

room, and hall—how petty the names sounded! Here were simply three rooms where children 

could play and friends shelter from the rain. Yes, and they were beautiful. 

 Then she opened one of the doors opposite—there were two—and exchanged wall-

papers for whitewash. It was the servants’ part, though she scarcely realised that: just rooms 

again, where friends might shelter. The garden at the back was full of flowering cherries and 

plums. Farther on were hints of the meadow and a black cliff of pines. Yes, the meadow was 

beautiful. (170) 

 

Among the desolation, Margaret sees the utility of the house. Rooms “where one could shelter form the 

rain” are nearly indistinguishable from one another, with only interior design marking boundaries 

between them: boundaries of gender and class. Margaret once again occupies an in-between space: a 

woman, but also head of her household, trying to claim her inheritance in the house of her upper-class 

husband. What makes the rooms “beautiful” is that utility—Downing’s value of convenience. There is 

a purpose to their spaces, just as there is a purpose to the prospect of nature surrounding it all. Forster 

writes again that Margaret “recaptured the sense of space” (170) she had lost before coming to 

Howards End, and as she looks out over the meadow, she hears “the heart of the house beating” (171) 

over the rain. Here Forster is setting up the narrative thread for his vision of the “true” England through 

countrysides and farms, through Hertfordshire—“England at its quietest” (169)—and through the vista 

that spreads out beyond the house. The space of Howards End that may be “more important than 

people” is not only the house but its situation on the land and its ties to the natural world. The quasi-

mythic wych-elm—a tree drawn directly from Forster’s childhood memories of an identical tree at 

Rooksnest—is a rooted marker of that natural past. When Margaret looks out at the meadow, she sees 

“a touch of freedom” (228), the freedom to live with real personal connections, as has theoretically 

been the Schlegels’ yearning all along. Margaret gets a brief glimpse of this connection: “In these 

English farms, if anywhere, one might see life steadily and see it whole, group in one vision its 
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transitoriness and its eternal youth, connect—connect without bitterness until all men are brothers” 

(229). She is not yet prepared to accept that, though. At this point in the novel, Margaret is still 

determined to take her things from Howards End and leave, and so she is grateful when the vision—

Forster’s vision of England—does not last. 

 When Margaret arrives once more at the house, it proves disorienting again, just as it was in the 

beginning. She cannot even get in at first and has to resort to looking through windows and trying to 

see past curtains. When Miss Avery comes to let her in, we are told that Margaret “walked around the 

house disconsolately” (230) and, upon entering, “uttered a cry of despair” (231) at the sight of her old 

furniture set up inside. She never intended for her things to be unpacked and yet they greet her already 

situated in the house, fitting neatly into the rooms. The impression is, for a moment, that the house 

itself wants Margaret to stay. When Margaret protests, Miss Avery replies, “The house has been empty 

long enough. [. . .] The house is Mrs. Wilcox’s, and she would not desire it to stand empty any longer” 

(231). Mrs. Wilcox is both Ruth and Margaret here, in a double-meaning that Margaret tries to refute 

but Miss Avery insists upon. There is something slightly ominous about Miss Avery’s insistence, in the 

face of Margaret’s protests: “You think that you won’t come back to live here, Mrs. Wilcox, but you 

will,” she says; “You are living here now. [. . .] You are living here, and have been for the last ten 

minutes, if you ask me” (232). Playing with trope of the knowing housekeeper, or the wise old village 

woman, Miss Avery becomes someone with power over not only the house but all its inhabitants. And, 

true to her words, Margaret—Mrs. Wilcox—does come back to live at Howards End. 

 Initially, she returns only as part of a convoluted plan to get her sister Helen to the house to 

stage an intervention. Helen is pregnant with Leonard Bast’s child—an impoverished lower-class clerk 

they used to know in London, married to Jacky, a woman with whom Henry Wilcox has had an affair. 

Their whole relationship is convoluted, and—like the novel’s epigraph—connected. When Margaret 

sees her sister and realizes what has happened, her views on Howards End suddenly change. She holds 
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on to the keys to the house “as if all their future depend[s] on them” (247). And yet even then, Margaret 

is not ready to take ownership of Howards End. The disparity between their two characters has not yet 

been reconciled, and instead it is Helen who first starts to accept the house. When Helen asks about the 

house, Margaret insists, perhaps having spent too much time with Henry, perhaps just thinking back to 

Wickham Place and trying to stave off any future losses, “The house is dead [. . .] Why worry on about 

it?” (251), treating it only as a container for their furniture. Helen replies, “it looks to be ours now” 

(253), and begins to grow attached. Similar to Mrs. Wilcox’s attachment spurring on Margaret’s interest 

in the house, here her sister’s curiosity drives her own. The house uses each of them to convince the 

other. Margaret later says to Helen, “But this place has wonderful powers [. . .] It kills what is dreadful 

and makes what is beautiful live” (256). Helen points out that Margaret “said the house was dead not 

half an hour ago” (256), and Margaret amends her statement, saying rather, “I was dead” (256) while 

the house is alive. The equation between bodies and houses is beginning to balance out, and the beauty 

beginning to be recognized beyond only its convenience—thus leading, eventually, to Downing’s third 

architectural value: truth. 

 Spurred on by her sister’s affinity for the house, Margaret goes along with Helen’s plan to spend 

the night in Howards End in hopes that they will experience some sense of belonging or completion at 

last. “This is ours [. . .] We know this is our house, because it feels ours. Oh, they may take the title-

deeds and the door-keys, but for this one night we are at home” (257), Helen says. In her vision, that is 

the truth. But Henry is not happy about it, particularly because of whose child she is pregnant with. 

Margaret asks him outright if he believes that Helen’s condition will “depreciate the property” (251) 

and he avoids giving an answer, insisting instead that Helen has no real connection to the house and no 

need to stay there.  

 It would be different, Henry claims, if Helen had lived there before: “ ‘I could understand it if it 

was her old home, because a home, or a house,’ he changed the word, designedly; he had thought of a 
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telling point—‘because a house in which one has once lived becomes in a sort of way sacred’ ” (251). 

This is, of course, hypocritical coming from him, who never set any kind of sacred value to Howards 

End. He cannot even properly call it his “home.” Though he says to his son Charles later, “The house is 

mine—and, Charles, it will be yours” (278), he also keeps referring to it as “your mother’s house” 

(279) and doesn’t seem to know what to do with the property. Meanwhile, Margaret goes against his 

wishes and spends the night in Howards End with Helen anyway, afterwards feeling a “sense of tragedy 

[. . .] as soon as she left the house” (258). Her connection has been made, and leaving now is an act of 

emotional separation as much as physical. 

 The thought of an emotional separation only gets worse when Charles Wilcox kills Leonard 

Bast upon Bast’s arrival at Howards End, and in the aftermath Margaret is tasked with locking up the 

house for the family’s departure. As she moves through the rooms, taking stock, Margaret thinks: “It 

was pitiable to see in it the stirrings of warmth that would be quenched for ever. [. . .] She closed the 

windows and drew the curtains. Henry would probably sell the place now” (284). The “sense of 

tragedy” that Margaret feels has little, if anything, to do with the fact that a man has just been 

murdered. Instead, it is entirely related to the house—the house that has finally started to eb a home—

and their imminent departure from it, never to return. But that is not what happens. Despite having the 

power of the upper-class on his side, Charles is sentenced to three years in jail for murder, and Henry’s 

rational, practical life falls apart. To help him recover, Margaret brings him back to Howards End, 

where Helen joins them to give birth and raise her child. The house draws them back in. 

 It was “obvious,” Margaret says, to gather everyone around Howards End; “Here was a house, 

ready and furnished and empty. It was obvious. I didn’t know myself it would turn into a permanent 

home” (289). Helen’s momentary emotional connection and Margaret’s yearning both bring about an 

emotional connection, but there is still an element of uncertainty about the permanence. “I hope it will 

be permanent,” Helen says, and Margaret replies, “I think so” (289), but the landscape is closing in on 
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them, new developments being built, the “red rust” of mining and industry moving closer. The anti-

modern, anti-industrial ethos of Ruth Wilcox’s “cult of the antique” mindset is under threat. Margaret 

tries to believe that the threat to Howards End will not last, saying, “All the signs are against it now, but 

I can’t help hoping” (293). Earlier she had taunted Leonard Bast for “looking for a real home” (122), 

and yet here she is, hoping for the same, while Leonard has been killed. Why should Margaret and 

Helen get to hope for a sense of futurity in their home, while Leonard cannot? It seems more than 

unfair that he should be killed by—among other things, including Charles and a sword—a falling 

bookcase when he was only ever trying to better himself with the knowledge in such books. Are we 

meant to think, then, that impoverished people are never able to find “real homes,” despite their need 

for shelter? Or does the utility of shelter need to be achieved first, in order for anything else to develop? 

Margaret does not spend very much time thinking about Leonard’s fate, more concerned with her 

future, and her sister’s, and their house’s, so the novel never answers those questions. 

 The question of which comes first—shelter or truth, space or body—has different answers 

depending on you approach it. Most critics and theorists tend to view the house as that which reflects 

the innermost character of its inhabitants; their topoanalysis moves from structure to subject, looking at 

the existing architecture to give insight to the existing mental states of those who live there. Ellen Eve 

Frank’s theory takes the opposite path, proposing that architecture actively influences our mental states 

and is capable of enacting change. In that view, whereby having the proper surroundings crafts the right 

mindset, Leonard Bast’s problem was his poverty. Unable to afford the aesthetics and security his mind 

aspired to, there was no hope of him ever reaching harmonious stability. His appearance late in the 

novel at Howards End could have been a moment—even if briefly—of that harmony and recognition, 

were it not for Charles and his sword. A.J. Downing also sets the possibility and responsibility for 

change on architecture’s side: 
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To unite the beautiful and the true, to make the outward form of all about us express our best 

ideal of life, to mould it so that it shall evince, not merely the borrowed and accepted forms of 

the books and schools of art, but the deeper essence of the life, and character, and manners of 

the people, and even the families that inhabit it—that should be the ambition and the goal of the 

domestic architect of any country.149 

 

The architect’s ambition and goal, yes, but also that of their product: there is a common thread of 

responsibility in architectural criticism, seeking to bring about a better world through better living 

environments, spaces that encourage the right kinds of actions and experiences. Spaces that enable and 

exhibit both beauty and truth, and therefore reveal the essence of their inhabitants—their dwellers. 

Spaces that become dwellings, and enable homecomings. The space that would be all those things for 

such a man as Leonard Bast has to be one that finally fulfills his ambition. Bast is what Downing calls 

one of the “men of imagination—men whose aspirations never leave them at rest—men whose 

ambition and energy will give them no peace within the mere bounds of rationality”; the only spaces 

for such a man are “picturesque villas—country-houses with high roofs, steep gables, unsymmetrical 

and capricious forms.”150 In other words, houses belonging to a bygone era, houses like Howards End. 

Bast’s situation in life makes ever actually dwelling in such a space impossible. In that regard, he was 

doomed before he even set foot in the house. 

 Downing identifies two other categories of people: “the man of common sense” and “the man of 

sentiment.” The majority of the Wilcox family falls solidly into the first camp, valuing regularity, 

stability, and logic in their surroundings. Ruth Wilcox and Margaret are the second: 

The man of sentiment or feeling will seek for that house in whose aspect there is something to 

love. It must nestle in, or grow out of, the soil. It must not look all new and sunny, but show 

secluded shadowy corners. There must be nooks about it, where one would love to linger; 

windows, where one can enjoy the quiet landscape leisurely; cosy rooms, where all domestic 

fireside joys are invited to dwell. It must, in short, have something in its aspect which the heart 

can fasten upon and become attached to, as naturally as the ivy attaches itself to the antique 

wall, preserving its memories from decay.151 

                                                 
149 Downing, 261. 
150 Ibid., 263. 
151 Ibid. 
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Ruth and Margaret fasten onto the heart of Howards End—all the memories it holds, the nostalgic 

preservation of a bygone life, the idyllic hopes for the future. Howards End, with its shadows and age, 

the prospect of its meadow landscape, is such a house. By inheriting the house’s heart from Ruth 

Wilcox, Margaret is able to guide her own life and her sister’s, and the baby’s, into the hoped-for 

future. All it takes is a little time. 

  “I feel that our house is the future as well as the past” (290), Margaret says, setting Howards 

End in the position of time itself. The house has become, just as Ruth Wilcox wished it to be, the 

connecting piece between its inhabitants and their world. The novel's closing meditation, through 

Margaret's consciousness, offers one of the strangest and most useful equivalencies for this project: 

“life was a deep, deep river, death a blue sky, life was a house, death a wisp of hay” (281).  Life was a 

house. Margaret has remarked earlier on how rising tides and shifting rivers unsettle her, so to liken 

them to a house here is puzzling. A house is meant to be settling, is it not? The novel’s lively closing 

imagery of threshing hay would also seem to contradict her words here. But if we take what she says as 

true, and believe that life is a house, what does it mean for those who have no house? How does that 

relate to the homelessness inherent in modernity? Has modernity sentenced everyone to death? Perhaps 

it has; however, there is one solution. If, as Adorno proposes, modernity has made moral dwelling 

impossible, the only way that the Schlegels are able to access both morality and dwelling is by rejecting 

modernity. If, as Nietzsche writes, being a child of the future invalidates feeling at home, the only 

solution is—as the Schlegels do—to go back to the past.  

 For all the critics who suggest that “the house is past,” the guiding solution Forster offers here is 

to return to the past, and find it again. That is the ethos of this project: nostalgic sentiment, combined 

with practical rejuvenation, towards a sustainable life. In returning to the past, Margaret and Helen 

have the ingredients for a successful homecoming: utility in its structure, emotional truth in its 
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memories, beauty in its vistas. Howards End also has all the Vitruvian terms of commodity, firmness, 

and delight. And yet the novel resists a definite ending, leaving us instead with the temporary sense that 

all is well, and an optimistic hope that it stays that way. The house may be time, but it is not 

permanence. Forster’s “connected novel” ultimately ends up valuing the past over the present. While 

that provides temporary assurance—perhaps continuing, but the novel ends so we cannot be sure—and 

illustrates the potential of a country house like Howards End to inspire dwelling within its walls, the 

question still remains: Can modernity deal with the problem of permanence? Can architecture, as 

narrativized through the novel, guarantee a homecoming? Can it address the problem of how to live a 

life, not only in the past but in the present, in to the future?  

 To seek further answers, I turn to my next novel. If life is a house, Hetton Abbey in Evelyn 

Waugh's A Handful of Dust is dying in multiple ways. Its spirit is leaving it, for one. Hetton Abbey 

belongs to Tony and Brenda Last and their son John, who dies halfway through the novel. It is 

introduced to us as a place “devoid of interest” (13) for the general public, already a house lingering on 

after its time, once authentic and then rebuilt in a style no longer in fashion, and so doomed to be 

renovated again and again.152 It has the history and markers of a great house, if somewhat buried, 

having been rebuilt in 1864—from some unnamed original date of construction—in a 19th-century 

approximation of the Gothic style. It boasts extensive grounds open to visitation, “some good portraits 

and furniture,” and “a fine view” (13), yet is dismissed as inconsequential. Someone who has never 

even seen it remarks that “it’s huge and quite hideous” (6). There is no utility, and very little delight. 

Tony, the house’s one remaining defender, is the only one who sees its beauty and loves it for its 

atmosphere. He believes that someday, perhaps even within the lifetime of his son John Andrew, people 

will return to appreciating the admittedly mixed architectural style of Hetton Abbey. He is another who 

                                                 
152 Evelyn Waugh, A Handful of Dust (New York: Little, Brown and Company, 2012). All following quotations are 

 taken from this edition of the novel. 
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exists in the “cult of the antique,” with traits of both the “man of sentiment” and the “man of 

imagination” that Downing describes. As the latter, it is no wonder that—like Leonard Bast—Tony Last 

ends the novel fundamentally homeless. 

 Hetton Abbey, once Tony’s home, is far out of his reach by the novel’s end. The house itself is 

connected to two properties Waugh knew very well. Biographer Paula Byrne gives primary importance 

to the house of Madresfield Court, where Evelyn Waugh’s friends the Lygon family lived; I argue that 

even though A Handful of Dust was written before Waugh ever knew Piers Court, it is an equally 

important house for reading the space of the text.153 Piers Court is Georgian in style, situated on the 

western edge of the Cotswolds, at Stinchcombe. Waugh and his second wife Laura Herbert purchased it 

in 1936. When Waugh first bought it, the property was in poor condition. Although Byrne barely 

references it in her work, Selena Hasting’s lengthier biography describes Piers Court in much more 

detail: 

Built of the lovely grey-gold Cotswold stone, Piers Court, although not large, is a beauty. At the 

front it presents the fine facade of a Georgian manor house, with raised parapet and a crowning 

pediment over the porch, while at the back unravelling into a jumble of small but extensive 

domestic offices dating from the sixteenth century. [. . .] Although of architectural merit, Piers 

Court was in a poor state of repair and almost completely unmodernised. ‘The main objection to 

the house is the lack of water, light and gas and all the chief rooms face due North,’ Evelyn told 

Diana Cooper. ‘Also the snow gets in through holes in the roof.’ [. . .] He was passionately 

interested in the house [. . .] Evelyn had grand ideas for Piers Court, particularly for the garden 

and library. He had long learned to appreciate country-house living, first experienced while 

staying with Alastair Graham at Barford, and since then had visited some of the finest houses in 

the country. With his love of architecture, his artist’s eye and craftsman’s instinct, his taste was 

both educated and well defined. More than that, his moving into Piers Court, the big house of 

the neighbourhood, presented him with an opportunity of assuming a part that much appealed to 

him, that of landed country gentleman. Now he was marrying into the aristocracy, into that 

stratum of upper-class intelligentsia to which by temperament and inclination he most wished to 

belong.154  

 

                                                 
153 Madresfield Court is undeniably an influence in A Handful of Dust, but its grander portrait in Waugh’s work is in 

 Brideshead Revisited. It bears an aesthetic resemblance to Hetton Abbey, but Piers Court’s influence is a 

 psychological one. 
154 Selena Hastings, Evelyn Waugh: A Biography (New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1994), 359-61. 
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Like Forster, Waugh was drawn to an older way of living. The aesthetics appealed to him as much as 

the social capital. Assuming the role of a country house owner suited him well, and despite Laura’s lack 

initial of enthusiasm about the house—its only saving grace was that it was near her parents’ estate of 

Pixton—Piers Court began to exert an influence on their life. Waugh once wrote of it, “It is the kind of 

house which takes a lot of living up to. Everybody who comes in says ‘What a lovely house you’ve 

got.’ But I haven’t got it: it has got me.”155 By this he meant that the house’s character was so strong, its 

atmosphere so vivid, that his own self could not stand up to it. He debated changing the house to suit 

his personality, or changing his personality to suit the house. Ultimately, he did neither.  

 Waugh became disillusioned with his country life in August of 1939, unable to bring himself to 

work on the property or its gardens anymore. The threat of war and his own doubts about 

impermanence and about the possibility of making any house into a home for the future combined, 

leading him to give up on his efforts at Piers Court. Two days after the United Kingdom declared war 

on Germany, Waugh decided to let the house rather than live it any longer. ‘Low rent to civilised 

tenant,” his advertisement in The Times read.156 Unfortunately for Waugh, finding a tenant was 

difficult, and when at last he did find one, the only place he and his wife had to go was her parents’ at 

Pixton.  

 Pixton was another Georgian house, near Dulverton in Somerset. Waugh had visited the 

Herberts there before, and Hastings’s biography describes the house: 

Beautifully placed in its park on a wooded hillside [. . .] spacious and comfortable, solidly built 

rather than architecturally designed. The high-ceilinged rooms are well proportioned, the 

furniture was good [. . .] Pixton was hospitable and chaotic. Generations of dogs and the 

comings and goings of energetic young people had produced a homely shabbiness.157  

 

                                                 
155 Quoted in Hastings, 361. 
156 Quoted in Hastings, 382. 
157 Hastings, 318. Pixton also had an atmosphere of drinking, and a private Catholic chapel, details which would  later  

figure into Brideshead. 
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This “homely shabbiness” that Hastings describes may have existed for some, but not for Waugh. He 

never felt comfortable at Pixton. This may have been because he was thirty-one to Laura Herbert’s 

eighteen when they first met and he fell in love with her, against her parents’ wishes.  It may also be 

because despite the house’s solidity and physical hospitality, the overall environment did not match 

Waugh’s ultimate goals for a house. Like his character Tony Last, a proper house for Waugh would 

have to be much grander. He later creates such a space in his novel. 

  Hetton Abbey's grand presence throughout the first two-thirds of the novel is pervasive: 

everything happens at Hetton, or because of Hetton, or at the expense of Hetton. When it is absent 

physically from the setting it is there in word and vision, and at the end of the novel, Hetton returns as 

well. Waugh introduces us to the domestic space of Hetton Abbey through Tony's eyes as “a definite 

part of English life which would be a serious loss if . . .” (18)—if it were further renovated, 

presumably, or demolished entirely. Waugh and Tony both see Hetton as a marker of heritage, with 

great cultural value. It is firmly in the past, a true country house, with estates for fox hunting and room 

enough to land a small plane. But despite all its cultural heritage, the great house here has become a 

burden rather than a treasure to everyone except Tony. To him, it is home; however, he is unable to 

sustain it on his own. 

 There are two emotions I wish to emphasize here: fear, and anger. The fear comes from the 

novel’s title, its source being a quotation from T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land (1922): “I will show you 

fear in a handful of dust.” The anger comes from Waugh’s reaction to his own failed attempt at enacting 

a homecoming. Hastings describes it as “fury” and notes that it is “underlying the narrative [and] is 

rooted in Waugh’s rage at the annihilation of his own happiness by Evelyn Gardner.”158 Gardner, 

Waugh’s first wife, had been unfaithful to him. Unsurprisingly, much of her is reflected in the character 

of Brenda Last. Fear of losing the world that was once enjoyed, combined with anger at its eventual 

                                                 
158 Ibid., 308. 
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loss, underpin the emotional context of the novel—which is otherwise dry, often darkly humorous but 

largely understated. Outrageous things happen with very little fanfare, as all of Waugh’s characters are 

too caught up in their own personal escapes to have time for genuine self-reflection. Bitterness seeps in 

even to the humor, and Waugh’s characters generally lead bleak and amoral lives. Waugh believed 

many of his portrayals to be reportage, drawn directly from the tragedy of human life; in a 1934 letter, 

he writes, “I am trying to deal with normal people instead of eccentrics.”159 

  Those “normal people” of Waugh’s novel largely miss the point of a house like Hetton. This 

brings up the question of what the point of any house truly is. Whether it is Le Corbusier’s “machine 

for living in,” or Susanka’s “sequence of places for all the different activities that happen there,” or 

Rybczynski’s “comfort” and “dwelling and refuge,” the most basic point of a house, surely, is shelter. 

Shelter from the elements of the world, physically and mentally, mechanically and emotionally. By 

those standards, the problems Waugh faced at Piers Court of a leaking roof and lack of water and light 

are certainly marks against it, and yet the physical defects alone were not what inspired Waugh to leave 

the house behind. There is also no denying that Hetton has its share of inefficiencies, and lacks many 

comforts, yet Tony calls it home. There must be more to the point of a house than mere shelter, but 

what? 

 Early in the novel, Brenda and Tony have a discussion about the purpose of their house and find 

themselves at odds. Brenda thinks it “rather pointless keeping up a house this size if we don’t now and 

then ask some other people to stay in it,” while Tony retorts: “Pointless? I can’t think what you mean. I 

don’t keep up this house to be a hostel for a lot of bores to come and gossip in. We’ve always lived here 

and I hope John will be able to keep it on after me” (18). So to Tony, the point of a house is longevity: 

heritage, and permanence. Despite Hetton’s inconveniences—Tony describes it as “not altogether 

amenable to modern ideas of comfort” (13) specifically where plumbing is concerned—he loves it for 

                                                 
159 Quoted in Hastings, 307. 
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its atmosphere. His delight in it makes up for what it lacks in commodity or firmness. As one of 

Downing’s “men of imagination,” Tony is suited to “the tower and the campanile, any and every 

feature that indicates originality, boldness, energy, and variety of character.”160 And Hetton does have a 

tower, along with battlements, a great hall, and a number of other fanciful architectural details: 

But the general aspect and atmosphere of the place; the line of its battlements against the sky; 

the central clock tower where quarterly chimes disturbed all but the heaviest sleepers; the 

ecclesiastical gloom of the great hall, its ceiling groined and painted in diapers of red and gold, 

supported on shafts of polished granite with carved capitals, half-lit by day through lancet 

windows of armorial stained glass, at night by a vast gasolier of brass and wrought iron, wired 

now and fitted with twenty electric bulbs; the blasts of hot air that rose suddenly at one’s feet, 

through grills of cast-iron trefoils from the antiquated heating apparatus below, the cavernous 

chill of the more remote corridors where, economizing in coke, he had had the pipes shut off; 

the dining hall with its hammer-beam roof and pitch-pine minstrels gallery; the bedrooms with 

their brass bedsteads, each with a frieze of Gothic text, each named from Malory [. . .] all these 

things with which he had grown up were a source of constant delight and exultation to Tony; 

things of tender memory and proud possession. (13-14) 

 

Though Tony is aware enough to recognize that Hetton is out-of-fashion, he believes its time will come 

again, and until that point, he himself finds it exactly to his taste. His friend Jock might call it “ghastly” 

(118) but to Tony, Hetton is lovely. The point of it, then, is also to satisfy his own desires. 

 In many ways, Hetton is the Lygon family house, Madresfield Court. Though Madresfield is 

more often compared to Brideshead, its surface similarities to Hetton are even more obvious. Byrne’s 

biography catalogues them, calling Madresfield by its nickname, “Mad”: 

Like the real Mad, the fictional Hetton was “entirely rebuilt in 1864 in the Gothic style.” Like 

Mad, it has a central clock tower and a moat. The medieval Great Hall and the dining room are 

described in language that could come out of a Country Life article about the architecture of 

Madresfield—the hammer beam roof festooned with red and gold flags; the lancet windows of 

armorial stained glass; the huge chandelier with twenty electric bulbs to light it by night, the 

minstrels’ gallery. The comfortable smoking room just off the library, the shuttered drawing 

room, the dark inner courtyard, the cloistral passages, the chapel where daily prayers were once 

said: all were instantly recognisable to the Lygon girls when they read the novel. The collections 

of china and snuff boxes are the same; the treasures and the oil paintings, the rare books and 

manuscripts in the library. Evelyn even describes the pink granite fireplace in the Drawing 

                                                 
160 Downing, 263. 
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Room of Mad, the dado rail and the plaster work. As at Mad, each bedroom has a medieval 

name, though these are changed so as not to make the identification too obvious.161 

 

Those bedrooms are named for figures of Arthurian legend in Hetton, with Tony’s being Morgan Le 

Fay and Brenda’s being Guinevere. The fact that Tony does not have the Arthur room, or even 

Galahad—the Galahad room is explicitly mentioned as being so uncomfortable that no one who stays 

there ever returns for a second visit—but instead Morgan Le Fay’s is an interesting detail. Morgan Le 

Fay’s role (and name) differ, depending on the version of the Arthurian legend, but in Thomas Malory’s 

Le Morte d’Arthur (1485) she is Arthur’s half-sister, Guinevere’s enemy, and most importantly, 

Arthur’s enemy in the battle for the throne of Camelot. She ultimately has a hand in Arthur’s death, 

even if she does redeem herself by guiding him to Avalon. For Tony to be in her rooms sets him up not 

as the king of his own personal castle but as one on a quest to become king. It is also a quest that 

ultimately fails; in Malory’s version, Morgan Le Fay becomes queen in Avalon, but not Camelot. 

Tony’s choice of room positions him from the novel’s start to fail in his dream of being the typical 

country squire, comfortably ensconced in a secure estate. Incidentally, the first guest to go in the 

Galahad room—the room of one of the knights who finds the Holy Grail—is none other than John 

Beaver, the man whom Brenda has an affair with and eventually leaves Tony for. They put him into 

Galahad hoping to get rid of him, but it does not work. 

 Other inconveniences of Hetton include its great hall where one is either cold or hot depending 

on the positioning relative to the hearth; the smoking room, referred to as the “least gloomy place in the 

house” (28) but still far from cheerful; and the immense cost it takes to keep the house running. Tony 

gives his unwelcome guest Beaver a tour of the house and Waugh takes the opportunity to show those 

spaces in a more neutral light, through Beaver’s eyes—he was “well practiced in the art of being shown 

over houses” (39)—instead of Tony’s: 

                                                 
161 Paula Byrne, Mad World: Evelyn Waugh and the Secrets of Brideshead (New York: Harper, 2010), 223. 
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They saw it all: the shuttered drawing room, like a school speech-hall, the cloistral passages, the 

dark inner courtyard, the chapel where, until Tony’s succession, family prayers had been daily 

read to the assembled household, the plate room and estate office, the bedrooms and attics, the 

water-tank concealed among the battlements; they climbed the spiral staircase into the works of 

the clock and waited to see it strike half past three. Thence they descended with ringing ears to 

the collections. (39-40) 

 

Beaver seems indifferent to this tour, and to the house itself, but Brenda’s reaction is far more negative. 

“I detest it”(40), she says, then backtracking a bit but still admitting that it costs more than it is worth to 

keep the house going. The Lasts have fifteen indoor servants plus gardeners, carpenters, a night 

watchman, and countless others who do odd-jobs around the estate, not to mention the laborers at 

Hetton’s farm. Brenda does not object to the finances on principle, but on a more personal level; “I 

shouldn’t feel so badly about it if it were a really lively house—like my home for instance” (41), she 

says, highlighting the differences between the two words. She refers to her husband as “madly feudal” 

(44) and despite her admitting the “peace and stability of the house” (70), Hetton is far from the top of 

Brenda’s list of potential homes. 

 Brenda would rather see the place modernized even more, wanting Tony to install bathrooms 

even if they do not quite have the budget. She is bored of the country house lifestyle and makes a New 

Year’s resolution to spend more time away from the house. Even though Brenda brings in interior 

designer Mrs. Beaver to discuss renovations to the house, the solution she settles on is not only to make 

the house match her personality, but to do that and leave to take up a flat in London. In the end Hetton 

is changed—destroyed, in Tony’s eyes—and she is no longer even there to see if its change has suited 

her. The tour she takes with Mrs. Beaver is fairly amusing, as the interior decorator is completely 

appalled with Hetton and suggests the most ridiculous modern stylistic changes: 

“I know exactly what Brenda wants,” said Mrs. Beaver more moderately. “I don’t think it will 

be impossible. I must think about it. As Veronica says, the structure does rather limit one . . . 

you know I think the only thing to do would be to disregard it altogether and find some 

treatment so definite that it carried the room if you see what I mean . . . supposing we covered 

the walls with white chromium plating and had natural sheepskin carpet . . . I wonder if that 

would be running you in for more than you meant to spend.” 
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“I’d blow the whole thing sky-high,” said [Brenda’s friend] Veronica. (94) 

 

The morning room does, eventually, get its white chromium plating. Tony hates it. When he later shows 

another guest around the house, he apologizes for its having been “restored” (100)—a euphemism if 

ever there was one. Possibly worse than having the room fully re-done is having it partially renovated 

and then abandoned in an unfinished state, which is exactly what happens. Without enough money to 

pay for all the changes Mrs. Beaver wants to make, her crew leaves the job halfway through.  

 That is around the time that the first true tragedy—worse than chromium plating—strikes 

Hetton. The Last’s son, John Andrew, dies in a hunting accident. This is the moment that critics of 

Waugh’s work almost universally point to as the peak of cruelty in the novel. It reveals Brenda’s 

character as distressingly shallow, and begins Tony’s ruin. The boy falls off his horse and is kicked by 

another horse on the hunt; “Everyone agreed that it was nobody’s fault” (127), a line that reads more 

like callousness and avoidance than forgiveness. “It’s the most appalling thing” (127), Tony’s friend 

Jock says of the accident, echoing Mrs. Beaver’s comment about Hetton itself. Jock ends up being the 

one to leave Hetton to deliver the news to Brenda, who is in London for the day. In his absence, Tony 

plays a child’s parlor game with one of his guests; the scene is often highlighted for demonstrating 

further callousness, but I read in its absurdity the tragedy that Waugh was aiming to depict. With the 

death of his only son, Tony is facing—as so many others did before him—the death of his estate. Cut 

off from all his hope for the future, he retreats into the past via childish nonsense. No one around him 

understands this, and the moment does not last long, but it sets the tone for Tony’s coming descent into 

misery. 

 When Brenda hears the news about her son, who shares a first name with her lover, John 

Beaver, initially she seems to take the news hard. Then it is revealed that she was more worried about 

Beaver and is relieved that it is only her son who has been killed: “Oh thank God” (143), she says, and 

then begins to cry, tears that seem more out of relief than guilt. Her son’s death finally gives Brenda the 
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excuse to leave Hetton, and in doing so, leave Tony. She can lead her London society life with Beaver 

in an unfeeling eternal present without feeling tied to anything she has left behind in the past. She does 

not even return to Hetton for the funeral, feeling an immense disconnect between the house so full of 

memories of another life and her inability to feel any emotions about the death of her child.  

 Brenda has long dreamt of trading her country house life for a flat in Belgravia, just one room 

and a bath. The maisonette costs her ₤3 a week; she secured it already before her son’s death, as a place 

to stay in London during the week. She first describes it to Tony over the phone: 

Well there are a good many smells at present and the bath makes odd sounds and when you turn 

on the hot tap there’s just a rush of air and that’s all, and the cold tap keeps dripping and the 

water is rather brown and the cupboard doors are jammed and the curtains won’t pull right 

across so that the street lamp shines in all night . . . but it’s lovely. (69) 

 

There is arguably less utility here than even in hated Hetton, but Brenda sees beauty. After John dies, 

however, she never returns to her flat. “I can’t go in there again” (144), she says, nor does she want to 

stay at Hetton. What she does want, it turns out, is a divorce, and ₤2000 a year to support her new life 

with the penniless Beaver, the cost of which would require Tony to give up Hetton. When Brenda’s 

brother phones Tony to deliver this news, along with the advice that “Big houses are a thing of the past 

in England” (182), Tony has a moment of revelation. To him, that English past is his home. 

 Hetton is the house that serves as Tony’s home, and he refuses to give it up. To him, the 

suggestion that he sell the house to pay for his ex-wife’s modern lifestyle is a sign that a “whole Gothic 

world had come to grief” (184). His solution to this loss of the past is, strangely enough, to leave 

England entirely and go to Brazil, or Dutch Guiana. A man called Dr. Messinger is leading an 

expedition in search of a lost mythical city, exactly the place Tony hankers after to replace the lost 

possibilities of Hetton. Before addressing what happens on that journey to The City, however, I want to 

point out what happens with Hetton when it eventually passes out of Tony’s control (after he is 

presumed dead). An impoverished branch of the Last family inherits the house, and Hetton begins to 
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become a home once more. This proves that the bond between bodies and spaces is not singular; a 

person may find more than one home, or a home be such to more than one person. Richard Last, his 

wife, and their children take over Hetton and change the house to suit them. They keep on a skeleton 

staff and close off large portions of the building; they add in a new kitchen and live chiefly in the 

morning room, the smoking room, and one of the studies. Young Teddy firmly declares, “it’s our place” 

(271) and dreams of restoring the house to its former glory, from “the days of his cousin Tony” (273). 

In Tony’s memory they put up a monolith with an inscription reading, “Anthony Last of Hetton” (272). 

Despite the wording, though, there are still Lasts at Hetton. Teddy lives in the Galahad room, proving 

once again that despite superstitions it is not a room which drives people away. In Malory’s story, 

Galahad was the gallant one, the most perfect of the Arthurian knights; the purest knight, one destined 

to find the Holy Grail. Waugh has Teddy similarly destined; the Grail, then, is the restoration of Hetton. 

The preservation of the past, into a livable future. 

 This is a restoration that Waugh’s readers never get to see. The novel ends with Teddy’s hopes 

for the future, just as Howards End closes with a gesture to the future. But we are left with the clear 

idea that the destined goal—on par with finding the Holy Grail—is the restoration of a great house. Just 

as the Grail was meant to redeem and bring salvation, Waugh’s novel suggests that Hetton Abbey in 

full country house style will bring saving grace. If A Handful of Dust is his “condition of England” 

novel, then it is a condition that can only be remedied by following Tony’s medieval sentiment and 

returning to the past. This drive to find a mythic space, completely separate from modernity and its 

homelessness, from the moral degeneracy Waugh saw in it, is also what leads Tony to undertake the 

quest to The City in the novel’s fifth section. 

 Tony accompanies Dr. Messinger on his journey, despite the dangers, and despite not knowing 

exactly where they are headed or what they are even searching for. When he thinks of The City, he 

thinks not of some primitive jungle space, as Dr. Messinger does, but of Hetton: 
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He had a clear picture of it in his mind. It was Gothic in character, all vanes and pinnacles, 

gargoyles, battlements, groining and tracery, pavilions and terraces, a transfigured Hetton, 

pennons and banners floating on the sweet breeze, everything luminous and translucent; a coral 

citadel crowning a green hill top sewn with daisies, among groves and streams; a tapestry 

landscape filled with heraldic and fabulous animals and symmetrical, disproportionate blossom 

[. . .] this radiant sanctuary. (196) 

 

Hastings writes that Waugh considered his childhood “as a paradise lost.”162 In many ways, that quest 

to regain paradise is echoed in Waugh’s fiction. Tony wants nothing more than to be at home in Hetton 

again, wherever he may find it. Seasick in his bunk on the ship he thinks of typical English countryside 

scenery; hallucinating in the jungle he envisions a gatehouse, a heraldic banner, and the orchards of his 

home. All of these are his “radiant sanctuary,” his paradise. 

 Instead of paradise, however, Tony ends up in a bizarre version of hell. He is trapped in the 

house of Mr. Todd, a man who seems nonsensical but harmless enough until the more sinister side of 

his character is revealed. He keeps Tony with him in a mud house with a thatched roof that Tony 

describes as “[a]rchitecture harmonizing with local character” (253). Mr. Todd is based on a man called 

Mr. Christie whom Waugh met on a trip to South America, as well as a priest named Father Mather 

who had a library full of Dickens that Waugh read on his journey. The character features in an earlier 

short story, “The Man Who Liked Dickens” (1933). Hastings writes that Waugh “had always associated 

Dickens with his father—sentimental Victorian tosh—but rediscovering the novels so far from home he 

felt reconnected to England and quintessential Englishness.”163 While reading Dickens in Waugh’s 

“condition of England” novel, Tony distracts himself with sentimental visions of home. He begins “to 

narrate to himself incidents of his homecoming—the gradual re-encounters with civilization” (264). 

Tony Last, the civilized man, facing down the savages in the Amazonian jungle, fleeing the savages of 

London life—this was the starting point for Waugh’s novel. 

                                                 
162 Hastings, 8. 
163 Ibid., 208. 
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 Many of his contemporary reviewers called the incident with Mr. Todd too improbable, going so 

far as to say that its inclusion spoiled the entire book. Waugh’s response reads, “You must remember 

that to me the savages come into the category of ‘people one has met and may at any moment meet 

again.’ ”164 This is where the emotions of fear and anger return; Waugh’s personal life experiences are 

at work behind the scenes, both subtly and overtly, in A Handful of Dust. His reaction against the 

homelessness of modernity is to reject it and yearn for the past, not his own lived past but a past so 

distant it has become mythical. And yet there is truth to his fantastic stories, as the characters and 

events are based on the realities of Waugh’s encounters. The complete disconnect that modernity has 

wrought between the past and the present creates a schism in reality, whereby it seems so unlikely that 

what has happened in the past can ever happen again that even memories begin to seem unreal. The 

uncanny comes back, here figuring as disbelief: when faced with something improbable, no matter how 

real, the modern logical mind rejects it. This is how Brenda Last can easily forget the death of her son, 

and Tony Last turn to escapism when faced with a death of his own. 

 Hastings points to the homophone of Todd with the German Tod (Death), and as Mr. Todd 

reveals more of his true nature to Tony the references to death and violence become clearer. Several of 

Mr. Todd’s previous “guests” have died at his house, he mentions, and later sits there with a gun on his 

knee while forcing Tony to read his way through the collected works of Dickens. Mr. Todd also drugs 

Tony—causing him, once more, to dream of Hetton—when English travelers pass through their 

encampment to keep him from escaping. The last Tony speaks in the novel is to ask, “Guests?” (266); 

as Mr. Todd answers and his deception becomes clear, the novel has Tony’s character gradually fade 

from the page. Everyone in England is now convinced—or will be, once the unnamed Englishmen 

arrive back—that Tony Last is dead. Far from home, in a past that is not the one he so revered, Tony 

can do nothing but lie back and think of home. 

                                                 
164 Quoted in Hastings, 314. 
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 Though Tony seems doomed, Hetton itself does not die. The two may be connected through an 

affinity of the subject for its space, but Hetton survives Tony’s absence. Emptied out of its owner, the 

house still stands. Like Forster, Waugh gives us some optimism for the great house and its potential to 

be a home to a future family, particularly with Richard's son Teddy. But what does this mean for Tony, 

to whom Hetton was home? Is there, then, no hope for the inhabitants of great houses, even if they 

believe themselves to be at home? Was modern society so hostile to that ambition so as to make it 

utterly impossible? Waugh wrote an alternate ending to the novel, at the behest of the American 

magazine Harper’s Bazaar. In that version, Tony is never trapped in the jungle; he leaves England 

instead to travel on a luxury cruise, and returns a cynical man who takes back the apologetic, suddenly 

humble Brenda. Rather than have them reunite at Hetton happily ever after, however, Waugh has Tony 

keep the London flat. Even as Tony lives, Hetton dies. 

 It is not too much of a stretch to think that in this version, Richard and Teddy Last will never 

reside at Hetton and restore it; Tony may even sell the house, becoming disenchanted like Waugh did 

with Piers Court. Hastings writes that the version of Tony in this alternate ending is “the personification 

of the man Waugh would like to be,” able to move past the past and into a more content—even if less 

authentic to his true self—future.165 The solution that Waugh proposes to the problem of how to live, 

then, is to sacrifice the self. To give up the past, even if it is where all affinity lies. If the modern subject 

leading an authentic, moral life in the present cannot be anything other than homeless, Waugh’s 

alternate ending here finds a home by giving up on authenticity. This also means that his “home” is 

only illusory, lacking truth. To me, the novel’s first ending has more truth to it, even for all the criticism 

it received for being too fantastic. In 1939 Evelyn Waugh wrote, “I believe that man is, by nature, an 

                                                 
165 Hastings, 311. 
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exile and will never be self-sufficient or complete on this earth.”166  It is more true to Tony’s character 

that he would die alone, in exile dreaming of Hetton, rather than return to a London life. By the 

equivalency between bodies and their spaces, the desire to find a home must be tied into the desire to 

know the authentic self. The past must be brought into conversation with the future, and connected 

through space and self. Both Howards End and Handful of Dust demonstrate what happens when the 

house’s authenticity is the only thing keeping the self alive. To preserve both is no easy task, as the 

houses and characters in the next chapter will demonstrate, with each ultimately choosing the past over 

the future, and the self over the house. 

 

                                                 
166 Quoted in Hastings as a chapter epigraph, 210. From Evelyn Waugh, Robbery Under Law: The Mexican Object-

 Lesson, 1939. 
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Figure 2.1: Athelhampton House, Dorchester 
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Figure 2.2: Audley End House, Saffron Walden 
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2. Safe Houses: Refuge and Sexuality in D.H. Lawrence's Lady Chatterley's Lover and E.M. 

Forster's Maurice 

 

 

In the quest for the authentic self, it now begins to seem that the only homecoming that can be enacted 

is one which—paradoxically—rejects precisely that space that others would likely call home. Here, the 

great houses are abandoned, even their heritage not reaching far enough back into the past to get away 

from modernity’s pervasive homelessness. Instead, the characters go even farther, turning back to the 

mythic, primeval spaces of nature and secluding themselves away from the rest of the world. And yet, 

the two novels in this chapter also end with their characters dreaming into the future, equally uncertain 

about the problems of time and longevity. They retreat into the past, trying to preserve their authentic 

selves even if it means doing so over their houses, but ultimately fixate on an ideal future that remains 

out of reach. 

 In an effort to preserve their own small versions of homecomings, the characters in D.H. 

Lawrence's Lady Chatterley's Lover (1928) and E.M. Forster's Maurice (1914) turn not to bigger, better 

houses but to woods and small, secluded out-buildings. Here they find cover for their affairs, to rather 

less deadly ends than the previous chapter’s. Once again, these are two novels with key similarities in 

their plots and in the manner that space affects narrative structure: Lady Chatterley meets gamekeeper 

Mellors in a hut in the woods after despairing over her loveless, sexless marriage; Maurice Hall meets 

gamekeeper Scudder in a boathouse to pledge his love. Both of them explicitly leave the more obvious 

choice of potential home for a smaller, lesser space, rejecting the typical great house entirely and 

crossing class boundaries in the process. If the age of the great house has passed—as both historical 

record and literary trend seems to indicate—then these novels show us characters who will not simply 

go down with the house but will instead seek refuge elsewhere. But do they ever find themselves at 

home? If Forster's famous dictum “Only connect” is applied here, to what are they connecting? Each 

other, perhaps, but considering the class disparities and the temporary nature of their spaces—they 
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cannot live happily in the game hut and the boathouse forever—what do their futures hold? Henri 

Lefebvre’s closing section in The Production of Space (1974) proposes that society functions on “the 

battleground of an immense confrontation between the temporal and the spatial,” and that thus far, the 

temporal has been winning.167 Knowledge, Lefebvre writes, traditionally works temporally rather than 

spatially. He calls for it to be “dismantled and reconstructed [. . .] by and in (spatial) social practice”; 

both the question of the role of time and the importance of the social aspect are relevant here.168 If time 

has always won out over space, what does that mean for characters who receive no guarantees of a 

future? If their time is destined to run out, does it even matter at all what spaces they end up in? And if 

spatial practice must be social—as Lefebvre claims—what of those who only find harmonious spaces 

in isolation, through rejecting society? 

 Even though both novels give their main characters happy endings in secluded woods, we 

cannot ignore the fact that they are, technically speaking, homeless. Connie and Mellors, and Maurice 

and Alec—all are isolated, and without certainty about their futures. What becomes important, then, in 

addition to a space that can take up the position of a home, is that the isolated nature of their 

surroundings create that capacity to preserve a certain state of being. There must be certainty. The 

solitude of the hut, the boathouse, and the two woods provide what their respective great houses lack: 

despite their transient nature, which would seem to be a mark against security, the isolation of these 

spaces actually provides protection for those within their boundaries. If they stay isolated enough, 

perhaps they can even survive into the future. Of course, with the benefit of historical perspective, we 

know that their isolation could not last. The natural world in both novels is under threat from 

modernity: industrialization, property development, and—especially for Forster—war. The other issue 

is, as Arendt reminds us, that to act or speak—to exist—in isolation is to be inhuman; “it has ceased to 

                                                 
167 Lefebvre, 414. 
168 Ibid. 
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be a human life because it is no longer lived among men.”169 This is particularly a problem for Forster 

and Lawrence’s novels here, as both texts are intimately concerned with human connection. Their 

characters choose to maintain the self over the house, but in doing so they actually lose the human 

element. What does it matter if their characters are able to find refuge away from the world if doing so 

means that they lose that central aspect of the self? Both novels seem to harbor hopes of their 

characters eventually rejoining a community, but the endings are ambiguous and difficult to read 

wholly optimistically. It is far easier to see these characters as fading away into the natural world, 

inhuman and therefore unreal, or rejoining society at the expense of their authentic selves just to ensure 

a continued existence. Neither is a particularly optimistic take on the question of the novel’s ability to 

narrate a life, and how to live it. 

 Lawrence’s great house is called Wragby, overlooking the coal-mining village of Tevershall. 

Connie—Lady Chatterley—sees Wragby as “spectral, not really existing” (62) and spends much of her 

time outside instead.170 Her husband, Clifford, is paralyzed from the waist down after serving in the 

First World War. We might also call it the Great War, in a similar tone as the current status of the great 

house. “The cataclysm has happened, we are among the ruins, we start to build up new little habitats” 

(1), Connie says at the novel’s start, drawing attention both to the tragedies of recent history and to a 

sense of resilience. “The war had brought the roof down over her head,” we are told; “And she had 

realised that one must live and learn” (1). However, she is not free to live and learn as she pleases, not 

the way she was in her youth traveling through Germany with her sister, talking and falling in love with 

various men. Now she is married to a husband whose needs eclipse her own desires and, unhappy 

though she is, Connie begins her narrative from a place of resignation more than resilience: “It was 

rather awful, but why kick? You couldn't kick it away. It just went on” (11). These lines remind me of 

                                                 
169 Arendt, 176. 
170 D.H. Lawrence, Lady Chatterley’s Lover (New York: Bantam Classics, 1983). All following quotations are taken 

 from the same version of the novel. 
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an earlier narrative of gendered power struggles and a house that keeps its prisoners: the refrain “But 

what is one to do?” from Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s “The Yellow Wall-Paper” (1892). In Gilman’s 

short story the narrator begins from a position of powerlessness, every aspect of her life directed by her 

physician husband who prescribes a “rest cure” to her “hysteria”—otherwise known as post-partum 

depression—the confines of which drive her to madness. In that madness, though, is freedom. By 

tearing off the wall-paper and rubbing herself into the walls, Gilman’s narrator takes control of her 

space. She forces her husband out—literally, out of consciousness, so she no longer has to answer to 

him. The short form of Gilman’s story means that her narrator reaches this freedom relatively quickly, 

but Lawrence’s novel has Connie waiting rather a long while. 

 Lawrence turns Connie’s sense of resignation and futility into an emphasis on the timelessness 

of Wragby, where nothing happens, nothing changes, and everyone is out of touch. Rather than 

invoking a sense of stability, this temporal disconnect presages things falling apart. Particularly for 

those like Connie who crave a sense of connection and yearn to form real tangible relationships with 

others, the idea of living an isolated life with only superficial interactions becomes absolutely 

intolerable. In an afterword to the novel, Lawrence prescribes a countermeasure:  

It is a question, practically, of relationship. We must get back into relation, vivid and nourishing 

relation to the cosmos and the universe. The way is through daily ritual, and is an affair of the 

individual and the household, a ritual of dawn and noon and sunset, the ritual of the kindling 

fire and pouring water, the ritual of the first breath, and the last. This is an affair of the 

individual and the household, a ritual of day. (354) 

 

Getting into “relation” is, for Lawrence, the same as Forster’s command that people “connect.” Both 

are key to their novels’ trajectories. Lawrence's rituals find their voice in the novel through, fittingly, 

the man most in touch with nature. As the voice of an older, more down-to-earth way of life, Mellors 

says to Connie, “We're only half-conscious, and half alive. We've got to come alive and aware. 

Especially the English have got to get into touch with one another” (301). His words share some of the 

emotions of the “cult of the antique” and the mythos of the country house that drove the narratives of 
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Howards End and A Handful of Dust, but for Connie, whose country house is itself part of the problem, 

retreating back to an older way of life in a historic house is not the solution. Instead, Mellors’s back-to-

the-land sentiment is what drives Connie to the wood when she needs an escape from Wragby.  

 Clifford prefers to spend his time in the house writing and inviting over intellectual friends who 

discuss, to Connie's ears, nothing of substance. She describes them as caring only about the life of the 

mind, not the body or soul, and therefore lacking any sense of connection or significance. This is the 

same problem Lefebvre predicts—or recognizes as already being set in motion—in The Production of 

Space: “When institutional (academic) knowledge sets itself up above lived experience, just as the state 

sets itself up above everyday life, catastrophe is in the offing. Catastrophe is indeed already upon 

us.”171 For Connie, that catastrophe first takes the form of her lived experience being entirely other to 

anyone else’s within Wragby, and therefore her very sense of self becoming detached from the house. 

Contrary to this is Clifford, who is detached from everyone else, and for whom his only tie is the house. 

Even that, however, it is only a provisional connection: “He was not in actual touch with anybody, 

save, traditionally, with Wragby” (13), being linked more by family heritage and economic position 

than active relation. Clifford inherited Wragby in 1916 upon the death of his father. The house and its 

surrounding lands occupy a tenuous space, geographically as well as socially:  

A sense of isolation intensified the family tie [between Clifford and his siblings], a sense of the 

weakness of their position, a sense of defencelessness, in spite of, or because of the title and the 

land. They were cut off from those industrial Midlands in which they passed their lives. And 

they were cut off from their own class by the brooding, obstinate, shut-up nature of Sir 

Geoffrey, their father. (9) 

 

Like Howards End, this is an in-between house; unlike Howards End, Wragby does not seek to 

connect, but to withdraw. Wragby sits at the edge of Tevershall village and its pit, a burning mine 

whose stench wafts over to the house, bringing “sulphur, iron, coal, or acid [. . .] like black manna from 

skies of doom” (10-11). The house itself is described as “a long low old house in brown stone” (10) 

                                                 
171 Lefebvre, 415. 
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with low ceilings and enough renovation tacked onto its 18th-century core that the architecture is no 

longer distinguishable in any particular style. Its surroundings, and the people nearby, are described as 

“haggard, shapeless, and dreary” (11), with resentment flourishing between Tevershall and Wragby. 

Into all of this comes Connie, yearning for real interaction through her marriage but instead finding her 

and her husband as only “two people, who are in the habit of being in the same house with one 

another” (56). There is nothing for her in Wragby and she despairs of ever finding anything real to 

relate to within its bounds. 

 When Connie thinks of the word “home” she observes that “it was a word that had had its day. 

It was somehow cancelled” (107). Home, alongside “love, joy, happiness [. . .] mother, father, husband” 

(107), has become an empty category with no real meaning and only the barest of literal definitions. 

“Home was a place you lived in” (107), and absolutely nothing more. Although the word appears in the 

text—and more often here than in any of the other novels—it holds neither weight nor potential. It is 

mechanical, utilitarian only—there is no longer any psychological connection to the word. To return to 

the question of the point of a house, here the point is only base survival; shelter, yes, but with none of 

the relation that Connie desires. Wragby is, in Tuan’s terms, a place rather than a space. Nothing 

happens there, nor can. For Tuan, place offers “security and stability” but not “openness, freedom.”172 

To someone like Connie, whose sense of security and contentment is tied up with freedom, Wragby can 

never suit her needs. 

 With Wragby thus closed off as a possible space of belonging, Connie grows restless and turns 

to the wood surrounding the house. While feeling that “she was going to pieces in someway” (18), 

Connie runs from Wragby into the trees. The wood grows in her mind as “her one refuge, her sanctuary. 

But it was not really a refuge, a sanctuary, because she had no connection with it” (18). In the novel’s 

earlier chapters, Connie and the wood are still strangers to one another. In fact, at the outset, Clifford is 
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closer to the wood than she is, though for him even that closeness carries a strange element of 

separation: “I consider this is really the heart of England,” he remarks as they walk through the wood 

one day; “I want to keep this wood perfect . . . untouched. I want nobody to trespass in it” (43). Unlike 

Ruth Wilcox, who saw the “heart” in her home and wanted to preserve it, Clifford wants to keep this 

heart to himself. It may be the heart of England, but he is not interested in national representation, only 

surface-level national sentiment. Although Connie is, nominally at least, Lady Chatterley, and the wood 

is as much hers as his, it is clear that Clifford does not want her to spend so much time in the family 

wood, out of the family house. When it later becomes clear how much time she has been spending in 

the wood, he complains, “I don't like her being in the wood at all!” (249). Clifford seems to sense that 

his control extends only within the domestic sphere. So Connie hides her excursions from him, even 

before those excursions begin to be anything needing hiding, even before Connie begins to seek the 

company she yearns for in Mellors. 

 At the first meeting between Connie and Mellors, she senses him to be “like the sudden rush of 

a threat out of nowhere” (90). He is motion, contrasted against the static nature of Wragby. For his part, 

he is aloof and slightly hostile, clearly viewing her as Lady Chatterley, a fixture of the upper-classes 

alongside her husband. She is once again positioned as an interloper—Mellors takes ownership of the 

wood in a more visceral way than Clifford does, having been born and raised in Tevershall. His 

connection to the space stands in conflict with his position as a hired man. The novel’s narration 

reveals, on several occasions, his awareness that Lady Chatterley may go anywhere she likes in the 

wood. She could take the keys of his hut from him and claim the space for herself, no matter how much 

he considers it to be his own corner of England. He has made a home there, she has come to intrude, 

and there is nothing he can do about it. 

 As Connie and Mellors begin to talk with each other, however, each emerges from their initial 

opposition with a common idea: that of an identity out of place in their social class. The distinction is a 
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more dangerous one for Mellors; it is easy enough for the lady of the house to force her way into a 

gamekeeper's hut, but far more risky for the gamekeeper to take liberties in return. Mellors occupies a 

liminal space both geographically and socially, with Connie remarking that “he might almost be a 

gentleman” (71). He served as an officer during the war and the promotion beyond what was usual for 

his class status has stayed with him even after his return from battle. As such, he has moments in the 

text when he acts on equal footing with Wragby’s owners, but also moments when he slips into 

vernacular speech and deferential behavior. His hut in the woods also occupies that liminal space, 

blending into the surrounding forest and marked as a site somehow separate from the estate, even while 

it sits within the estate’s borders. Clifford’s limited mobility means that he will likely never go to the 

hut, so even as it is a space within his ownership, he can never possess it the way he does everything 

else at Wragby—Connie included. That hut, simple and lowly, becomes the space Connie identifies as 

“a sort of little sanctuary” (134). That hut grants her freedom. It is “a secret little hut made of rustic 

poles” (91) where pheasants are reared, nothing more, but it figures as the site of Connie’s awakening: 

she may not be able to entirely escape Wragby, but out of view of the great house and its empty walls 

she comes alive again.  

 The hut is a working space, filled with the gamekeeper’s tools, unadorned but “cozy” (92) in a 

way Wragby has never been, precisely because of its usefulness. It is true to its purpose, unpretentious. 

Connie describes it as “restful” (93) and “darling” (95). This kind of affective language is absent from 

any description of Wragby’s rooms save, very briefly, Connie’s own: “the only gay, modern one in the 

house, the only spot in Wragby where her personality was at all revealed” (23). Every other area of 

Wragby is at odds with Connie’s sense of herself, and there can be no harmony for her within its walls. 

Outside those walls, though, there is the hut. Beyond its more obvious role as both enabler of and 

depository for physical desire, as the space Connie and Mellors’ relationship develops, the hut also 

accumulates emotional desire as its presence grows in Connie’s mind. That emotional connection 
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brings the space alive. Whenever she is stuck at Wragby playing hostess to Clifford’s friends, or living 

the role of a dutiful wife, she feels as if she “were going blank, just blank and insane,” and everything 

is “a kind of painful dream” (121). The hut and the wood, and eventually Mellors’s cottage, are the 

only real human spaces and she yearns for them. 

 In The Poetics of Space, Bachelard analyzes the hut, specifically the “hut dream” which places 

the hut as a figurative center of escapist desires.173 Bachelard proposes that “in most hut dreams we 

hope to live elsewhere, far from the over-crowded house [. . .] We flee in thought in search of a real 

refuge.”174 Wragby is, if anything, under-crowded, with its only named occupant besides Clifford and 

Connie being Mrs. Bolton, a hired caretaker. Bachelard also cites Henri Bachelin and describes how he 

“finds the root of the hut dream in the house itself,” where again Wragby does not line up.175 Unless 

you qualify that the hut is part of Wragby by virtue of being on its estate, there is no connection 

between it and the house. Indeed, Wragby as a house stands against almost everything that the hut 

symbolizes: freedom, the natural life, the physical life, sexuality, human connection. If the house has 

inspired this dream, it has done so only through opposition, not encouragement. But the hut dream’s 

hopes of living elsewhere and finding refuge do hold true for Connie, first in the hut and later in 

Mellors’s cottage. “So she sat in the doorway of the hut in a dream” (93), Lawrence writes, signaling 

the start of Connie’s escape. She is drawn to the space enough to be emboldened to ask for keys so she 

might come as she pleases. When there is no spare key to be found and she gets into an argument with 

Mellors over it—he eventually tells her, “It’s your Ladyship’s own ‘ut” (100)—it seems, for a while, 

that she will have the space to herself. This gives her ownership, but not the real human connection she 

craves. Mellors avoids her, and Connie sits in despair while watching the pheasants and their chicks 

until one day she arrives “semi-conscious” (121) and, finally, Mellors asks her that crucial question that 
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brings her back to life: “Shall you come to the hut?” (123). Connie lets him lead her inside, and he lays 

her down on a blanket where they then have sex. That physical union is, in Lawrence’s schema, one of 

the most important themes. He lays out a pattern of relationships in his work, between men and women, 

men and machines, and men and other men. Connie sees Clifford and the men working in Tevershall’s 

coal mines as having given up on other men; machines are, of course, winning their battle. The only 

option left to make a relationship work is between men and women.  

 That relationship does not always come easily. Part of the problem is that Connie and Mellors 

need to learn to be genuine with each other. The hut, for Bachelard, is the space where it is possible to 

live “the images of our daydreams in all sincerity.”176 This is again interesting to apply to Connie, who 

feels as though her time in Wragby is a dream. Not a daydream, not a pleasant vision of an ideal life, 

but something fundamentally unreal. While she does go to the hut seeking sincerity—that is, a truthful 

way of living—her practicality and sense of resignation at the novel’s start would seem to preclude any 

daydreams of a happier future. Despite the optimism in the novel’s famous opening lines, Connie 

continually returns to images of nothingness. At first, Lawrence presents resilience alongside optimism: 

Ours is essentially a tragic age, so we refuse to take it tragically. The cataclysm has happened, 

we are among the ruins, we start to build up new little habitats, to have new little hopes. It is 

rather hard work: there is now no smooth road into the future: but we go round, or scramble 

over the obstacles. We've got to live, no matter how many skies have fallen. (1) 

 

Soon, though, Connie’s thoughts turn the narration in a different direction: “The world is supposed to 

be full of possibilities, but they narrow down to pretty few in most personal experience” (30), or, “The 

only reality was nothingness, and over it a hypocrisy of words” (51). This is Forster’s “panic and 

emptiness” all over again. The imagery of Connie’s daydreams here is not something she seeks to live 

out, but rather to escape. The problem becomes, then, finding that escape. And so the hut emerges as a 

shelter, metaphorically and literally; Connie takes shelter there from the rain, and remarks, “I just sat in 
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the hut during all the storm, and made myself a little fire, and was happy” (251). The sincerity of the 

hut—its commitment to convenience and ease of use—brings it truth. Its truth appears as beauty, 

bringing Connie happiness. 

 In Winifred Gallagher’s House Thinking (2007), she describes the work of American architect 

Grant Hildebrand and his efforts to determine what makes “innately appealing architecture.”177 The 

question Hildebrand asks—“Why might Homo sapiens be drawn to some places and repelled by 

others?”—is along the same lines of Vitruvius’s and Downing’s inquiries into the essential 

characteristics of architecture, and Heidegger’s question about a building’s capacity for ensuring 

dwelling.178 To Heidegger’s lack of an answer, and Vitruvius’s and Downing’s lists of three 

characteristics—firmness/commodity/delight and convenience/truth/beauty, respectively—Hildebrand 

adds his own. Moving out from the basic quality of shelter which encompasses food, water, and 

protection from the elements, Hildebrand’s study settles on five things: “prospect and refuge, 

enticement, peril, and complex order.”179 By “prospect” Hildebrand means a wide open space with a 

view, such as the view one might get when looking out of a great house’s windows to the park lands of 

the estate. Prospect and refuge work in combination, and must have a balance. Similar to Frank Lloyd 

Wright’s terminology of “nesting and perching,” there must be variations in expansiveness in order to 

appeal to all aspects of the human psyche.180 But the proportion of one to the other is not universal. 

Hildebrand’s survey of his own students showed that “women designed more refuge into their projects, 

and men, more prospect.”181 If we apply those findings to Lady Chatterley’s Lover, it is not surprising 

that Connie flees Wragby’s spacious prospect in favor of refuge in the concealment offered by the hut.  
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 For the other qualities of enticement, peril, and complex order, the hut also holds true. It has 

enticement, in that it lures Connie away from Wragby, figuring in her mind as a secret haven. It has 

peril—a quality Gallagher readily admits “doesn’t seem like a fun feature for a home”—in the 

forbidden nature of what goes on within its walls.182 And it has complex order, as a working space 

within the estate, a place meticulously cared for by Mellors in his capacity as gamekeeper. When 

Connie first comes across the hut, she does so by following the sound of Mellors’s hammer as he 

mends pheasant coops. He lights her a fire and she observes him at work, and his surroundings: 

The hut was quite cozy, panelled with unvarnished deal, having a little rustic table and stool 

beside her chair, and a carpenter's bench, then a big box, tools, new boards, nails; and many 

things hung from pegs: axe, hatchet, traps, things in sacks, his coat. It had no window, the light 

came in through the open door. It was a jumble, but also it was a sort of little sanctuary. (92) 

 

Connie sits there admiring the utility of the space while Mellors thinks about how he does not want to 

get involved with a woman again, or anyone from the outside world at all. She will ultimately break 

him of that solitude so that the two of them can pursue their escape through seclusion together.  

 Connie recognizes all those characteristics of architecture in the gamekeeper’s hut largely 

because she has failed to find them in Wragby itself. Even before she finds the hut, she considers 

herself an outsider, a position that unfortunately does not automatically come with an outside place of 

belonging. “What was the good of discontented people who fit in nowhere?” (96) she wonders, and 

briefly wishes “some help would come from outside” before admitting that “in the whole world there 

was no help” (101). It is for exactly those emotions that Bachelard suggests the hut as a solution: 

“When we are lost in darkness [. . .] who does not dream of a thatched cottage or, to go more deeply 

still into legend, of a hermit’s hut?”183 Connie does not dream of the hut immediately; it is not until she 

actually arrives there, and then leaves it behind, that it begins to occupy her thoughts. This initial 

recognition followed by absence and return is a key move, and will be explored further in Chapter 
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Four. For Connie, that cycle is only just beginning. The hut’s occupation of Connie’s thoughts is not 

immediately a peaceful one. She views the hut with confusion, annoyance, compulsion. She has 

glimpsed its possibilities, but not yet realized their full potential. 

 Bachelard also describes the hut as a space of “centralized solitude”; however, for Connie the 

hut becomes instead a space of real connection.184 Its solitary nature, isolated from the great house, 

paradoxically enables the very companionship she has been longing for. The process is not 

instantaneous—it eludes Connie until just after her first sexual encounter with Mellors, which she 

describes as having “lifted a great cloud from her and given her peace” (124). Why is this moment of 

contact a turning point? 

 Given that Clifford is “not in actual touch with anybody” (13) and Connie despairs of spending 

her days with him experiencing “a negation of human contact” (13), the moment when she does finally 

make contact with someone marks, for her, a return to reality. The dream of the hut becomes truth in 

waking life. What Clifford and his Cambridge friends live out within Wragby’s walls, “the life of the 

mind” (35), relies on a disconnect between consciousness and the body. The two are antithetical to each 

other, and in Wragby there is no way to cross from one to the other. One of the Cambridge friends, 

Tommy Dukes, warns Connie, “while you live your life, you are in some way an organic whole with all 

life. But once you start the mental life [. . .] You've severed the connection” (38). This is also why 

Connie feels no harmony between the majority of the house and herself—its walls are too suffused with 

Clifford’s mentality. Out of Wragby, however, in the more organic space of the wood, Connie gets back 

in touch with her living side. At first this connection comes from literally touching the earth: “She 

would rush off across the park [. . .] and lie prone in the bracken” (18). But this sustains her only for a 

little while. Connie feels she has “never really touched the spirit of the wood itself” (18) and therefore 

the contact does not carry any weight. It is only once she begins to spend more time around Mellors 
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that Connie begins to catch glimpses of the peace that comes from having a sustained space of refuge. 

Within the hut’s rustic confines, Connie starts to recapture the sense of her own subjectivity which has 

been absent from her life since marrying into Wragby. Though the hut is nothing much, and not 

precisely her own, it exists as a form of validation for Connie—a move that elevates it beyond the great 

house in the equation of body and space. She sees herself, for the first time in a long while, in its walls. 

And she comes alive. 

 There is also a third space in the novel, positioned somewhere between the hut and the great 

house: the gamekeeper’s cottage. As yet another intermediary space, its first appearance comes also 

with some measure of uncertainty. It is “a rather dark, brown stone cottage, with gables and a 

handsome chimney” and appears “uninhabited [. . .] so silent and alone” (67). When Connie 

approaches it, the door is shut; she knocks to no reply, twice. The tension in the scene is quiet yet 

present, as Connie decides that rather than leave, she is going to step closer: “She peeped through the 

window, and saw the dark little room, with its almost sinister privacy, not wanting to be invaded” (67). 

This is a different kind of peering in through the windows than Margaret Schlegel standing outside 

Howards End. And this solitude is a different kind than that of the hut. If the hut is centralized, exerting 

a sort of gravitational pull on Connie’s yearning for escape, the cottage instead pushes Connie away. 

She views it “with something like dismay” (69). Its space belongs more wholly to Mellors than the hut, 

and therefore Connie is even more of an outsider, even more unwelcome. Even if she would like to see 

herself in it, she cannot get inside. 

 That is, at least, until Mellors invites her inside. “Tha mun come to the cottage one time” (135), 

he says, reasoning that it can hardly be any worse for them if they are found together in the cottage 

rather than the hut. Even then, the first time Connie goes to visit Mellors at the cottage does not give 

her an immediate affinity for the space. She notes that Mellors is “at home” (177) there, with the door 

wide open, and that the surroundings have “a beautiful stillness” (177) about them. And yet when she 
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joins them, they have to close the door in case someone passes by. They must shut off any prospect of a 

view to preserve their refuge. There is a sense of the potential for surveillance around the cottage that 

was lacking with the hut. Although the cottage would seem to be more secure, a more permanent 

fixture, it is in fact less secure than the hut. Despite its being a provisional space, the hut is protected by 

the wood in a way that the cottage, sitting peacefully on a bank of daffodils, not far from a road, is not. 

None but Connie and Mellors ever go to the hut, while the cottage sometimes sees Mellors’s child (also 

called Connie) or his mother as visitors, as well as eventually Connie’s sister Hilda, and Mellors’s 

estranged wife Bertha—who enters by breaking a window. The cottage may be in the private sphere, 

but that does not grant it the same measure of isolation and solitude that made the hut so attractive a 

refuge.  

 When Mellors first asks Connie upstairs at the cottage she refuses, saying, “No! No! Not here. 

At the hut” (182). Some time later they do go upstairs together, though when Connie comes back down, 

she thinks of the cottage’s position and is not satisfied: “Still she would be content with this little 

house, if only it were in a world of its own. [. . .] If only he would make her a world” (229). It would be 

a good space, if only it were more secluded. If only it were hers entirely. Connie voices a desire “to 

have all the rest of the world disappear” (229) and Mellors has to remind her that will not happen. 

There is nowhere they can go and fully live “in a world of their own” (229), no matter how much 

Connie wants it. Feeling that she has found, at last, a way to live authentically as herself, she is now 

capable of finding a home, even if that decision necessitates the loss of her house, but here it is the rest 

of the world that is somehow hostile to her desires. There is more required for homecoming than 

personal yearning, especially in the modern world. 

 What Mellors wants out of life is less clear, as when Connie speaks to him, he often only smiles 

back at her, not answering, or says “Ay!” and nothing more. He seems to take pleasure in playing the 

inscrutable lower-class, speaking to her in a dialect she struggles to understand or pushing her aside 
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when she inquires too much into his personal life. Even when Connie makes her most passionate plea 

in the novel, saying, “Oh, how I wish I could stay here with you, and Wragby were a million miles 

away!” (270) Mellors gives only one-word responses and vague affirmations. It is not until the novel’s 

ending that he ever expresses a similar wish; his letter to Connie that closes out the narrative reads, “I 

believe in the little flame between us. For me now, it’s the only thing in the world” (327). That flame—

a symbol of life—is one unifying vision; however, the novel ends in Mellors’s words, highlighting 

separation: Connie is in Scotland, pregnant with their child; Mellors is working on a farm, waiting for 

his divorce from Bertha to be finalized so that he and Connie might, one day, marry and live on a little 

farm of their own. He sends her a long lament on the evils of industry and capitalism, and writes—three 

times in a row—“There’s a bad time coming” (327). The only thing keeping him going in face of his 

dark predictions is the thought of a reunion with Connie, and the two of them coming together to the 

exclusion of the rest of the world. Mellors tries for optimism, but the fact remains that he feels what 

Connie does not acknowledge: their dream of being together in the countryside is probably impossible 

to realize. The fact that Lawrence does not give them their resolution outright, but instead only gestures 

to the future, supports this. “The idea was,” Lawrence keeps hinting, or writes, “they would have to 

wait” (324)—the novel refuses to be concrete about what will happen, what their futurity will look like. 

They may have left Wragby and broken free of the great house, but in doing so also leave the hut and 

the cottage, setting out into entirely new territory. They may have accessed their authentic selves, but in 

doing so they have lost even their temporary home in the hut. 

 Earlier, no matter how much Connie wants to forget about Wragby and find a home elsewhere, 

she is continually drawn back to the house. Not only does Clifford pull her back, but her own father 

encourages her to return, as does Mellors, albeit somewhat mockingly. Clifford claims that an 

“overwhelming pressure of environment” (197) shapes who people become; in doing so, he sides with 

so many architects who believe in a building’s ability to influence the lives within it. The 
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environmental-behavioral aspect of a space is initially brought up in relation to the idea that Connie can 

have another man’s child and raise that child at Wragby, whereby the child will become “a perfectly 

competent Chatterley” (197). It also applies more broadly to the hold Wragby exerts over its occupants. 

Mellors recognizes this hold and taunts Connie by saying to her, “But tha mun dress thysen, an' go back 

to thy stately homes of England, how beautiful they stand. Time's up!” (247). Their time at the cottage, 

or the hut, is always cut short by the threat of the return to the great house. The hut may be temporary, 

but Wragby, it seems, truly is timeless.  

 Even when Connie travels to Paris with her sister Hilda—who calls Wragby “an awful place” 

(231)—thoughts of the house persist in following her. “Wragby misses you” (288), Clifford writes in a 

letter. He also refers to himself and the house jointly as “we,” deferring his emotion onto the structure 

so as not to be personally responsible for any kind of feeling at all, as he continues to be out of touch. 

After receiving this letter, Connie tells her father that she might not return to Wragby; when he asks for 

clarification she replies, “I mean never go back to Wragby” (295-6). She means, in fact, to find her own 

place in the world, or even apart from the world. And yet, although she leaves it in the end, she does go 

back on her word here. 

 She goes back to Wragby with thoughts of hatred and despair: “The great, rambling mass of a 

place seemed evil to her, just a menace over her. She was no longer its mistress, she was its victim” 

(319). Connie has lost all agency, along with losing her hopes of refuge. Clifford ultimately refuses to 

divorce her and so she is tied still to the property, the land, the family name. Just as Connie’s father told 

her, “Wragby stands and will go on standing. [. . .] Stick by Wragby as far as Wragby sticks by you” 

(266). If Wragby sticks by Connie enough to haunt her from another country, that does not bode well 

for Scotland’s potential to serve as an escape route. Despite a passage near the novel’s middle, wherein 

Lawrence describes the decline of the stately homes of England and their abandonment for being “too 

big, too expensive, and the country had become too uncongenial” (167), with predictions that soon all 
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the countryside will be industry, at the end Wragby is still standing. However, just as Wragby’s sense of 

“home” has become nothing more than its base literal definition, the building itself is still standing only 

in the architectural sense. There is no life left in it. Connie observes that stately homes are no longer 

what makes England what it is. Instead, there is a “terrifying new and gruesome England” (168) that 

barely resembles the world Connie knows. If, as Connie observes, “The England of [. . .] the Wragby 

Halls was gone, dead” (210) is the new England to be an England of gamekeeper's huts and similarly 

natural spaces? No, impending industrialization will see mines and factories in place of houses and 

woods. Modernity’s future of homelessness brings about the death of the house. Connie does not really 

mind, as she yearns to leave the great house for the sanctuary of the keeper’s hut but soon the hut’s 

woods will begin to be stripped bare, just as the great houses will be demolished. That, she minds very 

much.  

 In his introduction to the novel, Mark Schorer describes the England of Lawrence’s youth, a 

landscape and sense of the country that are repeated in Chatterley’s pages. It was, Schorer writes, “a 

slow cultural convulsion about to reach its end, a convulsion in which the ancient pastoralism of the 

yeoman way of life yields to the new mechanization of the industrial way of life, and in which, 

incidentally, a lovely landscape yields itself to an iron horror.”185 This is the same combination of fear 

and anger that was present in Waugh’s novel Handful of Dust, and about to encroach upon Forster’s 

novel Howards End. In the second version of Lawrence’s novel, he includes a scene wherein Connie 

and Mellors pass through his own childhood landscape. In the final version, this becomes Connie alone, 

in a car driving through the countryside as she thinks about the condition of England: 

Tevershall! That was Tevershall! Merrie England! Shakespeare's England! No, but the England 

of today, as Connie had realized since she had come to live in it. It was producing a new race of 

mankind, over-conscious in the money and social and political side, on the spontaneous, 
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intuitive side dead, but dead. Half-corpses, all of them [. . .] now there can be no fellowship any 

more! It is just a nightmare. 

 She felt again in a wave of terror the grey, gritty hopelessness of it all. With such 

creatures for the industrial masses, and the upper classes as she knew them, there was no hope, 

no hope any more. Yet she was wanting a baby, and an heir to Wragby! An heir to Wragby! She 

shuddered with dread. [. . .] There was only apartness and hopelessness, as far as all this was 

concerned. And this was England, the vast bulk of England: as Connie knew, since she had 

motored from the centre of it. (164) 

 

This is the England neither Connie nor Lawrence want to see, modern England with no space for 

human life. When Connie confronts Clifford, asking him why Tevershall is so hopeless, he insists that 

it is not, and furthermore, that Connie is not, either: “You don’t look at all a hopeless figure standing 

there, Connie my dear” (196), he tells her. He cannot see her clearly, though. She has already begun to 

withdraw from him, and he could only ever see things in an intellectual sense, not an authentic one. 

 One of Lawrence’s letters from 1926, the same year he started writing Lady Chatterley’s Lover, 

describes seeing modern England as being “like a spear through one’s heart”; his letter continues, “I tell 

you, we’d better buck up and do something for the England to come, for they’ve pushed the spear 

through the side of my England.”186 Schorer suggests that what Lawrence decided to do “for the 

England to come” was to write Lady Chatterley’s Lover, a novel whose first title was Tenderness and 

which urged human connection above all as the solution to the problem of the “spear through the 

heart.” 

 Of the many things that changed throughout Lawrence’s revisions to his novel—including 

Mellors’s name, initially Parkin, which seems a bit too obvious a tell for his role as one who lives in the 

park—one of the most important, for my interests, is the increased attention Lawrence gave to 

describing his spaces of action. Schorer’s introduction describes this increase, for “both the mechanical 

world and the wood on the Chatterley estate, for this juxtaposition in the setting of the novel is the first 

                                                 
186 Quoted in Mark Schorer, Introduction to Lady Chatterley’s Lover by D.H. Lawrence, 3rd manuscript edition, ix-xxxix  

(New York: Grove Press, Inc., 1959), xii. Emphasis original. 
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symbolic form of the basic thematic contrast of the novel.”187 That contrast is between modernity and 

the mythos of the past, industry and the natural world, Clifford and Connie. The wood took shape as the 

novel developed, becoming the site for Lawrence’s human connections to unfold in enough secrecy that 

they might exist even in the face of such strong modern opposition. Connie lives in what Lawrence 

calls “the old England,” the England of great houses and leisured lives, and she fears it vanishing even 

as she does not want its lifestyle to be her own. As she travels through the countryside, thinking of 

history, she also thinks about the future:  

This is history. One England blots out another. The mines had made the halls wealthy. Now they 

were blotting them out, as they had already blotted out the cottages. The industrial England 

blots out the agricultural England. One meaning blots out another. The new England blots out 

the old England. [. . .] the blotting out would go on till it was complete. Fritchley was gone, 

Eastwood was gone, Shipley was going: Squire Winter's beloved Shipley. (167-8) 

 

The past is lost, covered up by industry and modernity. The country house of Shipley in particular has 

its fate narrated by the novel: after Squire Winter’s death the heirs to the estate find it too expensive to 

maintain and no one really wants to live there, so it is demolished and sold off into lots to be developed 

into a housing estate, “red-brick semi-detached ‘villas’ in new streets” (170). Connie does not witness 

this herself, and can only ask, “What would come after? Connie could not imagine. [. . .] Connie 

always felt there was no next. She wanted to hide her head in the sand: or, at least, in the bosom of a 

living man” (170-1). Mellors is, of course, that living man. The two of them figure in the novel almost 

as heroic archetypes, two standing against all the world and its destructive forces.  

 Where my first chapter centered on fear and anger as emotional states, and those states are 

relevant here, too, here we also begin to see a curious combination of denial and hope. Connie may 

want to hide away from the coming future, but she also hopes to find a way to move past it. Her 

narration opens the novel by calling out the “essentially tragic age,” but also refusing “to take it 

tragically” (1). Schorer calls our attention to this dichotomy in his introduction: 
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The pathos of Lawrence’s novel arises from the tragedy of modern society. What is tragic is that 

we cannot feel our tragedy. We have slowly grown into a confusion of these terms, the two 

forms of power, and, in confusing them, we have left almost no room for the free creative 

functions of the man or woman who, lucky soul, possesses “integrity of self.” The force of his 

novel probably lies in the degree of intensity with which his indictment of the world and the 

consequent solitude of his lovers suggest such larger meanings.188  

 

The larger meanings of Connie rejecting Wragby and fleeing with Mellors into the wood, withdrawing 

from the world, are tied into that “integrity of the self.” Without it, they could stay exactly where they 

are. With it, continuing to lead their lives as society expects is impossible. There is nowhere in the 

world they can go to be themselves; they must leave it and do, choosing the self over the house, going 

back to the past to move forward, but is their escape assured? How long will their refuge last? Once 

again, the novel ends without assurances. 

 The world is similarly rejected by the end of E.M. Forster's Maurice, a novel begun 1913, 

finished 1914, “Dedicated to a happier year.” Like Lawrence’s original title of Tenderness for his novel, 

this is a novel whose project is to portray happiness and contentment, even if that means leaving 

everything else behind. Both elevate authenticity of the self above a stable living environment. But 

where Lawrence was put on trial for the forthright nature of his language about sex and came out of the 

trial on the winning side, Forster’s novel—far less explicit in its language—could not even be 

published. The problem was precisely that happiness. “A happy ending was imperative,” Forster writes 

in an afterword to the novel; “I shouldn’t have bothered to write otherwise. I was determined that in 

fiction anyway two men should fall in love and remain in it for the ever and ever that fiction allows” 

(246).189 Fiction allows what Forster’s world could not, and so the retreat in Maurice is doubled, 

fleeing the great house and reality both in order for the subjective self to find happiness. 

 Forster’s great house of Penge is abandoned, in favor first of its boathouse, and then of the 

greenwood. Complicating the symbolism of this departure is the fact that Penge is not even Maurice 

                                                 
188 Ibid., xxxviii. 
189 E.M. Forster, Maurice (New York: Signet Classics, 1971). All following quotations are taken from the same edition. 
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Hall's house to begin with, though Forster gives him a surname suited to the space. His own home, at 

least when we are first introduced to him, is “a comfortable villa among some pines” (16) near London, 

shared with his mother and sisters Ada and Kitty. Though Maurice does call it his home, the word 

appears in a similar sense to Connie’s usage of it in Chatterley. Home is a bland term without much 

meaning attached to it: “It was a land of facilities, where nothing had to be striven for, and success was 

indistinguishable from failure” (16). Its stability makes it a place rather than a space. 

 Maurice has a fairly happy life in that place, under his mother’s care. She dotes on him when he 

is a child, tells him, “There is nothing like home, as everyone finds” (17). And yet that peace begins to 

be disturbed in the novel almost as soon as it appears, with Maurice bursting into tears over George the 

garden-boy’s dismissal. As he did in Howards End, here Forster is drawing on his own childhood 

memories; P.N. Furbank writes that when the young Forster’s cousins and other playmates rejected 

him, “Morgan [Forster] had a solace [. . .] and this was the garden-boys.  His mother engaged a 

succession of these boys and gave them Wednesday afternoon off so that they could play with Morgan, 

this afternoon soon spreading over the rest of the week. Forster remembered their names all his life.”190 

Forster’s “greatest affection” among the garden-boys was one called Ansell: 

The two used to spend hours larking among the Franklyns’ straw-stacks or swinging on the tree 

in the meadow and enjoyed lying in each other’s arms, screaming and tickling. One year there 

was a stack close to the hedge, and Answell built a straw penthouse between, with a tiny 

entrance for them to crawl through, and they kept house in it [. . .] The Ansell period was an 

idyllic one for Morgan, and instinctively he clung to his happiness and was unwilling to grow 

up [. . .] He had a ‘return-to-the-womb’ daydream at this period.191 

 

This happiness is tied to both human connection and to having a space of one’s own. The straw 

penthouse is another figuration of Bachelard’s hut, a space of refuge. Maurice does not get any such hut 

in the novel, nor the chance to explore his affections before George is sent away. He does get the dark, 

close imagery of the womb in his bedroom, which we are told has “always frightened him” (19). Lying 
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in bed, Maurice watches the shadows—cast by the street lamp outside his window—move across the 

ceiling of his bedroom, reflected in the mirror. This experience brings about terror, and again makes 

him think of George: “As he opened his eyes to look whether the blots had grown smaller, he 

remembered George. Something stirred in the unfathomable depths of his heart. He whispered, 

‘George, George.’ Who was George? Nobody—just a common servant” (19). At this point, Maurice has 

not yet figured out his sexuality—as Forster, too, had not yet figured it out—and he knows only that he 

is confused as to why he should be so upset over George, a member of the lower-class, an interloper 

bringing sorrow into his happy, comfortable life. 

 When Maurice later returns to his childhood bedroom from Cambridge, more mature and 

beginning to understand himself, he looks back at this moment and “remember[s] how he used to feel 

afraid as a little boy” (52) while watching the street lamp’s shadows. Specifically, he has this memory 

while thinking about Clive Durham, whom he has been “interested” in, and the letters they have written 

each other: “Maurice never let them out of his pocket, changing them from suit to suit and even pinning 

them in his pyjamas when he went to bed. He would wake up and touch them and, watching the 

reflections from the street lamp” (52). He also observes that his home is no longer the sanctuary now 

that it was back then. The space no longer suits him, nor the emotions he is grappling with now that he 

has started to form bonds of attachment with other men: “Home emasculated everything” (51), he 

thinks, and laments that his mother and sisters no longer understand him. He brings thoughts of 

Durham into the womb space of his room, thereby re-introducing the masculine.  

 By this point, Maurice is in his second year of college. Durham will go on to introduce him to 

both Greek writings on same-sex love and Penge, though they initially meet when Maurice is interested 

in another man and does not want Durham’s company at all. He is drawn instead to a classmate of his 

named Risley: “He was not attracted to the man in the sense that he wanted him for a friend, but he did 

feel he might help him—how, he didn’t formulate” (33). At this point, Maurice is still metaphorically 
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standing in the midst of what he describes as a fog in “the Valley of the Shadow of Life” (21), but now 

standing still whereas in childhood he had been fighting against it. Maurice sees Risley as “surely 

capering on the summit” (33) of the surrounding mountains, having successfully navigated out of the 

fog, perhaps in a position to help others do the same. He seeks out Risley in his rooms at Trinity one 

evening, when “the gates and doors all over Cambridge had been fastened up” (34) and the darkness in 

the Great Court and the college’s halls frightens Maurice. He ends up walking straight into Risley’s 

closed door; when the door opens, he is greeted, unexpectedly, by Durham. Thwarted in his pursuit of 

someone who might show him the way out of his confusion, Maurice leaves Risley’s rooms feeling 

“[b]eaten and lonely” (36). Though Durham follows Maurice back to their college, it is not until the 

two part ways again that Maurice begins to realize he might actually find the companionship and 

guidance he is seeking in Durham.  

 In pursuit of this guidance out of confusion, Maurice makes his way back to Durham’s room 

and camps out nearby to wait, even shouting to him from the dark in desperation. Durham eventually 

appears and briefly invites Maurice in, and they share a nightcap; though nothing much happens, when 

Maurice returns to his own room he feels that “his heart had lit never to be quenched again, and one 

thing in him at last was real” (39). Their back-and-forth in the night, in and out of doors, across college 

courtyards, all of it has awoken something in Maurice. The necessity of motion, and passage through 

space, in Maurice’s self-discovery efforts are a physical match to his visualization of confusion as a 

valley to be traversed. Even his future is presented in spatial terms: “Maurice was stepping into the 

niche that England had prepared for him” (54), we are told as he takes on more responsibility in his 

family and begins to plan for his career. 

 He has not entirely stepped into that niche yet, however. The process is ongoing. As long as 

Durham and Maurice continue to get to know each other, Maurice still traverses that space of 

confusion. When he is at home over the school break, his mother thinks, “His position at home was 
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anomalous [. . .] What was his place in her house?” (81). Part of the problem is that Maurice does not 

want a place at all, but a space of action. Seeking advice, his mother turns to family friend Dr. Barry, 

who reminds Maurice that he is not “a county gentleman” and tells him, “the city's your place. [. . .] 

You got into an atmosphere for which you are not suited, and you've very properly taken the first 

opportunity to get out of it” (82). The atmosphere Dr. Barry is referring to is Cambridge, which seems 

fitting as Maurice begins to find himself. Eventually he gets sent down, though, and even before he is 

dismissed, Maurice has his doubts about whether or not he truly belongs there. 

 Sitting near Durham, but not close enough to touch, Maurice hears the sounds of Cambridge 

floating in through the window; they say to him, “You are unworthy of us” (56). And though he reads 

Plato’s Symposium over the vacation at Durham’s urging, Maurice is not yet fully in touch with his 

classmate. This is clear when Durham works up the nerve to confess his love to Maurice, who can only 

reply “Oh, rot!” and “I know you don’t mean it” (57-8), with vague comments about how Englishmen 

should not discuss such things. The denial does mark a change for Maurice, though, and with it a 

change in his imagery of confusion: “New worlds broke loose in him [. . .] and he saw from the 

vastness of the ruin what ecstasy he had lost” (59). After several sleepless nights, a near-accident on a 

bike, and a night of agonizing self-reflection, Maurice comes to a conclusion: “The brilliancy of day 

was around him, he stood upon the mountain range that overshadows youth, he saw” (61). The clarity 

has come through for him at last. He seeks out Durham and confesses that his feelings are returned, but 

they only end up arguing instead about which of them is deeper into hell. “Oh, you’ll get out” (64), 

Durham tells Maurice, dismissing his friend’s angst and implying that he himself will get no such 

escape. For the moment, both of them seem lost. 

 Back in the same courtyard as the scene of Maurice’s earlier despair, he once again waits and 

watches for Durham, finding relief this time not in running into a door but in seeing a light in a 

window. This is very shortly followed by Maurice leaping in through that window: “Terrified at what 
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he must do, he caught hold of the mullion and sprang. ‘Maurice—’ As he alighted his name had been 

called out of dreams” (66). Durham calls to him, bringing the dream into the realm of reality. After 

speaking briefly, and kissing, Maurice leaves “as he had come, through the window” (72). This is a 

moment that will be echoed almost exactly, though with the roles reversed and another man in 

Durham’s place, later in the novel. At this point, however, what is important is that the threshold has 

been crossed and change can proceed from this point on. 

 Durham, now known more intimately as Clive, has undergone a similarly architectural change. 

His encounters with Maurice have led him to depart from Lawrence’s “life of the mind” and engage 

more directly in real life and human contact. He is the first of the pair to realize this. When he says to 

Maurice, “I should have gone through life half awake if you’d had the decency to leave me alone [. . .] 

perhaps we woke up one another” (89), Maurice responds so strongly that Clive backtracks. But even 

prior to his confession, he was drawn to break down his reserved intellectual walls in the face of 

Maurice’s affection: “He flung down all the barriers—not at once, for he did not live in a house that can 

be destroyed in a day” (70). The symbolic house of Clive’s mental state soon does see destruction, 

however, though not in a good way. When he and Maurice quarrel after Clive’s confession, Maurice’s 

words leave Clive feeling “blown to pieces, and [. . .] no inward strength to rebuild” (71). Since Forster 

privileges Maurice’s perspective in the novel, it is never explicitly said whether Clive rebuilds his 

barriers or not. His later actions—rebuffing Maurice’s affections, marrying a woman as his family 

expects—certainly imply that he does. Before that happens, though, Clive and Maurice seek out 

moments of solitude in which to be together. They take a drive to Ely “until all sense of direction [is] 

gone” (74) and wind up on an embankment; “Man, who had created the whole landscape, was nowhere 

to be seen” (74). Alone in the countryside, safe through their seclusion, the two begin to connect. 

Pastoral England allows them refuge, but the landscape alone is not what Maurice longs for. 
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 At this point the novel largely leaves Cambridge behind in favor of Penge, the Durham family 

estate. Penge is “in a remote part of England on the Wilts and Somerset border [. . .] among woods” 

(84). There Maurice is reunited with Clive after time apart. Penge, like Wragby, is another family seat; 

“County families, even when intelligent, have something alarming about them” (84), Maurice observes, 

and feels somewhat inadequate among the distinguished surroundings. He is put up in the Blue 

Room—taken there by a side staircase rather than the main one, which leads him to worry that perhaps 

his hosts do not want him there after all. The Blue Room is “small, furnished cheaply” (86), with no 

view but conveniently adjacent to Clive’s room and separated by that staircase from the rest of Penge. 

Its position once again emphasizes the need for isolation, and security through privacy. Clive tells 

Maurice upon his coming, “This place’ll never seem the same again, I shall love it at last” (86), and 

swears that they can spend all their time together either alone in their adjoining rooms or outside 

entirely. For all that Penge is a great house, Clive is more concerned with leaving it than showing it off: 

“we need never be in the other part of the house” (86), he promises. He senses—or perhaps already 

knows—how stifling such a house can be. Maurice quickly comes to see the house as less great than he 

initially assumed, while also taking a liking to Penge. His position in his own family home has been 

disrupted, made “anomalous” (81) by his return there after being away at and then sent down from 

Cambridge. Penge offers a new opportunity, a new house within which Maurice can find himself.  

 At the same time, he also begins to find himself back at his mother’s house in London. 

Anomalous though his position might be, he holds onto it firmly, even when he does not entirely want 

to: 

He had established his power at home, and his mother began to speak of him in the tones she 

had reserved for her husband. He was not only the son of the house, but more of a personage 

than had been expected. He kept the servants in order, understood the car, subscribed to this and 

not to that, tabooed certain of the girls' acquaintances. By twenty-three he was a promising 

suburban tyrant, whose rule was stronger because it was fairly just and mild. (99-100) 
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“A promising suburban tyrant”: this is not, perhaps, the description of someone one would expect to 

find the clearest resonance of their self in a shabby college room, or a country house whose finest days 

are past, or a nameless forest. Maurice soon leaves Forster’s hated suburbs, searching desperately 

through other spaces to come to terms with an identity and a subjectivity that he can connect with. He 

spends the novel equally searching for somewhere to belong, in company and in his own mind. 

Maurice’s sense of self is less stable than Connie’s, or Tony Last’s, or the Schlegels’. He, more than 

anyone so far, needs a house to tell him how to live. 

 Despite the house’s symbolic status, not all is well with Penge. It has begun to fall into 

disrepair: “the windows stuck, the boards creaked” (87). At first, it seems that the separation of their 

rooms from the main body of the house, combined with the house’s signs of age and character that 

mark it as a lived-in space, will allow Maurice and Clive to find refuge there. It has security, utility. The 

fact that Clive actually owns Penge also means it should be even more secure as a safe haven for them. 

“Penge is his absolutely” (93), Mrs. Durham tells Maurice, but the promise of future ownership is tied 

to Clive’s marrying a suitable wife and therein lies the problem, as far as Maurice is concerned. Clive 

protests his future marriage, particularly any children that might come from it, even while recognizing 

that there is a “need of an heir for Penge” (94) to preserve the property. Over the next two years, Clive 

and Maurice spend much of their time together at Penge in blissful ignorance, happily pursuing the 

leisured life of a country house, until Clive begins to realize, as so many of his contemporaries did, that 

the great houses are no longer desirable. That marks the novel’s turning point. 

 “No one wants us, or anything except a comfortable home” (101), he remarks to the Halls while 

visiting them. Like Clifford referring to himself and the house jointly as “we,” here Clive and Penge 

become one, “us.” Then he promptly falls ill—for Penge, too, is ailing—and experiences for himself 

the comforts of the Hall’s London home as he is nursed back to health. While looking after Clive, 

Maurice’s sister Ada remarks, “We must keep the house a good name” (106), and Maurice only laughs, 
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as if to say that their good name does not matter, and perhaps he is right. The Hall family residence is 

never actually given a name. Eventually, it loses even its status in Maurice’s memories, just as he loses 

his status in its society. Maurice comes to feel that “he had not even succeeded at home” (130), and he 

loses the position he once held in the household. He does not mourn it specifically so much as what it 

symbolized. Penge looks even more appealing thereafter, ailing though it might be. 

 Maurice tries to cheer Clive up through the healing process and afterwards, dropping in 

unannounced to visit Penge on the weekends. This strategy does not work very well, as Clive has 

started to see Penge as his own home, a private space where he “loved him [Maurice] as much as ever 

until he turned up” (118). Turning up announced, in much the same way as Maurice had decided that 

“it was a human sort of thing to call” (33) on someone at their rooms unannounced back in Cambridge, 

Maurice continues to pursue a connection with Clive, even if it is one-sided. He has been learning, 

since starting at college, what people are like, and what “a human sort of thing” might look like. These 

realizations come earlier than Clive’s own. “People turned out to be alive” (29), Maurice discovers 

while walking through college, “human beings with feelings akin to his own” (29). Like Connie facing 

an eternity of the life of the mind and rejecting it in favor of human connection, Maurice drops his 

studies, preferring to seek out closeness and affection with his friends in much the same way that 

Forster himself behaved when he was at school: not physical, necessarily, but the kind of bond that 

comes from seeing oneself and one’s own desires reflected in another human being.  

 Furbank writes that likely by Forster’s third year at Cambridge, he would have been aware of 

his own sexuality; “With his intensely prim upbringing, however, and having come to manhood during 

the aftermath of the Wilde scandal, the thought of actual physical relations with friends seemed to him 

remote and impossible.”192 Furbank also writes of one of Forster’s friends, Hugh Meredith, called 

H.O.M., with whom Forster had “an affair very much on the lines of that of Maurice and Clive in 
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Maurice—that is to say, it was not a physical relationship, or at least went no further than kisses and 

embraces.”193 This rather chaste affair was “immense and epoch-making” to Forster; “it was, he felt, as 

if all the ‘greatness’ of the world had been opened up to him.”194 Forster and H.O.M. consummated 

their relationship in 1910, a time when Forster was entering more firmly into the Bloomsbury group. 

Shortly thereafter, in 1912, he visited the poet Edward Carpenter and his partner George Merrill at 

Milthorpe, Carpenter’s house. Seeing the two men openly living together inspired Maurice.195 Forster 

explains in the novel’s afterword that Maurice was “the direct result of a visit to Edward Carpenter at 

Milthorpe,” and describes Carpenter in poetic admiration as “a simple-lifer [. . .] a believer in the Love 

of Comrades,” and someone who “seemed to hold the key to every trouble” (245). Just as Maurice 

fixates on Risley as someone who could help him, Forster looks to Carpenter “as one approaches a 

saviour” (245). He also recalls a time when Merrill touched him during one of his visits to Milthorpe: 

“The sensation was unusual and I still remember it [. . .] It was as much psychological as physical. It 

seemed to go straight through the small of my back into my ideas” (245). Carpenter’s company and 

Merrill’s touch led Forster to begin writing Maurice immediately upon his return to Harrogate. The 

novel’s characters—“In Maurice I tried to create a character who was completely unlike myself or what 

I supposed myself to be” (246), Forster writes, while “Alec starts as an emanation from Milthorpe, he is 

the touch on the backside” (248)—and its plot came easily to mind, along with their happy ending. 

Forster wrote with the goal of getting back in touch with himself, his creativity, and the things that 

mattered to him in interpersonal relations. It is no surprise, then, that his main character should follow a 

similar emotional track. 

                                                 
193 Ibid., 98. 
194 Ibid. 
195 Interestingly, Carpenter’s relationship with Merrill was also at work behind the scenes of Lawrence’s Lady 

 Chatterley’s Lover, with Merrill’s life and character echoed somewhat in Mellors. Forster also stood as a witness  

during the obscenity trials for Lady Chatterley’s Lover, too, and his testimony helped Penguin Books win their 

case. All of these details, plus the obvious plot similarities and thematic connections between the two novels, are 

behind my pairing them together here. 
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 While sitting with the Durhams at Penge, Maurice finds that “[s]ection after section the armies 

of humanity were coming alive” (94). This experience is not a wholly pleasant one, though. Especially 

when time passes and Maurice loses some of his initial closeness with Penge, Clive, and the Durhams, 

he comes to feel that he knows nothing of these human armies: “Each human being seemed new, and 

terrified him: he spoke to a race whose nature and numbers were unknown, and whose very food tasted 

poisonous” (194). Despite all this, Maurice persists in trying to fit in at Penge—it seems his only 

option—until Clive wrecks it all by announcing that he intends first to go to abroad, alone, and second 

to marry in accordance with his family’s wishes. When Clive pulls back from their relationship it 

leaves Maurice caught between a happy past and what was shaping up to be an even happier future, 

now suddenly foreclosed. Clive tells him, “You can't build a house on the sand, and passion's sand. We 

want bed rock” (127). Dismissing their relationship as a youthful phase and insisting on his own 

heterosexuality, Clive sets off for Greece. The irony here is that Clive once used Plato’s Symposium and 

the Greeks to get Maurice to admit his affections, and now he goes to that same source—not in ancient 

times but modern ones, to a site of ruins—for a complete rejection of the same. 

 Maurice, betrayed, falls into despair. He leaves Penge for some time, returning to his childhood 

house and falling back into “the abyss where he had wandered as a boy” (131) in his confusion. This is 

not Bachelard’s comforting childhood dream house, not the oneiric house which influences all others. 

Suicidal thoughts and a brief but disturbing fixation on a boy staying as a guest of the family drive 

Maurice to seek out a doctor in an attempt at conversion therapy. “I am an unspeakable of the Oscar 

Wilde sort” (153), he admits, but here, just as Maurice once turned away Clive’s confession, the doctor 

denies him, saying, “Rubbish, rubbish!” (153) and “We’ll never mention it again” (154). Forster 

addresses the situation and his concerns about it in a letter to Forrest Reid, dated 13 March 1915: 

The man in my book is, roughly speaking, good, but Society nearly destroys him, he nearly 

slinks through his life furtive and afraid, and burdened with a sense of sin. [. . .] Is it ever right 

that such a relation should include the physical? Yes—sometimes. If both people want it and 
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both are old enough to know what they want—yes. I used not to think this, but now do. Maurice 

and Clive would have been wrong, Maurice and Dicky [the boy] more so, M. and A. are all 

right, some people might never be right. [. . .] My defence at any Last Judgement would be ‘I 

was trying to connect up and use all the fragments I was born with’—well you had it 

exhaustingly in Howards End, and Maurice, though his fragments are more scanty and more 

bizarre than Margaret’s, is working at the same job.196 

 

Forster wants his novel to end with happiness, wants Maurice and Alec to be all right, but where can 

they go to find that? 

 Maurice returns to Penge after Clive’s engagement to Lady Anne Woods—another significant 

surname—and his time in the house once again contributes to his self-discovery. Having exchanged the 

Blue Room but the Russet Room, Maurice receives a cold reception and dreary weather. Clive does not 

even greet him in person. The house itself is symbolically falling apart, its quirks of age now more 

apparent as architectural flaws than the inviting details they had previously seemed to be. The roof 

leaks steadily, with rainwater dripping into the sitting room as the family sits there in the evening. “The 

family ghost again” (166), Mrs. Durham remarks as the ceiling drips, calling the house “Poor Penge!” 

(166) as if it were all rather quaint, while Anne notes that the damage comes from “the sweetest hole in 

the ceiling” (166) and asks Clive if they could leave it as a charming touch. Maurice, too, speaks of 

ghosts, but his are the ghosts of past memories, times in the house “with ghosts he had loved” (165) 

rather than the noises of disrepair. His emotional connection is dying. The novel continues to 

emphasize the rain and the leaking roof, encouraging a comparison between Penge’s newly obvious 

state of decay and Maurice’s broken heart, further torn at having to watch Clive together with Anne. 

When a conversation with Anne highlights how much things have changed, Maurice sequesters himself 

in the Russet Room. The scene reads as if he is seeking to recapture the comfort that the Blue Room’s 

isolation brought him earlier in the novel, though of course it is not the same now that Clive is no 

longer in that isolation with him. Talking with Anne proves to be the final step in Maurice’s breakdown, 

                                                 
196 Quoted in Furbank, Volume II: 14. 
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once again delivered with architectural imagery: “It brought home to him the precise facts of the 

situation, and he was violently sick” (198). Clive at this point has said to Maurice, “Do treat the house 

as an hotel” (169), and while that seems a welcoming statement, all former sense of familiarity with 

Penge is beginning to dissolve. It has nothing of a home about it now. 

 Here, again, change comes for Maurice when he is leaning out of windows, and here begins the 

final departure from the great house. From his window in the Russet Room one night, Maurice calls out 

in lonely desperation, “Come!” (171). Who should answer but Alec Scudder, the gamekeeper? When 

the keeper steps in—through that open window—the text invites a discussion of threshold space and 

boundaries that also addresses the class divide Maurice shares with Chatterley in their parallel 

structures. Maurice and Scudder, later called Alec, carry out a brief affair via the Russet Room's 

window and a convenient ladder, bridging the gaps between both the interior world of Penge and the 

exterior landscape of its grounds—the refuge, and the prospect—and the different vertical strata of their 

social positions. The first time Maurice cries out from the window, kneeling in front of it with his chin 

resting on the windowsill, he startles himself and quickly shuts the window, “re-enclos[ing] his body in 

the Russet Room” (171). He soon sees Scudder, again while leaning out of a window, and at that point 

Penge begins to enthrall Maurice anew. In the darkness of his borrowed bedroom, he feels a promise of 

futurity: “Ah for darkness—not the darkness of a house which coops up a man among furniture, but the 

darkness where he can be free!” (186). The windows of the Russet Room and the view or prospect they 

give of the dark outside world re-awaken Maurice from the dormancy he has fallen into after Clive; as 

a gamekeeper, Scudder is profoundly connected to that outside world, its secret spaces and woods. 

Scudder comes to act as the bridge between Maurice’s desires to be in the natural world and his 

practical conviction that he is “too old for fun in the damp” (186) of the wood and there would be no 

use trying.  
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 When Maurice shouts “Come!” (186) out of the window, Scudder appears, climbing up the 

ladder and saying, “Sir, was you calling out for me? . . . Sir, I know. . . . I know” (187). Scudder admits 

that he has been watching Maurice’s window for several nights; he spends the night in the Russet 

Room and the text continues to draw our attention to its thresholds and boundaries. Maurice thinks of 

Penge as “stimulating” and in the early morning hours it gives him a vision—a prospect—of the future: 

“There was something better in life than this rubbish, if only he could get to it—love—nobility—big 

spaces where passion clasped peace, spaces no science could reach, but they existed for ever, full of 

woods some of them, and arched with majestic sky and a friend. . . .” (186). Forster has both Scudder 

and Maurice’s words trail off into ellipses in the text here, performing graphically what they are feeling 

emotionally, the sense of hesitation and expansion, denial breaking down into cautious hope. The 

moment lasts until questions of whether or not the door is locked, or the curtains drawn, or if the ladder 

will be spotted, bring anxiety into the otherwise peaceful moment of intimacy. And though the night 

draws on with them still together, Maurice feels that “the crack in the floor must reopen at sunrise” 

(191). Their darkness is under threat. After Alec leaves, Maurice has a brief moment of contentment in 

the stillness of the room before realizing that he needs to unlock the door before the valet comes to 

bring him tea, otherwise all those questions will be asked.  

 Alec and Maurice continue to navigate the suspicious, if not outright hostile, spaces of Penge as 

it serves as a background for their relationship. During a cricket match, Maurice feels as if he and Alec 

are “against the whole world [. . .] if one fell the other would follow” (196). Not only their social divide 

but the fact that they are both men—England would not decriminalize homosexuality until the 1967 

Sexual Offences Act, and Maurice was not published until 1971, one year after Forster’s death, for fear 

of its reception and the dangers it might bring—means that Maurice’s worries are not an exaggeration. 

He also worries about the traces they leave whenever they meet. A bit of mud on the windowsill 

prompts the thought, “Scudder had been careful, but not careful enough” (194). And throughout this all, 
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Maurice keeps cycling back to the worry that returning to Penge was a mistake. He cannot recapture 

the same idyllic days he once shared with Clive, nor is that experience now transferable to Alec. 

Whatever clarity Maurice’s time away from Penge brought him is called into question once again: “His 

whole life he had known things but not known them—it was the great defect in his character. He had 

known it was unsafe to return to Penge, lest some folly leapt out of the woods at him, yet he had 

returned” (200-1). Just as Wragby drew Connie back in Chatterley, Penge’s influence exerts a force 

upon Maurice, pulling him back even when he knows it is not the right course of action.  

 But what would be the right course? For a time, it seems that Maurice’s return to Penge will be 

rewarded through a new relationship with Alec and a chance at happiness once again, so he pursues it. 

But their class divide remains insurmountable while under the watchful eye of the great house and its 

resident family. When Maurice asks Clive about Alec’s family, and what sort of a man he is, the 

gamekeeper is once again granted descriptors that place him in line with the “noble savage” trope that 

could equally be applied to Mellors; Clive says that Scudder is “[h]ard-working anyhow, and decidedly 

intelligent” (200). Those qualities are simply not enough. Though Maurice and Alec may be able to 

stop and speak when their paths cross on the grounds of the estate, Maurice thinks of the indoors as a 

place where “he’d moulder, a respectable pillar of society” (182) bound by society’s expectations and 

cut off from any connection with Alec save glimpses through the window. Indoors is his respectable 

middle-class life, a life that cannot accept Maurice’s true nature. He may not be prepared to leave it yet, 

but it is already rejecting him—has been rejecting him, in many ways, since his early childhood. 

 The boathouse emerges as a compromise between the open, classless spaces of the wood and 

the constrictive upper-class indoors at Penge. Alec is the one who suggests it, sending a telegram to 

Maurice that reads, “Come back, waiting tonight at boathouse, Penge, Alec” (201). Rather than read 

this as a romantic memo, though, Maurice in his worry turns to thoughts of exposure and “every 

promise of blackmail” (201) that the telegram implies. When Maurice does not appear, Alec sends a 
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second letter, again imploring Maurice to meet him at the boathouse with a post-script inquiring after 

Maurice’s health, as surely Maurice would only have stayed away if he was ill. Alec writes, “I get no 

sleep waiting night after night, so come without fail” (203), and yet Maurice’s fixates not on the 

emotion behind the plea but on Alec’s mention of having the key to lock the boathouse. Surely, 

Maurice thinks, there is then an accomplice with another key, who will arrive and expose them both, 

and ruin Maurice. So he stays away. A third and final letter from Alec at last resorts to threats, revealing 

that he knows Maurice and Clive used to be romantically involved; there is no mention of sharing this 

information with anyone else, only that he wants Maurice to know he knows. Alec is honest in his 

emotions, in a way that Maurice often cannot be. Unfortunately, they have begun to pull apart, and their 

connection is fading. The boathouse’s promise of refuge was not enough, not when only one of them 

has ever known it. 

 By this point Penge has had enough time to fall from its pedestal, the country house now 

“derelict [. . .] unfit to set standards or control the future” (235-6). Maurice also realizes that “he must 

leave Penge” (199) if anything is to improve for him. Clarity will only come away from the house. 

Where, Maurice does not yet know, but it is not going to be via Penge. Maurice and Alec later arrange 

to meet at the British Museum, where Alec denies any intent to blackmail despite his letter’s rather 

ominous post-script, and Maurice at last confronts his emotions. The museum is chosen as a meeting 

point because Maurice doubts that he will cross paths with anyone he knows, once again seeking a 

spatial compromise that can balance shelter with anonymity: a refuge. There among the antiquities and 

treasures of the British Empire, symbols of the past, Maurice admits that he has been confused all 

along: “I knew something was evil but couldn’t tell what, so kept pretending it was you” (222), he tells 

Alec by way of apology. They spend the night together in a “strange hotel, a casual refuge [that] 

protected them from their enemies” (224). In the hotel room Alec reminisces about the quiet of the 

boathouse, its peaceful site on the estate grounds, the potential it carried for their relationship. And 
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though Maurice promises, “We’ll meet in your boathouse yet” (226), Alec does not believe him. The 

boathouse becomes a symbol for lost potential, rather than futurity. This is all further complicated by 

Alec’s imminent departure, bound for Argentina aboard a ship. When Maurice says, “You mean that 

you and I shan’t meet again after now” (226), Alec does not deny it; their time together, it seems, has 

passed. The boathouse is nothing more than a dream, in the same way as Bachelard’s hut is a dream; 

yearned for, but rarely achieved. And, just as in Chatterley, the word “love” no longer carries any 

weight: “Love had failed. Love was an emotion through which you occasionally enjoyed yourself. It 

could not do things” (229). Incapable of action, love can neither produce nor preserve space for a 

homecoming. 

 This moment of bleakness, however, surprisingly, does not last. Though writing a happy ending 

in a tale of same-sex love was more taboo than writing such a tale at all, Forster does not leave Maurice 

and Alec in regret. Instead, he has their circumstances conspire to bring them both to the boathouse at 

last. In the novel’s afterword, Forster writes, “A happy ending was imperative” (246); for Maurice and 

Alec, happiness relies on them being together, in seclusion, exactly as Connie and Mellors’s hopes are 

described. They need the past, but also a believable future. Maurice holds to the words “Boathouse, 

Penge” (235), believing that “the universe had been put in its place” (235) at last and all will be well if 

he can only arrive there to find Alec and they can hide away from everyone and everything else, 

forever. Meanwhile, Alec has sent a telegram to Maurice that morning, telling him to come to the 

boathouse. Even though their communications get crossed, still the lovers end up drawn together by—

and in—the boathouse. When Alec says, “And now we shan’t be parted no more, and that’s finished” 

(236), the narrative drops out of their perspective for the novel’s last chapter, turning instead to Clive 

and leaving Maurice and Alec’s thoughts unvoiced. This narrative move effectively imprints our image 

of the lovers in their boathouse sanctuary, continuing on in perpetuity, separate from the final 

conversation at Penge. Clive’s shock and incomprehension at Maurice’s revelation, “I’m in love with 
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your gamekeeper” (238), is met with dismissal. “You belong to the past” (240), Maurice tells Clive, 

cutting him off from the ongoing storyline. Clive does not realize that to Maurice, his comment is not 

an insult; Maurice thrives in the past. When Maurice leaves, while Clive is still talking, he disappears 

with “no trace of his presence” (242), signifying a clean break. Clive is left to come up with a story to 

tell his wife to explain everything, and Maurice presumably will return to Alec, and the boathouse, 

forever. 

 But, of course, the boathouse can be a temporary measure only. They cannot sequester 

themselves away in a seasonal structure on another man’s estate forever. There is, however, an even 

happier ending. Most publications of the novel end without a solution to this dilemma, but the Abinger 

edition includes Forster’s scrapped 1914 epilogue—among the many Forster papers in the King’s 

College Archives at Cambridge—which sees Maurice and Alec go off into the countryside to become 

wood-cutters. It is difficult to imagine Forster taking this future seriously, and yet he writes that after 

everything they have been through, “the only penalty society exacts is an exile they gladly embrace” 

(246). Trying to envision a comforting space when all other options have failed has led Maurice to 

thoughts of “the greenwood” (131), situated apart from everything else, and a dream in which living 

there with Clive would bring happiness. “Two men can defy the world” (131), he thinks, if only they 

can sufficiently remove themselves from it. Harbison’s Eccentric Spaces, a book he describes as one 

fundamentally concerned with “trying to live in the world,” calls the garden the space where “man’s 

fullest dream of integration, where he can persuade himself for a moment that his life is beautiful and 

true because natural and therefore not just his wish fulfilling itself.”197 Though Harbison then moves 

                                                 
197 Robert Harbison, “Foreword,” Eccentric Spaces (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2000). Harbison describes his project as “the  

record of a struggle to assimilate more and more to the realm of delight.” Like many other architects and 

architectural critics whose work I reference here, he saw the importance of trying to understand architecture’s 

capacity to make a home and both reflect and create particular emotional states. Harbison also writes, “The book’s 

movement is roughly from things to ideas, from the real to the fictional, but it tries to make these states harder to 

distinguish. Its boldest aim is to suggest a history of certain kinds of fiction, certain transformations worked by the 

imagination, and to extend our sense of the part the fictionalizing power plays in our lives.” In some ways, my 
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out of the garden to favor other built environments for the focus of his study, what he has to say about 

human interaction with architecture is useful here even as it refers more generally to space. Wilder than 

a garden, what Maurice settles on as that which is most likely to ease his anxieties, establish his 

existence, and offer his consciousness a homecoming is the greenwood. 

 Once again Maurice and Alec’s perspective is largely unavailable, and we do not entirely know 

how glad they really are; the epilogue relies mainly on Kitty’s thoughts, and her brief conversations 

with each of the two men separately. She ultimately concludes that Maurice’s love for Alec has driven 

him to leave behind a promising, stable existence, a job, and a family, for life in exile in the wilderness. 

In its last few lines, the epilogue returns to Maurice and Alec, who are sleeping rough in a shed because 

it “had proved safer” than taking up any permanent lodgings; Kitty’s arrival has spoiled their refuge by 

simply finding it and speaking to them, and now they have to flee once more. They are no longer cut 

off from the outside world, and therefore no longer safe. “They were never to be that,” Forster admits; 

“But they were together for the moment [. . .] and who can hope for more?” The epilogue’s closing 

question brings back the same sense of resignation mixed with cautious hope—in response to fear and 

anger—that features in the beginning and ending of Lady Chatterley’s Lover; most likely nothing about 

their modernizing world will change, and they can never hope for more. They have a temporary 

happiness. The epilogue brings such detail to the greenwood and Maurice and Alec’s lives there, 

however, that it cannot be the happily-ever-after ending they once dreamed of; the world of reality has 

intruded too much. 

 In his 1960 terminal note to the novel, Forster admits that this moment could not last: “Since 

Maurice was written there has been a change in the public attitude here: the change from ignorance and 

terror to familiarity and contempt” (251). Instead of a pastoral future for Maurice and Alec in the 

                                                                                                                                                                        
project moves in the opposite direction, starting with the ideas and then analyzing their fictional appearances to 

make claims about the real; our ultimate goals are the same, however. 
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greenwood, he looks back at his novel and admits instead, with quiet bitterness, that “Clive on the 

bench will continue to sentence Alec in the dock. Maurice may get off” (251). No matter how much 

Alec and Maurice may have had in common, or how close of a connection they have forged with each 

other, their class difference remains the determining factor of their fates in the end. They cannot escape. 

 In his afterword, Forster also references “a delightful and disquieting letter” (248) from Lytton 

Strachey which predicted that since Maurice and Alec’s relationship was built only on lust and 

curiosity, it would not last longer than six weeks. Strachey’s 1915 letter theorizes that their class 

differences would prove irreconcilable and so, he tells Forster, “your Sherwood Forest ending appears 

to me slightly mythical.”198 One year earlier, in a letter to Lowes Dickinson, Forster admitted the wish-

fulfulling qualities of his novel: “the temptation’s overwhelming to grant one’s creations a happiness 

actual life does not supply.”199 This is different from Waugh’s alternate ending to A Handful of Dust, 

which supplies not necessarily happiness for Tony Last, only survival, a survival more willing to 

capitulate to the actual life of the modern world. Forster’s alternate ending aims to embrace the 

greenwood and all its mythic qualities, and falls short only with the reluctant admission of realism.  

 The greenwood cannot sustain a permanent escape. Although Maurice develops a theory that in 

the past, men like him “could get away [. . .] could take to the greenwood” (206), the doctor he shares 

this with tells him that “England has always been disinclined to accept human nature” (206). This 

disinclination was—and is—of course not unique to England. In an interview with French gay 

publication Mec, Michel Foucault said, “‘People can tolerate two homosexuals they see leaving 

together, but if the next day they’re smiling, holding hands and tenderly embracing one another, then 

                                                 
198 Quoted in Furbank, Volume II: 15. 
199   Quoted in Furbank, Volume II: 17. 
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they can’t be forgiven. It is not the departure for pleasure that is intolerable, it is the waking up 

happy.”200 And Forster wants Maurice and Alec to wake up happy together, forever. 

 Though Forster’s end-notes indicate that he believes, or wants to believe, “Maurice and Alec 

still roam the greenwood” (246), he also admits that the epilogue cannot really serve as a proper ending 

to the novel. His friends found it too sentimental, too unbelievable. Though the notion of two lovers in 

the greenwood is pleasingly romantic to behold, Forster points out that the novel’s date would see the 

outbreak of the First World War disrupting any peace they might find. The novel’s published ending 

sees Alec saying, “And now we shan’t be parted no more, and that’s finished” (236) and Maurice 

“disappear[ing] thereabouts, leaving no trace of his presence except a little pile of the petals of the 

evening primrose” (242) as he departs Penge—those two images are in many ways more realistic, more 

hopeful than their fuller epilogue. Alec’s surety is something we might read with cynicism, but the 

words from his character seem sincere. Remembering that Bachelard’s hut is a refuge which contains 

“the images of our daydreams in all sincerity,” Alec’s affirmation of their future makes sense when we 

consider where they were headed. Maurice more obviously disappears into nature, departing with the 

pastoral image of a flower that has previously appeared in moments when Maurice was connecting to 

his emotions—with Risley, with Clive. He and Alec fade away, seemingly to be sincere, content, and 

authentically themselves forever, but in isolation and so destined to lose touch with their humanity. 

 Though both Lawrence and Forster give their characters ostensibly happy endings, they are 

endings nonetheless overshadowed by uncertainty and the dawning realization that the dark, natural 

spaces of England are going to disappear. If deforestation and industrialization will ruin the English 

wild spaces, or at least make them more prone to discovery, and the England of country houses is gone, 

what is left for those who seek a lasting home? If isolation and exile can permit the self but not in an 

                                                 
200 Michel Foucault, interview with Mec, quoted in Gregory Woods, A History of Gay Literature: The Male Tradition (New  

Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 341. 
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authentically human way, how can such selves re-integrate into society? Furthermore, if any singular, 

seemingly great house—whether owned, adopted, or inherited—has yet to authentically receive a 

homecoming, what then of novels that see their characters departing their homes and pursuing all 

manner of new ones? Having focused exclusively on country great houses thus far, revealing less than 

satisfactory results for a sustainable future, let us now detour through smaller properties, flats, and 

London streets to see if another kind of architecture might better serve as that which guarantees its 

inhabitants a homecoming. The following chapter continues those questions of equivalency between 

bodies and spaces, laying out different characters’ paths of divergence and convergence from family 

houses to measure whether somewhere in their sweep they will land on anything resembling a home. 
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Figure 3.1: Max Gate, Dorchester 
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Figure 3.2: 29 Fitzroy Square, Bloomsbury, London 
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3. Halfway Houses: Dispersion and Substitution in John Galsworthy's The Forsyte Saga and 

Virginia Woolf's The Years 

 

 

Here we have two novels featuring family histories spanning a number of years, with all the births, 

deaths, affairs, wars, and changes of address that such histories entail. With these extensive family 

sagas, you would think that surely someone would find themselves a new and lasting home, 

somewhere. There must be some combination they can strike upon that will enable not only an 

authentic recognition of the self but also security of structure not offered by huts in the woods. The 

halfway points in between stops and starts and all the transitory periods of life must, eventually, come 

to an end, right? Here I am looking at those ends, and which ones might be capable of enduring into the 

future. 

 There are plenty of spaces that should work as stand-ins for the great houses in these novels—

newly built houses, flats in desirable locations, carefully selected properties—and yet the majority of 

characters remain restless. Even the architects, or would-be architects, curiously rare characters in 

modernist novels of the English great house, are left out of a home. The family seat, as it were, has 

been broken, and it begins to seem that, once disturbed, it can never be remade. In the meantime, 

everyone leaves. In this section we watch them go, and they watch each other, standing at the window 

or listening outside the door. But do any of the spaces they go to enable or encourage them to feel at 

home? Do any of them sustain life? And what sorts of spaces are they, those that can stand in for a 

lost—possibly tragically, possibly gratefully—location of family heritage? 

 These two novels, John Galsworthy's The Forsyte Saga (1906 – 21) and Virginia Woolf's The 

Years (1937), lay out the process and effects of protracted homelessness. I have paired them despite 

obvious stylistic differences and philosophical disagreements because both are essentially quest 

narratives of English families: their central characters are all searching for something. They willfully 

depart familiar houses or wish themselves out of doors, all with an underlying (and often unfulfilled) 
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yearning for better circumstances, for environments that suit their selves, and a final satisfaction. The 

Forsytes begin this undertaking as the family structure slowly disintegrates; the Pargiters take it to 

further extremes until, by the end, no one has kept track of their family house save to know how to 

avoid it when passing through the neighborhood. Throughout all of this dispossession and 

bewilderment, both their stories pay a notable attention to frames: primarily windows, but also doors, 

and to a lesser extent portraits. Frames simultaneously include and exclude, allow things to pass 

through, or, when filled in, deny any passage. They divide, and they bind, containing all aspects of the 

threshold space in a single form. I am reminded of J.R.R. Tolkien’s famous line, “It’s a dangerous 

business, Frodo, going out of your door.” In this chapter, the Forsyte and Pargiter families learn just 

how dangerous it can be.  

 Most dangerous of all, I argue, is not the initial departure, nor even any of the spaces they might 

stop in along the way, but that final farewell: the firm refusal to ever return. These novels’ rejected 

houses may have been the sites of tragedies and hold no positive associations, but remember: there is a 

connection between a body and its space, a history of enacting and witnessing shared experiences. In 

that sense, to leave the house is also to leave the self, to reject part of one’s own identity and cut off the 

past. In Chapter Two, we saw characters continually dragged back into the fold of houses they wished 

to forget; when they succeeded, the success came at the cost of exile and inhumanity, and a threatened 

sense of futurity. For a Modern subject, already transcendentally homeless, stepping away from even a 

nominal “home” into the unknown is a fraught endeavor. How many times, how many spaces, is it 

possible to leave behind? Can one keep on leaving, forever? Such an eternally unsettled subject might 

exemplify modernity’s unhomely anxieties, and certainly there are those who wish to leave a house and 

never return to confront that image of themselves that particular house holds; the question still remains 

whether there is then any possibility of a new homecoming. 
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 In The Forsyte Saga, the word “window” appears 207 times; “door” edges it out slightly at 252. 

In The Years, “window” appears 193 times, while “door” comes in at 269. Keep in mind, too, that 

Galsworthy's saga is more than twice as long as Woolf's family history. Part of this is, of course, 

necessity; these are novels taking place in houses, and houses have doors and windows. There are no 

better words to substitute. But, I argue, it is not only necessity, not only fact that people do, realistically, 

pass through doors and gaze out of windows in their everyday life—it is also that these people, 

particularly certain members of each family, are especially attuned to what lies just out of reach. To the 

prospects that are visible through the window, or the refuges closed in by a door. These two 

architectural features are something every structure within the span of these novels has in common, and 

by that standard even the townhouse at Abercorn Terrace can have something in common with the flat 

in Chelsea. Starting with the physicality and history of these features, my analysis then turns to their 

particular appearances and influences on the novels, moving from the gradual spread of the Forsytes to 

the complete dissolution of the Pargiters and bridging the gap between the previous chapters—which 

told of failing family strongholds and secretive, temporary enclosures, of losses of space and self—and 

the final concluding chapter on homecomings. 

 In his Remarks on Secular and Domestic Architecture (1858), prominent Gothic revival 

architect and restorer Sir George Gilbert Scott explains the purpose and significance of something 

many of us take for granted: 

No feature in domestic architecture requires more consideration than the window. To give the 

requisite amount of light, without unduly cutting up the wall; to admit air when you want it, 

without admitting wind and wet, which you do not want; to have free scope for viewing external 

objects, without needlessly exposing your rooms from the exterior; and to do all this in such a 

way as will add beauty and character to your building, both within and without, are important 

objects to be aimed at in any style.201 

 

                                                 
201 Quoted in Hentie Louw, “The Development of the Window,” in Windows: History, Repair and Conservation, ed. 

 Elizabeth Hirst and Michael Tutton (Shaftesbury: Donhead Publishing Ltd., 2007), 7. 
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Similar to Le Corbusier's later emphasis on light, air, and space, here Scott draws attention to just how 

multipurpose windows are. They give light, let in air, allow views both inside and out. They seal in the 

refuge, and open up the prospect. That last duality will become particularly important, as while some 

Forsytes are continually gazing longingly into the distance with thoughts only of escape, the Pargiters 

are rather more concerned about who might be looking at them as they look out. Going even further 

back than Scott, to Samuel Johnson's Dictionary of the English Language (1755), sash windows—

which, along with casement windows, would have been the most commonly used in country houses 

and other English buildings of this time period—are given special note within the larger entry for 

“sash.” Johnson describes a sash window as “being made particularly for the sake of seeing and being 

seen.”202 Writing on Johnson, Noah Webster remarks with some irritation that “Johnson’s explanation 

of a sash window is retained, word for word, in the later dictionaries; in Sheridan, Walker, Jones, 

Jameson, the abridgement of Todd’s Johnson by Chalmers, Maunder and Grimshaw.”203 Webster may 

be critical of some of Johnson’s more creative choices in definitions, but in the case the sash window 

he was right. A vertically sliding counterbalanced window typically with a wooden frame and a varying 

number of small glass panes, the sash window flourished under Sir Christopher Wren, Sir John 

Vanbrugh, and Nicholas Hawksmoor from the 1670s onwards, gradually improving in size and clarity. 

 As architect and historian Hentie Louw points out, England didn't catch up to the Continent in 

terms of ventilation until “the large-scale switch to wood technology for fenestration that began during 

the latter quarter of the seventeenth century”; Louw then goes on to credit the new advances in window 

design with completely rejuvenating secular building practices in Britain.204 While the sash window 

shared space on and off with the casement—a swinging pivot-action window, typically rectangular 

                                                 
202 Quoted in Noah Webster, Observations on Language, and on the Errors of Classbooks (New Haven: S. Babcock, 

 1839), 19. The same quote from Johnson's dictionary appears also in Louw's chapter in Windows. 
203 Ibid. 
204 Louw, 14. 
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though Wren developed a circular variation—as each went through new developments, both became 

part of the modern English aesthetic. Louw, somewhat echoing Scott but pushing the interpretation 

further, explains:  

Traditionally the window had a pivotal role in determining the character of a building. As the 

principal source of light and views it conditioned the atmosphere of internal spaces, while its 

prominence on the building façade, its structural significance and its inescapable relationship 

with the interior made the window an obvious bearer of symbolic meaning to the outside world 

about the builder or occupier's intentions, their status and resources.205 

 

So here we have a comparatively small feature, for how massive some of these houses are, as the 

deciding factor of a building’s symbolic potential. Specifically, symbolic because of the relation 

between what is inside and what lies without, and because of the intention with which it was built or 

used. The window becomes not only a physical reminder of the divide between private and public 

space but also presents the opportunity to try to read someone’s mind, or state of mind: their 

“intentions.” In that capacity, the window functions as a synecdoche to the house. To repeat Alexandra 

Harris’s summation, “people make houses to reflect not who they are but who they want to be, and they 

do not always live up to the ideas they set in stone.”206 Or Alain de Botton: “We look to our buildings 

to hold us, like a kind of psychological mould, to a helpful vision of ourselves.”207 Each house in 

fiction always unavoidably reveals and shapes the character of its occupants. Accordingly, again, each 

house is connected to a body: a body of experience, of accumulated details and impressions. The house 

both has and is a body, and each body is revealed by its space. Proceeding from here, reading windows 

and their threshold spaces alongside bodies and character, we go to The Forsyte Saga, a novel of 

English manners with its swath of London sites and its fated house at Robin Hill. 

 In the first book of John Galsworthy's Forsyte Saga, The Man of Property, we see the great 

house Robin Hill under construction in Surrey, headed by architect Philip Bosinney at the behest of 

                                                 
205 Ibid., 20. 
206 Harris, 58. 
207 de Botton, 107. 
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Soames Forsyte. It is meant to be the new home of Soames and his wife Irene, a ploy to take her out of 

London and out of the reach of her social circle so that Soames can possess her entirely on his own. 

While Robin Hill is being built, Irene falls in love with Bosinney, who is hard at work thwarting all of 

Soames's expectations for the house's style. Bosinney is every bit a modern architect in his search for 

regularity and light within his house, which leads to Robin Hill—despite its commissioner’s country 

house aims—being rather more modern than country houses typically are: a two-story rectangle, 

entirely in stone, with a glass skylight over its enclosed central courtyard. It has very little of English 

domestic architecture about it. In fact, Robin Hill sounds like something Le Corbusier might design, 

and true enough to the history of Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye, Bosinney’s client also ends up 

threatening the architect and hating the house.  

 Soames rails against Bosinney’s architectural principles and how they are manifesting—and 

what they are costing—while Irene, cooped up in the London house, feels less and less at home. “In 

this house there was writing on every wall” (50), we are told, but that writing is impossible to read.208 

Irene refuses to look at it long enough for the narrative to get a fix on its letters. Topoanalysis reveals a 

deep unhappiness within those walls. Irene takes to locking her door against her husband and fleeing 

from the house at whatever chance. This behavior sends Soames into a rage; at first, he thinks she 

“must have locked it for some reason, and forgotten” until “[i]t dawned on him that he was barred out” 

(175). At this point, he attempts to break the door down. It is easy to imagine Irene wishing she had a 

place of refuge, some hut or cottage to hide out in, but the best she can do is to shut herself up inside a 

house that has become hostile to her and try to withdraw while still within its walls. “Please leave my 

room!” (181) she asks, with increasing desperation as Soames continues to exert his will over hers. 

                                                 
208 John Galsworthy, The Forsyte Saga (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1950). All following quotations are taken from 

 the same edition. 
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Their marriage deteriorates, to the point where Young Jolyon realizes that Irene is “a prisoner in that 

house” (248). Everything about the space is hostile to her, to the point where she loses all agency. 

 Around that time, work on Robin Hill is completed but that house remains empty; Soames sues 

Bosinney over its cost and construction. The future home is lost, the present home broken; Soames 

forces himself on Irene one night when she forgets to lock her door, and Bosinney kills himself when 

he hears that the woman he loves has been raped by her husband.  

 The long legacy of Forsyte tradition and decorum would appear to point to nostalgia as the 

primary mode of being, except all that clinging to the past does here is to stifle those who come after, 

pushing them into stasis. It is not a viable escape. This is a different kind of timelessness than we have 

seen before, more pointed in its direction, harsher in its consequences. Those who try to escape, it 

would appear, are punished. Home is unavailable, thwarted from within; the replacement home turns 

out not to fill the space it was commissioned for, and neither do any of the other Forsyte residences 

offer solace. The next books in the saga offer only a little relief: Old and Young Jolyon Forsyte and 

their families take up residence at Robin Hill and the next generations make a go of it, but the house 

continues to hang over them, a reminder of pasts no one wants to speak of, a blight on the landscape of 

family memory, until at last Robin Hill is put up for sale. Another family, perhaps, might be able to 

make it a home. For this family, though they try over and over again, Robin Hill does not suit. Does the 

problem lie in the house, then, or in those who would call it home? 

 To answer that question requires a more detailed explanation, and a closer reading, of the saga’s 

titular family and their spaces as they lead up to the story’s ending. Galsworthy wrote The Man of 

Property while waiting for his beloved Ada’s divorce to be finalized (from Galsworthy’s own cousin, 

Major Arthur Galsworthy) so that the two of them might marry. Biographer Dudley Barker notes that 

Ada “gave him [Galsworthy] basic themes [. . .] a protest against the cruelty that chained a sensitive 

woman to an unhappy marriage and indeed, against the whole hypocrisy of moneyed society in late 
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Victorian and Edwardian England.”209 By that equation, Ada is Irene, Major Arthur Galsworthy is 

Soames Forsyte, and John Galsworthy himself is the architect Bosinney, or perhaps Young Jolyon. The 

triad does not hold, however. Barker writes that while Soames Forsyte may have started out as the 

villain of the story, that position did not last: 

Soames Forsyte grew through each succeeding book until he became the central figure of the 

chronicle and, as he grew, he became ever more certainly the mouthpiece of his author. All the 

opinions which the ageing Soames expresses in the later Forsyte novels are those which his 

family recall having heard John Galsworthy himself utter. The man of property, who in 1906 

represented all that Ada had suffered, was not only forgiven by his author; he was gradually 

merged with him.210 

 

It is not Bosinney, then, but Soames whose character Galsworthy inhabits, making the equation of Ada 

to Irene either deeply troubling, or simply inaccurate. The turning point for Galsworthy’s change of 

heart about his central character was, Barker theorizes, the First World War. In the pre-war years, 

Galsworthy had been “rich, privileged, and with a deep horror of any threatening change.”211 His 

primary concern had been to see Ada welcomed into his social circles, and to be free of the scandal that 

came with divorce. The lowering of moral standards and changing social attitudes after the war meant 

that divorce was no longer such a scandalous thing, and many of the aspects of society that Galsworthy 

had railed against no longer needed his railing. He could, instead, slip quietly back into place among 

the “Forsytes” of his world. And so he did. 

 The novel’s Forsytes have residences of varying degrees of pride of place throughout London, 

centering on Hyde Park. Soames and Irene live off of Knightsbridge at 62 Montpellier Square, 

described as “a house which did what it could” (48). A vague description, for a strange house—not 

precisely a typical house for a man of his family, position, or generation. Though it is not their 

residence for very long, one gets the sense that it is oppressive both in atmosphere and possessions. We 

                                                 
209 Dudley Barker, The Man of Principle: A Biography of John Galsworthy (New York: Stein and Day, 1969), 10. 
210 Ibid., 13. 
211 Ibid., 12-13. 
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are also told that Soames is “an 'amateur' of pictures, and had a little room in No. 62 Montpellier 

Square, full of canvases, stacked against the wall, which he had no room to hang” (41).212 The house 

also boasts “a copper door knocker of individual design” and “windows which had been altered to open 

outwards”; the interior is in the style of “the First Empire and William Morris” (48). The fact that the 

windows are specifically mentioned from the first glimpse of 62 Montpellier Square—and not only 

mentioned, but described in function, presumably a newer variation on casement windows—seems a 

throwaway phrase, easily written off as one of Roland Barthes's “reality effect” details. However, 

whenever Irene appears in a scene she is almost always looking out of the windows, opening the 

windows, or crossing the room to stand in front of them. “It was—habit” (344), she later answers, when 

Soames confronts Irene about her obsessively opening the windows, even in cold weather. Her desire to 

escape is not surprising, given Soames's own private admission that he wants to keep her isolated and 

enclosed in a country house: “To get Irene out of London, away from opportunities of going about and 

seeing people, away from her friends and those who put ideas into her head! That was the thing!” (42). 

62 Montpellier Square is stifling within, but its location provides at least the possibility escape—a 

prospect to look out on, a city to disappear into. Seeking to curtail even that, Soames begins his country 

house plot. 

 And where does that plot begin? With, of course, a plot of another kind—that is to say, a plot of 

land upon which to start construction. Soames, desiring to set the terms of his project and not answer to 

the stylistic aims of a more famous architect, chooses Philip Bosinney as his man. Engaged to June 

Forsyte, daughter of Soames's cousin Young Jolyon, the up-and-coming architect Bosinney takes the 

family job as a way to make his name, and some money, while ingratiating himself to his future 

relatives. Bosinney is described, somewhat contemptuously, as having “an idea of improving English 

                                                 
212 These pictures become important much later in the saga, as the impetus for Soames's daughter Fleur's eventual 

 lackluster betrothal to a fellow picture admirer who uses their common artistic interest to gain Soames's 

 goodwill, and access to the family. 
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architecture” (15). He meets Soames on the first day of August to walk beside the river and scope out 

the best plot of land for the house that will become Robin Hill. It turns out that the initial placement, for 

Soames “the chosen site” in terms of both selection and predestination, is superseded by another even 

better lot chosen by Bosinney. The land he initially thinks of was chosen by June—who wants her 

fiancé to get the project commission and payment: “I thought it would be such a splendid place for—

you or—someone to build a country-house!” (35) June exclaims. But upon arriving in the area, 

Bosinney disagrees. “I've found the very place for your house! Look here!” he shouts, and when 

Soames protests the increased cost of that site, Bosinney replies, “Hang the cost, man. Look at the 

view!” (46). Soames does so, and the man who up until this point had refused all sentiment is 

overcome. And yet, still true to his nature, and the nature of nearly all the Forsytes, his brief moment of 

awe is tinged with possessive desire: “To live here in sight of all this, to be able to point it out to his 

friends, to talk of it, to possess it!” (46). Though Soames ends the day insisting that he cannot afford 

this plot of land as a building site, he later goes back on his word and purchases it anyway. 

 With the mindset that his new house “must be no common edifice” (42), Soames takes a risk on 

Bosinney. He wants a house “in good style, something that would always be certain to command a 

price, something unique” (44). Bosinney's plans go further and further afield from what Soames had 

envisioned, and budgeted. The result is a house that is certainly unique, but is far more contemporary 

than Soames had anticipated. Whether or not its style is “good” is entirely debatable; Galsworthy takes 

the opportunity to describe it in detail, drawing on his own life experiences. As John Fisher notes in 

The World of the Forsytes (1976), Galsworthy was not the first to encounter an architect whose vision 

was grander than their client's budget: 

one of the notable residences built towards the close of the century, namely Standen, near East 

Grinstead, Sussex, was erected for a solicitor, J.S. Beale, who lived in London, had friends in 

the Holland Park and Campden Hill area (which Galsworthy himself frequented), and who 

wanted a house in the country for weekends and holidays. Beale himself was not particularly 
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rich and, since Standen was to be a secondary residence, he curbed the original plans of the 

architect Philip Webb. It was a decision that many others, including Soames, had to emulate.213 

 

The financial disagreements between client and architect eventually drive Soames and Bosinney into 

court, but before that, the house itself begins to be built. “It's an odd sort of house!” (69) Soames 

exclaims upon seeing it finished for the first time. Constructed of wood but with a stone facing for the 

effect, and with a green slate roof instead of the architect’s preferred copper, the house evidences its 

cutbacks yet still comes in over budget. The narration describes it as a “rectangular house of two 

stories,” laid out “in a quadrangle round a covered-in court. This court, encircled by a gallery on the 

upper floor, was roofed with a glass roof, supported by eight columns running up from the ground. It 

was indeed, to Forsyte eyes, an odd house” (69). But to Bosinney, the house makes perfect sense. He 

declares that it has been designed so that “you should have room to breathe [. . .] a house here with 

some self-respect of its own” (69). Soames does not reply, so one can only guess at his response, but 

the idea of a house with “self-respect of its own” is an unusual one for people of Soames's mindset. The 

Forsytes are obsessed with possession and treat both their property and family as props to be managed 

at will. For all his care in filling his house at 62 Montpellier Square with curios and fine portraits, it 

does not seem as though Soames has ever admitted any kind of agency to the place. What does it mean 

for a house to have self-respect? 

 By way of an answer, Bosinney gives a lengthy monologue. His words show us what happens 

when there is an actual architect in a novel of this sort: 

“You can swing a cat here. This is for your pictures, divided from this court by curtains; draw 

them back and you'll have a space of fifty-one by twenty-three six. This double-faced stove in 

the centre, here, looks one way towards the court, one way towards the picture room; this end 

wall is all window; you've a southeast light from that, a north light from the court. The rest of 

your pictures you can hang round the gallery upstairs, or in the other rooms. In architecture,” he 

went on—and though looking at Soames he did not seem to see him, which gave Soames an 

unpleasant feeling—“as in life, you'll get no self-respect without regularity. Fellows tell you 

that's old fashioned. It appears to be peculiar any way; it never occurs to us to embody the main 

                                                 
213 John Fisher, The World of the Forsytes (New York: Universe Books, 1976), 96-7. 
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principle of life in our buildings; we load our houses with decoration, gimcracks, corners, 

anything to distract the eye. On the contrary the eye should rest; get your effects with a few 

strong lines. The whole thing is regularity—there's no self-respect without it.” (69-70)  

 

So regularity is connected to self-respect, in both life and architecture. The house at Robin Hill 

certainly has regularity in its symmetry. Is self-respect then only hinging upon patterns? The architects 

behind Pattern Language would, perhaps, agree; their study proposes that understanding the patterns of 

human life as they relate to, and require things of, their built environments is a necessary step to 

leading a more coherent life. With regularity, both people and spaces can have self-respect. 

 Bosinney advocates for “space, air, light” (another echo of Le Corbusier) later in that same 

discussion—are those also qualities of self respect? It seems that Bosinney has tried to produce a house 

that is guaranteed to fulfill its potential as a home: something that can “embody the main principle of 

life.” Going back to Harris's line about people building houses in the image of who they want to 

become, Bosinney appears to be doing just that, only substituting his own ideal for Soames's—who, as 

we know, has commissioned this house not out of sentiment or any kind of moral journey, but as a ploy 

to isolate and control his wife, and inflate his own sense of property. This substitution becomes the 

house’s downfall: Bosinney insists on having “a free hand” (109) in his work at Robin Hill, and the 

work he produces is, in the end, a principle of life that Soames cannot embody, a house whose image he 

cannot—does not—want to become. 

 During the building process Soames frequently visits the property at Robin Hill, usually when 

no one else is around. He admires its staircase and thinks of putting statuary in the courtyard; he is 

drawn to the skylight. He stands there staring from “the unfinished brickwork of doorways,” or “round 

the columns of the central court [. . .] as though peering into the real quality of their substance” (80).214 

                                                 
214 Strangely enough, Soames's father James also feels compelled to visit the property. We are told that “the notion 

 that he could go and look at the house afforded him inexplicable satisfaction” in theory; upon his actual arrival,  

Galsworthy writes that finds the “fresh-fitted window-panes [. . .] stared out at James like the eyes of a blind dog,”  

which hardly sounds like satisfaction, or substance. 
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What he discerns from this, the narrative does not reveal. But a subtle change comes over him, and he 

begins to think at least occasionally in emotional terms rather than logical ones. After an argument with 

Bosinney over the increased cost, wherein Bosinney exclaims, “I wish I'd never undertaken your 

house,” Soames begins to worry that “he would be kept indefinitely out of this house on which he had 

set his heart” (81) and starts also to suspect that Bosinney has left rather more of an impression on 

Irene than planned for. His “heart,” here, means only his convictions, with perhaps another layer of 

meaning implying Irene to be his heart by way of possession. He himself is not intimately connected to 

the house through any of Robin Hill’s own qualities.  

 Indeed, Irene has been charmed by the architect, much to the heartbreak of her friend June, and 

equally intrigued by the house he is building. On one occasion when Soames's uncle Swithin takes her 

to see Robin Hill, she cries, “I don't care if I never get home!” (99). Her life at 62 Montpellier Square 

has become unendurable. She does not know where to go to escape, only that she must leave the house. 

Speaking figuratively, not caring whether she ever gets home has a much broader meaning—Irene has 

lost herself so much so that she no longer even recognizes the affective psychological potential of a 

home. The house at Robin Hill is nearly finished and for Soames, its completion cannot come fast 

enough: “He wished to God the house were finished, and they were in it, away from London. Town did 

not suit her; her nerves were not strong enough. That nonsense of the separate room had cropped up 

again!” (115). Desperate for a son to uphold his end of the Forsyte line, Soames pressures Irene to 

produce an heir; Irene avoids him as best she can. When Soames at last confronts Irene and asks, 

straightforwardly, “I want to know how long this state of things between us is to last?” (181) her only 

reply is to ask him, again, to leave her room. He then ominously promises to “take steps” (181) to make 

her treat him as her husband, again exerting the influence of property. 

 Soames’s father James also pressures Irene, telling her, “He’s given you everything you want [. . 

.] he’s built you this house in the country. It’s not as if you had anything of your own” (171). 
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Possession, as always for the Forsytes, comes to the foreground. Although Irene calls the house hateful 

when arguing with Soames, who wants Bosinney to pay out of his own pocket for the extra expense, 

James thinks it beautiful: 

The decoration was really in excellent taste. The dull ruby tiles that extended from the foot of 

the walls to the verge of a circular clump of tall iris plants, surrounding in turn a sunken basin of 

white marble filled with water, were obviously of the best quality. He admired extremely the 

purple leather curtains drawn along one entire side, framing a huge white-tiled stove. The 

central partitions of the skylight had been slid back, and the warm air from outside penetrated 

into the very heart of the house. 

 [. . .] Evidently, no pains had been spared. It was quite the house of a gentleman. He 

went up to the curtains, and, having discovered how they were worked, drew them asunder and 

disclosed the picture-gallery, ending in a great window taking up the whole end of the room. It 

had a black oak floor, and its walls, again, were of ivory white. He went on throwing open 

doors, peeping in. (172) 

 

The only beauty he notices is that which is tied to economic value. The house entrances the beholder—

whether through its inbuilt self-respect or the unusual but still high-quality construction and decoration. 

Though various Forsytes approach it with an eye only for acquiring more property, they are forced to 

admit that it is not just the cost or the fact that it is the only Forsyte residence outside of the Hyde Park 

locale—the one country house within the entire Forsyte family—which draws their attention. What is it 

about Robin Hill that is so compelling?  

 It offers, or seems to offer, promises for the future. Soames sees the house as the answer to all 

his problems, as if simply by moving there Irene will transform into the obedient, child-bearing wife he 

desires. His anxiety over the situation builds into sleepless nights, spent trying her door handle and 

wandering about 62 Montpellier Square. One night finds him leaning out of his dressing-room window 

and thinking of Bosinney: “What’s he doing?—that fellow who haunts me, who was here this evening, 

who’s in love with my wife—prowling out there, perhaps, looking for her as I know he was looking for 

her this afternoon; watching my house now, for all I can tell!” (161). Obsessive, possessive, absolutely 

determined to live up to his title as a “man of property,” Soames then “asserted his rights and acted like 

a man” (203), as the narrative euphemistically puts it. Irene responds to his assault by emptying her 
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jewelry box (leaving behind only those items which Soames had given her) and walking out. Bosinney, 

upon hearing the news of what has happened to the woman he loves, responds by walking into traffic.  

 The first book in the saga ends shortly thereafter, with Soames lamenting that if they divorce, he 

will have to get rid of Robin Hill. His sorrows concern only how much money he will lose in the deal, 

in addition to losing hold of his wife, showing no emotional attachment to the house. When she returns 

briefly before the book's close, “like an animal wounded to death, not knowing where to turn,” he 

wishes he could tell her, “Take your hated body, that I love, out of my house!” (240). Instead, he ends 

up asking her to stay, though he sees her as slowly dying; she dies, while his house lives. His inner 

dialogue wars between setting her free and desiring to possess her once more, for good, as he walks out 

the door of the front hall looking out over the Square “where the houses seemed to stare at him” (241). 

The watchful tableau is interrupted jointly by Soames's return and the arrival of young Jolyon, who 

walks in through the door Soames had left open. “The door was open,” he says, and asks to see Irene; 

“This is my house,” Soames replies, “I manage my own affairs. I’ve told you once—I tell you again; 

we are not at home” (242). And he slams the door, leaving Jolyon on the front step, Irene standing 

frozen in the drawing-room doorway, and himself seething in the hall. “Not at home”: Nicht-zu-Hause, 

that state of being Heidegger identified as the modern counterpart to Dasein. Whether or not Soames 

realizes it, he has just summed up his household’s entire state of existence. 

 The later books in The Forsyte Saga see Irene leaving and Soames trying to recapture her. This 

is the point when Young Jolyon admits that Irene was “a prisoner in that house” (248) at 62 Montpellier 

Square, though none of the family saw it before. Even out of the house she remains besieged, with 

Soames coming to her cheap little flat in Chelsea and pleading with her to come back to him. Irene—as 

should be predictable by this point—responds by going to the window, and this time even opening it. 

Later Soames stops by again to persuade Irene into coming back so he can avoid divorce, and this time 

instead of immediately entering he stands outside “looking up at the light in her windows” (357), 
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wondering what she does with herself, what she sees out of those windows. Then, being the possessive 

man that he is, he surprises her in the doorway and forces his way inside. Despite his promises of an 

entirely separate house for Irene if she returns to their marriage, still she refuses to go back to him. 

There is no house now that can hold her in it. Ultimately, Soames is forced to admit that he must put 62 

Montpellier Square up for sale and resign himself to the divorce proceedings. He advertises it as a 

“desirable residence” (303) and it sells within a week.215 

 Their other desirable residence, Robin Hill, winds up being purchased by Old Jolyon. Tired of 

living alone in his London residence, he decides to take up residence in the country, in a house where 

his family could gather. His granddaughter June—partly responsible for Robin Hill existing at all—is 

the one who suggests Robin Hill specifically, out of all the houses in the countryside. As she tells him 

one night at dinner: “It was finished, it was perfectly beautiful, and no one would live in it now. They 

would all be so happy there” (230). And, as it turns out, they are.  

 What had been for Soames an “ill-starred house” (245) becomes, at least for a time, a wonderful 

family residence for Old Jolyon and his descendants. While Soames refers to it as “the house they had 

never lived in—the fatal house!” (301), for Old Jolyon it becomes a place of rest and peace. He briefly 

wonders about Bosinney, “And where was he now? Perhaps, still haunting this, the site of his last work, 

of his tragic love affair” (248). But the idea of Bosinney’s ghost does not disturb him much. Thus 

appreciated, the house begins to be a home. Even after Old Jolyon passes, and Young Jolyon takes over 

as head of that branch of the family, it seems that Robin Hill goes on to fulfill its aim as a house that 

will continue to “embody the main principle of life” (69) just as Bosinney had wished, and to move 

beyond simply embodying to actively inspiring life within its walls. Sitting at the old oak tree on the 

                                                 
215 The full quotation here, following that description on the “for lease or sale” board, is also interesting: “It had  sold  

within a week—that desirable residence, in the shadow of whose perfection a man and a woman had eaten  

their hearts out.” I find it hard to think of 62 Montpellier Square as ever truly being a place of perfection;  

architecturally, perhaps, but not socially, not emotionally, not where any kind of human  connection is concerned. 

The latter portion of the quotation, at least, gets it right: they ate their hearts out, ruining themselves and each other. 
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grounds one day, upon the same site Bosinney had initially stood and explained his vision to Soames, 

Young Jolyon muses: 

When the house behind it, which he now owned, was three hundred years of age instead of 

twelve, that tree might still be standing there, vast and hollow—for who would commit such 

sacrilege as to cut it down? A Forsyte might perhaps still be living in that house, to guard it 

jealously. [. . .] Would it hold its own and keep the dignity Bosinney had bestowed on it, or 

would the giant London have lapped it round and made it into an asylum in the midst of a 

jerrybuilt wilderness? Often, within and without of it, he was persuaded that Bosinney had been 

moved by the spirit when he built. He had put his heart into that house, indeed! It might even 

become one of the 'homes of England'—a rare achievement for a house in these degenerate days 

of building. (313) 

 

There is optimism here for the house—it has “dignity” and “spirit” and “heart.” Robin Hill has become 

such a place of sanctuary that Young Jolyon even extends the invitation to Irene to come there and live 

with them. That means that when Soames arrives to speak to his cousin, Irene is there too, once again 

standing by the window. The outcome of all of this, after a lengthy interlude of denying any human 

connections, is that Irene and Jolyon marry and have a son, while Soames pursues and then marries a 

French woman named Annette, who bears him, to his initial dismay, a daughter. 

 This next generation takes over, and with the passing of time the brief interlude of security 

begins to crumble. When we first meet the newest Jolyon Forsyte, called Jon, he is standing at the top 

of the stairway at Robin Hill. The house will entwine him in all manner of family struggles, once he 

ages out of his idyllic country childhood filled with sliding down bannisters and looking out his 

bedroom window at the moon when he cannot sleep. Many of the scenes from Jon’s childhood echo 

what we know of Galsworthy’s own. When John Galsworthy was born in 1867, his parents were living 

in a house called Parkfield, near Kingston Hill in Surrey. But Parkfield was only temporary, somewhere 

to live while the real Galsworthy house was being built at nearby Coombe Warren. That house, named 

after its location, was “ an ornate house of brick, mullion windows, gables and kind of spire pierced by 
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a dormer window, standing on a terrace at the head of the slope.”216 Old John Galsworthy eventually 

built two other Victorian houses nearby, Coombe Leigh and Coombe Croft; Barker’s biography tells 

how the family “lived in one or other of them until 1886, by which time John, the elder son, was 

nineteen years of age. Then they returned to London.”217 Galsworthy’s experiences in London, too, 

found their way into the Forsyte Saga. The Galsworthy family moved first into “a flat in Kensington 

Palace Mansions and then into a house which old John built alongside Regent's park”; Barker describes 

the family’s architectural ambitions and how they “built ten large houses in a row, and named them 

Cambridge Gate. [. . .] Here Galsworthy found the background for the London life of the Forsytes, for 

although their houses are placed around Hyde Park, it is upon Cambridge Gate that they are 

modelled.”218 More significantly here, Galsworthy used the Coombe houses as models for Robin Hill, 

and in this late section of the saga his writing recalls the Victorian paradise of his own childhood as a 

model for Jon Forsyte’s. The architecture may differ in the novels, modern versus historic, but both the 

Coombe Houses and Robin Hill were built for their inhabitants, and the emotional connotations of the 

home are the same.  

 Another important house from Galsworthy’s history is Wingstone, a farmhouse near Dartmoor 

where he first went with Ada to provide evidence for her divorce, and where the two of them later lived 

together. When they were living there, Galsworthy had not yet connected himself with Soames and was 

still quite anti-Forsyte in his mentality. Barker describes Wingstone as “the ideal retreat for a writer, a 

nature-lover, and property-hater.”219 Galsworthy and Ada rented the front half of the house, and even 

without convenient light, heat, or plumbing, the two of them were happy there: 

The south front was long and low, with a veranda running its whole length, where Galsworthy 

could sit and write on sunny mornings. On the ground floor were the living-room into which a 

                                                 
216 Barker, 28. 
217 Ibid., 29. 
218 Ibid., 32-33. 
219 Ibid., 119. 
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piano was put for Ada, a dining-room-cum-study; on the floor above, a little room in the centre, 

a bedroom on either side, and a room at the back which was too damp to be used. In front of the 

veranda a small lawn sloped away into the fields and then, across a small stream, to the moor. 

From the upper windows could be glimpsed the distant sea.220 

 

From Wingstone, Galsworthy’s novel The Country House emerged. It is a more sincere, sentimental 

portrait of country house life than The Man of Property, whose pages show the bitterness of the 

satirical lens through which Galsworthy—at the time, 1906 – 1907—viewed people like the Forsytes. 

That lens changed, of course, in the years after the war.  

 Barker writes that “the satirical strength of The Man of Property diminished in each of the 

succeeding novels, the attack weakened and the serious interests of pure narrative became ever more 

important.”221 When Galsworthy began the first book of what was to become The Forsyte Saga, he 

wrote that his purpose was “to defeat Forsyteism[. . .] to leave property as an empty shell.”222 He 

insisted that Irene and Bosinney must have an unhappy ending, so as to appear more noble and tragic, 

united against society even as they faced ruin and death. By having Soames emerge as the victor of the 

novel’s central conflict, Galsworthy hoped his readers might sympathize with Irene—and by extension, 

sympathize with Ada, and his own role in her divorce. Again, though, as social attitudes shifted after 

the war, Galsworthy’s plan for his saga changed as well. Once there was the possibility of him being 

accepted as one of the Forsytes of England, Ada by his side, Soames could no longer be the villain. And 

The Man of Property could no longer end on such a final note. Galsworthy wrote it an epilogue, “The 

Indian Summer of a Forsyte,” which would later serve as an interlude between books of the saga. 

Barker writes that this epilogue changed the way we read The Man of Property: 

it deprived the novel of the bitterness with which Galsworthy had written it, some fifteen years 

earlier, in the midst of his own personal turmoil over Ada’s divorce. He betrayed his own 

purpose but he made the Forsyte idea much more acceptable to the English reader. [. . .] Having 

thus made The Man of Property acceptable to the ordinary reader, he had turned it into a 

                                                 
220 Ibid. 
221 Ibid., 126. 
222 Galsworthy, letter to Edward Garnett, quoted in Barker, 110. 
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possible prologue for a whole long history of the Forsytes, the people whom he basically 

wished to write about, because they were the people to whom he naturally, and now in 

sympathy, belonged.223  

 

Galsworthy’s sympathies become clearer as the saga goes on, and the Forsyte way of life is allowed to 

continue. Barker theorizes that “the huge humanity—sometimes even sentimentality—of the saga of 

English prosperous family life” helped to counteract the satire and protest of the first novel by 

drowning it out.224 And indeed it is hard for a reader to realize, upon a first encounter with the saga, 

where precisely Galsworthy’s sympathies lie. Hard, even, for critics to realize: “no critic perceived the 

essential change that had taken place in the conception of the Forsytes and of the author’s whole 

attitude to property, including even property of the person,” Barker writes.225 When the second book, In 

Chancery, begins, the Forsyte way of life is re-introduced with none of the harshness and emptiness it 

once had. Instead, there is a love story—a tragic one, granted, but the fact that there are emotions 

involved other than fear and anger foretell good things for the family and their abilities to form 

enduring connections with their spaces. Perhaps they will be able to move past the cautious hope or 

firm denial of any of our previous characters. 

 As a young man Jon meets Fleur Forsyte, Soames's daughter with Annette, and their very first 

conversation centers on their respective houses: “I live at Mapledurham; where do you?” Fleur asks, 

and Jon answers, “Robin Hill” (258). Though their parents and relatives subtly warn them away from 

each other, without revealing anything about their parents’ pasts, Fleur and Jon continue to cross paths. 

Fleur in particular is determined to have things go her way, and to know all the family secrets. When, in 

the course of her investigations, she comes across the fact that the branches of their family have 

separated over a quarrel, she asks her father, “What sort of quarrel?”; he answers, “About a house” 

(530). And then, even so many years later, Soames can only think of Robin Hill with unusually strong 
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emotion for a man so logical, envisioning it as “Robin Hill, round which all that tragedy had centred!” 

(530). Had centered, and continues to center, for Jon falls in love at first sight with Fleur, and goes 

creeping out of windows at dawn to walk the grounds and indulge in his feelings. Jon is next to 

powerless against Fleur—despite having some sense that he should not build any relations with her, 

when she asks him suddenly to see his house, he agrees to take her to the grounds, if not inside. The 

grounds are enough of a threshold, though, to grant Fleur entrance to the space. The house draws her in. 

While there, they are inevitably seen by Irene, and though Jon feels guilty and says, “We weren't 

coming in to the house,” Fleur only smiles sweetly and says: “we thought it would be rather jolly just to 

see his home” (611-12). She takes after her father, desiring possession over anything that catches her 

eye. This time Jon is in the crosshairs—and by extension, once again, Robin Hill.  

 Their relationship proceeds far enough that Jolyon decides he has to tell his son exactly what 

happened to drive a wedge between their families, and he does so by writing a letter. He explains that 

Jon's mother “met a young man who fell in love with her. He was the architect of this very house that 

we live in now, he was building it for her and Fleur's father to live in, a new prison to hold her, in place 

of the one she inhabited with him in London” (662). Jon reads this letter slowly, following in his 

mother’s footsteps by standing at various windows and walking around the terrace of the house, while 

his father slowly begins to die inside. Now that the past has come to light, Robin Hill can no longer be 

a place of preservation and sanctuary. Its timelessness is broken.226 

 Jolyon dies; Jon ends his love affair with Fleur for his mother's sake. Soames briefly has visions 

of Jon and Fleur marrying and “the house—the house—built for Irene and himself—the house whose 

                                                 
226 The third and final book of The Forsyte Saga is titled To Let; the original title was For Ever, once again 

 emphasizing the importance of time working alongside space to produce a stable, enduring home. 

 Galsworthy later wrote another trilogy about the Forsytes, Swan Song, which sees Jon returning to England 

 and getting seduced, again, by Fleur at Robin Hill; their reunion results in Soames’s death from injuries sustained  

during a fire in his portrait gallery at Mapledurham. The contrived ending betrays the fact that by this point, 

Galsworthy was running out of things to say about the Forsytes, whose way of life was then almost entirely 

irrelevant to most of English society.  
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architect had wrought his domestic ruin. His daughter—mistress of that house!” (677), but his spiteful 

ambitions do not come true. He will never be able to possess Robin Hill. If only Jon and Fleur had met 

“on some desert island without a past—and Nature for their house” (686), Jon thinks they might have 

been happy, but as things stand, he has to refuse her obvious advances. There is a past to Robin Hill, 

and not nearly enough nature in its social space. The isolation of a deserted island would allow them to 

shape their lives anew, but in order to get there, they would have to cut all ties with their current lives. 

And the same problem of inhumanity would remain. 

 Too kindhearted to cause his mother any more pain, Jon decides that not only can he not marry 

Fleur, but he must leave absolutely everything behind: “To go far away and quickly was the only thing 

to do” (699). Irene is relieved—which is a little strange, considering that her only happy years in 

residence anywhere have been at Robin Hill and now she is about to leave even that behind. This 

means that it is not only the physical aspects of the house which are called upon to produce a sense of 

belonging, of being at home, but also that the circumstances surrounding it, and the people living there 

alongside, are a necessary part of the equation. Human connection, once again, has to be present with, 

and encouraged by, the architecture. If the house cannot provide that, what good is it? Better to live in 

the natural world after all. There may be no human connection, but at least there can be freedom. And if 

anyone was to reject Robin Hill, it only makes sense that it should be Irene, for whom that house has 

been the center of much of the tragedy in her life. With that in mind, Irene decides to hold on to the last 

person she has left, and follow her son out of the house. “I feel England's choky” (700), Jon tells his 

mother as they stand under the oak-tree at Robin Hill, their backs to the house. They leave, bound 

across the ocean to Canada, putting the house up for sale or to let. Soames briefly considers re-taking 

Robin Hill for his own, thinking, spiteful once more, “Why shouldn’t I buy it back?” (712). For him, 

too, however, the house is tainted by memories, now Fleur’s as well as his own. They could neither go 

back to an idyllic past, nor prevent the tragic past from catching up with the future, and the memories 
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that Robin Hill holds—for topoanalytically speaking, a house is a container for human memories—

overwhelm any new possibilities. Any retreat to the past brings only more pain here. 

 Thus betrayed by their house and their country, it is not just a matter of moving houses to find a 

better, more authentic life. Irene has to take Jon far, far away overseas; they are incapable of starting 

over at all when still within reach of Robin Hill. The English countryside, once the welcoming site of 

Jon's pastoral childhood, is now something “choky,” needing to be left behind. Even Soames is aware 

of the fact that with everything that has happened, he cannot recapture the never-realized fantasy he had 

hoped that country house would bring. Moving farther and farther afield seems the only possible 

progression for anyone who yearns for a homecoming; as we will see with the Pargiter family, it does 

not even need to take generations and a lengthy saga of stories to completely forget a house and be 

ready to find a new one. It can all happen within one lifetime, once the children begin to grow up and 

leave behind not only the space but its memories, too. 

 Filling the role of one-time family home in Virginia Woolf's novel The Years is Abercorn 

Terrace, a townhouse in which resides the Pargiter family: Colonel Abel Pargiter and wife Rose, 

children Morris, Eleanor, Edward, Delia, Milly, Martin, and Rose.  Their surname, too, is an 

architectural reference: pargeting, or ornamental plastering, from the Old French porjeter (“to cast 

forth”).227 The novel follows the Pargiters as their children are cast forth, growing up and leaving 

home, marrying or going abroad. Abercorn Terrace, once a refuge—“The world outside seemed thickly 

and entirely cut off” (20), we are told, upon the closing of the curtains—is, gradually, abandoned 

entirely in favor of prospect.228 From the start, Abercorn Terrace’s inhabitants spend an unusual amount 

of time concerned with the windows, the view from the windows, the sounds heard from open 

windows, and the people who might see them looking from the windows. Their obsessive worries 

                                                 
227 “parget, v.” OED Online (Oxford University Press: December 2018), http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/137876.  
228 Virginia Woolf, The Years (New York, NY: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1965). All following quotations are  taken 

from the same edition. 
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about prospect thwart any possibility of sustained refuge. Perhaps they are looking out to find a new 

community, one that would enable abandoning the house without going into a seclusion that eliminates 

human connection and therefore also abandons the self—or, indeed, abandoning the house and its own 

seclusion, cut off from the world. The solution that the Pargiters test out to answer the question of how 

to live is to search endlessly on until a suitable home presents itself. As we will see, it does not entirely 

work. 

 “Virginia Woolf had a gift for discovering interesting houses,” biographer Leon Edel writes in 

Bloomsbury: A House of Lions (1979).229 This was true in fiction as well as in real life. Whatever else 

the house at Abercorn Terrace may be—however hated it may end up being by its inhabitants—it is 

interesting. When Mrs. Pargiter passes away, the house grows dark to signal the start of its decline. Of 

the children who marry and move out, some end up living in rundown apartments, others in decent 

enough houses, while eldest daughter Eleanor stays behind to tend to her father and the Abercorn 

Terrace.230 Far from wanting his house to endure, the Colonel dreams of the day he can leave Abercorn 

Terrace behind. Though he is the head of what should be a fairly respectable London townhouse-

dwelling family, he is not of the Forsyte mindset that possessing metropolitan property and keeping 

one's family under one's roof is the ideal. Even from the start of the novel, he wants to be rid of his 

property: “One of these days—that was his euphemism for the time when his wife was dead—he would 

give up London, he thought, and live in the country. But then there was the house; then there were the 

children; and there were also . . .” (6). The Colonel’s thoughts trail off into an ellipsis there, and say no 

                                                 
229 Leon Edel, Bloomsbury: A House of Lions (New York: J.B. Lippincott Company, 1979), 216. 
230 It is interesting to note that a sort of metropolitan version of the great house emerges in the novel through the house at  

Browne Street, where the Colonel's brother Digby lives with his with Eugénie and daughters Magdalena and Sara. 

Rather more relaxed than Abercorn Terrace, it is still concerned with windows, and eventually robbed then left 

behind by its family as Digby and Eugénie both die, and Maggie and Sara move out. The house at Browne Street is 

eventually sold to foreigners, and presumably renovated and entirely cut off from its own past. “It was a house of 

character; built some time in the eighteenth century” (148), and it seems it could have been a good home, and 

perhaps will be for someone else, but not any of the Pargiters or their relations.  
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more. He is yet another who longs for some kind of homecoming, but has not reconciled that with his 

current life, nor figured out how to access it. Ultimately, he never achieves it. 

 Eleanor is designated as “the housekeeper” (92), the one most directly attached to Abercorn 

Terrace. She sees looks out on the street and thinks, “The houses, with their pillars and their front 

gardens, all looked highly respectable” (102). Their respectability does not protect them from intrusion, 

however. Even something as natural as the wind or rain coming from the outside world appears as a 

threat: “Upstairs a door slammed; a window must be open in the bedroom above” (155); “a window 

banged upstairs in her mother's bedroom. Perhaps I ought to go and shut it, she thought. The rain must 

be coming in” (157). Of course, anyone who wants to preserve their house knows that wind and rain 

can be destructive elements. What I want to call attention to here is the way threats are focused 

specifically around windows and doors, those two threshold spaces that lead to the prospect of the 

outside world. The other obvious instance of framing that appears in the novel is a portrait of Mrs. 

Pargiter as a young girl that hangs physically near the fireplace and metaphorically over her children’s 

heads, from the beginning of the novel until the house at Abercorn Terrace is sold. Even after death, her 

presence remains, hanging over her family in the questions they ask, in the worries that consume them 

about who they are, and when, and where. 

 Eleanor is also the one who will later receive most of the novel's dialogue on identity and the 

search for oneself, reinforcing the connection between awareness of space and awareness of the self. 

Early in the novel, we get a glimpse of her conflating those two things in her mind: “so many different 

things were going on in her head at the same time: Canning Place; Abercorn Terrace; this room; that 

room. [. . .] When she was with the others she must stop herself from thinking of two things at the same 

time” (31-2). Later, at Maggie and Renny’s country house, this sensation expands into a realization that 

the way to live “better” would be to live “wholly,” precisely as two (or more) things at a time, and 

Eleanor’s musings condense into direct questions: 
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“But how . . .” she [Eleanor] began, “. . . how can we improve ourselves . . . live more . . .” she 

dropped her voice as if she were afraid of waking sleepers, “. . . live more naturally . . . better . . 

. How can we?” 

 “It is only a question,” he said—he stopped. He drew himself close to her—“of learning. 

[. . .] The soul—the whole being,” he explained. He hollowed his hands as if to enclose a circle. 

“It wishes to expand; to adventure; to form—new combinations?” 

 “Yes, yes,” she said, as if to assure him that his words were right. 

 “Whereas now,”—he drew himself together; put his feet together; he looked like an old 

lady who is afraid of mice—“this is how we live, screwed up into one hard little, tight little—

knot?” 

 “Knot, knot—yes, that's right,” she nodded. 

 “Each in his own little cubicle” [. . .] When, she wanted to ask him, when will this New 

World come? When shall we be free? When shall we live adventurously, wholly, not like 

cripples in a cave? He seemed to have released something in her; she felt not only a new space 

of time, but new powers, something unknown within her. (296-7) 

 

Her questions do not get answers; presumably, Nicholas—the man to whom she is speaking, a fellow 

guest at the country house—has none. Eleanor desperately wants to change the way she lives, to have 

more of a connection with herself and her community. She longs to break free from her “cubicle,” to 

enter into the “New World.” But the initial question of “how” gets deflected into a question of “when,” 

and then never even spoken. Though Nicholas’s words are vague, it seems true that modern self lives in 

a knot of isolation, unable to connect. The solution, then, should be to follow Forster’s words, “Only 

connect,” and find that “wholly” living feeling through human relationships. The Forsytes, however, 

demonstrate only too well how those relationships can cause grief. And there is still the matter of 

negotiating the duality of the self, and trying to be two things at once while also being someone who 

can make those connections with others. Woolf presents more questions than answers. 

 Delia, the second eldest daughter, spends her childhood in Abercorn Terrace mirroring Irene 

from The Forsyte Saga: she is primarily concerned with the windows and nearly all her actions in the 

earlier parts of the novel are tied to her movements about the house as she seeks out different views. 

Once more the windows act as thresholds, instances of inter-penetration: those inside see out, with the 

equal possibility that those outside might see in. Eleanor admonishes her one night, saying, “Don't be 
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caught looking” (19), but Delia is not dissuaded.231 Even when her mother's health takes a turn for the 

worse, Delia is still looking out of windows while the rest of the family goes to wait in the drawing-

room and tries avoid looking at anything at all. What she sees outside is sometimes real, sometimes 

“spectral and insubstantial” (18). The “insubstantial” comment brings us back to the stylistic 

differences between Woolf and Galsworthy, and her criticism of his materialistic style. In “Modern 

Fiction” (1919), Woolf writes that Galsworthy, among his contemporaries, is able to give his writing a 

sense of everyday reality only “by the mere fact of their existence in the flesh”—in other words, the 

only human quality of his work is that he himself is human.232 Everything else about his writing is 

“insubstantial,” and so for Woolf to have Delia looking out and seeing empty reality is not a good 

thing. The scenes that Delia looks out on are also repeated within herself: “Something in her was 

tossing up and down too. Something unknown seemed to be approaching” (38). The idea of duality 

comes in again here, with a new emphasis on how that multi-faceted self might be able to connect with 

its environment—an environment which, it begins to seem, must also be many things at once. 

 The fear of being seen is taken even farther in Abercorn Terrace through its doors, after the 

youngest daughter Rose sneaks out one night and is menaced by a man exposing himself on the corner; 

when she gets back to the house and goes to bed, she dreams that the man has followed her and is there 

opening the door and stepping into her room. The theme of intrusion carries both Rose's nightmares 

and Delia's daydreaming. Whether Delia is aimlessly wandering—“She got up as if she were going 

somewhere. But she stopped. Then she strolled over to the window that looked out onto the street” 

(18)—or heading to the windows for a specific reason, her constant gazing outwards signifies her 

desire to escape. For both Rose and Delia, Abercorn Terrace is not enough. Mrs. Pargiter, the dying 

                                                 
231 Delia's cousin Kitty is similarly scolded (by her mother) when standing at the window of their Oxford residence:  

“Anybody might see in” (61), her mother says, and the next night when Kitty wants to look out of the window, she 

moves the candles farther away so that she might watch safely from the darkness. 
232 Woolf, “Modern Fiction,” in The Essays of Virginia Woolf: Volume 4: 1925 to 1928, ed. Andrew McNeille (London:  

Hogarth Press, 1984), 158. 
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matriarch, is one of the most modernist characters in the novel. Her inability to pin down what she is 

seeing, to concretely recognize time, space, or identity, makes for a particularly destabilized 

perspective. Her death early in the novel cuts off further possibilities for revelations through her eyes, 

though, leaving only the rest of the family. 

 When the family crowds into Mrs. Pargiter's room to witness her last moments, where is Delia? 

We are told that “she could get no further than the doorway [. . .] She looked away; she saw the little 

window at the end of the passage” (46). While Delia is looking out the window, her mother dies. She 

has a vision of the house itself shifting: “Is this death? Delia asked herself. For a moment there seemed 

to be something there. A wall of water seemed to gape apart; the two walls held themselves apart” (46). 

This is not the only moment of houses having agency in Years—on the day of Mrs. Pargiter's funeral, 

we are told, “the houses opposite had their blinds drawn in sympathy” (84), which could easily mean 

that their inhabitants, who drew the blinds, were doing so in sympathy, yet as written ascribes that 

emotion directly to the houses themselves. Is this another example of houses having, as Bosinney from 

Forsyte would put it, self-respect? Is self-respect not only regularity and structure, and duality, but also 

some form of attunement or empathy? 

 Even if that were the case, the houses with empathy are those across the street. Abercorn 

Terrace itself is not successful in its aim to be the family home. Years later, after the Colonel dies and 

the family has spread out, Rose and her cousins Maggie and Sara reminisce about the place, noting 

Mrs. Pargiter's portrait hung over the fireplace, recalling Crosby the parlormaid. Maggie and Sara 

Digby, who grew up at Browne Street, seem to have fond memories of the Pargiter house and ask Rose 

to tell them stories about it. When Rose falls silent, trying to think back to that time, her sense of self 

splits: 

They talked, she thought, as if Abercorn Terrace were a scene in a play. They talked as if they 

were speaking of people who were real, but not real in the way in which she felt herself to be 

real. It puzzled her; it made her feel that she was two different people at the same time; that she 
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was living at two different times at the same moment. She was a little girl wearing a pink frock; 

and here she was in this room, now. But there was a great rattle under the windows. (167)  

 

The duality comes back again, but here not in a comforting way. Her cousins prod her to continue 

talking about the Pargiters, and what she comes up with is this: “What could be more ordinary? [. . .] A 

large family, living in a large house . . .” (167), and to this trailing off into silence, Sara protests: 

“It's not ordinary,” she said. “The Pargiters—” She was holding a fork in her hand, and she drew 

a line on the table-cloth. “The Pargiters,” she repeated, “going on and on and on”—here her 

fork touched a salt-cellar—“until they come to a rock,” she said; “and then Rose”—she looked 

at her again: Rose drew herself up slightly, “—Rose claps spurs to her horse, rides straight up to 

a man in a gold coat, and says, 'Damn your eyes!' ” (169) 

 

There are several things happening here. One is that Sara is unable to speak a full, unbroken sentence, 

contrasted with the idea of “going on and on and on,” ceaselessly. Another is the “Damn your eyes!” 

refrain—which comes up in Woolf’s To the Lighthouse, too—from traditional English Ballad “Samuel 

Hall,” about a murderer sentenced to death by hanging, looking out at the crowd of onlookers and 

damning their scrutiny. Rose, who is once again feeling like two people at once while this is happening, 

had a similar refrain earlier in the novel, after her childhood experience with the exhibitionist. 

Afterwards, unable to express what had happened, all she could do was repeat, “I saw” (42). Both that 

childhood incident and the entire family itself are highly visible, yet somehow unspeakable. Neither 

can the house speak for them, for once again the duality has a negative effect. 

 Her brother Martin, after they have left the house behind and it is set to let or be turned into a 

block of flats, has a similar reaction when looking back on their shared childhood. To him, the family 

house and history are not strictly unspeakable, but one cannot speak of them without lying: “It was an 

abominable system, he thought; family life; Abercorn Terrace. No wonder the house would not let. It 

had one bathroom, and a basement; and there all those different people had lived, boxed up together, 

telling lies” (222-3). Is that really what family life means? Is that all that a house is reduced to, in the 

end—one bathroom, a basement, so many lies? The letting agent, when he comes to see the house, does 
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tell Eleanor that their house is undesirable because people want more baths these days. But Martin—

who “ought to have been—what? Perhaps an architect” (157), according to his sister Eleanor—senses 

something more in the house; not just physical, structural features, but the fact that it was the site of 

and witness to years and years of the Pargiters' personal experiences. That shared traumatic past is the 

problem. The weight of memory is too strong to overcome. The house embodies them, perhaps more 

than they ever embodied it. They have never dwelled in Abercorn Terrace; Martin looks on it and sees 

only “the buff-coloured front of the large, architecturally insignificant, but no doubt convenient family 

mansion in which his father and sister still lived” (149). The emphasis on convenience brings to mind 

Le Corbusier’s definition of the house as “a machine for living in,” and nothing more. 

 The feeling Martin seems to yearn for from a building and never receives from his house is 

something he ultimately experiences at St. Paul's Cathedral one afternoon later in life. He stands there, 

watching its doors opening and closing, people going in and out, and notes that “All the weights in his 

body seemed to shift. He had a curious sense of something moving in his body in a harmony with the 

building; it righted itself; it came to a full stop. [. . .] He wished he had been an architect” (227). This 

moment of harmony and self-identification is temporary; when Martin returns to the cathedral after 

having lunch with his cousin Sara, “the queer thrill of some correspondence between his own body and 

the stone no longer came to him. He felt nothing except anger” (233). Distracted, Martin can no longer 

see himself in the building. It, now, is reduced down to bare structures just like his house has been—a 

public space, an old man feeding pigeons, doors opening and closing. 

 The only one who ever actually calls Abercorn Terrace their home is Crosby, the parlormaid. We 

are not privy to her part of the narrative while the family is in the house—in line with modernist 

novels’ general dismissal of working-class characters—but when it comes time for Abercorn Terrace to 

go on the market, Crosby is there to see it go. Eleanor walks through the space with her, remembering 

with scorn and irritation what Crosby views with nostalgia: “Crosby was crying. The mixture of 
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emotions was positively painful; she [Eleanor] was so glad to be quit of it all, but for Crosby it was the 

end of everything” (216). Eleanor realizes then how much difference there can be in the way two 

people know and understand the same space. To her, Abercorn Terrace was only ever a constraint. To 

Crosby, it was home: 

She had known every cupboard, flagstone, chair and table in that large rambling house, not from 

five or six feet of distance as they had known it; but from her knees, as she scrubbed and 

polished; she had known every groove, stain, fork, knife, napkin and cupboard. They and their 

doings had made her entire world. And now she was going off, alone, to a single room at 

Richmond. 

 “I should think you'd be glad to be out of that basement anyhow, Crosby,” said Eleanor, 

turning into the hall again. She had never realised how dark, how low it was, until, looking at it 

with “our Mr. Grice [the housing agent],” she had felt ashamed. 

 “It was my home for forty years, Miss,” said Crosby. The tears were running. For forty 

years! (216) 

 

In that little room at the top of a house in Richmond, Crosby does everything in her power to make it 

resemble the home she once knew, but her actions are portrayed as sentimental and foolish. The novel’s 

narrative perspective privileges the Pargiter family, and through their eyes, mourning the house at 

Abercorn Terrace would be absurd. We hardly hear from Crosby again. 

 Of the rest of the family members, eldest brother Morris and his wife Celia decide to take the 

country house route that the others have written off. Does it lead them to achieve harmony, and a sense 

of homecoming? Within their house, “it was always the eighteenth century. Like everything English [. . 

.] the past seemed near, domestic, friendly” (196). But when Eleanor comes to visit, she feels only 

more isolated: “England was disappointing, she thought; it was small; it was pretty; she felt no 

affection for her native land—none whatever” (199). England is “choky” to her, just as it was to Jon 

Forsyte. Listening to the noises from neighboring farms, Eleanor thinks, “This is England” (208), but 

also envisions herself sinking into darkness when all she really wants is to envision “a world in which 

people were whole, in which people were free” (390), and yet at every turn, she is thwarted. She sees 

lights out on the horizon and at first thinks them stars: “But it was too low, too yellow; it was another 
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house she realised, not a star” (208). Cut off from her the house where she was once its keeper, Eleanor 

looks to the countryside for answers, and finds none. Is the country house a home for Morris and Celia, 

and their children Peggy and North? The narrative does not directly relay their voices, and so we can 

only guess. North, who has been away, remarks that they have “spoilt England” (376) in his absence, 

and later admits that he does not know if he even wants to live in England anymore: “Something's 

wrong, he thought; there's a gap, a dislocation, between the word and the reality” (405). This is the 

same problem as Martin's lack of harmonious correspondence—they are, each of them, trying to make 

themselves at home in a world which cannot accommodate them. Neither of the possible solutions that 

I explored in previous chapters—to either suppress the self in favor of the house, or abandon the house 

in favor of the self but end up in exile, both relying on a retreat into the past—are any good here. The 

house has been abandoned, but neither do its former inhabitants want to be exiled and increase that gap 

between them and their world. They do not want to go back to the past, but to move forward. 

 Looking to the view out the window once more, Eleanor feels “as if things were moving past 

her [. . .] not the landscape any longer, she thought; it's people's lives, their changing lives” (211). A 

large part of the problem in the search for harmony is the fact that people's lives are not static. 

Returning to Tuan once more, recall that the phrase is “security and stability of place,” not space.233 

The problem with this definition is its privileging of place as a stable site—much like Gaston 

Bachelard in The Poetics of Space, Tuan does not admit conflict into his places, and therefore already 

the analogy does not work when we try to apply it to Abercorn Terrace, or other places Eleanor has 

tried to live. She wants stability, but there was never any stability there. Tuan does allow that one could, 

theoretically, feel at home in the flux of space provided that “the objective reference points in space, 

such as landmarks and the cardinal positions, conform with the intention and the coordinates of the 

human body,” and we are back again to the question of harmony that has proved so elusive to the 
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Pargiters.234 What are the “coordinates” of Eleanor’s human body? Trying to reconcile all these 

thoughts, she lies in bed looking out her window and asks herself: 

Should she take another house? Should she travel? Should she go to India, at last? [. . .] No, I 

don't mean to take another house, not another house, she thought, looking at the stain on the 

ceiling. [. . .] Things can't go on forever, she thought. Things pass, things change, she thought, 

looking up at the ceiling. And where are we going? Where? Where? (213) 

 

These are only echoes of questions Eleanor had asked herself just after her father's death, when trying 

to determine where to live next. With Abercorn Terrace shut and empty, she wonders if she should live 

in a village or amongst cottages, ultimately concluding that nowhere suits her. The original house has 

been given up, and gladly, but its loss has also cast her adrift without direction. The only thing she 

knows is that she does not want to go back there, back to the past. 

 No matter how the Pargiter children (now grown) think back on Abercorn Terrace, they return 

to the same sticking point. “It was Hell!” (417) Delia exclaims, and though the others protest, it is clear 

they do so only out of a sense of decorum; Delia then admits that these days she takes a different route 

to Paddington station simply to avoid passing by the house, and Martin, reluctantly, sighs, his voice 

trailing off, “I hated it too . . .” (417). Even as adults, the lost unity of the family home—the theoretical 

great house—haunts them, directing their actions years after they have physically left it behind. Their 

pasts—house and body connected—are inescapable. This is in line with the consistent theme of being 

two people at once, or in two worlds at once, that keeps cropping up in the novel. Both rely on 

characters being torn in their desires, and driven by something they do not understand. 

 Mrs. Pargiter is the first to start the questioning of her own identity. Though it is not unlikely for 

someone close to death, her constant repetition of “Where am I?” is disconcerting, so much so that it 

momentarily confuses even Delia, who is playing caretaker at the time; “Here, Mama! Here,” she 

replies, “Here, in your own room,” but still Mrs. Pargiter asks, “Where am I?” (23) before subsiding to 
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look out the window in silence. As she leaves her mother's sickroom, Delia asks herself that same 

question: “Where am I? She asked herself, staring at a white jug stained pink by the setting sun. For a 

moment she seemed to be in some borderland between life and death. Where am I?” (25). Later 

Eleanor, descending the staircase, pauses: “Where am I? she asked herself, staring at a heavy frame. 

What is that? She seemed to be alone in the midst of nothingness; yet must descend, must carry her 

burden” (43). Their moments of self-doubt are tied to the rooms and spaces they inhabit, to their 

motions through the house at Abercorn Terrace. Even in another part of town, at Browne Street, Maggie 

and Sara find themselves asking, “What’s ‘I’? . . . ‘I’ . . .”(140) and later Martin, roaming Kensington 

Gardens, wonders, “What would the world be [. . .] without ‘I’ in it?” (242). Identity is tied to location, 

to surroundings, particularly identity as it hinges on the past—without a family house to return to, or 

even to properly dwell in before it goes on the market, does that also mean their childhoods are also 

now inaccessible? Is that why they each feel so cast adrift? They have cut themselves off from their 

pasts, and in doing so, entirely destabilized their futures. 

 At the end of the novel Eleanor returns to the question of how to live. The answer she settles on 

is that even amongst all the innumerable rooms you find yourself in over the course of a life, there are 

always more rooms and more people; therefore, “There must be another life, she thought. [. . .] Not in 

dreams; but here and now, in this room, with living people” (427). This is Lefebvre’s social spatial 

practice, Arendt’s emphasis on community—the other, better life involves both space and subject, the 

two working together in harmony. But that other life, the one in which everyone would feel at home, is 

always a room away. No matter how far the Forsyte family spreads out across countries and continents, 

or how many flats and houses the Pargiters try to make their homes, the ideal other life remains out of 

reach. It cannot be found by choosing the house over the self, or the self over the house, nor by going 

back into the past. How, then, is anyone to access it, and finally feel at home? The next chapter will 

suggest a solution: leave, for a while, as you must. Go through the period of exile. Then, when the 
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world has changed, and the self has changed, think of the oneiric house—the house that has stayed in 

your memories, the house from the past—and find your way back, in the future. 
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Figure 4.1: Castle Howard, North Yorkshire 
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Figure 4.2: Godrevy Lighthouse, St. Ives Bay, Cornwall 
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4. Homecomings: Loss and Reclamation in Evelyn Waugh's Brideshead Revisited and Virginia 

Woolf's To the Lighthouse 

 

“There exists for each of us an oneiric house, a house of dream-memory, that is lost in the shadow of a 

beyond of the real past,” Bachelard writes.235 If no substitute space, however well qualified or 

intentioned, has yet been able to take the place of home, the only option left is for the original oneiric 

house to be somehow returned to and re-made into a home. The “house of dream-memory” brings 

together the objective reality of architecture and historical time with the subjective experience of living 

in the world. Returning to it and achieving a homecoming requires a stable equivalency between 

subject and space rarely found in 20th-century inhabitants of anachronistic country houses. In the 

previous chapters, I have examined what happens when people and their spaces are mismatched or out 

of balance: either the self is lost and the house preserved, or the space is lost and the self lives but in 

exile; any attempt at compromise between the two leads to neither one being satisfied, and a future 

lived in constant motion. Rather than forcing the previously disparate values of self and space into 

balance, the two novels I use to close my argument allow their characters space to change apart from 

the house, while the house itself changes; when the two are reunited, both bearing the markers of war 

and loss from “the shadow of the real past,” then the moment of cohesion can arrive. This is, at last, the 

solution of the question of how we are to live. 

 A mixture of nostalgia and longing characterize both Evelyn Waugh’s Brideshead Revisited 

(1945) and Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse (1927); each begins with a discussion of love. These are 

novels whose central characters are both in touch with human emotions and attuned to the qualities of 

the spaces that surround them. “Solidity and comfort,” Harris writes in Romantic Moderns, “those 

things which the modernists were perhaps too ready to scorn, had become precious memories.”236 My 

                                                 
235 Bachelard, 15. 
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definition of “home” started from a discussion of comfort with Witold Rybczynski and Sarah Susanka; 

I return to that idea now, studying houses that have lost their comfort and characters who are unwilling 

to let that loss turn the course of their emotions away from spaces that once held affective meaning for 

them, spaces that could perhaps hold that meaning once more. Harris also addresses a sense of “lost 

permanence” and the resulting “tokens of mourning” that make their way into fiction and art as a way 

to conditionally re-capture the past and hold it together in the face of an uncertain future, rather than 

abandoning it entirely.237 Brideshead Revisited and To the Lighthouse both give us characters who are 

artists searching for that “lost permanence,” for their epiphanic moments: a vision that will give some 

totality to all their experiences even in a time when totality seems impossible. That vision does arrive, 

but only when they come face-to-face with their pasts after a long absence marked by loss and ruin, 

thereby proving that the harmonic convergence between a Modernist body and its surrounding space 

requires that space to be fragmentary. 

 In Evelyn Waugh’s Brideshead Revisited, although the house is Sebastian Flyte’s, the one for 

whom it feels more like home is Sebastian’s Oxford classmate and the novel’s narrator Charles Ryder; 

Charles eventually confesses, “If it was mine I’d never live anywhere else” (87).238 When Charles is 

cast out from the Flyte family fold, he looks back on the house and feels as though he is leaving part of 

himself there. It only makes sense that he should someday return in pursuit of wholeness. Waugh resists 

such a poetic motivation, though, instead sending Charles back some twenty years later as a 

disillusioned man. Now Brideshead is “remembered with tears by a middle-aged captain of infantry” 

(42), “C” Company having taken over the property to house soldiers during the Second World War. 

Charles is “homeless, childless, middle-aged, love-less” (401) but also, suddenly, back where he once 

felt he belonged. He wanders the hallways of the house in a daze until, standing before the ancient 

                                                 
237 Ibid., 94. 
238 Evelyn Waugh, Brideshead Revisited: The Sacred and Profane Memories of Captain Charles Ryder (New York: Little, 

 Brown and Company, 2012). All following quotations are taken from the same edition. 
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stones of the chapel, he finds hope again. He experiences this moment of recognition when looking 

upon the house in decline: “the place was desolate and the work all brought to nothing” (402), and yet 

in the face of that Charles finds his vision of “a small red flame” (402) burning into the future. This 

flame, like the one in Mellors’s letter to Connie at the end of Chatterley, is a symbol of life, of futurity. 

 Lily Briscoe has a similar vision in Virginia Woolf’s novel To the Lighthouse, a moment of 

totality that opens up the future. Like Charles with Brideshead, Lily comes to the Ramsay house “in 

love with them all, in love with this world” (26), determined to be part of it.239 But she too has to leave, 

and in the novel’s “Time Passes” section, the house bears witness to the effects of absence: “life had 

left it” (141), we are told, as the family abandons house during the Great War and a series of deaths. 

Empty, the house, too, dies. When Lily returns years later, she continually asks, “What does it mean?” 

(149). What does it mean that the house has stood empty all these years, that she has come back 

anyway, that Mrs. Ramsay and Andrew and Prue are all dead? She concludes that everything is 

“aimless [. . .] chaotic [. . .] unreal” (150), right up until Mr. Ramsay, James, and Cam finally reach the 

lighthouse, a space that has haunted the family since the novel’s first pages. With their arrival on the 

horizon, Lily has her own moment of coherence embodied in a single line of her painting, years in the 

making, and as she makes the final stroke, she, too, thinks about the future. There is continuity in that 

single line of paint. 

 Brideshead and the Ramsay house both experience long years of emptiness, watched over by 

caretakers—Nanny Hawkins and Mrs. McNab, respectively—while war intervenes, and the families 

break apart. Both houses begin to decay upon emptying, yet persist in being at least somewhat homely, 

just enough to be revisited in the end and to give their original inhabitants a sense of peace and 

endurance. What is it about these two houses that enables that? And what does it say that the 
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inhabitants who return in the end are not of the house's direct family, but rather friends drawn into that 

family years ago, friends who experienced their first senses of homecomings at those houses? These 

spaces are both metaphor for loss and actual domestic space, livable, comfortable. That functional 

duality is what the houses in previous chapters lacked: either there was no emotional attachment to the 

space, or the space of emotional attachment was not secure enough to persist. When a novel pairs all 

these qualities together—structural and social security, a sense of temporary refuge, nostalgia or 

fixation on a lost former home, and a willing return despite intervening loss—then, I argue, domestic 

space can work with, and for, its inhabitants to secure a sense of futurity and provide them with the 

possibility for a homecoming, all the while revealing their subjectivity through lived experiences. 

 Reflecting on his work, Waugh would later write a preface to the novel that explains how he 

found Brideshead Revisited “distasteful” and too much a record of “the splendors of the recent past” 

(ix), being written 1943 – 4 with the fear that World War II would wipe out that past. As a result, we get 

a text which Harris describes as “a huge feast, a mirage of satiety conjured in desperate 

circumstances.”240 Waugh’s justification for his 1959 change of opinion was that, after the war, when 

circumstances were less desperate, a “present cult of the English country house” (x) arose. As a result 

of this cult—related to Downing’s “cult of the antique” except bringing the antiquarian past into 

conversation with the present—the need for the kind of aesthetic preservation work his novel was 

performing no longer seemed so pressing. And indeed, there are still many English country houses 

standing, preserved by heritage organizations or aristocratic families; in that sense, Waugh was correct. 

One of the country’s more famous properties, Castle Howard, has even been featured as Brideshead 

Castle in two different film adaptations. At the time of my visit, the property had an exhibition running 

detailing the fictional life of the Flytes and their guests as it might have been lived within Castle 

Howard’s walls. But the fact also remains that the country house life Waugh writes about is so far 
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removed from our contemporary frames of reference that even when one visits such a house as a 

tourist, the experience cannot be the same. Nor is it the same for a present-day aristocrat, trying to 

dwell peacefully in their family home while tourists walk the grounds. And so Waugh’s “passionate 

sincerity” (x) for his characters and their experiences is not as pointless as he claims. The novel may 

have a more indulgent view of the past, but to accept Waugh’s dismissal of the novel as nothing more 

than “a panegyric preached over an empty coffin” or “a souvenir of the Second War” (10) would be 

shortsighted; at its core, Brideshead is a novel about a homecoming against the odds, and that essential 

theme of totality elevates it beyond any singular time period.  

 Waugh first conceived the idea for the novel in 1940, saying, “I think I shall start writing a 

book, for my own pleasure, probably not for publication—a kind of modern Arcadia.”241 Of course, it 

was published, five years later. Waugh began work on Brideshead Revisited: The Sacred and Profane 

Memories of Captain Charles Ryder in 1944 on a three-month leave from the army. At that time, the 

novel’s working title was “The Household of the Faith.” Biographer Selena Hastings describes the 

novel as “both panegyric and valediction, inspired by a yearning for a lost arcadia.”242 Waugh’s own 

dustjacket description supports this, dedicating his work to “those who look to the future with black 

forebodings and need more solid comfort than rosy memories. For those latter I have given my hero, 

and them, if they will allow me, a hope, not, indeed, that anything but disaster lies ahead, but that the 

human spirit, redeemed, can survive all disasters.”243 All of these combined give the impression of 

Waugh’s sentimental nostalgia for arcadia—the novel’s first section is titled Et in Arcadia ego—and 

simultaneous knowledge and regret that arcadia cannot last, that the modern world is coming and the 

only thing it holds is disaster in the face of which the human soul must find a way to continue. That is 

the fundamental problem here. 

                                                 
241 Quoted in Hastings, 482. 
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243 Quoted in Hastings, 482. 
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 The redemption Waugh predicts has two aspects: first, faith in Catholicism, and second, love of 

a family and their house. Critical reception of Brideshead typically considers the first to be the novel’s 

great and primary theme. While Catholicism is undoubtedly prevalent in the pages of the text and the 

actions of the Flyte family, what is more relevant here is that second aspect. Essentially, Charles’s 

spiritual revelation emerges only in response to his interactions with the family and their house; it is the 

impression both have left on his memory that convinces him to turn from atheism to faith, and in many 

ways that salvation through faith is a homecoming. Waugh’s novels intimately connect architecture 

with character, specifically with a view to architecture being able to morally redeem its inhabitants. 

 Charles Ryder first sees Brideshead Castle as an Oxford student on a jaunt with his friend 

Sebastian Flyte. Sebastian spirits Charles away from Oxford, saying, “You’re to come away at once, 

out of danger” (23). The sensible response to danger would be to seek a refuge, so it is fitting that the 

Wiltshire house be described as set on “a new and secret landscape” (36), hidden away from the 

world.244 They approach the house, past “wrought-iron gates and twin, classical lodges on a village 

green, an avenue, more gates, open park-land” (36), in amongst the hills. There are a few notable 

houses from Waugh’s life to mention here. One is Pixton, the house where Laura Herbert’s family lived 

in Somerset; Hasting’s biography describes it as “[b]eautifully placed in its park on a wooded 

hillside.”245 Another is Piers Court, the house where Waugh lived with Laura as man and wife, their 

retreat from the world until Waugh became disenchanted with its decay and the work required to keep 

                                                 
244 This image of refuge as a “secret landscape” or hidden garden occurs throughout the novel. “A door had shut, the low 

 door in the wall I had sought and found in Oxford; open it now and I should find no enchanted garden” (195), 

 Charles laments when he is eventually forced to leave Brideshead. Here Waugh was drawing on his own 

 experiences at Oxford with a young man named Alastair Graham, after whom Sebastian Flyte is modeled. Selena 

 Hasting’s biography references a letter Graham wrote to Waugh of the two about them escaping nature together; 

 Waugh transfigured this imagery of escape into what Hastings calls “a past Golden Age to which he always longed 

 to return, to find again the little door in the wall leading to the paradise garden, a magical illusion for ever 

 unattainable, which was powerfully to epitomise the sense of loss from which he suffered with such anguish in 

 later life.” Hastings also observes that Waugh’s manuscript for Brideshead Revisited occasionally replaces 

 Sebastian’s name with Alastair, reinforcing the connection between the two and their influence on Charles, or 

 Waugh, as well as noting the importance of the Graham family house at Barford for Waugh’s developing 

 fascination with country house life. See Hastings, 108-9. 
245 Hastings, 318. See also the discussion of Pixton in reference to A Handful of Dust in my first chapter.  
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the property in order, not to mention the invasions of his privacy that came with his growing literary 

fame.246 Another is an 18th century sandstone house in the village of Combe Florey in Somerset; 

Hastings describes it as “[s]tanding on a little eminence, approached through a gate-house and up a 

steep drive, surrounded by forty acres of woods and fields, Combe Florey was more remote, more 

secluded than Piers Court.”247 There is also Easton Court in Devon, the hotel where Waugh stayed in 

1944 to begin work on the novel. Biographer Paula Byrne describes Easton Court as “a thatched 

fourteenth-century farmhouse with low, dark rooms and small windows. He [Waugh] has been there 

before, in the late autumn of one of the momentous years of his life, 1931. It is a place that in his 

memory he cannot separate from a house and a family with which he had fallen in love that year.”248 

That family was the Lygon family, and the house was Madresfield Court.  

 Madresfield, in Worcestershire near Great Malvern, had been the seat of the Lygon family for 

eight centuries when Waugh was first introduced to it in 1931, through the Lygon sisters and their 

brother Hugh who would later become a model for Sebastian. The house had both longevity and 

structure, not to mention inhabitants who felt connected to their built environments. Byrne describes 

Madresfield as it relates to Brideshead:  

Like the mythical Brideshead, the real Madresfield had been remodelled several times. Parts 

were Jacobean, but there had been a major renovation in the style of the Victorian Gothic. 

Madresfield is a red-brick, moated manor house with yellow stone facings around the doors and 

windows. [. . .] The surrounding parkland was once royal hunting country. The house is set in 

4,000 acres and has 136 rooms, many of them immense, some tiny. [. . .] This was the house 

that was the nearest place to home for Evelyn during these nomadic years. Despite its vast size, 

it feels homely and inviting [. . .] For Evelyn, it was like entering an enchanting world. A door 

leading from the hall opened into the library, one from the library led up to the chapel, another 

to the long gallery and a side door to the minstrels’ gallery above the old Tudor dining room. 

Room upon room was filled with treasures, old masters, fine porcelain, antiques, objets d’art.249  

 

                                                 
246 Hastings describes the moment in 1955 when journalist Nancy Spain forced her way into the house seeking an 

 interview, and how Waugh almost immediately put the property on the market in response. One year later Piers 

 Court was sold. See Hastings, 580-82. 
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248 Byrne, 2. 
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Earl Beauchamp, the head of the Lygon family, was a patron of the Arts and Crafts movement and put a 

lot of time and money into decorating Madresfield to suit his tastes. The chapel, built in 1865, was 

redesigned in 1902. Earl Beauchamp “took a deep interest in every aspect of the design,” Byrne writes; 

“The paintwork, stained glass and metalwork were designed and made by the Birmingham Group, the 

altar cross an elaborate creation of Arts and Crafts metalwork, decorated with champ-levé enamel. 

Everything is of a piece, from candlesticks to sanctuary lamps to gold-embroidered altar frontal.”250 

The finishings of the chapel change in Brideshead, but its influence is unmistakable, just as clear as 

Earl Beauchamp’s influence on Sebastian’s father Lord Marchmain, the whole Lygon family’s presence 

in the Flytes, and Madresfield as the embodiment of a safe haven Charles finds, loses, and yearns for in 

Brideshead. 

 Charles is enchanted by Brideshead, exclaiming, “What a place to live in!” (36) but for 

Sebastian it is “where my family live” rather than “my house” (36). And, remember, living is not the 

same as dwelling. The distinction in Sebastian’s phrasing may seem insignificant, but Charles hears 

those words and hangs onto them, foreshadowing what is to come with Sebastian’s downfall and the 

changes at Brideshead: “even then, rapt in the vision, I felt, momentarily, an ominous chill at the words 

he had used” (36). Sebastian's problem in the affect/architecture balance necessary for a home lies 

firmly in the affect department: though the house is solid, he and his family do not get along. His is an 

experience along the lines of Maurice’s or Connie’s, needing to flee the oppressive atmosphere of the 

house and the people in it; however, like Irene or the Pargiters, he does not want to run away into the 

past. Sebastian deliberately introduces Charles to the house when his family is away in London. “All 

my life they’ve been taking things away from me” (39), he says, and is determined that the only one 

from his past whom Charles should meet is Nanny Hawkins, childhood nurse and ersatz caretaker, a 
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woman whom Sebastian calls “a friend” (23) in one of the novel’s rare moments of crossing class 

barriers. 

 Brideshead is distinct in its construction, “fortress-like, stone-flagged, stone-vaulted” (37) with 

an impressive domed roof. It boasts ceilings “frescoed with classic deities and heroes” (39) and an art 

nouveau chapel “gutted, elaborately re-furnished and redecorated in the arts-and-crafts style of the last 

decade of the nineteenth century” (40-1). Its construction and decoration cannot be pinned down to any 

specific year, instead consisting of a mix of architectural styles and features. Its proper name is 

Brideshead Castle, for the stones that make up the house used to comprise a castle in the nearby village. 

As Sebastian explains it to Charles, “we took a fancy to the valley and pulled the castle down, carted 

the stones up here, and built a new house” (87). Here it is worth taking a brief detour to Castle Howard, 

that 18th century Wiltshire house now viewed by so many of Waugh’s readers as Brideshead thanks to 

its portrayal in two screen adaptations of the novel (1981 Granada Television and 2008 Miramax 

Films). Castle Howard was the first house designed and built by John Vanbrugh, commissioned by the 

3rd Earl of Carlisle. Its central masonry dome was “the first of its kind to crown a private residence in 

England.”251 Vanbrugh’s design featured identical Baroque-style East and West Wings around a central 

portion, but the matching West Wing was never built; instead, after both Vanbrugh and the 3rd Earl died, 

construction was continued by Carlisle’s son-in-law Sir Thomas Robinson in a Palladian style. Waugh 

visited Castle Howard in 1937.252 In 1940, a fire broke out and destroyed the distinctive domed roof, as 

well as the Great Hall; reconstruction under the direction of George Howard brought the house back to 

                                                 
251 Christopher Ridgway and Nicholas Howard, Castle Howard, 7th edition (Castle Howard Estate Ltd.: 2018), 13. 
252 Christopher Ridgway, Castle Howard and Brideshead: Fact, Fiction and In-Between (Castle Howard Estate Ltd.: 

 2011). Ridgway describes the visit and writes that “Brideshead is a fictional home and yet as a place it feels 

 undeniably real, so real that it is hard to think of many other English novels which feature a building, a named 
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something more closely in line with Vanbrugh’s original style. Castle Howard opened to the public in 

1952, as did so many other country houses following World War II. 

 Sebastian and Charles interact with the house in opposing ways; for Sebastian, being at 

Brideshead brings out a “furtive restlessness and irritability” (42), but Charles experiences “the reverse 

effect” (41). However much Sebastian seems to take pleasure in spending time there with Charles, he is 

never fully comfortable within the house’s bounds. He describes it as typically “full of ravening beasts” 

(88) and claims that the only way he could be happy there is for it to be eternal summer, with only the 

two of them in each other’s company. Sebastian’s name evokes Saint Sebastian—one of the most 

eroticized saints, often depicted in art nearly nude, pierced by arrows with an expression of ecstasy—as 

well as the act of flight, that Heideggerian response to anxiety about Dasein. Meanwhile, Charles is 

something of an echo of Maurice Hall here, fleeing towards something rather than away from it. Like 

Maurice, Charles is taken in by another young man, then adopted into the family fairly tentatively, 

and—at first—entirely at peace in their house. After his first visit, Charles longs to return to 

Brideshead, to know more about the Flyte family. He gets his chance when Sebastian despairs of being 

there on his own enough to lure Charles into spending the summer at Brideshead. Their rooms adjoin, 

again like Maurice and Clive’s: 

we shared what had once been a dressing-room and had been changed to a bathroom twenty 

years back by the substitution for the bed of a deep, copper, mahogany-framed bath, that was 

filled by pulling a brass lever heavy as a piece of marine engineering; the rest of the room 

remained unchanged; a coal fire always burned there in winter. I often think of that bathroom—

the water colors dimmed by steam and the huge towel warming on the back of the chintz 

armchair—and contrast it with the uniform, clinical, little chambers, glittering with chromium-

plate and looking-glass, which pass for luxury in the modern world. (176) 

 

There in the bedrooms and the bath, beneath the dome possibly designed by Inigo Jones, amid rooms 

such as the Painted Parlor, the Chinese drawing-room, the Pompeian Parlor, and a library in the style of 

Sir John Soane, Charles gets “an aesthetic education” (88). He also falls in love: “If it was mine I'd 

never live anywhere else” (91), the words he speaks Sebastian, reveal how profoundly he feels himself 
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to be at home. He comes of age and comes alive in Brideshead, growing to embody the house's spirit 

within himself. 

 At Sebastian’s urging, Charles draws the view from the house, from the terrace out over the 

gardens and lakes, with the Italian fountain at the center. Charles refers to himself as an “amateur” (89) 

but he can draw well enough to capture “the final consummation of the house’s plan” (89). This idea of 

capturing something in its entirety is what Lukács calls “totality” in The Theory of the Novel; “totality 

as the formative prime reality of every individual phenomenon implies that something closed within 

itself can be completed [. . .] where beauty is meaning of the world made visible.”253 In the service of 

that beauty, through art, Charles is working towards rendering out the meaning of the world. 

Brideshead, “closed within itself” by history, is completed, and seems to Charles to be a house stability, 

prompting totality. This moment of a broad, total vision has its counterpart later in the novel when 

Charles perceives the house through a single flame. Charles’s visual perception is important not only 

because he is an artist; he has also been fascinated with architecture since his youth, and at Brideshead 

all his past education and curiosity comes to fruition: 

Since the days when, as a schoolboy, I used to bicycle round the neighboring parishes, rubbing 

brasses and photographing fonts, I had nursed a love of architecture, but, though in opinion I 

had made that easy leap, characteristic of my generation, from the puritanism of Ruskin to the 

puritanism of Roger Fry, my sentiments at heart were insular and medieval. This was my 

conversion to the Baroque. Here under that high and insolent dome, under those coffered 

ceilings; here, as I passed through those arches and broken pediments to the pillared shade 

beyond and sat, hour by hour, before the fountain, probing its shadows, tracing its lingering 

echoes, rejoining in all its clustered feats of daring and invention, I felt a whole new system of 

nerves alive within me, as though the water that spurted and bubbled among its stones, was 

indeed a life-giving spring. (90) 

 

Spurred on by his success in drawing the “life-giving” fountain, Charles moves on to decorating the 

garden-room on the colonnade, a space currently “derelict” (90) and without purpose; “the plaster walls 

were decorated with delicate Rococo panels and the roof was prettily groined” (90) but there is nothing 
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inside now and no one around to mind if Charles makes his mark on the walls. The house is “a place of 

such enchantment” (93) as to make everything seem unique and new, and Charles falls into it 

wholeheartedly. Is he losing himself in the process, or finding himself? The fact that he is actively 

involved in creating the new enchantment with his artwork suggests the latter. Furthermore, through his 

efforts to shape the space into something better, he also catches better sight of himself. 

 Set in contrast to Brideshead is Charles’s own family house, where lives with his father during 

the vacation from Oxford. The Ryder house is first introduced when Charles is feeling “forlorn and 

regretful” (68) at having to leave Brideshead, and his sentiment colors his descriptions of the space. He 

walks through it “in a mood of vehement self-reproach” (68), looking out “across the grimy gardens 

and irregular backs of Bayswater, at the jumble of soil-pipes and fire-escapes and protuberant little 

conservatories” (80) and wishing he was back in Sebastian’s enchanted world. Sebastian, we learn, is 

similarly yearning for Charles to be at Brideshead with him: “I wish you were coming. I wish you were 

here” (80) Sebastian writes. Eventually he invites Charles outright, in a telegram stating, “Gravely 

injured come at once” (81). Charles jumps at the chance to return to Brideshead. Even when he learns 

that Sebastian is not gravely injured at all, merely bored with his own company after injuring his ankle 

playing croquet, Charles stays on at the house, taking any excuse to spend more time there. Already it 

is exerting its hold on him. Afterwards, for a time, Sebastian seems to consider Charles’s London home 

as his own, preferring it to staying with his mother at Marchmain House, or Marchers, as they call it. 

Sebastian invites himself over, to the point that Charles’s father says, “I quite thought he had taken this 

over as his home” (165). But that temporary homecoming does not last; Sebastian is drawn back into 

his family, leaving Charles caught in-between, feeling at home in his own house while Sebastian stays 

with him but otherwise longing to be elsewhere. 

 Marchmain House itself is not properly described until later in the novel, when Charles pays a 

visit to the ill Lady Marchmain and Sebastian’s sister Julia, who is preparing for her wedding. The year 
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is 1923; Charles remarks, “There were then remaining perhaps half a dozen London houses which 

could be called ‘historic’; Marchmain House in St. James’s was one of them” (206). He also refers to 

Marchmain House one of the “great houses” where visitors could “catch a glimpse of the world they 

had believed lost forever among the mud and wire” (206) of the war. But despite the house being 

“historic” and “great,” when Charles visits, he finds it covered with “the stillness of death” (239) and 

cannot find any comfort there. This correlation between an ailing proprietor and an ailing property 

brings to mind Edgar Allan Poe’s short story “The Fall of the House of Usher” (1839), in addition to 

the Arthurian legend of the Fisher King, whose wounds have cursed his kingdom to become a barren 

wasteland. That puts Charles in the position to become Perceval, the hero who arrives in the lands of 

the Fisher King seeking the Holy Grail. Like Perceval, though, Charles does not know what to say 

when he arrives. He stays silent, and the opportunity is lost. Everything is “unfamiliar,” somehow “both 

public and unfrequented” (239), all the more unsettling for trying to be two things at once. This is 

different from the duality Eleanor experiences in Woolf’s novel The Years; there, duality was a person 

feeling themselves change, undergoing a metamorphosis in an attempt to connect with others; here, it is 

the space itself that is torn in two. Marchers is not a house anyone actually lives in with any comfort. 

The library is untouched, the drawing-room a place that once hosted luncheons but now stands empty. 

We learn that the house is being sold off and torn down, to be replaced by a block of flats that will 

incongruously continue to bear the name “Marchmain House” and everything begins to make sense. 

With the space set up for imminent demise, no one bears any emotional attachment towards it. There is 

a hint, briefly, of sentiment, when Sebastian’s older brother—called Brideshead or Bridey, after the 

house and his position of inheritance as its next lord—asks Charles if he would like to paint the soon-

to-be-destroyed Marchmain House. “A picture of the front, another of the back on the park, another of 

the staircase, another of the big drawing-room?” (250) Brideshead asks, and for a moment he seems to 

be mourning the oncoming loss. Then he specifies that the only reason he wants the house painted is to 
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keep a record of it at Brideshead Castle, a historical marker and status symbol more than anything else, 

since the only reason the property is being sold is to cover Lord Marchmain’s debts.  

 The Flytes are “rich in the way people are who just let their money sit quiet. Everyone of that 

sort is poorer than they were in 1914, and the Flytes don’t seem to realize it” (200), as Julia’s fiancé 

Rex Mottram later tells Charles. The problem, Rex explains, is in the way the households are run: 

“Look at the way they live—Brideshead and Marchmain House both going full blast, pack of 

foxhounds, no rents raised, nobody sacked, dozens of old servants doing damn all, being waited on by 

other servants” (200). The disgust behind Rex’s words would later be echoed by some of Waugh’s 

critics, who accused him of elitism; in response, Waugh wrote, “Class consciousness, particularly in 

England, has been so much inflamed nowadays that to mention a nobleman is like mentioning a 

prostitute 60 years ago. The new prudes say, ‘No doubt such people do exist but we would sooner not 

hear about them.’ I reserve the right to deal with the kind of people I know best.”254 Whether you want 

to hear about them or not, they are part of the English country house life. That way of life Waugh 

knows best is unsustainable, however, and social change is coming, largely spurred on by the financial 

depression of the 1930s. Economically, it makes more sense to sell off Marchmain House and develop 

the property, and sentimentally, there is no protest. When Brideshead asks Charles about the 

architectural merit of Marchmain House—bringing up one of the novel’s recurring debates, the 

question of what makes art “good”—Charles says, “One of the most beautiful houses I know,” but 

Brideshead says he cannot see it, and that he has “always thought it rather ugly” (251). Although there 

are efforts made to preserve the house, no one really values it. Charles is commissioned to paint it and 

pays careful attention to the details, but one has to wonder if anyone will even look at the paintings 

when he is done.  
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 This debate between what is “good” and what can endure plays out across the novel: in 

Sebastian and Charles’s friendship, in the Flyte family dynamics, in the state of the house, in the 

English landscape. When Charles returns to Brideshead after Sebastian’s telegram, he is met at the 

station by Sebastian’s sister Julia and experiences a “double illusion of familiarity and strangeness” 

(83). This quality of being two things at once here results in Charles ultimately transferring his 

fascination with Sebastian into romantic affection for Julia. Before that transference, though, Charles 

and Sebastian spend a happy summer at Brideshead Castle getting drunk and sunbathing nude on the 

house roof, looking out over the park, taking the occasional break to eat grapes from the greenhouses 

and paint the walls. The house appears again as an enchanted world, removed from all outside 

influence. This goes back to Waugh’s belief that “man is, by nature, an exile and will never be self-

sufficient or complete on this earth.”255 This particular exile, however, is a happy one, one sought by 

the exiled subjects themselves. “Sebastian and I are practically camping out here” (84), Julia says as the 

pull up to the house, all in shadows and shades of grey “save for the central golden square at the open 

doors” (84) beckoning them in like something out of a vaguely Gothic dream. The next morning Julia 

leaves, and Sebastian and Charles have the house to themselves at last. The allure of the space is 

immense, now that it is just the two of them: “We’ll have a heavenly time alone” (86) Sebastian says. 

Charles says the same thing: “I, at any rate, believed myself very near heaven, during those languid 

days at Brideshead” (87), describing a sense of relief so strong that he will later feel only when the “All 

Clear” sirens sound after an air-raid. Brideshead is, for both of them at that moment, refuge beyond 

compare.  

 Everything seems idyllic, even when the Flyte family eventually returns: Julia as well as 

younger sister Cordelia, older brother Bridey, and their mother Lady Marchmain return to the house 

and break up Sebastian and Charles’s solitude, bringing with them talk of religion and art. Specifically, 
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religion and art as they center on the Catholic chapel on the Brideshead estate. The family chapel is too 

far away for village parishioners and in danger of being closed by the Bishop in London. When asked 

for his opinion on the aesthetics of the chapel, Charles cannot answer whether it is “Good Art” (102) or 

not, only that he does not like it very much now but that it may be valued more in eighty years’ time. 

Not quite eighty years but some time into the future, when Charles has made a career out of painting 

houses and earned the nickname “Charles ‘Stately Homes’ Ryder” and a reputation as the man who 

“has said the last word about country houses” (305), his opinion still does not seem to count for very 

much. He is, again, in situation with the wrong kind of dualities: both perfectly English and too English 

in his love for and appreciation of country houses, drawing admirers as well as critics.  

 Lady Marchmain starts out as one of Charles’s admirers. She pulls him aside for “little talks” 

(142) and tries to convert him to Catholicism, wanting to draw him more fully into the family. She 

exerts an influence over all the inhabitants of Brideshead and her sitting-room is a clear marker of her 

position of power: 

This room was all her own; she had taken it for herself and changed it so that, entering, one 

seemed to be in another house. She had lowered the ceiling and the elaborate cornice which, in 

one form or another, graced every room was lost to view; the walls, one paneled in brocade, 

were stripped and washed blue and spotted with innumerable little water-colors of fond 

association; the air was sweet with the fresh scent of flowers and musty potpourri; her library in 

soft leather covers, well-read works of poetry and piety, filled a small rosewood bookcase; the 

chimneypiece was covered with small personal treasures—an ivory Madonna, a plaster St. 

Joseph, posthumous miniatures of her three soldier brothers. When Sebastian and I lived alone 

at Brideshead during that brilliant August we had kept out of his mother’s rooms. (142-3) 

 

When Charles leaves the previously forbidden space of that “intimate feminine, modern world” (156), 

he describes it as a return to “the august, masculine atmosphere of a better age” (156), “better” here 

being contrasted against “modern.” Charles begins to see Brideshead as not only an enchanted, 

heavenly place, but also a refuge against the encroaching modern world. He sets himself and Sebastian 

together in it, “contra mundum” (158). Their isolation can only protect them for so long, though. 
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 The title of this section of the novel is, again, “Et in Arcadia ego.” Literally, “And in Arcadia, I 

am.” The phrase calls to mind both a rural paradise, here implied to be Charles’s experience of 

Brideshead Castle, and the human skull that sat in a bowl of roses in Charles’s rooms at Oxford, 

engraved with the titular motto as a memento mori. But there is also an unspoken addition to the phrase, 

the suggestion that some unnamed being exists even in such a pastoral idyll, or in spite of it. The “I” in 

the phrase is often implied to be a dead person or death itself personified, as in three 17th century 

paintings by Nicolas Poussin and Guercino depicting shepherds confronting a tomb. Guercino’s 

painting in particular prominently features a skull. Their isolated paradise is thus under threat, from 

Lady Marchmain’s “modern” aesthetics and from the Flyte family’s expectations for Sebastian—that he 

be like his older brother and follow in the family path, while all Sebastian wants is to be left alone. 

Charles notes, “I saw him already as being threatened, though I did not yet know how black was the 

threat [. . .] And since Sebastian counted among the intruders his own conscience and all claims of 

human affection, his days in Arcadia were numbered” (143-4). Although initially Sebastian sought out 

and was glad for Charles’s company, seeing the two of them as united against the world, gradually he 

begins to pull away. Charles says of Brideshead that “there was room under that wide roof for a wide 

variety of independent lives” (144), but the more time they spend there, the more dependent each 

becomes—Charles on the company of others, and Sebastian on alcohol. 

 Despite Charles’s profession of loyalty only to Sebastian, he nevertheless enjoys being accepted 

into the family. Lady Marchmain tells him, “I look on you very much as one of ourselves” (153); 

Charles also remarks that he spent enough time in the house Sebastian’s brother Brideshead “seemed to 

accept [him] without curiosity, as one of the household” (322). In Charles’s mind, he has come to 

belong at Brideshead. This is important to him, that he have a connection to the space. His personal 

connections are compounded by his art, as he has continued to leave his mark on the house through his 

paintings in the garden-room, which apparently “everyone loves” (160), never mind that Charles 
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believes that “as a decorative scheme, they were a failure” (185) since his techniques and abilities as an 

artist change over the eighteen months he spends painting the walls and there is no coherence among 

his work. No matter what the quality, though, Charles’s influence through his art remains even after he 

has left the house. Lady Marchmain later writes to Charles, “I went to the garden-room this morning 

and was so very sorry” (168) to see the paintings unfinished. She invites him to come back to visit, 

even though she was the one who told him to leave before the work was finished in the first place. The 

marks of his artistic encounter with the house endure, even after he himself is no longer there. 

 Charles tries to help Sebastian and make peace between the family but ultimately, he does take 

his friend’s side, and as a result is sent away from the house. All his connections could not keep him at 

home. Sebastian grows increasingly unhappy, proving his earlier statement true: the more time he 

spends at Brideshead, the more he is caught in “furtive restlessness and irritability” (42) until he can no 

longer stand it. He takes to drinking until he is “never quite sober” (147), whiling away the time with 

alcohol while Charles paints the garden-room and tries to get Sebastian to be sociable. Sebastian 

protests, “I can’t stand all these people about” (147). Earlier he claimed that if it were only him and 

Charles at Brideshead instead of visitors and family, the feeling of Arcadia might persist, but now it is 

clear that even Charles is not a welcome sight in paradise. Sebastian lies about where he has been, and 

how much he has had to drink; he locks his bedroom door in Charles’s face when Charles tries to 

confront him. “You’re only a guest here—my guest. I drink what I want to in my own house” (149), 

Sebastian finally declares, after Charles has tried to get him to bed and take away his whisky, both 

efforts unsuccessful. Later Sebastian tries to apologize, in tears, but still speaking to Charles of 

betrayal; their private enchantment against the outside world has broken. The next morning, when 

Sebastian enters Charles’s room, there is a tension in the air between the two of them that did not 

previously exist: 
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Next morning, he came to my room very early, while the house still slept; he drew the curtains 

and the sound of it woke me, to find him there fully dressed, smoking, with his back to me, 

looking out of the windows to where the long dawn-shadows lay across the dew and the first 

birds were chattering in the budding tree-tops.  (151) 

 

Where it was once the two of them inside, together in a refuge, now Sebastian stands looking out to the 

horizon and its prospect, having turned his back on Charles. Sebastian may be “safely home” (185) but 

his is a “black home-coming” (176), marked by his own unhappiness and Charles’s failed efforts to 

bring him out of his misery—which has no clear onset or cause, seeming to stem only from Sebastian’s 

desire to be left alone to do as he pleases, against the familial pressure to conform. Incompatible as he 

is with his family house, the only option left to Sebastian is exile. Everything that Brideshead Castle 

represents begins to drag Sebastian down, until he can no longer even remain in the house. 

 Charles, too, is forced to leave, though not through any decision of his own. The Flyte family 

turns entirely against him. “We have no secrets in this house” (187), Lady Marchmain says to him one 

day, revealing that she knows Charles has been supporting Sebastian’s drinking habit. Julia does not 

mind that her brother is drunk nearly as much as she minds that he is drunk at home, wondering why he 

does not instead go “somewhere where it doesn’t matter” (186). Where would that be, though? Are 

there certain spaces where things cease to matter? If so, it seems that Brideshead is actually in the 

process of becoming one. In its presence, Charles feels himself so alienated that he sees himself in “a 

strange world, a dead world [. . .] in a moonscape of barren lava, a high place of toiling lungs” (188). 

The enchanted house with golden light coming from the door now becomes a harsh, empty space. Even 

Sebastian, formerly paired off with Charles contra mundum, says no when asked if he wants Charles to 

stay, admitting that Charles’s presence is no longer any help. Thus cast out, Charles takes one final look 

back at the house: 

But as I drove away and turned back in the car to take what promised to be my last view of the 

house, I felt that I was leaving part of myself behind, and that wherever I went afterwards I 

should feel the lack of it, and search for it hopelessly, as ghosts are said to do, frequenting the 
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spots where they buried material treasures without which they cannot pay their way to the 

nether world. 

 “I shall never go back,” I said to myself. 

 A door had shut, the low door in the wall I had sought and found in Oxford; open it now 

and I should find no enchanted garden. (195) 

 

Brideshead Castle has taken over a part of Charles’s self; he is already so deeply attached to it as to 

make it into his home, his fixed point in the world, even as it is removed from his grasp. After he 

leaves, he questions the family and the house whenever he gets the chance: he wants to know whether 

anyone talked about him after he left, and if the house has changed, if the family is still the same, as if 

by stepping out of its front door Charles and his absence have had a hand in any changes that come to 

the house. As much as Brideshead has affected him, Charles wants to affect Brideshead. He wants to 

have been, even just once, at home. 

 Considering that Charles is, for the moment, kicked out of the family home, it makes sense here 

to leave him and turn to Julia Flyte, who “lived apart in a little world, within a little world, the 

innermost of a system of concentric spheres” (207). This quality of living apart in isolation is, 

according to Rex, a particularly English quality; he describes the woman he was formerly involved 

with also as living “in a little world within a little world” (212), and later when Rex and Julia grow 

apart from Charles they are separated out, “as one could in England and only there, into separate 

worlds, little spinning planets of personal relationship” (270). Their complete isolation precludes any 

kind of human connection. Charles, thinking that they can at least be isolated together, feels that he and 

Julia are caught in “the centripetal force of our own worlds and the cold, interstellar space between 

them” (270). His motivations here are similar to Mellors with Connie in Lady Chatterley’s Lover or 

Alec’s with Maurice in Maurice. The idea of two people contra mundum emerges once more. However, 

even after Julia reconnects with Charles, she still feels “as though all mankind, and God, too, were in a 

conspiracy” (316) against her and the little world she wants to continue to inhabit. Charles reassures 

her that for the night, at least, the two of them are safe from outside forces; “Not tonight,” he says, but 
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she asks, “Not for how many nights?” (316), knowing that their escape into their own world is only 

temporary, as all exile into refuge must be. The world always finds a way back in. 

 Julia and Charles come back together onboard a ship sailing from the Americas back to Europe; 

Charles has been abroad painting things other than English country houses, Julia for unknown reasons. 

In the microcosm of the ship, amid rough seas that keep Charles’s wife Celia seasick in her cabin, he 

and Julia begin to have an affair. Later they talk of marriage, but of course they are each already 

married to other people. Julia tells Charles then that she wants to experience “real peace” with him; he 

counters that they have it already, in the view looking out from Brideshead: 

The sun had sunk now to the line of woodland beyond the valley; all the opposing slope was 

already in twilight, but the lakes below us were aflame; the light grew in strength and splendor 

as it neared death, drawing long shadows across the pasture, falling full on the rich stone spaces 

of the house, firing the panes in the windows, glowing on cornices and colonnade and dome, 

spreading out all the stacked merchandise of color and scent from earth and stone and leaf, 

glorifying the head and golden shoulders of the woman beside me. 

 “What do you mean by ‘peace,’ if not this?” (320) 

 

For Charles, the house and its prospect are once again a little world removed from everything else. 

They are a refuge that does not come at the price of exile. Not so for Julia, who feels “the past and the 

future pressing so hard on either side that there’s no room for the present at all” (320), caught between 

her marriage to Rex and her love—or something like it—for Charles, while his only concern is satisfied 

by them being back at Brideshead.  

 The satisfaction does not last for long, though. Charles sees its demise in the Painted Parlor, in 

the shadows of candlelight; Julia sees it in gates now shut, architectural decorations “[t]hrown away, 

scrapped, rotting down” (330). At the center of it all is the fountain, the same fountain Charles was 

drawn to on his first visit to Brideshead, the same one that returns at the novel’s end. “It’s like the 

setting of a comedy,” Charles says; “Scene: a Baroque fountain in a nobleman’s grounds. Act one, 

sunset; act two, dusk; act three, moonlight. The characters keep assembling at the fountain for no very 

clear reason. [. . .] Drama. Tragedy. Farce. What you will. This is the reconciliation scene” (333). It 
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may be the scene of reconciliation, but the moment has not yet arrived. Julia accuses him of having to 

“see everything second-hand” (333), filtering his emotions through the arts, painting and literature and 

architecture. She has a point—Charles consistently tries to understand himself through his relationship 

to his spaces, and his fixation on Brideshead house is, in his own mind, his strongest indicator of 

character. After all this time, he still identifies with the house and his vision of it, seconding any sense 

of self to the house. 

 Any time tension arises, Charles thinks back to the first time he saw Brideshead, “the old house 

in the foreground, the rest of the world abandoned and forgotten; a world of its own of peace and love 

and beauty” (371). The house is a medium for interpreting his experiences. He still thinks of Sebastian 

through its structure: “every stone of the house had a memory of him” (348), even as Sebastian is far 

away in Tangier, drunk and ill, entirely disconnected from his childhood home. Even Julia herself is, in 

Charles’s eyes, seen only in relation to the house. He looks at her “between the firelight and the shaded 

lamp”—continuing the theme of all his visions having some relation to light—and is “reminded of 

another moment of vision” (356), relating Julia in Brideshead to Julia on the ship to Brideshead itself. 

When relations between Charles and Julia are strained, he describes “a wall of fire” (389) between the 

two of them, alluding to that same image. 

 There is, in fact, no reconciliation scene—at least, not an immediate one. First Julia and Rex 

must separate, and Charles and Celia, and in the meantime,  they have to leave Brideshead behind. 

“Once before,” Charles says, “I went away, thinking I should never return,” looking out with some 

melancholy at the view from the house’s drawing-room at dusk; “Perhaps years later, to what’s left of 

it, with what’s left of us” (344), Julia offers. This statement is both compromise and prediction. It is the 

necessary departure, the move that must happen to ensure a return. 

 For a time, everyone is displaced. With the preparations for two divorces, there is a lot of 

shuffling around of property:  
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the game of General Post—moving my [Charles] property from the Old Rectory to my flat, my 

wife’s from my flat to the Old Rectory, Julia’s from Rex’s house and from Brideshead to my 

flat, Rex’s from Brideshead to his house, and Mrs. Muspratt’s [Brideshead’s wife] from 

Falmouth to Brideshead—was in full swing and we were all, in varying degrees, homeless. 

(359) 

 

Charles and Julia may leave Brideshead, thinking they will never return, but they do eventually find 

their way back to the house for the occasion of Lord Marchmain’s return. Once again, a house exerts its 

hold, exercises its ability to draw its inhabitants in even when they are not strictly willing to be led back 

into the past. 

 Lord Marchmain comes back to Brideshead Castle around 1933, after a twenty-five-year 

absence. His resumption of his household seat comes against “[w]hatever harsh voices might be 

bawling into the microphones of central Europe, and whatever lathes spinning in the armament 

factories” (362), but to read it as a statement of triumph for the English country house lifestyle fails 

when we learn that he has come home to die. He also takes up residence in the “Chinese drawing-

room” (364), rather than his old rooms upstairs. Much like Charles avoided Lady Marchmain’s rooms 

even when he was a frequent guest at Brideshead, he has never spent much time in the Chinese 

drawing-room, “a splendid, uninhabitable museum” (364) that Lord Marchmain nevertheless sets his 

mind on inhabiting for his last days. In something once again like an echo of the Fisher King, Lord 

Marchmain’s illness holds sway over his property, as “the life of the house kept pace with the faltering 

strength of the sick man” (372). Even as he dies, Lord Marchmain talks of the house continuing into the 

future, but not without tacking on some grim predictions at the end: 

When all of you are dead Julia’s son will be called by the name his fathers bore before the fat 

days; the days of wool shearing and the wide corn lands, the days of growth and building, when 

the marshes were drained and the waste land brought under the plow, when one built the house, 

his son added the dome, his son spread the wings and dammed the river. Aunt Julia watched 

them build the fountain; it was old before it came here, weathered two hundred years by the 

suns of Naples, brought by man-o’-war in the days of Nelson. Soon the fountain will be dry till 

the rain fills it, setting the fallen leaves afloat in the basin; and over the lakes the reeds will 

spread and close. (384) 
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The failing fountain is a poignant image. Lord Marchmain professes that the Flytes have “always been 

builders” (385) and despairs of Brideshead “crumbl[ing] about their ears” (369) if Brideshead and Mrs. 

Muspratt take over. Much like in Howards End, the question of inheritance here has an emotional, 

spiritual dimension: Who is fit to inherit the home? Who will appreciate it, add to it, see that the reeds 

do not over take the lake and the fountain does not dry up? 

 Lord Marchmain crosses out members of his family one by one, at last settling on Julia and 

Charles. Beryl—Mrs. Muspratt—he determines to be not “quite in her proper element” (370) as she 

spends her time at the house talking of improvements, ways to make Brideshead more like other houses 

she is familiar with. Sebastian is “out of the question” (370) for obvious reasons; Lord Marchmain’s 

mistress Cara has no attachment to the house at all; poor Cordelia gets no justification for her refusal. 

For his part, Charles is hesitant to accept. Even though he has loved Brideshead since the beginning, he 

does not feel entitled to take possession of it. Julia shows no such hesitance. “I think you and I could be 

very happy here” (371), she tells Charles. It is at that moment that the echoes of Arcadia come back, 

with Julia replacing Sebastian: her and Charles together against the world. Finally, he is poised to grasp 

the space that has had such a firm hold on his imagination and character from his first glimpse of it. His 

homecoming, it seems, is at hand. Then, at the last minute, Julia backs out. She tells Charles that she 

cannot marry him and they part ways “by stealth [. . .] in the corner of the stair” (392) rather than 

taking possession of the house in its entirety. Even though the head of the house saw fit that Charles 

should inherit it, and Charles himself wanted to inherit it, Brideshead cannot produce a homecoming 

for Charles. 

 Not yet, at least—not for another ten years. In the novel’s epilogue, also titled “Brideshead 

Revisited,” Charles returns once again, heart-broken and quiet when faced with the reminder of 

everything he wanted and could not have, but the house is broken, too. And this is when the moment of 

recognition between self and structure, subject and object, finally occurs. At first, Charles does not 
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admit to knowing the house. He returns to Brideshead when it has been taken over by the army, its 

rooms re-purposed for clerks, conferences, offices, a mess-hall. There is utility only in the most limited 

sense. “The worst place we’ve struck yet,” Charles’s commanding officer calls it; “no facilities, no 

amenities [. . .] Marchmain is ten miles away and damn-all when you get there” (396). The officer 

looks out on the lakes and valleys and sees not Charles’s soft golden sunset but “great potentialities for 

an assault course and a mortar range” (396). The Quartering Commandant is one of the few who still 

has anything positive to say about Brideshead. He admits, “Wonderful old place in its way [. . .] a great 

warren of a place” (396). The only ones left living in Brideshead are an unnamed caretaker, some 

servants, a Roman Catholic priest, and Nanny Hawkins; Julia owns the property but is abroad. The 

Quartering Commandant shows Charles around the house, telling him about all the rooms as if Charles 

has never been there before, and we see Brideshead a changed place, artwork covered up, furniture 

crammed into the upper-floors to leave the ground-floor free for the soldiers, the fireplace in the great 

hall damaged, the garden-room with Charles’s paintings “the prettiest in the place” (397) but made a 

mess of by previous soldiers. The lawn and terrace have been cut up and the fountain damaged by 

soldiers “lark[ing] about in it” (398) to the point where they had to shut the water off and put up a wire 

fence to barricade it off before it was ruined entirely. Lord Marchmain’s prediction of the fountain 

running dry has come true. In a review of Waugh’s Work Suspended, Nigel Dennis wrote in the 

Partisan Review, “For fifteen years Waugh has sung the house [. . .] Waugh saw the ghosts in the old 

houses, the flies lovely in amber; unlike them [the poets of the New Left], he totally rejected the plea to 

‘advance to rebuild.’ The ghosts must be materialized; or, if that were impossible, they must be 

preserved as the best available wraiths.”256 Here at the moment of Charles’s return to Brideshead, those 

ghosts materialize. They are not what Charles wanted to see, though; he finds the entire experience 

“desolate” (399) and goes to seek out the one familiar face in the house, Nanny Hawkins, who talks to 

                                                 
256 Quoted in Hastings, 389-90. 
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him of everyone “coming home after the war” (400). But Charles’s homecoming, I argue, happens 

now—not during the calm after the war, but in the midst of its tension and destruction. He has not quite 

realized it yet, but it is happening nonetheless. The ghosts, the desolation, the ruin spreading over the 

house, is all necessary for his return. 

 After his tour of the house, Charles eventually admits that he does know the property, which is 

the first step in his realization. He thinks back to when he first saw it and how Sebastian had introduced 

Brideshead to him: “ ‘It belongs to friends of mine,’ and as I said the words they sounded as odd in my 

ears as Sebastian’s had done, when, instead of saying, ‘It is my home,’ he said, ‘It is where my family 

live’ ” (401). Brideshead is not being used for its original purpose as a family home, but Charles slowly 

realizes “that’s one of the pleasures of building” (401), to watch something grow into a different 

purpose. This is the second step. This is what Lukács refers to in The Theory of the Novel as “a strange 

and melancholy paradox, [in which] the moment of failure is the moment of value; the comprehending 

and experiencing of life’s refusals is the source from which the fullness of life seems to flow.”257 The 

failure of Brideshead to withstand the future and the war unscathed makes what remains of “the 

fullness of life” all the more valuable. The third step of Charles’s realization comes after he returns to 

the chapel and has his vision. Though the chapel was closed and emptied out, it still looks the same; 

Charles notices that “the art-nouveau lamp burned once more before the altar” (402), bringing back the 

light and flame imagery of his earlier moments of clarity and vision. Walking away from the chapel and 

back to the mess that has been made of Brideshead Castle, Charles is still thinking about the pleasures 

of building, and the question of purpose. What is the point of a house? Charles thinks of Brideshead 

built from the castle’s stones, something old made new but then “brought to nothing” (402) by time and 

change, and then brought out of nothingness into something new once more: “something none of us 

thought about at the time; a small red flame [. . .] burning anew among the old stones” (402). This 
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confrontation with his own history, in a space with so much personal affect for Charles, culminates in a 

vision leading into the future that connects past and present and moves outwards, expanding his 

understanding of Brideshead house in a singular moment of totality.  

 We can see a similar moment in an earlier novel—Rainer Maria Rilke’s novel The Notebooks of 

Malte Laurids Brigge (1910) has Malte come into confrontation with the one remaining wall standing 

amidst a neighborhood of ruined houses. Standing before the wall Malte can see the remnants of rooms, 

now abandoned, and reads from the space an entire history of its inhabitants; the “stubborn life of those 

rooms” persists through the layers of paint, water damage, and peeling wallpaper, and in the ruin of the 

wall Malte sees himself, a modern man, made homeless by his temporality.258 Unrooted, he looks upon 

the ruined echo of what was once a home, now dirty and broken, off-putting and alienating, and within 

that wall he finds his mirror. Unsettled in the modern world, he comes upon an architecture that suits 

his existential anxiety: a wall both attuned to the past and scarred by it, both instantly familiar and 

immediately disquieting. Malte experiences an epiphany while standing before that wall; it is not a 

welcome one. “For that is the terrible thing,” he tells us; “I recognized it. I recognize everything here, 

and that is why it enters into me so readily: it is at home in me.”259 But whereas Malte flees from the 

wall in which he confronted himself and his own innermost being, Charles looks at the stones and the 

burning flame and is comforted, in the old sense of the word: he finds consolation.  

 There are two key differences here. The first is, admittedly, Waugh’s own desire to write against 

the horrors of the Second World War, lending a more optimistic, indulgent air to his novel. The second 

is more important: Malte has no prior experience of being at home in that wall, but Charles has felt at 

home within Brideshead’s stone walls before. The stones open up a vision for Charles, solid stone and 

                                                 
258 Rainer Maria Rilke, The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge, trans. Michael Hulse (New York: Penguin Classics, 2009), 

 30. 
259 Ibid., 31. William Needham translates “it is at home in me” as “it finds a home in me,” which carries a slightly different 

 nuance, emphasizing the moment of recognition as an active encounter, finding anew rather than already being. 
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“a small red flame” (381) that burns across time, all set by the builders. And the builders were the Flyte 

family, and Charles is drawn to them once again, part of the family once more. He finds hope again at 

Brideshead twenty years after his initial attachment. A different man, coming back to a different house, 

where he nonetheless finds familiarity and recognition—Charles sees in Brideshead’s stones and the 

flame a vision of all the things he has been striving for, history and religion and potential, a sense of 

purpose moving forward. In this vision of totality, he regains his sense of home and ends the novel 

“looking unusually cheerful” (402), content at last. He has found his way home. 

 Another who finally finds their way home is Lily Briscoe, who also has her vision of totality 

when she at last returns to the Ramsay house in Virginia Woolf’s novel To the Lighthouse, not a red 

flame but the “greens and blues” (211) of her canvas and a single line of paint in the center of it all. 

After an entire novel following characters who continually question the meaning in everything—and 

whether or not there even is one—Lily has her moment of clarity marked by a singular line, amid other 

lines “running up and across” (211) everything. It surprised me to find that the text does not specify 

whether this line is vertical or horizontal. For Woolf, who is intimately concerned with space and its 

visual presentation, it seems strange that this would not be specified.260 In a diary entry early in the 

writing process, she described the novel’s structure as “[t]two blocks joined by a corridor” (xxxix), a 

construction that would support Lily’s line being horizontal. But Woolf also wrote, in a 1927 letter to 

Roger Fry, of the necessity of “a central line down the middle of the book to hold the design together,” 

implying verticality. To put the two ideas together, the novel’s structure and guiding images take the 

form of a narrative triptych, with a central panel that both divides and holds things together, read at 

once horizontally and vertically. This fits well with Woolf’s desire to create a novel that functioned “so 
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 vertical line was the clear winner. 
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that one had the sense of reading the two things at the same time” (xlvi), and grants Lily’s single line 

some of that nebulous quality of Charles’s flickering flame. 

 Lily comes to the Ramsay’s summer house and its Lighthouse prospect “in love with them all, 

in love with this world” (26) that they inhabit, enthralled from the start just as Charles was with 

Brideshead. The rest of the family does not feel nearly the same degree of satisfaction; “Some one had 

blundered,” the text continually repeats, moving through different speakers to convey a sense of 

persistent but uncertain discomfort.261 The Ramsay family and their guests discuss whether or not they 

will be able to go to the Lighthouse the next day, ultimately concluding that the weather will not permit 

it, much to young James Ramsay’s disappointment. Lily witnesses all this as she paints Mrs. Ramsay 

who is sitting in the window, a shape outlined against the view to the horizon. Her thoughts are not on 

the lighthouse, or the journey there, but on perception, and understanding: “How then did it work out, 

all this? How did one judge people, think of them? How did one add up this and that and conclude that 

it was liking one felt, or disliking? And to those words, what meaning attached, after all?” (28). This 

questioning aligns with Mr. Ramsay’s work on phenomenology, described in the novel as “[s]ubject 

and object and the nature of reality” (26), or “a kitchen table [. . .] when you’re not there” (26). Both 

Lily and Mr. Ramsay—and, indeed, all of Woolf’s characters here—are searching for not only meaning 

but endurance, in their own ways. Wondering “after all” and wondering what will happen “when you’re 

not there” are, in many ways, the same question. 

 Woolf’s novel performs phenomenologist Edmund Husserl’s epoché, a type of oscillation 

between two poles, the natural state (unquestioning, accepting the world as given) and the doubtful 

state.262 Here characters are torn between pursuing philosophy in isolation and seeking out human 

                                                 
261 “Some one had blundered” (22); “Some one had blundered!” (29); “But what had happened? Someone had blundered.” 

 (33); “Someone had blundered—” (34); “something had happened, someone had blundered” (34); “Some one had 

 blundered” (36), etc. 
262 Edmund Husserl, The Paris Lectures, trans. Peter Koestenbaum (The Hague, Netherlands: Martinus Nijhoff, 1975). 
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contact, reflecting the rhythm of the waves upon the shore. There is a constant flow of meaning in the 

world, but it is a meaning that remains ultimately inaccessible, at least in an apodictic sense, save for in 

small, singular moments. Woolf’s characters move about in the proverbial dark, they themselves 

“wedge-shaped core[s] of darkness” (65), never really knowing what is going on and always in danger 

of losing their connections.  

 Lily may be “in love with this world” and ready to believe it will continue, but Mrs. Ramsay 

looks around herself and sees that the room as “fearfully shabby” (30). Although “the children loved it” 

(30), Mrs. Ramsay herself is unable to penetrate the atmosphere in her own home that Lily has already 

envisioned. The Ramsay house bears many markers of another shabby house, Woolf’s childhood 

summer home called Talland House, a mid-19th century house outside St. Ives in Cornwall overlooking 

the bay and, farther out, Godrevy Lighthouse. Though the Ramsay family retreat to Scotland in the 

novel, Woolf’s experiences in Cornwall permeate its pages. Quentin Bell’s biography of his aunt 

describes Talland House “on the high ground above the bay”; St Ives. was “the only real country and 

the children longed for it.”263 Woolf’s own memoirs describe it as the archetypal house, “like a child’s 

drawing of a house; remarkable only for its flat roof, and the crisscrossed railing that ran round the 

roof.”264 When the Woolf family stayed there for weeks at a time during the summer, beginning in 1882 

and continuing through 1894, they had frequent company, just as the Ramsays do. In a house full of 

people, out on the edge of England, Woolf experienced what Bell calls “the happiest time of a happy 

childhood.”265 When Woolf and her siblings returned to St. Ives in 1905, after their father’s death, the 

visit had “a kind of symbolic intention [. . .] a deliberate exercise in nostalgia.”266 They had not been 
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there in ten years. The town had changed, but Talland House was much the same. Woolf’s diary entry 

from the next day records the experience: 

It was dusk when we came, so that there still seemed to be a film between us & the reality. We 

could fancy that we were but coming home along the high road after some long day’s outing, & 

that when we reached the gate at Talland House, we should thrust it open, & find ourselves 

among the familiar sights again. [. . .] There was the house, with its two lighted windows; there 

on the terrace were the stone urns, against the bank of tall flowers; all, so far as we could see 

was as though we had but left it in the morning. But yet, as we knew well, we could go no 

further; if we advanced the spell was broken. The lights were not our lights; the voices were the 

voices of strangers.267 

 

This return to a lost house, and the powerful emotions of homecoming and estrangement that come 

along with it would become the central theme of To the Lighthouse two decades later. Talland House 

left its mark on Woolf, in a way that biographer Hermione Lee describes as being the space “where she 

[Woolf] sites, for the whole of her life, the idea of happiness. [. . .] Happiness is always measured for 

her against the memory of being a child in that house. The images she uses to describe that memory are 

pleasurable and consolatory, images of fullness, rhythm and light.”268 Those images of Talland House 

bring together the Vitruvian qualities of commodity, firmness, and delight, as well as Downing’s triad 

of convenience, truth, and beauty, and Le Corbusier’s of space, light, and order. The consolatory aspect 

also stands for comfort, in the old sense of the word.  

 Woolf was comfortable at Talland House, just as Lily is at the Ramsay House. Mrs. Ramsay, 

however, is dissatisfied with the space. She conceals this emotion carefully, and in doing so exudes a 

level of command over her spaces that Lily finds fascinating. At Mrs. Ramsay's knee Lily imagines 

new spaces, “secret chambers” (51), in awe. Something in her is awakening to this new space, seeking 

refuge. Meanwhile, the space itself is deteriorating. Mrs. Ramsay remarks again that the room is “very 

shabby [. . .] no beauty anywhere” (83). The carpets are faded, the wall-paper peeling, doors left ajar 

out of carelessness and letting the outside elements in, letting the natural world permeate the space of 
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the house. Mrs. Ramsay wants some of that inside/outside exchange, but only through the windows: 

“windows should be open, and doors shut—simple as it was, could none of them remember it?” (31), 

she asks in frustration. She is later described exactly by her interactions with those two kinds of 

threshold spaces: “She opened bedroom windows. She shut doors” (52). These acts of opening and 

closing position Mrs. Ramsay as a gatekeeper, one who knows what the summer house could be and 

hold and is unwilling to let that go. In contrast, Lily sees the house as a “sanctuary” (53) into which she 

wants to enter and wonders how to gain access: 

What art was there, known to love or cunning, by which one pressed through into those secret 

chambers? What device for becoming, like waters poured into one jar, inextricably the same, 

one with the object one adored? Could the body achieve, or the mind, subtly mingling in the 

intricate passages of the brain? or the heart? Could loving, as people called it, make her and 

Mrs. Ramsay one? for it was not knowledge but unity that she desired. (54) 

 

Love alone is not yet enough. Lily does not gain her unity—the totality, the sense of human connection 

and integration within a spatial community—from love alone.  

 One of the ways Lily expresses this love and seeks entrance into spaces is through her art. She 

spends most of the early portion of the novel painting a portrait of Mrs. Ramsay, viewing her as “an 

august shape; the shape of a dome” (55); “a wedge-shaped core of darkness, something invisible to 

others” (65). Her painting is abstract, all shapes and colors in a very Bloomsbury style; Mrs. Ramsay is 

a purple triangle, reading to James. To the objection that no one who looks at her painting will realize 

that purple triangle is a human shape, Lily’s only reply is that she is interested in light and shadow, and 

the necessary relationship between the two. She muses that “it is all dark [. . .] but now and again we 

rise to the surface and that is what you see us by” (65); by that description, shadow may well stand in 

for the world, and light for the self. The two of them interact with each other in constant rhythm. Mrs. 

Ramsay, as the “core of darkness,” is the only family member connected to the wider world and the 

reality of life, the only one who is able to bring things together. That static quality is, in her mind, 

stability. She wants to turn the space into a place and preserve it. 
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 Mrs. Ramsay also wants to bring her family together. Her husband wants “sympathy [. . .] to be 

assured of his genius, first of all, and then to be taken within the circle of life” (41). Mrs. Ramsay gives 

and gives of herself to support him and Woolf’s depiction of the stresses of their marriage reads as a 

commentary on “the inadequacy of human relationships” (43). The Ramsay children lead protected 

childhoods, thanks to their mother. Presumably they have all that they would need to grow into 

successful adults, but still Mrs. Ramsay worries. “Why must they grow up and lose it all?” she asks; 

“Never will they be so happy again” (62). She envisions their futures as “love and ambition and being 

wretched alone in dreary places” (63) and begins to wish that things stand still, unchanging. In fact, she 

commands it: “Life stand still here” (164). 

 During a dinner party, Lily suddenly sees Mrs. Ramsay in the house as someone moving 

through no-man's-land, unmoored. Things are not standing still as desired. In a moment of quietude 

after the dinner party, Mrs. Ramsay herself stands still and contemplates, with distance, a moment that 

she has just experienced. And even though she entertains thoughts of judgement, of hauling the 

moment up before a tribunal and examining it in terms of right or wrong, she also realizes that the 

world around her, her phenomenal world, is in constant motion and often at a distance; it cannot sustain 

judgements or bring them to firm, unchanging conclusions. Mrs. Ramsay recognizes her experiences as 

existing in context, intangible and unknowable but also firmly, indisputably tied to her consciousness. 

The input and output of her world are the same in their essence, but questions of worth and reality 

override her sense of self if she lets them draw too close. In order to escape the no-man’s land, things 

must stand still, and therefore they must be kept at a distance. This sense of stability is key to a 

successful performance of the phenomenological epoché, as it means that one can live in a certain 

moment and be still (invoking what T.S. Eliot will later term “the still point of the turning world”), 
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detached from the objective world even while recognizing in it that figure of the self.269 Husserl’s 1929 

Paris Lectures qualify this detachment by observing that it is not a complete break with the world: 

One cannot lightly dismiss the fact—even Descartes has so remarked on occasion—that the 

epoché changes nothing in the world. All experience is still his experience, all consciousness, 

still his consciousness. [. . .] The experience of a house, as I experience it, and ignoring theories 

of perception, is precisely an experience of this and only this house, a house which appears in 

such-and-such a way, and has certain specific determinations when seen from the side, from 

near-by, and from afar. Similarly, a clear or a vague recollection is the recollection of a vaguely 

or clearly apprehended house. [. . .] The essence of consciousness, in which I live as my own 

self, is the so-called intentionality. Consciousness is always consciousness of something.270 

 

The house is tied to human consciousness, human consciousness tied to its spaces. This is that same 

sense of being two things at once that Woolf depicted in The Years, both transcending the present 

experience and being intimately connected to it.  

 Kurt Müller-Vollmer’s study of Wilhelm Dilthey’s work, Towards a Phenomenological Theory 

of Literature (1963), also presents this ability to “overcome the traditional Cartesian dualism of subject 

and object, consciousness and the external world,” remarking on how human existence always “finds 

itself already in a world.”271 This is the same mode of being as Heidegger’s Dasein (Being-In), or more 

specifically, In-der-Welt-Sein (Being-In-the-World), wherein the subject exists only in relation to the 

world and its lived experiences. Dilthey’s theory values the influence of time and historicity more than 

Heidegger’s does, focusing on “the fullest possible comprehension of the historically conditioned 

character of human nature.”272 His work brings together the concepts of Zeitgeist (spirit of the times), 

Weltanschauung (world-view), and Erlebnis (inner experience). Connecting time, the world, and the 

subjective self, Dilthey theorizes that the basis of life and the “structure of the psyche” rely on 
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interaction between the self and its world, along a continuum of historical time.273 Any action is related 

to other actions, any experience of the self is built into the world; to act is to express our inner 

subjectivity, in relation to the environment and its objects which “are always experienced as they relate 

to us, as they affect our own being—and vice versa.”274 In this manner, one can be detached in 

observation, but the moment action is taken, the subjective self is brought back into mediation with the 

world. By that theory, Müller-Vollmer writes, “individuality is [. . .] an act of intermediation. 

Individuality can only arise within the spheres of universality [. . .] the universality of human nature, 

and the historical-cultural universality in which man exists. Both spheres together contain the 

conditions for the growth and the concretization of individuality.”275 The interrelation of individual self 

and universal world requires a merging of perspectives and relies on both the self and its sphere of 

existence being in a position to enable a connection between their separate forms. That connection is 

the same one that has been central here since the start. Things must connect in order for there to be 

harmony. 

 Mrs. Ramsay seeks that connection through the dinner party. As she stands there, looking at the 

scene, Woolf writes that she “had a sense of being past everything, through everything, out of 

everything” (85) and that is the first hint that the positioning is not right; there can be no connection 

here, no harmony. Mrs. Ramsay realizes this not long after: “Nothing seemed to have merged. They all 

sat separate. And the whole of the effort of merging and flowing and creating rested on her” (86). She is 

not the only one at the dinner party having those thoughts, though. Mr. Bankes, one of the family’s 

guests at their summer house, also keeps raising the question, “What does one live for? Why, one asked 

oneself, does one take all these pains for the human race to go on?” (91). But Mr. Bankes does not 

voice his concerns aloud. He remains passive, not active, and so no connection is made where it might 
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otherwise have been. “Is human life this? Is human life that?” (91) Mr. Bankes asks himself; when he 

finally does voice some of his thoughts to Lily, he does it in such a way that she finds him “extremely 

insincere” (95) and the possibility of unity falls short. It is, once again, up to Mrs. Ramsay to make a 

connection. 

 That connection comes through an interplay of light and shadow, just as it does in Woolf’s diary 

and in Lily’s painting. The candles are lit at the dinner table and in their dim light the party draws close, 

the room around them enclosed now by the darkness of the outside world. That change in perspective 

sets off an affective reaction: “Some change at once went through them all, as if this had really 

happened, and they were all conscious of making a party together in a hollow, on an island” (99). Lily 

attributes the change to “the many candles in the sparely furnished room, and the uncurtained windows, 

and the bright mask-like look of faces seen by candlelight. Some weight was taken off them; anything 

might happen, she felt” (100). This moment of consciousness is what both Lily and Mrs. Ramsay have 

been longing for. Lily feels “violently two opposite things at the same time” (104) yet envisions them 

coming together; Mrs. Ramsay feels “security” (106) and a point where everything is possible. Both 

realize then that the moment cannot last. Someone will disturb it, someone will blunder, and the unity 

will break, because it must. The circumstances are not yet right. 

 Sure enough, the unity does break. Afterwards Lily imagines that everyone present will one day 

return to that scene: “They would, she thought, going on again, however long they lived, come back to 

this night; this moon; this wind; this house: and to her too” (115). Like Charles thinking of his name 

being spoken at Brideshead even after he has gone, Lily sees herself with the Ramsays into the future, 

when “[a]ll that would be revived again” (115). The moment of unity may have passed, but Lily is not 

willing to let that be the last of it. She still has hopes of futurity, of a return. For Mrs. Ramsay, though, 

once that moment has passed, her voice and presence begin to fade out of the narrative. Having briefly 

achieved the connection she was striving for and then lost it, everything now becomes intangible, 
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incomprehensible. Woolf writes that Mrs. Ramsay “wanted something more, though she did not know, 

could not think what it was that she wanted” (119). Confronted with her husband’s equally silent 

presence at the end of the night, she realizes that “she could never say what she felt” (125).  

 One of the novel’s central questions revolves around the difficulty of understanding and 

articulating things, how brief those moments of possibility are, and what happens when those moments 

are lost—either because there is no space offered for them, or because the speaking subject has 

vanished. This problem arises most clearly in the middle “Time Passes” section of the novel, with all its 

disruptions and losses. This is the corridor joining the two blocks, in Woolf’s original schema for the 

novel. Here the house empties out, the wall-paper hangs and fades, the wind creeps through the cracks 

in the walls, Mrs. Ramsay dies, and the house is abandoned. The only human connection left is the 

trace of contact in the few objects left behind, and yet the house and all it contains, when put under 

assault from questions of “Will you fade? Will you perish?” still answers: “we remain” (129). It turns 

out that the Ramsay house is complete as an image, just as Lily predicted it would be, though not 

perhaps the image she had hoped for. The housekeeper Mrs. McNab comes and goes, dusting and 

washing, leaving the house locked up. We are told that “life had left it” (137). This is a house that 

stands on the brink, ready to tip into darkness; we are given a vision of what could be if the roof were 

to fall in and ruin everything, as well as a reminder of the interplay between light and shadow. “One by 

one the lamps were all extinguished” (129), the section begins, and then introduces a “flood, the 

profusion of darkness” (129) which creeps into the house. The only remaining light is “some random 

light [. . .] from some uncovered star, or wandering ship, or the Lighthouse even” (130), sweeping 

slowly over the house from afar. The moments of light offer only brief relief; night comes again, and 

again. In the face of darkness, there is little anyone can do: “Almost it would appear that it is useless in 

such confusion to ask the night those questions as to what, and why, and wherefore, which tempt the 

sleeper from his bed to seek an answer” (132). In one of Woolf’s most poetic passages from an already 
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poetic novel, she describes what would happen if anyone sought an answer when the world is in such a 

state: 

It seemed now as if, touched by human penitence and all its toil, divine goodness had parted the 

curtain and displayed behind it, single, distinct, the hare erect; the wave falling; the boat 

rocking; which, did we deserve them, should be ours always. But alas, divine goodness, 

twitching the cord, draws the curtain; it does not please him; he covers his treasures in a drench 

of hail, and so breaks them, so confuses them that it seems impossible that their calm should 

ever return or that we should ever compose from their fragments a perfect whole or read in the 

littered pieces the clear words of truth. For our penitence deserves a glimpse only; our toil 

respite only. (131-2) 

 

So there would be an answer, brief and total. But then it would be ruined, and perhaps never whole 

again. The conditions are still not right for totality to be achieved. Mrs. Ramsay has died “rather 

suddenly the night before” (132), an action that the novel relates only as an afterthought, bracketed 

apart from the rest of the narrative as if being reported from the outside. She is not the only one, either: 

Prue dies in childbirth, Andrew in France in the Great War. The ten years that pass in this section, 1909 

– 1919, see the Ramsay family diminish, and their summer house, left empty, begins to fall apart.  

 The only one left to care for the property is Mrs. McNab, who arrives periodically to open the 

windows and clean the rooms, and even sings dirges as she works and asks, “how long shall it endure?” 

(134). Whether she is speaking about the house, or her own part in trying to stave off nature and decay, 

is unclear; it could easily be both. Weeds and sand overtake the house, the natural world asserting its 

hold. As a result, we are told, “dreams persisted, and it was impossible to resist the strange intimation 

which [. . .] seemed to declare (but if questioned at once to withdraw) that good triumphs, happiness 

prevails, order rules” (136). Abandoned by its family, the house has the space to begin to take on some 

of the characteristics of the natural world that were previously only available through exile: in the 

woods, in a hut. It is undergoing the changes that will allow it to serve as a home for Lily, when she 

returns; the house itself experiences what it is like to be a dream-house, a refuge, two things at once. 

The conditions are beginning to come together. 
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 No one expects the Ramsay family to return, but they do. “All of a sudden” (143), one summer, 

they return. Mrs. McNab, with the help of Mrs. Bast, works to clear the intrusion of the natural world 

from the house, sweeping out sand, dusting the rooms, watching the beams of light from the 

Lighthouse move across the floor. “They’d find it changed” (144), the housekeepers think of the family 

returning to the house. And it is changed, but so are the Ramsays and their guests, chief among them 

Lily. The war has ended, but that does not mean that the family or the house are automatically at peace.  

 Instead of finding immediate contentment and recognition upon her return, Lily instead falls 

back into questions and doubts: “What does it mean then, what can it all mean? [. . .] For really, what 

did she feel, come back after all these years and Mrs. Ramsay dead? Nothing, nothing—nothing that 

she could express at all” (149). With the matriarch gone, and the rest of the family once again 

distraught over ever reaching the lighthouse, it falls to Lily—a sort of adopted daughter, following once 

more in the same fashion as Maurice and Charles—to step into the hostess's place, to bring everyone 

together under one roof, and to keep watch over the house. Lily returns to her painting in an effort that 

is as much about unity as it is aesthetics: “What is the meaning of life?” (161) she asks with her art. In 

her painting, shape imparts meaning, presents a possibility to be filled or a series of impressions over 

time. Her old portrait of Mrs. Ramsay sitting in a window of the house is still waiting on that meaning.  

 As Mr. Ramsay sets off for the Lighthouse with Cam and James in tow, ten years after their 

initial voyage was planned, Lily tries to figure out how to grasp that meaning, to bring together in 

harmony or in unison all the parts and pieces of her past, the moments she has spent in this house, with 

this family. Initially, her questions lead only to more questions, and to regrets: “Why be always trying 

to bring up some feeling she had not got? [. . .] They ought not to have asked her; she ought not to have 

come” (153-4). She worries over her inability to perform unity the way Mrs. Ramsay could, lapses into 

anxiety over making any marks on her painting. “For what could be more formidable than that space?” 

(162) Lily asks, contemplating the difficulty of representing the blank space between lines in her art, 
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but also the space of the house in general, empty but beginning to regain potential. Filling in the empty 

space here is the same as creating meaning, as making life stand still, as perceiving the totality of 

things. This totality, once known, is what would enable Lily to understand the answer to the question 

she most wants to ask: “What is the meaning of life?” (164). She has been searching for an answer for 

years—ten of them, at least, throughout her entire absence from the house—but has only realized the 

briefest moments of understanding: 

The great revelation had never come. The great revelation perhaps never did come. Instead there 

were little daily miracles, illuminations, matches struck unexpectedly in the dark; here was one. 

This, that, and the other; herself and Charles Tansley and the breaking wave; Mrs. Ramsay 

bringing him together; Mrs. Ramsay saying, ‘Life stand still here’; Mrs. Ramsay making of the 

moment something permanent (as in another sphere Lily herself tried to make of the moment 

something permanent)—this was of the nature of a revelation. In the midst of chaos there was 

shape; this eternal passing and flowing (she looked at the clouds going and the leaves shaking) 

was struck into stability. Life stand still here, Mrs. Ramsay said. (164-5) 

 

There are several aspects involved making things stand still and take shape. One is the ability to detach 

oneself temporarily—and temporally—to step back and observe before re-entering the scene as Mrs. 

Ramsay did. Another is the realization James has upon reaching the Lighthouse, that “nothing was 

simply one thing” (89), but also that something being two things at once—or a subject embodying two 

selves at once—does not necessarily mean it cannot also stand still. Another is perception, and the 

realization Lily has that “[o]ne wanted fifty pairs of eyes to see with” (201) in order to achieve an 

understanding. Any singular perspective, in isolation, cannot lead to totality. Integration with one’s 

world and surroundings is necessary. The last is distance, at least briefly. 

 Distance does not only make things harder to see; it also makes things less present, less 

essential. Contemplation from a removed vantage point imparts a sense of disconnect: “It was a way 

things had sometimes, she [Lily] thought, lingering for a moment and looking at the long glittering 

windows and the plume of blue smoke: they became unreal” (194). Here Woolf takes Husserl’s epoché 

again and translates it into her characters’ lives, having them experience bracketing through the 
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sensation of realizing questions and then leaving them unasked, leaving them as distant and unreal. It is 

from their brief moments of distance, then, that the characters are able to find stable ground while 

maintaining their connections to the flow of space. By separating themselves from the interminable 

chaos of the outside world, bracketing the doubts that would assail the boundaries of their perceptions, 

they stand in the center of their own lives and can finally observe. Lily looks out at the Lighthouse 

from this distance and gains, at last, some clarity: “So much depends then, thought Lily Briscoe [. . .] 

so much depends, she thought, upon distance: whether people are near us or far from us” (194). From 

that distance she perceives “some common feeling which held the whole” (195). Perception alone, 

however, does not equal actualization. Lily sees, but cannot achieve, reconciliation. Each time she 

grows close to understanding and experiencing her epiphanic moment, something happens: 

One must hold the scene—so—in a vise and let nothing come in and spoil it. One wanted, she 

thought, dipping her brush deliberately, to be on a level with ordinary experience, to feel simply 

that’s a chair, that’s a table, and yet at the same time, It’s a miracle, it’s an ecstasy. The problem 

might be solved after all. Ah, but what had happened? Some wave of white went over the 

window pane. The air must have stirred some flounce in the room. Her heart leapt at her and 

seized her and tortured her. (204-5) 

 

Both her space and her self have become hostile to the effort of unification. Her heart and the heart of 

the house are not in unity. Once again, trying to force any kind of equivalency between the two brings 

only failure. One of the hardest parts of reconciling and integrating the subject with its object, its 

surrounding world, is that the two are always in flux. Lily cannot recognize herself in the Ramsay 

house, or the whole horizon-line out to the Lighthouse and its prospect; the sea is in motion, her heart 

beats, and stillness is broken. What she can do is to seize a single glimpse and make one small line of 

paint, which can then be abstracted out into a wider emotive connection. Totality, in one brush-stroke. 

In a brief moment, Lily sees her painting as a whole: “With a sudden intensity, as if she saw it clear for 

a second, she drew a line there, in the centre. It was done; it was finished. Yes, she thought, laying 

down her brush in extreme fatigue, I have had my vision” (211). Her journey finds its completion there 
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on the lawn of the Ramsay house, looking out at the Lighthouse, seeing both at once and her self as 

well, bringing together all the years that have passed between them. With a single lie, she calls into 

being her own homecoming. 

 Despite the passage of time, the emptiness, and the family fractures, the houses in Brideshead 

Revisited and To the Lighthouse remain spaces that offer comfort and connection, true great houses. 

What is it about these two houses, and the way they are portrayed in fiction, that enables them to be 

homes? The spatial, social, and emotional experiences of these houses make their lack felt when they 

are left behind, and so the spaces are pursued again when the inhabitants are able—that pursuit comes, 

however, not from the owners but from family friends who fell in love with the space after their first 

visit. They came into these domestic spaces as strangers and left with an appreciation for their 

atmospheres and aesthetics, and a yearning to return. Even after family members have died, even when 

they are perhaps no longer welcome guests, Charles and Lily return to their respective great houses and 

find themselves at peace. Why should it be the two of them at last, in houses not even their own, who 

find the way home? They each bore the initial affective connection with emotions of love, then 

nurtured those connections through times of loss. They have the right combination of distance and 

proximity to the houses, not so close as family members who see only the past within the walls of the 

family home, but also once intimate enough to be almost family. They occupy that liminal, in-between 

space both physically and psychologically. They end their narrative journeys not having compromised 

themselves in favor of the houses, nor in exile, nor with only temporary feelings of homeliness and 

hopeful gestures towards the future. They have their visions, sudden and complete, and grasp at the 

moment of homecoming. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Houses in Motion 

 

“I’m walking a line, I’m visiting houses in motion. 

I’m walking a line, just barely enough to be living.” 

—Talking Heads, “Houses in Motion,” Remain in Light (1980) 

 

 

To end back where we began, in a cyclical move that matches the progression from homelessness to 

homecoming, I want to return to Joseph Frank and “Spatial Form in Modern Literature,” specifically to 

discuss his theories of time. In the brief attention Frank gives to time rather than space in that essay, he 

presents the belief that history has ruptured in the 20th century. Since his argument revolves around the 

interplay of various moments in time connected by a single strain of narrative flow, he claims that with 

“this juxtaposition of past and present [. . .] history becomes ahistorical. Time is no longer felt as an 

objective, causal progression with clearly marked-out differences between periods; now it has become 

a continuum in which distinctions between past and present are wiped out.”276 Although I have written 

of continuity of space before, calling time a “continuum” does not feel entirely right; continuum 

implies sequence, with different circumstances on one end than on the other, even if the middle of the 

sequence melds together. In fact, there is no sequence. Continuity exists only as futurity, something 

literally continuing to exist. It does not, in modernity, imply any carrying over of ideas or 

circumstances. It does not allow stability. Rather than a continuum, time in modernity is felt only as a 

rupture. There is a sense that something has happened, and other things will continue to happen, but the 

relationship between them has become inscrutable. Similarly, writing on nostalgia in architecture, 

Rybczynski calls the modernist interior “a rupture in the evolution of domestic comfort. [. . .] People 

turn to the past because they are looking for something that they do not find in the present—comfort 
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and well-being.”277 We can see this return or regression play out in many country house novels where 

the inhabitants of those houses idealize the past when faced with the lacking nature of the present. 

Returning wholly to the past is impossible; the rupture in time, not to mention the fluctuations of space, 

has closed off that route. Returning in fragments, however, is still possible. 

How does that work? Instead of an answer, David Spurr, in Architecture and Modern Literature 

(2012), gives only more questions: “writers ask, essentially, ‘What is our relation to the past?’ and 

when the answer to that question registers an irreparable loss, it is followed by the question ‘How can 

we construct our world anew?’ ”278 Let us see what answers we can draw from all of this. Despite 

architecture’s link to memory, whether through housing collections and artifacts or serving as an 

organizational structure for mental space, it appears that there is some gap it cannot fill. The 

“irreparable loss” between self and past is partly ruptured and partly unstable space, but a large part of 

it lies also with the impossibility of conceiving of the self anymore as a unified whole. In order to 

repair what has been fragmented, one would have to go back in time to before the fragmentation. Any 

move in the other direction, to “construct our world anew,” is almost equally impossible to achieve. 

When considering this difficulty, Lefebvre remarks that the self “is in a space where it must either 

recognize or lose itself.”279 Lefebvre’s ultimatum, while at first appearing damning, actually has some 

optimism within its stakes. Even in a state of danger, the self is still tied to space. The space—and 

self—may be unstable, but what is crucial is that it has not yet ruptured entirely. And there is still a 

chance that it may not. And the house may survive the home, in the physical sense, but the home can 

always—at some point—exist. Temporal rupture has happened, but spatial rupture is not yet an 

inevitability. This potentiality makes space is superior to time, as far as serving as an analogue for 
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experience is concerned. The potentiality also offers a hope for recognition and reconstruction instead 

of only more loss, as the self moves into a new future. 

 Standing, still, in the way of that potentiality, is the future. Walter Benjamin's essay “The 

Storyteller” (1936) addresses the concerns surrounding time and modernity:  

With the [First] World War a process began to become apparent which has not halted since then. 

Was it not noticeable at the end of the war that men returned from the battlefield grown silent—

not richer, but poorer in communicable experience? What ten years later was poured out in the 

flood of war books was anything but experience that goes from mouth to mouth.280  

 

Here the rupture in time, and possible rupture space, is echoed by a rupture in the ability to give voice 

to the self. Whatever was faced on the battlefield could not be spoken of, not in a way that would make 

the listener understand, and yet the soldiers brought back their experiences, even unspoken; the onset of 

shell-shock kept them silent but not immune from their memories. Stephen Kern, in The Culture of 

Time and Space (2003), calls this the “silence of a generation that came home after four years of killing 

and discovered that nobody spoke the same language or felt the old feelings any more.”281 Novels of 

the 19th century could put names to their “beasts,” as Kern calls them, could define them and confront 

the conflicts besetting their characters, but “the beasts of the twentieth century would be far less 

identifiable.”282  

Faced with both a loss of self and the problem of incommunicable, unidentifiable experiences, 

novels in the 20th century therefore required a change of form to construct their new world. One of the 

qualities that fills that gap between an experience and its relation is the concept of psychological space. 

Psychological space connects the self to its surroundings, tying emotions to not only architecture but 

nature, history, society. It is, fundamentally, the self in relation to the world. This idea emerges in 20th 

century novels through stream-of-consciousness narration, as well as an increasing focus on 
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constructing spaces in the text that can serve as symbolic representations of the self. If something has 

broken, these novels say, let us construct scaffolding around it, both mending and drawing attention to 

the cracks. Theirs are the narrative developments that make topoanalysis through fiction possible.  

Here I want to return briefly to Heidegger and Dasein, the existential mode of being-in. By the 

word’s literal construction, the self must always already be in something, some space. Its space of 

representation cannot, therefore, be neutral. It is an intimate, integrated part of the subjectivity. If that 

space’s uncertainty about ever being settled or promoting authentic dwelling mean that the being-in is a 

condition of homelessness, and becomes being-towards death—as O’Donoghue puts it—then the loss 

of the self that comes with death runs parallel to the loss of that space. This is how Dasein and Nicht-

zu-Hause can become synonymous, how the loss of the self can be equivalent to the loss of the home. 

Each one influences the other, to the seemingly inevitable ruin of both. We have seen this play out. The 

rare ability to recognize that homelessness, however, and to choose not to flee from the uncomfortable, 

uncanny recognition that arises with the confrontation between the fragmented subject and its world, 

can in fact lead to being-in transforming into what I call being-in-that-moment—a brief moment, “a 

glimpse only” (as Woolf puts it), but a moment of harmony nonetheless. Just as Husserl’s epoché 

brackets off aspects of the larger world to allow for a momentary, focused understanding, here the 

subjective existence achieves a momentary totality. The space was always going to reveal them; they 

might as well accept it, and reveal themselves back. Nicht-zu-Hause, fully realized, not outright 

rejected but confronted and admitted, can then become die Heimkehr, a homecoming born out of 

homelessness.283 

The set of circumstances required to even begin to allow that to happen are quite specific. First, 

there must be an idealization of the past—realistic past, or mythical past. The self must want to go 

                                                 
283 Die Heimkehr means, literally, “the homecoming” as in “the return home.” There is a connection here with  

Heimat: “homeland,” but also “heritage,” an emotional, national, and individual sense of place-memory. Another, 

more unfortunate connection is the 1941 Nazi propaganda film by the same name. 
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back. Second, there must be an admission of the present, with all its instability and undesirability. The 

self must be cast adrift. Third, there must be a hope for the future, even as it is unknown and largely 

terrifying. Considering the time period, it must be terrifying, and the self must still want to face it. 

When those three come together, they do so in a space of ruin—either time has ruined things, or they 

have brought the ruin with them. The great houses become small, emptying out, dying. They must 

transform into something that can stand against the self and reflect it back in proportion to its own 

fragments. In that reflection, however brief, is the potential for recognition and identification which 

always precludes a sense of coming home. The temporal scheme provides the rupture; the spatial one, 

the site of connection. The self, moving between the two, can hold both within its body: time, space, 

experience, all brought together under the auspices of authentic dwelling. 

 Freud’s one-time collaborator Carl Jung had his own theory on how to build a house that would 

craft a sense of dwelling through its architecture. Glenn Robert Lym’s study A Psychology of Building 

(1980) examines the decisions Jung made in building his countryside home in 1923 in Bollingen, 

Switzerland, a decade after Jung’s professional break with Freud. For Jung, Lym writes, “building the 

house was a voyage in self-discovery.”284 Jung’s own phrase, from his 1962 autobiography Memories, 

Dreams, Reflections, is “as if I were being reborn in stone.”285 The first stage of his rebirth was to 

construct a two-story tower, a space he later conceived of as a “maternal hearth” and retreat.286 But the 

single tower was not enough to be a home, and so in 1927 Jung expanded to build a central structure, 

and then again in 1931 an annex for his personal, spiritual retreat. In 1935, still not satisfied with his 

house, Jung added on a fourth part of the house, a courtyard that would bring the natural world and his 

interior space into relation. For a while, this was the plan of the house; then, in 1955, Jung once more 
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“felt a need to find his central, true self,” Lym writes.287 Building vertically this time, Jung added 

another story to the central structure, making a third tower, theorizing that the center’s previous low 

stature—in comparison to the two towers on either side—was suppressing his true self. By building 

upwards—in line with Bachelard’s theory about the necessity of attics and cellars to fully express the 

individual self—Jung was able to access and embody his subjectivity through his house. Extrapolating 

this theory outwards from Freud and Jung, we can think of any individual interaction with a space as an 

attempt to find moments of congruity and affirmation. Spatial form, spatial order, both reflect and 

affect constructions of the self. Having a house that accurately and actively reflects the self, and also 

allows for growth into the future, with some sense of connection to the past, is the ultimate goal. That is 

the essential home. 

 In The Theory of the Novel, Lukács proposes that the novel “is the epic of an age in which the 

extensive totality of life is no longer directly given, in which the immanence of meaning in life has 

become a problem, yet which still thinks in terms of totality.”288 Even for one who has found their 

essential home, this extensive totality is unachievable. For those still searching, its marked lack 

becomes the source of the feeling of homesickness or homelessness that pervades much of modernist 

literature, creating subjects who experience “an unbridgeable chasm [. . .] between self and world.”289 

The utter pessimism of this deep divide is, in my mind, best expressed in Olive Schreiner’s novel The 

Story of an African Farm: “A striving, and a striving, and an ending in nothing.”290 What is it all for, 

then? Well, if one stops striving and allows the totality to be momentary rather than extensive, some 

measure of it can still be achieved. Ultimately, acknowledging the possibility of totality—not a 

guarantee, but a possibility—is enough to open up the avenue for a homecoming, a reconciliation 
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between the self and the world, interiority and reality. Once that avenue is open, it is up to the self to 

take the first step. 

 Lukács conceives of the self, or the soul, as always carrying within itself the desire to be at 

home. He starts off his work with a quote from Novalis, otherwise known as Georg Philipp Freidrich 

von Hardenberg, a late 18th-century German scientist and Romantic philosopher: “Philosophy is really 

homesickness [. . .] it is the urge to be at home everywhere.”291 By this claim, it is not enough to have 

one perfectly arranged, harmonious space to call home; there is a need for the whole world to be 

available as a prospective home. This of course cannot happen. There is, as Lukács writes, a “rift” or an 

“essential difference between the self and the world.”292 Modernist literature demonstrates it well. If we 

do not grasp at the momentary totality, there can be no relief. Through the course of this dissertation, I 

have focused on various iterations of home in the English Modernist novel, examining how it is shaped 

and what it contains, what role it plays in directing people's lives, how often its space proves 

unsustainable, and for what reasons. Lukács's “transcendental homelessness” is a pervasive thing, so 

much so that it would be easy to mistake the essence of spatial form in Modernist literature as 

pessimistic. But that is not entirely true. 

 For Lukács, the protagonists of a novel are “seekers,” yearning for something they cannot easily 

find, but which does, in fact, exist.293 If they are to be successful in their search, they must find a way 

to be in the world. Contrary to Adorno, Nietzsche, Cacciari, and Heidegger, Lukács seems to believe 

that this is possible. The key, in his theory, lies in determining one's focus and wanting to reach home 

with a strong enough sense of yearning. The onus is on the self to find its way home. Lukács writes that 

“the world of man that matters is the one where the soul, as man, god or demon, is at home: then the 

soul finds everything it needs [. . .]  its existence is filled to overbrimming with the finding, gathering 
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and moulding of all that is given as cognate to the soul.”294 But how to get to this particular world? If 

the soul's nostalgia and homesickness are experienced with enough force, Lukács writes, a path will 

open up. In that case, any path will do, since with “such a soul, every road leads to the essence—leads 

home—for to this soul its selfhood is its home.”295 The soul carries its home within it, just waiting to be 

reflected back by the outside world. Though “transcendental homelessness” may have saturated the 

world, Lukács brackets out another world, beyond the everyday, a space in which “every lost wanderer 

finds the home that has awaited him since all eternity; every solitary voice that falls silent on earth is 

there awaited by a chorus that takes it up, carries it towards harmony and, through it, becomes harmony 

itself.”296 This proposed essential harmony between the subject and the home is not unique to Lukács. 

Bachelard, another of the more optimistic theorists, gives hints of it when he writes: “The space we 

love is unwilling to remain permanently enclosed. It deploys and appears to move elsewhere without 

difficulty; into other times, and on different planes of dream and memory.”297 In other words, it is 

always accessible to the self. And Rilke, when he describes his essential house, does the same: a house 

“quite dissolved and distributed inside me.”298 The unifying thread is the idea that space is variable, 

mutable, full of possibilities—even, in some way, alive. The soul, ever-changing, needs that sense of 

flux in its situation. By studying specific homes, both historical and literary, we can begin to develop 

patterns of spatial clues to narrow down the qualities of an essential home, one which can forever be 

returned to, even if circumstances and character have changed. That home can then, in exchange, 

enable a continuity of the self, thereby answering the question of how to live in the world. 

 As far as those patterns are concerned, I have divided them up into four categories, one for each 

chapter: there is the pastoral idealization of the past against a hostile modern world, the flight and 

                                                 
294 Ibid., 65-66. 
295 Ibid., 87. 
296 Ibid., 59. 
297 Bachelard, 53. 
298 Quoted in Bachelard, 57. 
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refuge into the mythic past in rejection of the world, the search for extensive totality in other spaces 

once the home is lost, and finally the return to that essential home and the momentary confrontation 

with the self among the ruins and traces of memory and architecture. The last category brings together 

both emotion and space, being both a former refuge and holding a prospect for the future; out of the 

triumvirates of firmness, commodity, delight (Vitruvius) and convenience, truth, beauty (Downing), all 

may not be realized simultaneously. But it is enough for the possibility of them once having been 

realized to exist, and to be recognized by the individual. Lukács acknowledges that all things at once 

may be impossible, that a widespread and guaranteed homecoming may always remain out of reach, 

but some things, at some times, can be grasped:   

In order to demonstrate the risk which everyone runs and which can be escaped by individual 

salvation but not by a-prioristic redemption, many characters have to perish because of their 

inability to adapt themselves, whilst others fade away because of their precipitous and 

unconditional surrender in the face of reality. Ways towards individual salvation do exist, 

however, and a whole community of men is seen to arrive successfully at the end of them, 

helping one another, as well as occasionally falling into error during the process. And what has 

become a reality for many must be at least potentially accessible to all.299  

 

This is a far more encouraging outcome to the problem of Modernity’s break with the home than 

almost any other theorist or critic allows. The characters who surrender to reality and lose their own 

selves, or those who struggle apart from the world, lacking any stable refuge, are either end of the 

extremes: Margaret Schlegel and Tony Last, Connie and Mellors, Maurice and Alec, various Forsytes 

and Pargiters. The individuals who find salvation are Charles Ryder and Lily Briscoe. Lukács reads 

into their individual successes—however brief, however fragmentary—optimism for the rest of 

humanity, returning once more to the idea of community and action that I addressed with Arendt in my 

introduction. If it can be achieved for one, then we know it is at least possible, and will eventually be 

achieved by more. In response to the rupture in time and experience, Arendt proposes human 

community. 

                                                 
299 Lukács, 135. 
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 Ruskin’s desire that architecture speak to us creates another kind of community, one whose 

boundaries are the subject and its individual experience with space. This is the community that 

provides the basis for any larger interactions. If the building speaks, and the subject listens, harmony 

can occur. One of the problems facing modern characters who live in historic houses is that the only 

things their surroundings can speak are out of touch with reality, and therefore can tell the individual 

nothing about how to integrate with the world. Alison Lurie addresses this in The Language of Houses 

(2014) by dividing buildings into categories: formal and informal, simple and complex. Formal 

buildings have symmetry, regularity, dictating orderly lives; informal buildings with mismatched 

aspects speak to changes over time. Informal spaces are more adaptable, easier to live in. Simple 

buildings are not necessarily informal, but they too provide an easier environment. “Simple buildings,” 

Lurie writes, “whether large or small, are reassuring because we readily understand them. Their shapes 

are uncomplicated, and they have few and regularly placed doors and windows, so that it is easy to 

visualize their interiors.”300 In contrast, while complex buildings “can be wonderfully original and 

charming,” they can also be “ostentatious and oppressive.”301 Their overly decorated interiors or 

elaborate floorplans may “suggest artistic immorality or dishonesty,” Lurie writes; certainly such 

complex houses do not meet Le Corbusier’s mechanized standards, nor even Downing’s looser 

guidelines of convenience, truth, and beauty.302 To get back into relation with things, the houses must 

undergo change. 

 In many ways, certain types of spaces promote certain types of language and patterns of 

behavior. For the English country house, a formal and complex space, it seems at first that the only 

kind of life that could be lived within its borders is a sheltered one; then, gradually, it becomes clear 

that shelter goes hand in hand with suffocation, and authentic dwelling must be looked for elsewhere, 

                                                 
300 Alison Lurie, The Language of Houses: How Buildings Speak to Us (New York: Delphinium Books, 2014), 6. 
301 Ibid., 8. 
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or wait until the house has changed its state. To return to the questions from my introduction—Can 

architecture, as narrativized through the novel, guarantee a homecoming? Can it address the problem of 

how to live a life, not only in the past but in the present, in the future?—I would say that the answer to 

the first one is no. There are no guarantees. There is, however, potential. And perhaps that is enough. 

Individual and momentary though it might be, the possibility exists for architecture to enable a 

homecoming. Specifically, for country house architecture surviving into the 20th century and beyond, 

that possibility requires an idealization of the past, a recognition of the present, and a willingness to 

adapt to the unknown future. 

 Modernist preferences for functionality and efficiency could never be truly realized in an 

English country house at the height of its pastoral grandeur. If, however, that once-great and cherished 

house begins to fall into ruin, and only a small part of it is reclaimed for individual use, that small part 

would—by nature of excluding the rest—have an efficiency of its own. It would have a purpose, and 

the utility and value of that would elevate its truth to the point of external beauty once more; 

meanwhile, the act of experiencing a momentary totality through existential recognition of the 

fragmented self in the ruined world, an act previously thought to be impossible, meets the internal 

needs of authentic dwelling. There is, then, unification between the domestic space of the great house 

and the subjective experience of its inhabitant, come home at last—a convergence possible only 

through the intervention of time, tragedy, and otherwise incommunicable experiences, those same 

experiences whose stories can only be revealed through the physical marks of architecture, then related 

back to the self through narrative space. 
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